
 

 
 

 
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE on  

Classification and Properties of Hazardous Chemical Data 
AGENDA 

Second Draft Meeting  
October 13, 2015 
10 AM-1 PM EDT 

Conference Call/Adobe Connect Meeting 
 

 
 
 
 
1. Welcome. Ron Kirsch, Chair 
 
 
2.  Introductions and Update of Committee Roster. (attached) 
 
 
3.  Approval of First Draft Meeting Minutes from September 23, 2014. (attached) 
 
 
4.  Staff updates. Nancy Pearce. 

 
a) Committee membership update. 
b) Annual 2016 revision cycle schedule review. (attached) 
c) New Process Second Draft Presentation. 

 
 
5.  Review of Public Comments. (attached) 
 
 
6.  Annex G Task Group report‐Jen Lawless. 
 
 7. Simple Asphyxiant Discussion. (articles attached) 
 
8.  Cheetah Discussion‐Larry Britton. 
 
9. Other/New Business. 
 
 
10. Scheduling Future Meeting. 
 
 
11. Adjournment. 
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON 

Classification and Properties of Hazardous Chemical Data 
Minutes 

First Draft Meeting 
September 23, 2014 
and October 2, 2014 

Conference Call/Adobe Connect Meeting 
 

Attendees: 
 
Ron Kirsch, Chair, Applications International Corporation, CA 
Robert Michaels, RAM TRAC Corporation, NY 
Jason Beam, Casella Waste Systems, ME 
Larry Britton, Process Safety Consultant, WV 
Laura Draelos, Sandia National Laboratories, NM 
Walter Groden, AIG Property Casualty, NM 
David Hollinger, Drexel University, PA 
Ronald Keefer, Menlo Park Fire Protection District, CA 
Arthur Krawetz, Phoenix Chemical Laboratory, Inc., IL 
Kenneth Lewis, Evonik Degussa Corporation, Industrial Fire Protection Section Rep, AL 
Caroline Miller, ChemADVISOR, Inc., NY 
David Phelan, Bergenfield Fire Department, NJ 
Brian Primeau, MIT Lincoln Labs, MA 
Gary Robinson, Liberty Mutual Group, IL 
James Vigerust, CB&I, NM 
David Wechsler, American Chemistry Council, TX 
Karl Leipold, AIG Energy & Engineered Risk, MD* 
Cynthia Wernet, The Boeing Company, Industrial Fire Protection Section* 
Jennifer Lawless, Occupational Safety & Health Administration, Washington, DC** 
 

*   Alternate 
** Non-voting 
 

Nancy Pearce, NFPA Staff 
Dan Gorham, NFPA Staff 
 
Guest 
 
Bruce Swiecicki, National Propane Gas Association, IL 

 
1. Ron Kirsch, Chair, welcomed the committee.  

 

 
 
2.  Committee members and guests introduced themselves and their affiliation.  Nancy reminded the Committee to           
     please review the committee roster and email her with any corrections or modifications.  

 
 



 

 

3.  Minutes of the meeting from September 29-30, 2010 were reviewed and approved by the Committee. 
 

 
 
4.  Nancy Pearce, NFPA Staff liaison provided a PowerPoint presentation that included an update on the  
     Committee membership, a review of the Annual 2016 revision cycle for NFPA 704 and explained the new 
     process for revision of documents.   

 
 
5.  All public inputs were reviewed and first revisions were created by the committee where applicable.   Key 
     topics discussed were:  

1) whether or not to include carbon dioxide as a simple asphyxiant, recognizing 
                that it did not match the definition in NFPA 704 but that there is currently no other symbol or  
                mechanism in NFPA 704 to provide emergency information to first responders on the hazard of CO2 

2) whether or not to modify the criteria for compressed liquefied gases in Table 5.2.   
 

 

 
6.   The Committee reviewed several NFPA 704 “Diamond” examples for incorporation into annex of NFPA 704. 
      A  new annex H has been proposed that provides examples of the NFPA 704 system that can be 
      incorporated into emergency response safety publications. 
 
 

7.   The Committee developed a draft Annex that explains the difference between NFPA 704 and GHS and the 
       reasons why the Committee has decided not to change the current rating system in NFPA 704.   The new 
       Annex G will include the QuickCard that was developed by NFPA and OSHA.        
 
 
8.  A task group to review new Annex G was formed to further review and revise the new Annex G for the    
     second draft meeting.  Jennifer Lawless, Walter Groden, David Phelan and James Vigerust volunteered to be 
     on this task group.   Additional task groups may be formed by the chair prior to the second draft meeting.  

 

 
 
9. The next meeting will be scheduled after the Chair determines the extent of the public comments received           
    Most likely the second draft meeting will be another adobe connect/conference call.   

 
 
10. The Chair adjourned the meeting at 4 pm on Day One (Sept 23) and at 12:45 on Day Two (Oct 2nd). 



2016 ANNUAL REVISION CYCLE 
*Public Input Dates may vary according to standards and schedules for Revision Cycles may change.  Please 
check the NFPA Website for the most up‐to‐date information on Public Input Closing Dates and schedules at 

www.nfpa.org/document # (i.e. www.nfpa.org/101) and click on the Next Edition tab.
 

Process 
Stage 

 

Process Step 
 

Dates for 
TC 

Dates for
TC with 

CC 
  Public Input Closing Date for Paper Submittal*  6/6/2014  6/6/2014 

  Public Input Closing Date for Online Submittal (e‐PI)*  7/7/2014  7/7/2014 

  Final Date for TC First Draft Meeting  12/12/2014  9/12/2014 

Public Input  Posting of First Draft and TC Ballot  1/30/2015  10/24/2014 

Stage  Final date for Receipt of TC First Draft ballot  2/20/2015  11/14/2014 

(First Draft)  Final date for Receipt of TC First Draft ballot ‐ recirc  2/27/2015  11/21/2014 

  Posting of First Draft for CC Meeting    11/28/2014 

  Final date for CC First Draft Meeting    1/9/2015 

  Posting of First Draft and CC Ballot    1/30/2015 

  Final date for Receipt of CC First Draft ballot    2/20/2015 

  Final date for Receipt of CC First Draft ballot ‐ recirc    2/27/2015 

  Post First Draft Report for Public Comment  3/6/2015  3/6/2015 

 

  Public Comment Closing Date for Paper Submittal*  4/10/2015  4/10/2015 

  Public Comment Closing Date for Online Submittal (e‐PC)*   5/15/2015  5/15/2015 

  Final Date to Publish Notice of Consent Standards (Standards that 
received no Comments) 

5/29/2015  5/29/2015 

  Appeal Closing Date for Consent Standards (Standards that received 
no Comments) 

6/12/2015  6/12/2015 

  Final date for TC Second Draft Meeting  10/30/2015  7/24/2015 

Comment  Posting of Second Draft and TC Ballot  12/11/2015  9/4/2015 

Stage    Final date for Receipt of TC Second Draft ballot  1/4/2016  9/25/2015 

(Second  Final date for receipt of TC Second Draft ballot ‐ recirc  1/11/2016  10/2/2015 

Draft)  Posting of Second Draft for CC Meeting    10/9/2015 

  Final date for CC Second Draft Meeting    11/20/2015 

  Posting of Second Draft for CC Ballot    12/11/2015 

  Final date for Receipt of CC Second Draft ballot    1/4/2016 

  Final date for Receipt of CC Second Draft ballot ‐ recirc    1/11/2016 

  Post Second Draft Report for NITMAM Review  1/18/2016  1/18/2016 

 

Tech Session  Notice of Intent to Make a Motion (NITMAM) Closing Date  2/19/2016  2/19/2016 

Preparation  Posting of Certified Amending Motions (CAMs) and Consent 
Standards 

4/15/2016  4/15/2016 

(& Issuance)  Appeal Closing Date for Consent Standards   5/3/2016  5/3/2016 

  SC Issuance Date for Consent Standards    5/13/2016  5/13/2016 

 

Tech Session  Association Meeting for Standards with CAMs  6/13‐16/2016  6/13‐16/2016 

 

Appeals and  Appeal Closing Date for Standards with CAMs  6/29/2016  6/29/2016 

Issuance  SC  Issuance Date for Standards with CAMs  8/4/2016  8/4/2016 

 

Approved:__October 30, 2012                                           Revised___December 4, 2013_____________________ 



Public Comment No. 9-NFPA 704-2015 [ Global Input ]

Dear Committee,

I found some inaccurate statements in NFPA 704.  I would greatly appreciate you seriously considering my
suggestion and revising these statements. 

In Annex E, E.1, it states ‘Data from DSC and ARC (or their equivalent) can be used to determine adiabatic
exotherm initiation temperature’. But differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is NOT an adiabatic technique.
The temperature characterized by DSC is merely an exotherm initiation temperature under non-adiabatic
condition, not an adiabatic exotherm initiation temperature. Thus, I would suggest to replace all the
‘adiabatic exotherm initiation temperature’ with ‘exotherm initiation temperature’ in the entire annex.

As NFPA 704 is very important to industries, and other people are using it as reference to develop new
standard. I believe that accurate statement is crucial to avoid confusion and misunderstanding, and hope
these inaccurate statements will be fixed in the next version of NFPA 704.

Many thanks for your consideration,

Shasha

Shasha Zhang, PhD

Research Scientist

SUNY Polytechnic Institute (CNSE)

257 Fuller Rd, Albany, NY 12203

PH: 518-956-7198

Email: szhang@sunycnse.com

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

As NFPA 704 is very important to industries, and other people are using it as reference to develop new standard. I 
believe that accurate statement is crucial to avoid confusion and misunderstanding, and hope these inaccurate 
statements will be fixed in the next version of NFPA 704.

Information about DSC is available at wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential_scanning_calorimetry

Related Item

First Revision No. 12-NFPA 704-2014 [Global Input]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Shasha Zhang

Organization: [ Not Specified ]

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Thu May 07 16:05:03 EDT 2015
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Public Comment No. 4-NFPA 704-2015 [ Section No. H.1 ]
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H.1
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NFPA frequently receives requests for permission to use the NFPA 704 diamond in safety and emergency
response publications and training materials. This annex is provided as an example of labels and text that
can be used within publications and training documents that summarizes the NFPA 704 label system. [See
Figure H.1(a) and Figure H.1(b).]

Figure H.1(a) NFPA Sample Placard 1.

Figure H.1(b) Hazardous Materials Classification.

The following text should accompany the placard examples published in any document:

NFPA 704 provides a simple, readily recognizable, and easily understood system of markings that
provides a general idea of the hazards of a material and the severity of these hazards as they relate to
emergency response. The standard does not tell you when such labels are required but provides the
criteria for labeling when such labels are required by another code, standard, regulation, or jurisdiction.

The ratings shown in Figure H.1(a) and Figure H.1(b) are in summary form only. The current edition of
NFPA 704 should be consulted for the detailed criteria used to determine the correct numbers to be placed
in the quadrants for a specific material.

Reprinted with permission from NFPA 704-2017, System for the Identification of the Hazards of Materials
for Emergency Response, Copyright © 2016, National Fire Protection Association. This reprinted material

National Fire Protection Association Report http://submittals.nfpa.org/TerraViewWeb/ContentFetcher?commentPara...
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is not the complete and official position of the NFPA on the referenced subject, which is represented solely
by the standard in its entirety. The classification of any particular material within this system is the sole
responsibility of the user and not the NFPA. NFPA bears no responsibility for any determinations of any
values for any particular material classified or represented using this system.

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved

NFPA_704_Figure_H1_Proposed_Changes.pdf

Proposed Figure H.1(a) has two areas for review; 
the title should be 'Rating' not 'Classification' to be 
consistent with the language of Appendix G, and 
the 'Health' rating of 0 should be "Essentially 
Nonirritating" (language from Appendix B) and not 
refer to ordinary combustibles. Proposed Figure 
H.1(b) should be rotated 90 degrees so Health is 
on the left, Flammability at the top, and Instability 
on the right, to be consistent with all other images 
of the 'diamond'.  

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Comment

Proposed Figure H.1(a) has two areas for review; the title should be 'Rating' not 'Classification' to be consistent 
with the language of Appendix G, and the 'Health' rating of 0 should be "Essentially Nonirritating" (language from 
Appendix B) and not refer to ordinary combustibles. 

Proposed Figure H.1(b) should be rotated 90 degrees so Health is on the left, Flammability at the top, and 
Instability on the right, to be consistent with all other images of the 'diamond'. 

Related Item

First Revision No. 13-NFPA 704-2014 [Global Input]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Brian Primeau

Organization: MIT Lincoln Labs

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Mar 23 13:12:21 EDT 2015
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NFPA 704 

Proposed Image Changes 

Submitted By  

Brian Primeau 



Figure H.1(a) 

Two proposed changes: 
1. Title should be ‘Hazardous Materials Rating’ instead of ‘Classification’ to be 

consistent with the language of Appendix G.   
2. Under the Health Rating portion, a ‘0’ rating should be labeled “Essentially 

Nonirritating’ to be consistent with Appendix B.  



Figure H.1(b) 

Proposed change: 
1. All images of the NFPA 704 Diamond have ‘Health’ on the left, ‘Flammability’ 

on the top, ‘Instability’ on the right, and ‘Special Hazards’ on the bottom.  This 
image should be rotated 90 degrees as shown above to be consistent.  
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REPORT SUMMARY 

 
This report documents results of a project to identify and quantify toxic effects of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) in living organisms. The overall goal is to develop concentration and time-dependent 
profiles of CO2 toxicity in a variety of organisms. This project phase was designed to develop 
exposure-effect profiles for humans and nonhuman mammals and to identify the availability of 
information for other species. 

Background 
The impetus for this project is the possible development of large-scale CO2 capture, transport, 
and storage (CT&S) sites that would have the potential to release CO2 into the surrounding 
environment. Release of CO2 has potential to adversely affect the health and well-being of 
nearby organisms. Potential release of CO2 is especially hazardous because CO2 is colorless and 
odorless unless present at concentrations in excess of 40%, which is lethal in a matter of minutes 
to many mammals. Identification of intoxication by CO2 is difficult, the diagnosis possible only 
by excluding other toxicants and disease conditions because their signs and symptoms are not 
unique to CO2. 

Objectives 
To assist in developing exposure-effect profiles for humans and nonhuman mammals by 
summarizing available information on health effects of CO2 on living organisms and to identify 
the availability of information for other species. 

Approach 
The primary aim of this project phase was to understand toxic effects of acute and prolonged 
human exposure to varied CO2 concentrations and to establish an exposure concentration- and 
duration-response profile. This profile identifies segments of the human population that might be 
especially vulnerable to the effects of CO2. The secondary aim was to determine toxic effects of 
CO2 in domesticated or food mammals and to establish exposure-response profiles for these 
animals. The project team also intended to identify knowledge gaps regarding effects of CO2 on 
humans and nonhuman mammals. A tertiary aim, if time and resources permitted, was to 
determine the extent of CO2 -related information that is available for non-mammals of domestic 
or food importance, such as birds, fish, and insects, and for plants of economic importance. 

The team performed online and manual searches of scientific and medical literature and of U.S. 
governmental agency reports to identify relevant material. Thousands of candidate articles and 
reports were identified. Abstracts, if available, were evaluated for relevant material prior to 
obtaining and evaluating any literature. Thus far, with a few exceptions, the team has only 
evaluated English-language information. Primary online databases used were Medline and 
Toxline. Additional information was identified through online resources, including the 
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Hazardous Substances Database (HSDB), the Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances 
(RTECS), and the National Technology Information Service (NTIS) website. The team manually 
searched Index Medicus from the early 1900s and examined various pharmacology, toxicology, 
medical, and physiology texts and review articles. 

Results 
The report is organized into sections by mammals, birds, fish, insects, and plants. Each section, 
with the exception of insects, briefly discusses the organism’s physiology, the importance of CO2 
in its physiological processes, the control of CO2 concentrations in tissues, and organism 
response to increased CO2 concentrations. The section on mammals discusses effects of CO2 in 
humans and several nonhuman mammalian species. Effects of CO2 on general well-being and on 
specific organ systems are presented for both acute and prolonged exposures occurring under 
conditions of hypoxia (low tissue oxygen [O2]), normoxia (normal tissue O2), and hyperoxia 
(high tissue O2). General information appears in the text and more detailed information from 
specific studies appears in the appendices. Other sections are comparatively brief and provide 
examples of CO2 effects from some published studies. This report did not evaluate effects of 
altitude on responses to CO2. 

Evaluation of CO2 effects in human populations suggests that acute exposure to CO2 
concentrations >3% and prolonged exposure to concentrations >1% may affect health in the 
general population. Sensitive populations could be adversely affected at lower concentrations. 
Nonhuman mammals seem more resistant to the toxic effects of CO2 than humans, but all 
mammals are affected in similar ways. The difference in susceptibility among mammals appears 
to be related to underlying variations in metabolism and acid-base balance. One significant factor 
in sensitivity is acclimation to CO2. Acclimated humans and animals are not as sensitive to 
potentially toxic effects of moderate levels of CO2 as are naïve individuals. 

EPRI Perspective 
The data gathered will be useful and necessary for site-specific health risk assessments. This 
report can serve as the basis for determining risk to human health and well-being for acute and 
prolonged exposure to CO2. Likewise, the information can be used to determine risk to the health 
and well-being of several nonhuman mammals. Results are presented in detailed technical terms 
and, as such, will be of most use to experts conducting health, safety, and environment (HSE) 
studies. Additional work to expand the information in this report is recommended. 

Keywords 
CO2 
Carbon dioxide 
Environmental impacts 
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1  
OVERVIEW 

This report documents the progress of a project to identify and quantify the toxic effects of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) in living organisms. The overall goal was to develop concentration and 
time-dependent profiles of CO2 toxicity in a variety of organisms. This phase of the project was 
designed to develop exposure-effect profiles for humans and non-human mammals and to 
identify the availability of information for other species. The specific aims are described below.  

The impetus for this project is the possible development of large-scale CO2 capture, transport, 
and sequestration (CT&S) sites that would have the potential to release CO2 into the surrounding 
environment. The release of CO2 has the potential to have an adverse effect on the health and 
well-being of nearby organisms. The Lake Nyos, Cameroon, disaster, where CO2 was 
catastrophically released into the atmosphere killing approximately 1700 people and thousands 
of animals, gives testimony to the harmful effects that CO2 can have on a variety of living 
organisms [1-4]. CO2 is especially hazardous because it is colorless and odorless unless present 
at concentrations in excess of 40%, which is lethal in a matter of minutes to many mammals. 
Identification of intoxication by CO2 is difficult, and the diagnosis is made only by the exclusion 
of other toxicants and disease conditions, because the signs and symptoms are not unique to CO2. 

The classic approach to evaluate the health or ecological risks associated with the environmental 
release of a potentially toxic chemical is the four-step health risk assessment paradigm: hazard 
identification, dose-response assessment, exposure assessment, and risk characterization. With 
this paradigm, the evaluation of information on the hazardous properties of the environmental 
agent and the extent to which sensitive receptors (e.g., humans, animals, and ecosystems) are 
exposed results in a qualitative or quantitative statement about the probability and the extent of 
harm to the exposed population. 

 

Figure 1-1 
Health Risk Assessment Paradigm 

The primary aim of this project was to understand the toxic effects of acute and prolonged 
human exposure to varied CO2 concentrations and to establish an exposure concentration- and 
duration-response profile. This profile identifies segments of the human population that might be 
especially vulnerable to the effects of CO2. The secondary aim was to determine the toxic effects 
of CO2 in domesticated or food mammals and to establish exposure-response profiles for these 
animals. Furthermore, it was intended to develop an understanding of the gaps in knowledge 
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regarding the effects of CO2 on humans and non-human mammals. A tertiary aim, if time and 
resources permitted, was to determine the extent of CO2-related information that is available for 
non-mammals of domestic or food importance, such as birds, fish, and insects, and for plants of 
economic importance. 

The information in this report is organized into sections by mammals, birds, fish, insects, and 
plants. Each section, with the exception of insects, briefly discusses the physiology of the 
organism, the importance of CO2 in its physiological processes, the control of CO2 concentrations 
in the tissues, and the response of the organism to increased CO2 concentrations. The section on 
mammals discusses the effects of CO2 in humans and several non-human mammalian species. 
The effects of CO2 on general well-being and on specific organ systems are presented for both 
acute and prolonged exposures occurring under conditions of hypoxia (low tissue oxygen [O2]), 
normoxia (normal tissue O2), and hyperoxia (high tissue O2). General information is provided in 
the text and more detailed information from specific studies is provided in the appendices. The 
other sections are comparatively brief and provide examples of the effects of CO2 from some 
published studies. The effects of altitude on the responses to CO2 were not evaluated for this 
report. 

Online and manual searches of the scientific and medical literature and of U.S. governmental 
agency reports were performed to identify relevant material. Thousands of candidate articles and 
reports were identified. Abstracts, if available, were evaluated for relevant material prior to 
obtaining and evaluating any literature. Thus far, with a few exceptions, only English-language 
information has been evaluated. The primary online databases used were Medline and Toxline 
[5,6]. Additional information was identified through online resources, including the Hazardous 
Substances Database (HSDB), the Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances (RTECS), 
and the National Technology Information Service (NTIS) website [7-9]. The Index Medicus was 
manually searched from the early 1900s, and various pharmacology, toxicology, medical, and 
physiology texts and review articles were examined [10-20].  

The data gathered will be useful and necessary for site-specific health risk assessments. The 
information in this report can serve as the basis for determining risk to human health and well-
being for acute and prolonged exposure to CO2. Likewise, the information can be used to 
determine risk to the health and well-being of several non-human mammals. 

This phase of the project produced an exposure-response profile of CO2 for humans and several 
non-human mammals. The evaluation of CO2 effects in healthy humans suggests that acute 
exposure to CO2 concentrations >3% and prolonged exposure to concentrations >1% may 
significantly affect health in the general population. Certain populations are more sensitive to the 
effects of CO2 and may be adversely affected at lower concentrations. More sensitive populations 
include, but are not limited to:  individuals with cardiovascular or pulmonary disease, head 
injury, increased intracranial pressure or bleeding, or an expanding lesion (tumor, abscess, 
hemorrhage), or medicated with CNS depressants; individuals in a coma; individuals performing 
tasks that require strenuous activity or psychomotor coordination, visual perception, attention, 
and/or rapid response; panic disorder patients; and pregnant women, fetuses, infants, and 
children. Non-human mammals seem more resistant to the toxic effects of elevated CO2[ 
concentrations than are humans, but all mammals are affected in similar ways. 
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The information in the report can be expanded to elaborate on differences in the responses of 
various populations (e.g., young vs. old; male vs. female; rest vs. activity), and in interactions 
with pollutants and other chemicals. Other sources of information might possibly be identified to 
amplify the information on mammalian species. There is adequate information available on the 
species that are commonly used in the laboratory (e.g., mouse, rat, guinea pig, and dog) but there 
was limited information identified on other species that is relevant to the toxic effects of CO2. 
There are many studies and reports related to CO2 in normal physiology, disease states, 
anesthesia, and euthanasia, but otherwise, only limited information is readily identified. 
Significant numbers of scientific articles and reports of relevant CO2 concentrations were 
identified for fish, but only a few were evaluated for this report due to time constraints. The 
information gathered on plants is preliminary in nature. There are thousands of references related 
to CO2 interaction in plants; however, most of these are at relatively low concentrations (<1000 
ppm) and reflect research on the responses to potential increases of CO2 in the global 
atmosphere. Studies of the toxic reactions of plants to CO2 under controlled experimental 
conditions are difficult to identify without examining at least the published abstract. There have 
been environmental exposures of plants and trees to high CO2 concentrations, but the extent and 
duration of exposure are not as well defined as they would be under laboratory or test conditions. 

Additional information that is available but was not evaluated for this report includes foreign 
language articles and the physiologic and toxic effects of CO2 at elevated altitudes. Other gaps in 
knowledge include the physiologic and toxic implications of potential CO2 release in the 
presence of existing environmental pollutants and contaminants or other chemicals that might be 
associated with the capture, transport, or storage of CO2. 

The current atmospheric concentration of CO2 (approximately 0.037% [370 ppm]) poses no 
threat to human, animal, or plant health; however, considerably higher concentrations can 
produce adverse effects. CO2 is a byproduct of cellular metabolism and the physiological 
consequences of elevated CO2 levels cannot be understood without knowledge of respiratory 
physiology and the roles played by CO2, O2, and homeostasis. The following sections will 
explain the physiology related to CO2 and the effects associated with elevated concentrations of 
inhaled CO2. 
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2  
MAMMALS 

Physiology of Mammalian Respiration 

Each organism controls its environment with homeostatic mechanisms to preserve life and to 
promote well being. Homeostasis is the tendency of an organism to self-regulate its internal 
environment to maintain important physiological functions. Respiration is one important process 
in homeostasis. 

Respiration is defined as:  

“The exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the atmosphere and the cells of the 
body. The process includes ventilation (inspiration and expiration), the diffusion of 
oxygen from pulmonary alveoli (small air sacs) to the blood and of carbon dioxide from 
the blood to the alveoli, and the transport of oxygen to and carbon dioxide from the body 
cells” [21].  

The exchange of oxygen (O2) and CO2 between a mammal and the environment is crucial to 
survival. O2 is necessary for cellular metabolism and must be obtained from the atmosphere. CO2 
is a product of cellular metabolism and must be removed from the body. The lungs and blood are 
the vehicles that promote homeostasis by maintaining O2 and CO2 concentrations within critical 
limits in the tissues. The roles of O2 and CO2 in respiration are discussed below and can be found 
in many standard texts and articles [11-14,18]. 

O2 in Mammalian Respiration 

In the arterial blood, the partial pressure of O2 (PO2) is 70-100 mmHg under normal conditions 
[16,20]. At this tension, the O2 saturation of hemoglobin is approximately 90% (the O2 saturation 
of hemoglobin is represented by SO2). The deoxygenated form of hemoglobin is 
deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) and the oxygenated form is oxyhemoglobin (Hb(O2)n, where n = 1-3). As 
the blood circulates through the tissues, the Hb(O2)n releases O2, which is then utilized by the 
tissues. Deoxygenation of Hb(O2)n, shown below, occurs in four separate stages, each of which 
has a different dissociation constant. The fourth dissociation to Hb does not occur under normal 
physiologic conditions. 

23242 O)Hb(O)Hb(O +→  Equation 2-1 

22232 O)Hb(O)Hb(O +→  Equation 2-2 

2222 O)Hb(O)Hb(O +→  Equation 2-3 
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22 OHb)Hb(O +→  Equation 2-4 

The first dissociation (Equation 2-1) requires the greatest drop in PO2 for Hb(O2)n to release O2. 
Table 2-1 shows that the O2 content of the blood drops by approximately 5 mL/100 mL blood 
and the PO2 drops by approximately 60 mmHg for the first dissociation. After that, less of a drop 
in PO2 is needed for release of the next O2 molecule. At <89% saturation, rapid dissociation of 
Hb(O2)n occurs. 

Table 2-1 
Relationship between O2 Saturation of Hb (SO2) and Blood O2 Levels (approximate values). 

Blood O2 Content 
(mL/100 mL blood) 

Blood PO2 
(mmHg) 

SO2  
(%) 

Hb(O2)n 

20 100 100 Hb(O2)4 

15 40 75 Hb(O2)3 

10 25 50 Hb(O2)2 

5 15 25 Hb(O2) 

The normal Hb(O2)n dissociation curve (blood SO2 vs. PO2) is sigmoidal in shape as shown in 
Figure 1-1. When humans breathe air at sea level, by the time the blood traverses through the 
tissues and reaches the lungs, the PO2 is approximately 40 mmHg and the SO2 is approximately 
75%. If the O2 content or PO2 of blood becomes too low, there is insufficient O2 available to 
supply the metabolic needs of the tissues. This O2 insufficiency is called hypoxia. 

 

Figure 2-1 
The Oxyhemoglobin (Hb(O2)n) Dissociation Curve 
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Hypoxia and Anoxia 

Hypoxia refers to any condition short of anoxia (total lack of O2) in which there is a decreased 
supply of O2 to the peripheral tissues. There are three classes of hypoxia with different root 
causes, but only one, anoxic hypoxia, is relevant for this report. Anoxic hypoxia results from 
interference with the source of O2. It is characterized by a lower than normal PO2 in arterial blood 
when the ability of hemoglobin to associate and dissociate with O2 is normal and the rate of 
blood flow in tissues is normal or elevated [19,21]. Although anoxia is defined as a total lack of 
O2 at the tissue level, the term anoxia is often used interchangeably with hypoxia to mean a 
severely reduced supply of O2 to the tissues.  

In response to a low arterial O2 tension (PaO2), minute ventilation (Vmin) increases due to an 
increase in respiratory rate with relatively little change in tidal volume (VT). The typical 
respiratory response to hypoxia does not occur until an extremely low PaO2 is detected by the 
peripheral chemoreceptors. At low inspiratory PO2, Hb(O2)n will desaturate and a new 
equilibrium with the O2 blood content will be attained. At very low blood PO2, Hb(O2)n is 
sufficiently desaturated so there is very little O2 available to be released to the tissues. This state 
can occur with simple asphyxiants such as CO2. 

Simple Asphyxiants 

Simple asphyxiants, such as CO2, can displace O2 from the breathing atmosphere. Noticeable O2 
displacement most often occurs in enclosed spaces because at 20º C CO2 is approximately 50% 
denser than air. Chemical asphyxiants, which displace O2 from binding sites on hemoglobin or 
inhibit the release of O2 from Hb(O2)n, are not relevant to CO2 and will not be discussed. In the 
case of the simple asphyxiants, signs of asphyxia will be noted when the atmospheric O2 
concentration reaches ≤16% [7]. Unconsciousness leading to death will occur in humans at rest 
when the atmospheric O2 concentration is reduced to ≤8%. During strenuous physical exertion, 
the threshold O2 concentration to induce unconsciousness is higher than 8% [11]. The effects of 
simple asphyxiants also depend on the arterial O2 saturation of hemoglobin (SaO2) as described in 
Table 2-2 [7].  

Thus, maintenance of adequate tissue O2 concentrations is very important for the proper 
functioning of the organism. Not only must there be adequate levels of O2 in the atmosphere, but 
there must be sufficient time for the O2 to cross the alveolar and capillary membranes before 
binding to hemoglobin in blood. As will become evident, the rate of ventilation must be matched 
to the rate of blood flow through the lungs. If there is a mismatch between ventilation and 
perfusion rates, maintenance of O2 and CO2 levels will not be possible.  

CO2 has a continuum of effects that range from the physiologic effects of ventilatory stimulation 
to the lethal effects of acidosis and anoxia. The observed effect depends upon the dose and 
duration of CO2 exposure as well as factors that are specific to the individual. Individual factors 
that influence toxicity include, but are not limited to: age, health, physiologic make-up, physical 
activity, and for humans, occupation and lifestyle. Homeostatic mechanisms control the levels of 
CO2 produced by cellular metabolism, which is the major source of CO2 under normal 
circumstances. Toxicity occurs when CO2 perturbs homeostasis to a degree that excessively 
stresses the organism. Organisms are very resilient and have a high capacity for repair when 
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injured. Toxicity becomes irreversible when tissue injury can no longer be repaired because 
repair capacity has been overwhelmed. Thus, the extent to which homeostasis is perturbed will 
determine the reversibility of toxic effects. 

Table 2-2 
Effects of Simple Asphyxiants at Different Arterial Hemoglobin Saturations (SaO2). 

Stage SaO2 Acute Effects 

Indifference 90% Night vision decreased. 

Compensatory 82-90% Respiratory rate increased; pulse rate increased; night vision 
decreased; performance ability slightly decreased; alertness slightly 
decreased.  
Symptoms may begin in individuals with significant pre-existing 
cardiac, pulmonary, or hematologic diseases. 

Disturbance 
[hypoxemia] 

64-82% Compensatory mechanisms are inadequate.  
Air hunger and hyperventilation prominent. 
Fatigue, tunnel vision, dizziness, headache, belligerence, euphoria, 
decreased visual acuity, numbness, and tingling of extremities, poor 
judgment, memory loss, and cyanosis.  
Decreased ability for escape from toxic environment.  

Critical <60-70% <3-5 minutes: deterioration in judgment and coordination.  
Total incapacitation and unconsciousness follow rapidly. 

CO2 in Mammalian Respiration 

The alveolar PCO2 (PACO2) is largely governed by the alveolar ventilation. If the inspiratory CO2 
is zero, which essentially is the case at normal atmospheric concentrations of CO2 
(approximately 370 ppm), then the dry barometric pressure (PB) is the only limit to the elevation 
of PACO2 that may be attained by inhalation of CO2-containing gas mixtures. In addition to 
production by cellular metabolism, CO2 can enter the body during respiration when the 
atmospheric concentration exceeds the alveolar concentration. Essentially, the contribution of the 
inspired CO2 ([CO2]i) to the PACO2 is additive to that contributed by metabolic CO2 production 
([CO2]o). This relationship is represented by Equation 2-5. 

)/][]([ minVCOCOPCOP o2i2B2A +=  Equation 2-5 

In most cases, the PACO2 approximately equals the partial pressure of CO2 in arterial blood 
(PaCO2). The PaCO2 is 35 to 45 mmHg in healthy human adults. As the blood circulates, CO2 
moves from the tissues to the blood under normal atmospheric CO2 concentrations. CO2 always 
moves in accord with its tension gradient, even if it is in opposition to its concentration gradient. 
Basal metabolic CO2 output at steady state in a resting individual usually lies within 150 to 200 
mL/min [15]. An average male aged 20 to 40 years old has an output of 162 mL/min (STPD1). 
CO2 production (VCO2) follows the metabolic rate, which decreases with age. On a weight-for-
weight basis, VCO2 is greater in the neonate than the adult. 

                                                           
1 Standard temperature (0 ºC), barometric pressure at sea level (760 mmHg or 101.3 kPa), and dry gas. 
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Complex mechanisms control CO2 levels in the body. CO2 is transported in blood both in 
solution and in multiple chemically bound forms. It is only the physically dissolved CO2, 
however, that diffuses across cell membranes. CO2 reversibly reacts with two major components 
in the blood: water (H2O) and proteins (plasma proteins and hemoglobin).  

CO2 in the Blood 

In plasma, CO2 reacts relatively slowly with H2O to form carbonic acid (H2CO3). H2CO3 will 
ionize to bicarbonate ion (HCO3

–) and hydrogen ion (H+), but because of the slow rate of H2CO3 
formation, little HCO3

– and H+ are produced [16]. 

Plasma:  slow 3222 COHOHCO →+

  insignificant  Equation 2-6 ++→ HHCOCOH -
332

In erythrocytes (red blood cells), however, H2CO3 is rapidly formed due to the enzymatic action 
of carbonic anhydrase. Carbonic anhydrase is in high concentrations in the erythrocyte and 
increases the reaction rate of CO2 to H2CO3 by approximately 13,000-fold. The H2CO3 then 
ionizes into HCO3

– and H+. Thus, significantly greater amounts of HCO3

– and H+ are produced in 
the erythrocytes than in the plasma. 

Erythrocytes:  rapid 3222 COHOHCO →+

  significant Equation 2-7 ++→ HHCOCOH -
332

The H+ thus formed is buffered by the protein (globulin) in hemoglobin (see the Acid-Base 
Balance section below). The sum total of these reactions in the erythrocyte is an increase in 
HCO3

– and a decrease in the ionic charge on globulin. 

In response to an increase in PCO2 or a decrease in pH, the Hb(O2)n dissociation curve (Figure 2-
1) shifts to the right in the direction of increased O2 delivery, independent of changes in PO2. This 
rightward displacement of the curve, as shown in Figure 2-2, is referred to as the Bohr Effect 
[21]. Metabolically active tissues release more acidic metabolites and always have a higher PCO2 
release rate than do inactive tissues. Because the properties of Hb(O2)n are altered in response to 
these byproducts of metabolism, the active tissues are preferentially supplied with O2 [11]. 
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Figure 2-2 
The Hb(O2)n Dissociation Curve Showing the Rightward Shift for Increased H+, CO2, and 
Temperature 

Acid-Base Balance 

Acid-base balance, or homeostasis, is the ability of the body to maintain the H+ concentration of 
the body fluids within a physiologically acceptable range [16]. In the blood, the normal pH range 
is between 7.35 and 7.45. Deviations from the normal H+ concentration (approximately 35 to 45 
ηmol/L) causes changes in the rates of cellular chemical reactions and metabolic processes. A 
blood pH <6.8 (severe acidosis) or >7.8 (severe alkalosis) is generally incompatible with life 
without medical intervention.  

Homeostasis is achieved by the actions of three major buffer systems of the body fluids: 
bicarbonate, protein, and phosphate. Each performs its buffering functions under different 
conditions. The bicarbonate buffer system functions primarily in the blood and rapidly responds 
to pH changes in the extracellular fluids. It is regulated by the combined action of the respiratory 
and renal systems. The protein and phosphate buffer systems more slowly respond to pH changes 
than the bicarbonate buffer system. Hemoglobin, plasma, and intracellular proteins comprise the 
protein buffer system. Phosphate is an important intracellular buffer, and its concentration is very 
low in the extracellular fluid.  

When the PaCO2 or arterial H+ concentration is acutely elevated, the central or peripheral 
chemoreceptor systems, respectively, send signals to stimulate ventilation, which is achieved by 
increased VT in most species. CO2 elimination through the lungs is thus acutely increased to 
maintain the blood pH within a normal range. The values for several blood acid-base parameters 
are shown in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3 
Normal Acid-Base Balance and Respiratory Acidosis and Alkalosis in Humans. 

Arterial Blood Normal Values Acidosis Alkalosis 

PaCO2 35-45 mmHg >45 <35 

Bicarbonate (HCO3

–) 22-26 mmol/L >26 <22 

Ratio of HCO3

– to 
dissolved CO2 

20:1 
(24 mmol HCO3

–/L  
to 1.2 mmol CO2/L) 

<20:1 >20:1 

pH 7.35-7.45 <7.35 >7.45 

The ratio of HCO3

– to CO2 essentially determines the pH of the body fluids. CO2 is regulated via 
the respiratory system while HCO3

– is regulated via the renal system. Whereas compensation by 
the respiratory system responds rapidly to acid-base perturbations, the renal system responds 
more slowly and only acts secondarily to the respiratory system. Pulmonary compensation is 
determined by the rate of CO2 excretion by the lungs. Renal compensation is determined by the 
amounts of H+ or HCO3

– excreted by the kidneys. In the case of respiratory acidosis, renal 
compensation consists of increasing the reabsorption of HCO3

–. Thus, renal compensation 
stabilizes the HCO3

– concentration, while respiratory compensation stabilizes the CO2 
concentration.  

Respiratory acidosis is the form of acid-base imbalance that is induced by excess CO2, a volatile 
acid, from the increased cellular production of CO2, the inhalation of increased ambient 
concentrations of CO2, and/or the inability of the respiratory system to expel sufficient CO2. 
Typical causes of respiratory acidosis include lung diseases that decrease alveolar ventilation, 
injury to the respiratory control centers, barbiturate overdose, and hypoventilation. Metabolic 
acidosis is caused by an excess of a non-volatile acid, such as lactic acid, resulting in a decreased 
pH and/or a decrease in HCO3

–. Typical causes of metabolic acidosis include excessive HCO3

– 
loss from the intestine because of diarrhea, renal failure, and untreated diabetes.  

There are acute and chronic forms of acidosis. The chronic form is characterized by both 
respiratory compensation and a much greater renal compensation. Table 2-4 summarizes the 
effects of respiratory and metabolic acidosis on HCO3

–, PCO2, and pH with respiratory and renal 
compensation. Respiratory acidosis can exacerbate an existing metabolic acidosis, or visa versa. 
Figure 2-3 shows the relationship of H+ concentration to PaCO2 in the various forms of acid-base 
imbalance. 
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Table 2-4 
Respiratory and Renal Responses to Acid-Base Abnormalities. 

Acid-Base 
Condition 

Compensation Bicarbonate (HCO3

–) PaCO2 pH 

Acute 
Respiratory 

Increased Increased Decreased Respiratory 
Acidosis 

Chronic 
Renal 

Increased ~2-fold from 
Acute acidosis  

Increased Decreased <Acute 
acidosis 

Acute 
Respiratory Decreased Normal Decreased Metabolic 

Acidosis 

Chronic 
Renal Decreased or Normal Decreased or 

Normal 
Decreased or 

Normal 

 

Figure 2-3 
H+ versus PaCO2 in Acute and Chronic Respiratory and Metabolic Acidosis 

The normal acid-base balance point, approximately 40 ηmol H+/L at a PaCO2 of 40 mmHg, is 
shown at the intersection of the two lines in Figure 2-3. To the right of the intersection, the upper 
line indicates acute respiratory acidosis, and the lower line chronic respiratory acidosis. Note the 
compensation that occurs in the chronic situation. That is, the same PaCO2 does not give as great 
an increase in [H+] in the chronic situation as in the acute situation. 
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Intracellular Acid-Base Regulation 

CO2 rapidly diffuses out of tissue mitochondria and moves across tissue cell membranes and 
vascular cell membranes into the plasma in systemic capillaries. In the plasma, very small 
amounts of CO2 are converted into H2CO3, thus, very low levels of HCO3

– and H+ are formed in 
the plasma (Equation 2-6). CO2 also moves into erythrocytes where the majority of the CO2 is 
rapidly converted to H2CO3 because of the action of carbonic anhydrase (Equation 2-7). The 
H2CO3 ionizes to HCO3

– and H+. Some of the H+ is buffered when it combines with 
deoxyhemoglobin. As hemoglobin is deoxygenated, it becomes a better buffer, and this is known 
as the Haldane Effect. The erythrocyte membrane is impermeable to H+ and hemoglobin, but is 
readily permeable to HCO3

– and chloride ion (Cl–). As HCO3

– accumulates in the erythrocyte, to 
maintain chemical equilibrium, it diffuses out of the erythrocyte into the plasma. To maintain 
electrical neutrality, Cl– diffuses into the cell from the plasma. As previously mentioned, the H+ 
is buffered to a greater or lesser degree by hemoglobin, but buffering by hemoglobin (and other 
proteins) is very slow and H+ accumulates in the erythrocyte. This reaction is called the “chloride 
shift.” As the internal milieu of the erythrocyte becomes more acidic, oxyhemoglobin becomes 
more easily deoxygenated and this is known as the “Bohr Effect”. Changes in PCO2 thus can 
influence the intracellular concentration of H+ whereas changes in extracellular H+ (or pH) have 
relatively little influence.  

Physiology of CO2 

CO2 has essentially three physiological mechanisms of action in addition to its action as a 
chemical asphyxiant. CO2 acts directly at the local level of tissues; it acts via chemoreceptors; 
and it acts through stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system. The observed response to CO2 
is the result of a balance of these actions. The physiological effects of CO2 on various systems 
are discussed below. 

Nervous System 

The nervous system is intimately involved in control of all the functions of the body and all the 
components that are affected by the action of CO2. A basic understanding of the divisions of the 
nervous system will aid in understanding and integrating the complex responses and interactions 
that result from alterations in CO2 levels in the body. The nervous system has central and 
peripheral components, which are referred to as the central nervous system (CNS) and the 
peripheral nervous system (PNS) [22]. The PNS is composed of ganglia and peripheral nerves 
that lie outside of the brain and spinal cord. The CNS is composed of the brain and the spinal 
cord. Although anatomically separated, these systems are functionally interconnected. 

The PNS consists of two divisions, the somatic and the autonomic. The somatic division 
innervates the skin, muscle, and joints and carries sensory information about the external 
environment and the muscles to the CNS. The autonomic division is the motor nervous system 
for the viscera, the smooth muscles, and the exocrine glands. It works without conscious control. 
It has three subdivisions:  the sympathetic system, the parasympathetic system, and the enteric 
system. The sympathetic nervous system participates in responses to stress. The parasympathetic 
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nervous system acts to conserve resources and to maintain homeostasis. The enteric nervous 
system controls the function of the smooth muscle of the gut. 

The CNS consists of six major divisions: the spinal cord; the medulla; the pons and cerebellum; 
the midbrain; the diencephalon (thalamus, subthalamus, hypothalamus); and the cerebral 
hemispheres. Complex neural circuits in the brain act to integrate and control the sensory and 
motor systems. 

The centrally-mediated effects of CO2 result from the widespread activation of the sympathetic 
nervous system and an increase in the plasma concentrations of epinephrine, norepinephrine, and 
other vasoactive compounds. 

Respiratory System 

CO2 is a potent stimulus to ventilation by increasing inspiratory drive. The VT and expiratory 
drive increase while the expiratory time (TE) decreases in humans and many non-human 
mammals in response to even small increases in PaCO2 [13]. The increase in VT is consistent 
among mammalian species and is largely due to input from central chemoreceptors. CO2 
respiratory stimulation is mediated at two known sites:  the medullary chemoreceptors and the 
peripheral arterial chemoreceptors. Impulses from these receptors are integrated in the brainstem. 
The mechanism of action probably involves a decrease in pH due to the ability of CO2 to pass 
through membranes and then hydrate within the cell and form H2CO3 which ionizes and releases 
H+. 

The central chemoreceptors are exquisitely sensitive to chemical alterations produced by CO2 in 
the extracellular fluid of the brain, and react reflexively and rapidly. Ventilatory stimulation 
begins within seconds of inhalation of even low CO2 concentrations. Maximal stimulation is 
usually reached within 5 minutes. The respiratory effects of CO2 inhalation also abate quickly 
after its withdrawal. Although ventilation is increased, the respiratory rate is not significantly 
elevated at CO2 concentrations below 2% unless the O2 concentration is depressed. The size, 
shape, and timing of each breath are controlled by a neural oscillator, which drives the 
respiratory muscles. A variety of feed-back and feed-forward mechanisms have been proposed to 
explain matching of the VT, CO2, and O2 outputs from the lungs with changes in airway 
mechanics and variations in the total body VCO2 and O2 consumption (VO2) [23].  

Respiratory responsiveness to CO2 can be used to determine the influence of environmental 
conditions, activity and/or arousal levels (e.g., rest, activity, sleeping, and alert), medical 
conditions and diseases. The respiratory response curve is the relationship between Vmin and 
PCO2. Shifts in the normal CO2 response curve may be used as an index of responsiveness of the 
respiratory center. Responsiveness to CO2 is defined as the change in Vmin per change in PCO2 in 
units of L/(min•mmHg) and is often presented on a per kilogram basis for infants, children, and 
animals. Responsiveness is affected by many factors, including hypoxia, temperature, sleep, 
drugs, and physical exertion. 
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Cardiovascular System 

The acute circulatory response to CO2 in the intact animal, including humans, is determined by 
the balance of opposing local and centrally-mediated effects on the autonomic nervous system 
[15,24,25]. The direct or local effects of CO2 on the cardiovascular system are vasodilation of the 
systemic and coronary blood vessels and decreased contractility of the heart resulting from local 
pH changes. The centrally-mediated effects of CO2 result from the widespread activation of the 
sympathetic nervous system and an increase in the plasma concentrations of epinephrine, 
norepinephrine, and other vasoactive compounds [15]. 

Activation of the sympathetic nervous system, in general, opposes the local effects of CO2. At 
normal to moderate CO2 concentrations, the sympathetic effects predominate for the heart, while 
the local effects of CO2 predominate for the vasculature. The overall circulatory effects of 
moderate levels of PCO2 in healthy adult humans are: systemic vasoconstriction, coronary 
vasodilation, increased heart rate, increased cardiac contractility and output, elevated systolic and 
diastolic blood pressure, and an increased pulse pressure. The local effects of CO2 predominate 
for the cerebral blood vessels because they lack functionally important sympathetic innervation. 
Thus, dilation instead of constriction occurs in these blood vessels. 

Renal System 

The renal system is involved in acid-base balance and homeostasis for body water, electrolytes, 
and a number of minerals. Renal compensation in acid-base balance is determined by the 
amounts of H+ or HCO3

– excreted by the kidneys. In the case of respiratory acidosis, renal 
compensation consists of increasing the reabsorption of HCO3

–. As blood is filtered through the 
kidney, carbonic anhydrase in the renal tubular epithelium rapidly produces H2CO3 from the CO2 
present in the blood. The H2CO3 ionizes to HCO3

– and H+. Renal reabsorption of HCO3

– is 
increased and the excretion of ammonium ions and titratable acid is increased for the removal of 
H+ in exchange for the reabsorption of sodium ions (Na+). The reabsorbed Na+ combines with 
HCO3

– and sodium bicarbonate (Na2CO3) is formed in the plasma. Thus, renal compensation 
stabilizes the HCO3

– concentration, but its influence is not significant for acute exposures.  

The serum concentrations of two important minerals, phosphorus and calcium, are regulated in 
part by the renal system. The renal reabsorption of calcium is very effective and only a small 
amount is excreted so that the total daily dietary intake is roughly balanced by excretion in the 
urine and feces. Parathyroid hormone (PTH) causes loss of calcium and phosphate from the bone 
and transfer into the extracellular fluid. In the serum, the calcium concentration increases while 
the phosphate concentration decreases due to the increased renal reabsorption of calcium and the 
decreased renal reabsorption of phosphate [11,12,18]. 

Skeletal System 

Bone is composed of an organic matrix that is strengthened by deposits of crystalline salts 
principally of calcium and phosphate [11,12,18]. Other ions, such as magnesium, sodium, 
potassium, and carbonate, are also present. The major crystalline salt is hydroxyapatite 
(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2). The bone also comprises approximately 80% of the total CO2 storage in 
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animals [26]. CO2 is stored in bone as heat-labile CO2 (HCO3

–) and heat-stable CO2 (carbonate, 
CO3

2–). It is the bone HCO3

– pool that is presumed to exchange with the extracellular fluid pool. 

The bone contains approximately 99% of the body calcium in the form of hydroxyapatite 
[12,18]. The remaining 1% of calcium is primarily in the extracellular fluid, mostly plasma. Only 
about 1% of the skeletal calcium is exchangeable with the extracellular fluid, but this 1% 
represents the majority of the body’s exchangeable calcium. This store of exchangeable calcium 
is important because it provides a rapid buffer mechanism for decreases or increases in 
extracellular calcium. For example, calcium in the plasma is bound to the carboxyl group  
(COO–) on albumin and its binding is affected by the plasma pH. An increase in pH decreases the 
binding of calcium to albumin and increases the fraction of ionized calcium, which in turn affects 
the exchangeable skeletal calcium pool. 

Individual Factors That Alter Responses to CO2 

The local and sympathetic effects of CO2 on the cardiovascular system and other systems can be 
altered by a number of factors that affect an individual’s respiratory response to CO2. Several of 
these individual factors are discussed below. 

Hypoxia 

As previously discussed, responsiveness of the respiratory center to stimulation by CO2 is 
depressed by hypoxia. The ventilatory response to CO2 varies between subjects with snoring, 
obstructive hypopnea (abnormal decrease in depth and rate of the respiratory movements) and 
obstructive sleep apnea (cessation of respiration). Snoring and obstructive sleep are caused by an 
obstruction of the upper airway [27]. Sufficient sensitivity to CO2 in the respiratory center is 
known to be a critical factor for adequate tone in the upper airway muscles. Airway obstruction 
may present in the form of snoring alone, as a partial reduction in airflow causing desaturation of 
hemoglobin (obstructive hypopnea), or as intermittent total occlusion of the upper airway 
(obstructive apnea). All of these groups display an increase in the ventilatory response to CO2 
under hypoxic conditions. The highest CO2 sensitivity is found in subjects with obstructive sleep 
apnea. Those subjects have higher hypoxic ventilatory responses to CO2 than patients with 
obstructive hypopnea, snorers, and non-snorers as determined by the expired minute volume per 
fraction of end-tidal CO2 (i.e., VEmin/FETCO2). 

Sleep 

Sleep itself decreases ventilation approximately 25 to 50%. In one study, a decline of 1.9 L/min 
and an increase of 2 to 5 mmHg PACO2 were observed [28]. Sleep shifts the CO2 response curve 
(Vmin vs. PCO2) to the right from the awake state. This means that a higher PACO2 is needed before 
the respiratory center will respond with increased ventilation to handle an increase in 
environmental CO2.  

Respiratory depression can be defined either by displacement of the curve, so that higher values 
of PCO2 are required to produce the same ventilation (a decrease in responsiveness), or by a 
flattening of the slope so that an increase in PCO2 produces a smaller increase in ventilation (a 
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decrease in sensitivity). There is a continuum of ventilatory depression from drowsiness to deep 
sleep. The average PACO2 required to stimulate ventilation to 20 L/min during sleep was 
5.9 mmHg higher (range 5.0 to 6.8 mmHg) than that needed when the subject was awake [29]. 
The mean displacement of the control response curve in mmHg from breathing room air with 
varied sleep depth is shown in Table 2-5 below [30]. 

Table 2-5 
Displacement of the Vmin vs. PCO2 Curve by Sleep. 

Displacement of PCO2 from Control (mmHg) 

Sleep State 
Average Range 

[number of subjects tested] 

Drowsy 5.4 4.9-6.5 [3] 

Light sleep 5.8 3.2-8.3 [3] 

Moderately deep sleep 9.0 NA [1] 

As seen in Table 2-5, there can be a profound rightward shift of the CO2 respiratory response 
curve during moderately deep sleep. This shift was equal to or greater than that produced by 10 
mg morphine (see Drug and Chemical Exposure below).  

However, results can be deceiving. Any decrease in VCO2, and hence metabolism at a constant 
inspired PCO2, will result in a decrease in alveolar ventilation. Thus, if only ventilation is 
measured, any effect that lowers VCO2 or respiratory quotient (VO2/VCO2) will appear to cause 
respiratory depression.  

Drug and Chemical Exposure 

The responsiveness of the respiratory center to stimulation by CO2 is depressed by various drugs 
such as ether, alcohol, general anesthetics, chloroform, barbiturates, morphine, and other 
depressants [31]. In three subjects given morphine (10 mg, intramuscular), the CO2 response 
curve was displaced to the right by an average of 6.7 mmHg (range 5.3 to 9.0 mmHg) [30]. That 
is, the respiratory center only responds with increased ventilation when the PCO2 has increased 
6.7 mmHg above normal. At higher PCO2, the control ventilatory response curve and the curve 
following morphine administration tend to be parallel showing a decreased responsiveness. Only 
at the lower values of PCO2 are changes in the slope apparent, which indicates a decreased 
sensitivity. 

As previously discussed, sleep decreases Vmin and increases PCO2. In one study of normal male 
subjects, sleep was induced by pentobarbital [27]. The Vmin during sleep was decreased by 2.6 
L/min compared to their baseline Vmin (untreated and resting). The difference between the two 
states was more pronounced in the presence of CO2. The Vmin during pentobarbital-induced sleep 
while breathing 4% CO2 was 3.5 L/min less than the resting baseline Vmin in the presence of 4% 
CO2.  

In addition to effects on the respiratory centers, some drugs have other important effects. For 
example, sulfonamides (such as the thiazide diuretics and various heterocyclic sulfonamides, 
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e.g., acetazolamide) are active inhibitors of carbonic anhydrase. The potential consequences of 
inhibition of carbonic anhydrase are elevated CO2 levels in the peripheral tissues, decreased 
levels of CO2 in expired gases, and metabolic acidosis [33].  

Temperature 

Both hypothermia and hyperthermia affect the action of CO2 in the body. Hypothermia, in 
general, depresses the response to CO2, while hyperthermia increases the response to CO2. 
Hypothermia also reduces the normocapnic cerebral blood flow (CBF) and the CBF response to 
changes in PaCO2 [34,35].  

Physical Exertion 

Physical exertion increases cellular metabolism, VO2, and VCO2. The respiratory responsiveness 
to exertion can be seen as an increase in VT per mmHg increase in alveolar PCO2 (VT/mmHg 
PACO2). With exertion, the Vmin vs. PACO2 curve is shifted parallel and to the left; that is, the same 
increase in PCO2 will result in a greater increase in ventilation. In the resting state with normoxia, 
the responsiveness in one study was 3.5 L/(min•mmHg) with 0.28 L/min O2 uptake [36]. At low 
alveolar O2 tensions (PAO2 approximately 55 mmHg), the curve is further shifted to the left and 
becomes steeper and the sensitivity is significantly increased. 

The various physiological conditions mentioned above determine the underlying sensitivity and 
responsiveness to CO2 of a mammal, which in turn will affect the ventilatory response of an 
individual mammal to the inhalation of increased environmental concentrations of CO2. Thus, 
significantly different effects, based on sensitivity and responsiveness, can be observed with the 
same environmental concentration of CO2. 

Toxicology of CO2 

Commonly Cited Effects of CO2 Exposure in Humans 

There is an abundance of primary and secondary sources in the medical and scientific literature 
that cite the effects of CO2 as shown in Table 2-6 [7,31,37,38]. These commonly cited effects 
result from the acute exposure of healthy adults. The duration of exposure prior to onset of 
effects and the environmental O2 concentrations often are not mentioned. 
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Table 2-6 
The Commonly Cited Acute Effects of CO2 Exposure in Humans. 

CO2 Acute Effects 

1% Respiratory rate increases 37%.  

1.6% Vmin increases ~100%. 

2% Respiratory rate increases ~50%.  

3% Exercise tolerance decreased in workers when breathing against inspiratory and 
expiratory resistance.  

5% Vmin increases ~200%. 
Respiratory rate increases ~100%. 
Headache, dizziness, confusion, and dyspnea (difficult or labored breathing). 

7.2% Respiratory rate increases ~200%. 
Headache, dizziness, confusion, and dyspnea. 

8-10% Severe headache, dizziness, confusion, dyspnea, sweating, and dim vision. 

10% Unbearable dyspnea, followed by vomiting, further disorientation, hypertension, and 
loss of consciousness. 

Table 2-6 gives a “thumbnail” sketch of the effects of various concentrations of CO2. The actual 
response to a specific exposure will depend on the following factors: the concentration of CO2, 
the concentration of O2, the duration of exposure, and the physical and emotional state of the 
exposed individual. Comparison of data between studies cited in the literature is difficult and can 
be confusing because one or more of the listed factors is not reported. One important but often 
unrecognized assumption is that high concentrations of O2 can mitigate some of the adverse 
effects of CO2. While this may be true in some instances, concentrations of O2 much greater than 
atmospheric may in fact enhance the toxicity of CO2. The literature must be carefully evaluated 
because O2 concentrations are not always given.  

Occupational Exposure Standards 

The U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has established 
occupational exposure standards to protect workers from the toxic effects of excessive exposure 
to CO2 (Table2-7). The recommended exposure limit (REL) of workers to CO2 is 5,000 ppm 
(0.5%). This is a time-weighted average (TWA) based on a 10-hour day during a 40-hour work 
week [39-41]. The short-term exposure limit (STEL) is 30,000 ppm (3%) determined as the 15-
minute TWA. NIOSH has also established 40,000 ppm (4%) as a CO2 concentration deemed 
“immediately dangerous to life or health” (IDLH). No length of exposure is deemed acceptable 
at this and higher concentrations. 
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Table 2-7 
NIOSH Occupational Exposure Standards. 

Type of Standard Ambient CO2 Duration of Permitted Exposure 

REL 5,000 ppm (0.5%) TWA, 10-h day, 40-h week. 

STEL 30,000 ppm (3%) 15-min TWA. 

IDLH 40,000 ppm (4%) No exposure.  
Immediately dangerous to life or health. 

It should be noted that these are limits for occupational exposures and, as such, may not be 
protective of the general population for environmental exposures. Occupational exposure by its 
nature is limited in duration and the working population is generally healthier and more 
homogenous than the general population. Thus, the response of different human populations to 
various concentrations of CO2 must be known to establish a solid foundation for health risk 
assessment. 

Thousands of short-term (acute) exposure studies have been conducted on humans and non -
human animals to determine both the physiologic and the toxic responses to CO2 inhalation. A 
significant number of intermittent or continuous longer-term (chronic) exposures have also been 
conducted. These studies along with information obtained from accidental or intended 
“poisoning” will be explored in the following sections.  

The toxicity of CO2 in humans is well documented in the scientific and medical literature from 
the early 1800s. John Snow published an article in 1846 that was one of the first to separate the 
effects of high concentrations of CO2 from those due to a lack of O2 [42]. He delineated the 
effects of carbonic acid gas (CO2) in the presence of both normal (21% O2) and low O2 
concentrations. He stated that 5 or 6% CO2 in normal air endangered life, and that less than half 
that concentration would soon be fatal in the presence of low O2 concentrations.  

Preview of Acute and Chronic CO2 Exposure in Mammals 

The following sections of the report will summarize the effects of CO2 from acute and chronic 
exposures in both humans and non-human mammals. Data were gathered from the medical and 
scientific literature and from government reports. The concentrations of CO2 and O2 and the 
duration of exposure are listed where available. The specific effects in humans and non-human 
mammalian species are summarized and, where appropriate, data are presented in the text and 
the Appendices as percent change from either individual baseline or control group values. 

The techniques for the measurement of CO2 in air and body fluids have changed during the 
course of more than 150 years of interest in this gas [14]. Today, the direct measurement of 
arterial blood PCO2 (PaCO2) is routine, but several other methods have been used to estimate the 
PaCO2. These include end-expiratory PCO2, mixed venous blood PCO2, transcutaneous PCO2, 
cutaneous venous PCO2, and capillary PCO2. For ease of presentation in this report, unless stated 
otherwise, the effects of CO2 are reported without regard to the specific method used to deliver 
CO2 or the source of the sample used for the measurement of CO2. Although absolute differences 
may exist between the cited PCO2 and the “true” PaCO2, the variability between subjects generally 
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is much greater than any difference due to the sample source or measurement technique used to 
estimate PaCO2. 

The following information for mammals is divided into responses elicited by acute and by 
chronic exposures to CO2. General information is provided in the text and specific study results 
are provided in Appendices A through D. Appendix A gives a summary of selected acute CO2 
exposure studies of humans under hypoxic, normoxic, and hyperoxic conditions. Appendix C 
gives a similar summary of selected acute studies in non-human mammals. Appendix B gives a 
summary of selected studies of the prolonged intermittent or continuous exposure of humans to 
CO2 under hypoxic, normoxic, and hyperoxic conditions. Appendix D gives a similar summary 
of selected studies for non-human mammals.  

Effects of Acute CO2 Exposure 

The acute effects of exposure to elevated concentrations of CO2 for humans and non-human 
mammals are discussed below. The emphasis has been placed on the human responses to CO2 
because humans, in general, appear to be more sensitive to the toxic effects of CO2. Non-human 
animal studies are discussed to provide additional information on the effects of CO2 on specific 
body systems and to provide a sense for the differences in responsiveness apparent among 
species. The effects of CO2 on the major body systems and metabolic states are addressed first in 
this section. The anesthetizing and lethal effects are covered as the last topic in this acute CO2 
exposure section. 

General Well-Being and Body Sensations 

Many studies have reported the signs and symptoms experienced by humans in response to 
elevated inspired CO2 concentrations. In general, symptoms increase with increasing CO2 
concentrations. Headache is an often-reported symptom. The incidence, severity, and duration of 
headache vary from study to study, but headache is seldom reported below an inspired 
concentration of 3% CO2 and is commonly reported at a concentration of 8% or higher [43]. 
Headache is only one of many complaints at moderate concentrations including: a sensation of 
shortness of breath, sweating, chills, heart palpitations, pressure in the chest, dizziness, blurred or 
distorted vision, wobbly or rubber legs, nausea, and a feeling of being disconnected from the 
body. 

Some symptoms may be experienced post-exposure as well as during exposure. In one study, 
during exposure to 5.0 to 6.0% CO2 for 2.5 hours, headaches were experienced by some 
participants as well as "heaviness in the head" [44]. Several men experienced a slight chill near 
the end of exposure. When exposure was discontinued, all participants experienced headaches 
and "heaviness in the head." Following inhalation of 7.0% CO2, there were also headaches, 
"heaviness in the head," and occasional sweating.  
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One of the few studies specifically to examine perceptual responses to CO2 at moderately high 
exposure concentrations reported a significant number and incidence of symptoms at 6 and 8% 
CO2 [45]. Table 2-8, adapted from Maresh et al., shows the predominant symptoms reported 
during both exposures [45]. In this study, eight participants (25%) exposed to 8% CO2 
experienced a headache after the exposure, while only one participant experienced a headache 
after the 6% exposure. 

Table 2-8 
Predominant Symptoms During 5-Minute Exposure to 6 and 8% CO2 in 21% O2: 

Percent Incidence of Individuals Reporting Symptoms above Control Incidence. 

Incidence above Control 
Body Sensation 

6% CO2 8% CO2 

Feeling short of breath 50% 72% 

Sweating 28% 72% 

Heart palpitations 16% 44% 

Pressure in chest 56% 38% 

Wobbly or rubber legs 0 34% 

Dizziness 0 28% 

Headache 3% 25% 

Blurred or distorted vision 0 22% 

Tingling in fingers 13% 19% 

Feeling disconnected or the body only partially present 0 19% 

Numbness in arms or legs 0 16% 

Nervous System 

One of the mechanisms of CO2 action is through stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system, 
which has been discussed. Generally, sympathetic stimulation is evident at CO2 concentrations 
about 5% and higher. This is exemplified in two studies where no stimulation of the sympathetic 
nervous system was detected in response to 15 minutes of exposure of male human subjects to 
1.5 or 3.3% CO2 [46,47]. At concentrations of 5.4 and 7.5% CO2, however, sympathetic nervous 
system stimulation did occur as evidenced by increased blood glucose, VO2, and muscle 
potentials. Another marker of sympathetic stimulation was a significantly increased pulse rate 
that was observed only at 7.5%. Subjects with a diminished ventilatory response to CO2 (low 
responders) also exhibited lesser responses in all these measures, suggesting that tolerance is 
developed with respect to autonomic responses to CO2, in addition to the well documented 
respiratory responses.  
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Interestingly, while CO2 acts as a stimulant of the sympathetic nervous system, it can also act as 
a depressant of the CNS. This is true at moderate CO2 concentrations where stimulation of the 
sympathetic nervous system is concurrently present. Manifestation of depression may be subtle 
and not obvious as are intoxication and narcosis (a nonspecific and reversible depression of 
function of the CNS marked by stupor or insensibility). These subtle manifestations of 
depression are detected by sensitive tests. In the above-mentioned study with sympathetic 
stimulation during exposure to 5.4 and 7.5% CO2, CNS depression was suggested during 
exposure to 3.3, 5.4, and 7.5% CO2 because of a decreased detection threshold for the flicker 
fusion frequency2 and an increased latency time in alpha-blocking3 of the EEG with increased 
light stimulus [47].  

Acute exposure of animals at high CO2 concentrations has resulted in significant damage to the 
CNS [48,49]. Rats exposed to progressively increasing CO2 concentrations from 20 to 43.2% 
until death exhibited nerve cell swelling, chromatolysis, and vacuolation [48]. The cerebral 
cortex was unaffected, but severe damage was seen in the thalamus, brain stem, and spinal cord. 
Motor nerve cells were the most markedly affected. The most severe changes occurred in 
animals that survived the longest. Exposure to 30% CO2 for 3 to 5 minutes, 20% CO2 for 20 
minutes, or 10 or 15% CO2 for >30 minutes resulted in increased vascular permeability and 
hemorrhages in rabbits and guinea pigs [49]. The changes were primarily seen in the 
diencephalon, pons, and midbrain. Lesser changes were seen in the medulla and cerebellum. No 
changes above background were seen in the cerebral hemispheres or the spinal cord. 

Electrical Activity (Auditory Brain Stem Potential, Electroencephalogram [EEG]4) 

The wave form, latency, and amplitude of the auditory nerve and brain stem potentials were not 
altered in adult humans exposed to 7.5 to 10% CO2 [50]. In cats, the wave form, latency, and 
amplitude of the auditory brain stem potential waves were only slightly affected with exposures 
up to 25% CO2, while the EEG was depressed or became isoelectric. 

Electrical activity of cortical and subcortical areas of the brain was recorded in monkeys 
(Macaca mulatto) exposed to 0 to 30% CO2 for 30 minutes [47]. Within 5 minutes of inhaling 
30% CO2, increased activity was measured in the posterior hypothalamus that continued 
throughout the duration of exposure. The motor cortex showed stimulation within 10 minutes 
that continued following removal of CO2 and exposure to air. CO2 concentrations above 30% 
depressed activity as measured by an increased threshold for minimal motor response in response 
to electrical stimulation in the motor cortex. The posterior hypothalamus, however, exhibited 
decreased thresholds to electrical stimulation, which indicated increased excitability in this area. 

                                                           
2   Flicker fusion threshold, also known as critical fusion frequency, is “the number of flashes per second at which 
the light just appears to be continuous” [21]. A low threshold indicates blood vessel spasm, disease, or CNS 
depression.  

3   The alpha wave of the EEG is associated with a state of relaxed wakefulness [22]. The wave can be essentially 
eliminated or “blocked” by various stimuli causing an “aroused” state. 

4   The “EEG is a record of the fluctuations of the electrical activity of large ensembles of neurons in the brain” [22].  
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Hypercapnic conditions that depress the spontaneous and evoked electrical activity of the cortex, 
however, do not have a depressant effect on the auditory brain stem potential. 

Convulsant Effects 

Both the convulsant and anticonvulsant properties of CO2 were elucidated in the mid-twentieth 
century during studies of CO2 inhibition of electroshock-induced convulsions in humans [51,52]. 
Electroshock thresholds were determined for neurotic or psychotic patients prior to initiating the 
electroshock treatment regimen. When the patients inhaled CO2 in O2 and then were stimulated 
with super-threshold shocking current, CO2 at certain concentrations inhaled for certain durations 
prevented the electroshock-induced seizure.  

The electrically-induced seizures were prevented with threshold concentrations of 15% CO2 for 
>30 seconds (up to 170 seconds) and 20% CO2 for >30 seconds. Several patients, however, 
exhibited seizures while inhaling these concentrations of CO2 prior to electroshock. The seizures 
were characterized as decerebrate5 and of a different character than the grand mal type observed 
with 100% O2 [51,52]. A concentration of 30% CO2 in 70% O2 for 30 seconds also prevented the 
electroshock-induced seizures, but often resulted in seizures prior to electroshock, which were 
described as producing  

“initial periocular twitching followed by either an extensor hypertonus in all extremities 
or, more often, slight flexor spasm in the arm and extension in the legs, consecutive 
transitory plastic tonus, increasing occipital rigidity and opisthotonus, finally a high 
degree of extensor rigidity appeared in all limbs, the fingers in main d’accoucheur 
position, toes in flexion. The dilated pupils reacted to light on all but 2 occasions. The 
tendon and skin reflexes could not be elicited on account of the muscular rigidity. 
Pathological reflexes were not seen during or after the convulsion though in some cases 
they proceeded [sic] them . . . The fits did not appear to be self-limiting. E.E.G., though 
obscured by muscular movements, was always clearly not of the grand mal type” [52].  

The same type of phenomenon has been seen in animals where convulsions were induced during 
high CO2 exposure or after its cessation. Rats inhaling 30% CO2 in 20% O2 exhibited 
intermittent, repetitive clonic seizures [53,54]. Inhalation of 30% CO2 in 20% O2 increased 
H2CO3 and HCO3

– concentrations in plasma and brain cells, and moderately decreased 
intracellular pH. At higher CO2 concentrations, CNS depression became prominent in rats and at 
50%, they appeared to be anesthetized. About 30 to 60 seconds following abrupt withdrawal 
from 50% CO2, there was a progressive increase in excitability that culminated in the appearance 
of repetitive clonic seizures.  

Studies in rats revealed that a minimum fall in blood PCO2 over a short period of time is 
necessary for the development of seizures following withdrawal from acute CO2 exposure [47]. 
The threshold for seizure development is a rapid fall in blood PCO2 of approximately 70 to 80 
mmHg. The incidence of seizure is linear with the decrease in PCO2. A 10-minute exposure to 
50% CO2 produced seizures in 95% of animals following withdrawal, while withdrawal after a 
                                                           
5   Decerebrate refers to the seizure activity that appears to be without cerebral function as if the brainstem was 
transected between the superior and inferior colliculi where the cerebrum is disconnected from the spinal cord, thus 
blocking sensations of pain as well as normal modulation of reflexes by higher brain centers [22].  
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1-hour exposure produced no seizures. The authors commented that with the longer exposure to 
50% CO2, the rate of fall in PCO2 was insufficient to induce the rapid shifts in intracellular 
sodium necessary to elicit seizures. The gradual fall in PCO2was presumed to be due to 
respiratory depression and decreased blood flow, which delayed removal of CO2 from the tissues 
and excretion by the lungs. 

Anxiety and Panic 

The experience of panic attacks is due to a misinterpretation of bodily sensations. In patients 
with panic disorders, CO2 can produce greater anxiety effects or induce panic attacks [55]. A 
5-minute challenge of 5% CO2 was given to panic disorder patients and their matched controls to 
determine the respiratory response and the extent of anxiety. Within 60 seconds of inhalation, 
end-expiratory PCO2 (PETCO2) dropped significantly below baseline due to increased ventilation. 
Relative to control subjects, the panic disorder patients responded with an increased anxiety and 
a significantly increased respiratory rate during the challenge. Although VT increased 64% in 
panic disorder patients, it increased only 50% that of controls because of the rapid respiratory 
rate in panic disorder patients. The end result was that Vmin was increased somewhat more in the 
control compared to the panic disorder patients. Four of 14 panic disorder patients experienced a 
panic attack during CO2 exposure compared to 2 of 14 matched controls. The panic disorder 
patients also responded to hypoxia (ambient 12% O2) in much the same way as with CO2 from 
the perspective of respiratory and panic responses, whereas the matched controls did not. The 
fact that 64% of the panic disorder patients were on psychotropic medication, raises the question 
as to whether greater responses would have occurred in the absence of medication. 

In another study, 5% CO2 was administered for 15 minutes to patients with panic disorders, and 5 
or 7.5% CO2 was administered to healthy, non-panic subjects [56]. Following administration of 
CO2 and air placebo, changes in behavioral ratings, vital signs, and plasma levels of cortisol, 
growth hormone, prolactin, and a norepinephrine metabolite (3-methoxy-4-
hydroxyphenylglycol) were measured over 3 hours. In the non-panic subjects, CO2 produced 
dose-related increases in anxiety, somatic symptoms, vital signs, and plasma cortisol levels. In 
the panic disorder patients, the frequency of panic attacks (8 of 17 patients) and the increase in 
anxiety and somatic symptoms induced by 5% CO2 exceeded those in the non-panic subjects 
exposed to 5%. The frequency and symptoms, however, were similar to those induced in the 
non-panic subjects by 7.5% CO2.  

Cognitive and Psychomotor Performance 

Evaluation of cognitive and psychomotor performance is dependent on many factors including 
the choice and validity of the test for the function examined, the test administrator and the test 
environment, the time of day, the number and timing of test repetitions, and the baseline 
psychological and physiological condition of the subjects. The literature on cognitive and 
psychomotor performance during and after CO2 exposure is, in general, of poor quality. The 
studies presented here and in the Appendices are selections across time to give the reader insight 
into the work that has been performed. Inclusion of studies in this report does not necessarily 
attest to their quality. 
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An analysis of the literature suggests that 6% CO2 is very near the threshold for causing 
significant performance decrements and associated symptoms [45]. Study shows that the 
psychological and the physiological aspects of CO2 exposure can be separated because the highly 
psychologically-influenced symptoms are not significantly correlated to the physiological 
measures (e.g., respiratory rate, FETCO2).  

Exposure to 5.0 to 6.0% CO2 for 2.5 hours had no effect on cognitive performance that was 
evaluated by successive addition of 30 figures [44]. At 7.0% CO2, there was a slight decrease in 
cognitive performance, a decrease in flicker fusion threshold, and/or an increase in auditory 
threshold. CNS depression was suggested because of a decreased threshold for the flicker fusion 
frequency and an increased latency time in alpha-blocking of the EEG with increased light 
stimulus with exposure to 3.3, 5.4, and 7.5% CO2 [47]. 

Respiratory System  

The ventilatory responses to CO2 are not adverse effects in themselves. These responses are 
designed to maintain acid-base balance and thus homeostasis in the face of increased PCO2. It is 
only when respiratory compensation is inadequate that the adverse effects may become evident. 
If the CO2 concentration is high enough, overt pulmonary toxicity will occur. 

As mentioned previously, ventilatory stimulation begins within seconds of inhaling even low 
CO2 concentrations. Stimulation usually reaches its maximum within 5 minutes and abates 
quickly after CO2 withdrawal. The increased Vmin is primarily due to an increase in VT, while the 
respiratory rate is not significantly elevated at CO2 concentrations below 2% unless the O2 
concentration is depressed. The extent to which the VT is enhanced depends on both the inhaled 
CO2 concentration as well as the accompanying O2 concentration. The initial response to CO2 
mixed with pure O2 is significantly greater than the same CO2 concentration in the presence of 
21% O2. As an example, a 100% increase in VT was attained with inhalation of 1% CO2 in pure 
O2, whereas only a 54% increase in VT was attained with the inhalation of 1% CO2 in 21% O2 
[57]. Table 2-9 shows approximate changes in ventilation with increasing CO2 concentrations 
[41,57-59]. These changes are not correlated to height, weight, or age. 
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Table 2-9 
Changes in Vmin in Response to Increasing Concentrations of Inspired CO2. 

Increase in Vmin from Control (%) 
Inspired CO2 (%) Vmin (L/min) 

CO2 in Air/21% O2 CO2 in O2 

0.03 7 -- -- 

1 8 14 28 

2 9 34 53 

3 11 57 -- 

4 14 99 129 

5 26 271 -- 

7.6 52 -- 636 

10.4 76 -- 986 

Early on it was noted that respiratory responses to CO2 inhalation were not of the same 
magnitude in all individual humans or animals. Some human subjects did not even double their 
normal Vmin in response to 5% CO2, while others nearly quadrupled theirs [58]. In one study, 
during exposure to 7.6 and 10.4% CO2, the individual variability of Vmin was four- and three-fold 
(range, 24 to 102 L/min and 40 to 130 L/min), respectively [59]. The degree of ventilatory 
response is not an arbitrary one, however. The extent of response appears to be characteristic for 
each individual. An individual is either a “low responder” or a “high responder”, and that 
characteristic does not change from day to day. Although the interindividual variability in overall 
ventilatory response to CO2 (i.e., Vmin) has not demonstrated a hereditary component in humans, 
80 to 90% of the variability in the VT response to CO2, a determinant of Vmin, can be attributed to 
genetic factors. The variability in the respiratory rate response, unlike the VT response, is 
attributed mainly to environmental and personality factor differences [60]. The variations in the 
respiratory responses to equivalent CO2 exposures are indirectly responsible in part for the 
variations observed between studies in non-respiratory endpoints. 

In response to moderately high CO2 concentrations (e.g., 5% for several minutes), the Vmin 
increases primarily because of an increase in VT, while the respiratory rate is increased but to a 
lesser extent. Several reports suggest that 7% CO2 produces the maximum ventilatory response 
(Vmin) that does not cause undue discomfort to subjects [58,59]. Humans demonstrate a maximum 
ventilatory response (Vmin) at about 10% [59]. The same is seen for Rhesus monkeys and 
Chimpanzees [61,62]. As the ambient CO2 concentration is increased beyond 10%, less time is 
required to attain maximum respiratory stimulation. In a human study, as few as five respirations 
of a mixture of 30% CO2 in 70% O2 cause marked ventilatory stimulation, with a relatively 
greater effect on VT than respiratory frequency [63].  
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In addition to ventilatory stimulation, CO2 induces other effects on the respiratory system, such 
as changes in airway responsiveness. Decreases in specific airway conductance6 are seen in 
normal human subjects inhaling 5 to 10% CO2 (mean PETCO2, 44 to 59 mmHg) in air [64]. The 
effect on conductance does not appear to be a result of the mechanical effect of increased 
ventilation. At concentrations of 7.5 and 10% CO2, there is a direct effect on the airway.  

Asthma is characterized by airway obstruction, hyperresponsiveness, and inflammation. Patients 
with mild asthma and unmedicated for at least 4 days, however, responded differently, and 
increased airway constriction (decreased airway conductance) was not evident at CO2 
concentrations ranging from 5 to 10%. Pretreatment of asthmatics with propranolol, a beta-
adrenergic receptor blocker, however, caused constriction during inhalation of 5 to 10% CO2. 
This reaction suggests that asthmatics are normally protected against CO2-induced airway 
constriction by sympathetic dilation, which is blocked by propranolol. It also suggests that the 
higher CO2 concentrations of 7.5 and 10% stimulate sympathetic-mediated bronchodilation 
sufficiently to partially offset the direct airway bronchoconstrictor effect of CO2. 

Unlike asthma, emphysema is a disease characterized by distended, hyperinflated lungs. Subjects 
with emphysema breathing room air typically retain CO2 while at rest and have an increased VO2. 
They have a markedly diminished ventilatory response to CO2 with PaCO2 up to 80 to 100 mmHg 
(i.e., a 55% decrease in the slope of the ventilatory response curve compared to young, healthy 
controls) [65]. The total mechanical work of breathing room air at normal ambient CO2 
concentrations in the emphysematous subjects, however, is also relatively depressed below that 
of healthy, normocapnic subjects which indicates respiratory adaptation to chronic hypercapnia 
in the emphysematous population. 

Conversely, lesions of the cerebral cortex are associated with increased responsiveness of the 
respiratory center to CO2 stimuli [66]. Patients with severe chronic brain damage, caused by 
bilateral cerebral infarction, or patients with unilateral sensory or motor defects, caused by a 
single cerebral infarction, exhibited enhanced responsiveness to 5% CO2 about two-fold that of 
control subjects. Vmin in these two groups was not statistically different from controls, but the 
respiratory rate was significantly elevated in the bilateral cerebral infarction group. 

Even in utero factors can influence subsequent responses of offspring to CO2 exposure. Lambs 
suffering 24% decreased birth weight due to intrauterine growth retardation (IGR) induced by 
maternal anemia (days 101 to 143 of gestation) displayed an increased CO2 "set point" for 
normal ventilation [67]. The IGR lambs had significantly higher PaCO2 (42.4 versus 39.5 mmHg) 
compared to controls, while PO2, SaO2, and hematocrit were equivalent. During sleep, rebreathing 
into a bag initially containing 5% CO2 and 21% O2 lead to a progressive decrease in PO2 and an 
increase in PCO2. The SaO2 at arousal from active sleep during rebreathing CO2 was significantly 
decreased compared to that normally measured during spontaneous arousal (73.3 versus 94.4%). 
The Vmin, VT, and respiratory rate were greater during quiet sleep than during active sleep in both 
the IGR and control lambs, but the ventilatory responsiveness ([mL/min]/[kg/FETCO2]) of IGR 
lambs under both sleep conditions was only about 50% that of controls, although not statistically 
significant. The FETCO2, however, was significantly greater in IGR lambs than in controls.  

                                                           
6   Specific airway conductance is the reciprocal of airway resistance. 
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Hormones also may influence pulmonary responses. The adrenergic hormones of the 
sympathetic nervous system, norepinephrine and epinephrine, as well as adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH), and cortisone, are released in response to inhalation of CO2 at concentrations 
≥5%. These hormones in turn also contribute to the respiratory response to CO2 [68]. At very 
high concentrations, however, CO2 acts as a central depressant and significantly decreases many 
of the homeostatic responses seen at lower concentrations. An example is seen in a study of 
Rhesus monkeys exposed in 20 to 21% O2 to a maximum concentration of 30% CO2 achieved by 
increasing the CO2 concentration at rates of 7.5, 15, or 30% per hour [60]. The respiratory rate 
increased by 100% up to a CO2 concentration of 10%, after which the respiratory rate decreased 
until the CO2 concentration reached 35 to 40%, at which time there was a slight increase in rate 
prior to death.  

Pulmonary insult in the form of pulmonary effusion and edema, hyaline membranes7, atelectasis8, 
and perivascular edema is seen in animals exposed to >15% CO2 [69-71]. The appearance of 
pulmonary edema is both concentration and duration dependent, and recovery is dependent on 
the severity of the edema and accompanying effects. Adult male guinea pigs exposed to 15% 
CO2 for 6 hours developed severe respiratory acidosis [71]. Subsequent electron microscopic 
studies of the lungs revealed accompanying pulmonary effusion and changes in the lamellar 
bodies9 of the granular pneumocytes.  

Rats are more resistant to the toxic pulmonary effects, presumably because of a relatively greater 
HCO3

– buffering capacity. Under the same CO2 exposure conditions, rats may show only small 
changes in blood pH, while guinea pigs may exhibit severe respiratory acidosis. As a point in 
fact, severe pulmonary edema was observed in rats, but only after exposure to 30 or 50% CO2 for 
5 hours and 1 hour, respectively. The edema dissipated in survivors after 7 days of recovery in 
room air [70]. There are some reports of pulmonary damage, severe injury, and death as a result 
of accidental exposure of humans to high concentrations of CO2. See the section on Intoxication, 
Narcotization, Anesthesia, and Death for further discussion. 

Elevated fetal PaCO2 resulting from maternal exposure to CO2 may affect pulmonary and/or 
central chemoreceptor development. Spontaneous intrauterine fetal breathing is observed in 
many mammalian species during normal fetal development. The breathing is irregular and 
episodic and occurs during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep of the fetus [72]. Exposure of 
pregnant sheep (125 to 140 days of gestation) to 4 to 9% CO2 from rebreathing into a bag 
initially containing 4% CO2 and 50% O2 resulted in increased fetal PaCO2 from approximately 45 
to 66 mmHg. The fetal blood pH decreased approximately 0.15 units, while the PaO2 increased 
approximately 14 mmHg. During CO2 exposure, fetuses increased their rate and depth of 
breathing and the time spent in REM sleep. Ninety-four percent of fetuses that were apneic (not 
breathing) and in non-REM sleep at the start of maternal rebreathing switched to REM sleep, and 
88% of these fetuses started breathing within 2.5 minutes of the start of REM sleep. The PaCO2 

                                                           
7   Hyaline membranes are “a layer of eosinophilic hyaline [glossy and transparent or nearly so] material lining the 
alveoli, alveolar ducts, and bronchioles” [21]. 

8   Atelectasis is “collapse of the adult lung” [21]. 

9   Lamellar bodies store surfactant that is necessary to lower surface tension and help stabilize the alveolar space.  
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threshold for breathing occurred at an average of 55 mmHg. The authors suggested that 
stimulation of fetal breathing during REM sleep is an expression of the central chemoreceptor 
stimulation of respiration. An increase in fetal breathing movements has been associated with 
accelerated fetal lung maturation in rabbits exposed daily during gestation to 8% CO2 [73]. See 
“Effects of Intermittent and Continuous Chronic CO2 Exposure” for details. 

Cardiovascular System 

Blood Pressure, Peripheral Resistance, Blood Flow, Heart Rate 

The acute effects of hypercapnia on the cardiovascular system are concentration dependent. As 
previously discussed, CO2 has local effects and those mediated by activation of the sympathetic 
nervous system [23-25]. The overall circulatory effects of moderate PaCO2 levels in normal 
humans are: systemic vasoconstriction, coronary vasodilation, increased heart rate, increased 
cardiac contractility and output, elevated systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and an increased 
pulse pressure. Dilation instead of constriction occurs in the cerebral blood vessels. 

Heart rate, pulse rate, and systemic blood pressure are not significantly increased in humans until 
the inhaled CO2 concentration reaches approximately 5% [59]. Inhalation of 4 to 5.4% CO2 
significantly decreased blood flow through the hand in one study; 5.4% produced a more marked 
vasoconstriction than 4% [74]. In another study, the heart rate reached its maximum response at 
approximately 10% CO2, and the pulse rate reached its maximum at approximately 8% CO2 [59]. 
Inhalation of 7.6% CO2 significantly increased both systolic and diastolic blood pressure in a 
matter of minutes, averaging increases >30 and 22 mmHg, respectively. The pressures were 
further increased by a few mmHg when the CO2 concentration was increased to 10.4%. When 
CO2 was discontinued and replaced with normal air, the diastolic pressure immediately decreased 
to below baseline pressures, while the systolic pressure fell only slightly.  

Dogs exposed to 4% CO2 in 3 to 5.5% O2 exhibited a 50 to 100% increase in systemic blood 
pressure [75]. At concentrations ranging from 7 to 14% CO2, there were significant 
concentration-dependent increases in the plasma concentrations of epinephrine, norepinephrine, 
and 17-OH-corticosteroids, which could explain the increase in blood pressure and cardiac 
activity observed in a number of studies [76]. Marked increases in epinephrine and 
norepinephrine secretions from the adrenal medulla were also measured in anesthetized dogs 
exposed to 30% CO2 in 70% O2 [77]. Under conditions of mechanical ventilation, the pH 
decreased 0.3 units from 7.3 to 7.0. While under spontaneous ventilation, the changes in pH were 
much greater, decreasing 0.9 units to pH 6.4. When the pH was maintained at 7.2 by 
administration of a buffer (trihydroxyaminomethane), secretions of the adrenal medulla were not 
increased. These results suggest that the sympathoadrenal activity induced by CO2 is pH 
dependent. 

At high PaCO2, which is generally achieved with inhaled concentrations of CO2 approximately 
10% or greater, the balance of local and sympathetic effects changes and vasodilation of the 
systemic blood vessels predominates due to the local effects of CO2. In general, the total 
peripheral resistance decreases with increasingly higher levels of PaCO2. 
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Exposure of human subjects to 30% CO2 in 70% O2 for approximately 1.2 minutes decreased the 
pulse rate, the peripheral circulation in the forearm and the calf, but not in the hand, and the 
arterial pH from 7.37 to 6.96 [78]. During exposure, marked and progressive increases in both 
systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure were observed. In several cases, the rise in 
mean arterial blood pressure was great enough to be considered a potential hazard in the 
presence of degenerative vascular conditions. There was great variation in heart rate, and no 
consistent change was observed at this high concentration. Hyperoxia has its own effects on the 
vasculature, however, and the extent to which it contributed to the effects observed in this study 
is unclear. 

In the presence of low ambient O2 (3 to 5.5% O2) and normal CO2 (0.03%), systemic blood 
pressure was significantly increased in dogs [75]. When 4% CO2 was added, the rise in blood 
pressure was increased 50 to 100% above that measured in the presence of hypoxia alone. In a 
study of four strains of spontaneously hypertensive rats, inhalation of 100% CO2 increased blood 
pressure by approximately 60 mmHg [79]. The plasma norepinephrine concentration measured 
was 600 to 1200% above baseline. When nitrogen (N2) alone was inhaled, the increase in plasma 
norepinephrine was 680% over baseline, which averaged 73% of the response to CO2. It appears, 
therefore, that the lack of O2 was in large part responsible for the increased norepinephrine 
concentrations and the elevations in blood pressure. 

These substantial increases in systemic blood pressure with exposure to CO2 in an environment 
low in O2 suggest that significant adverse effects may be experienced by hypertensive individuals 
in such environments.  

Electrocardiogram (ECG)10 

The direct effects of CO2 on the heart are potent coronary vasodilation and diminished coronary 
contractility. Cardiac rhythm, however, is usually not affected until near-lethal levels are attained 
[15]. The rhythm is quantified by the ECG, which is “a graphic tracing of the electric current 
produced by the excitation of the heart muscle” [21]. An example of the tracing is shown in 
Figure 2-4. The parts of the tracing routinely are labeled by letters from P though T. Often a 
disruption in the rhythm is revealed in the duration of the cycle or its components. Abnormalities 
of cardiac rhythm are referred to as arrhythmias. 

 

Figure 2-4 
The ECG 

                                                           
10   The ECG, also known as EKG, is a means to examine the electrical activity in the heart. Electrical leads placed at 
specific sites on the body record the electrical activity resulting from the depolarization and repolarization of the 
heart. The information from each lead is summed, producing the typical form of the ECG as seen in Figure 5. 
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There are a significant number of ECG recordings during and following exposure to CO2 
concentrations >6%. The QRS complex11 of the ECG was decreased in healthy subjects inhaling 
6% CO2 [80]. A possible age-related effect was seen with a 19% decrease in the complex 
amplitude in older men (approximately 61 years old) compared to a 12% decrease in younger 
men (approximately 23 years old). A low incidence of cardiac arrhythmias has been reported in a 
number of studies of resting subjects inhaling CO2 at concentrations of >7% [76]. The 
arrhythmias or irregularities noted in ECGs were predominantly minor, except for nodal or 
ventricular extrasystoles (premature contractions) in a few subjects. At higher CO2 
concentrations, effects on the ECG are more notable. In one study of human patients inhaling 
30% CO2 in 70% O2, narcosis was evident in 30 seconds or less. Some abnormality of atrial or 
nodal activity, including extrasystoles, premature atrial and nodal beats, atrial tachycardia, and 
supraventricular tachycardia, was seen in 12 of 17 patients [81]. Extrasystoles were reported in 5 
of 37 patients in yet another study of 30% CO2 in 70% O2 [82]. 

Although most of the ECG changes in these studies were not of special concern for the patient, 
serious supraventricular or ventricular disturbances might occur in patients with pre-existing 
cardiac problems [81]. Prolongation of the QT interval12 of the ECG, along with other factors 
(mutations in cardiac ion channels, hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, increased sympathetic 
nervous system activity, structural heart disease, sinus pause [bradycardia], drugs that prolong 
QT interval, female gender) is a risk factor for the development of Torsade de Pointes13, which 
can degenerate into ventricular fibrillation and be life threatening [84]. Because most studies of 
humans administered very high concentrations of CO2 have been conducted with CO2 in pure O2, 
it is difficult to separate any effects that may be contributed by the high concentration of O2.  

Several animal models, including monkey, chimpanzee, and dog, have been used to study the 
effects of elevated CO2 concentrations under various conditions. Very high concentrations of 
CO2 are associated with a variety of abnormalities in the ECG [61-63,85]. Premature ventricular 
contractions (PVCs) have been seen in ECGs during studies of monkeys at CO2 concentrations as 
low as 3% [61,62]. At approximately 11% CO2, 6 of 21 Rhesus monkeys and 3 of 3 chimpanzees 
exhibited PVCs.  

Rhesus monkeys exposed to CO2 at concentrations that were increased at rates of 7.5, 15, or 30% 
CO2 per hour in a normal O2 atmosphere exhibited a non-cyclical sinus arrhythmia at 
approximately 26% CO2 (range, 21 to 36%) in all experiments [61]. The monkeys died at CO2 
concentrations >60% while the ECGs showed asystolic arrest, which is also reported to occur at 

                                                           
11 The QRS complex represents ventricular depolarization, which normally occurs very rapidly. If the QRS complex 
is prolonged, it denotes that conduction within the ventricles is impaired.   

12 The QT interval (time from the beginning of the QRS complex to the end of the T wave) of the ECG is a measure 
of the duration of ventricular depolarization and repolarization. In practice, the QT interval is corrected for the heart 
rate (QTc), which allows an assessment of the QT interval that is independent of heart rate. 

13 Torsade de Pointes is a form of ventricular tachycardia (very fast heart rhythm) that is generally due to cardiac 
medications. The mechanical function of the heart is normal, but the very fast heart rhythm leads to sudden loss of 
consciousness (syncope) and may cause sudden cardiac death. “It is characterized by a long QT interval and a 
‘short-long-short’ sequence in the beat preceding its onset. The QRS complexes during this rhythm tend to show a 
series of [QRS] complexes points up followed by complexes points down” [83]. 
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blood pH 6.45 to 6.50 in the presence of acidosis from other causes. Chimpanzees undergoing 
the same protocol also experienced the non-cyclical sinus arrhythmias at CO2 concentrations 
ranging from 30 to 50%. There was a slight increase in heart rate up to 10% CO2, after which it 
declined until the heart rate was maximally depressed in both species at about 35% CO2 to 
approximately 30 to 40% of control levels [61,62]. 

During a study of dogs, the coronary blood flow increased 29 to 115% after a 4-hour exposure to 
30% CO2 in 70% O2 [85]. The blood pH decreased shortly after the start of inhalation. When CO2 
exposure ceased following 4 hours of 30 to 40% CO2, blood PCO2 rapidly fell and pH increased. 
It was during this period of rapidly declining PCO2 and increasing blood pH that there was a net 
loss of K+ from the heart. Within the first 5 to 8 minutes of recovery, the coronary blood flow 
rapidly declined. ECGs made during the immediate posthypercapnic period commonly showed 
premature systoles and runs of ventricular tachycardia which in some instances terminated in 
ventricular fibrillation and death [85,86]. Maintaining a high intracellular K+ concentration with 
respect to the external milieu is important for maintaining the proper threshold for the pacemaker 
cells that initiate action potentials and maintain the normal synchronous rhythm for the heart. 
Leakage of K+ out of heart cells decreases that threshold and increases the activity of pacemaker 
cells such that arrhythmogenic tendencies increase and synchronous rhythm decreases, leading 
first to arrhythmia and then fibrillation. Brown and Mowlem reported that “the most severe 
cardiac arrhythmias always take place between 2 and 10 minutes posthypercapnia” [85]. The 
plasma pH of dogs anesthetized and exposed to 30% CO2 in O2 for 2 hours followed by 40% CO2 
for an additional 2 hours, fell on average 0.69 units from a baseline pH of 7.36 to 6.67 [86]. Over 
the 4-hour exposure period, the plasma PCO2 increased from 43.2 to 295 mmHg. When CO2 
administration ceased and the dogs were suddenly exposed to air, cardiac arrhythmias developed 
within 30 seconds to 6 minutes, and 11 of 15 dogs developed ventricular fibrillation and died 
within 2.5 to 10 minutes. Two dogs that were gradually returned to air, however, exhibited no 
cardiac dysfunction. 

A PCO2 of 247 mmHg was measured in dogs rebreathing for approximately 90 minutes into a 
reservoir initially containing 100% O2 [87]. Blood pH in these dogs decreased 0.60 units from 
pH 7.42 to 6.82, while the initial rise in plasma K+ returned to normal in <15 minutes. Within 2 
to 3 minutes of hyperventilation on room air, PCO2 fell to 25 mmHg and pH rose to 7.5. Plasma 
K+ increased 24% from an average of 4.6 mmol/L at the end of the rebreathing period to 
5.7 mmol/L after 4 minutes on air, and then returned to normal levels in approximately 
5 minutes. During the early postexposure period, cardiac arrhythmias were present in every dog. 
According to the investigators, the ECGs showed “bizarre patterns” including nodal arrhythmias, 
atrioventricular (A-V) dissociation, ventricular extrasystoles, and ventricular tachycardia. A brief 
increase in pulse rate and systolic blood pressure was followed in most cases by a relative 
bradycardia and hypotension. Ventricular tachycardia progressed into ventricular fibrillation in 
one of ten dogs whose K+ was elevated to 6.8 mmol/L.  

In other dogs undergoing the same protocol as above, when epinephrine was administered during 
the reversal of hypercapnia, the mean plasma K+ almost doubled within 2 minutes (5.2 to 9.8 
mmol/L), while the pH and PCO2 remained essentially unchanged [87]. ECG changes were more 
severe in this group, and nine of ten dogs developed ventricular tachycardia. One of the ten dogs 
progressed into ventricular fibrillation; plasma K+ in this dog rose from 5.2 to 14.1 mmol/L. 
Some chemicals, particularly halogenated hydrocarbons, sensitize the myocardium to the 
arrhythmogenic effects of circulating catecholamines [15,19]. Thus, the presence of CO2 in 
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concentrations sufficient to cause the release of catecholamines, could further stress the heart and 
precipitate arrhythmias, especially in individuals with a compromised heart or cardiovascular 
system. 

Effects on plasma pH and K+ are also seen with CO2 exposure in rodents. Rats exhibit 
significantly decreased blood pH accompanied by increased arterial plasma K+ with hypercapnia 
88]. Cardiac arrhythmias were observed in rats during exposure to 50 and 70% CO2 in 22% O2 
[89]. Upon rapid return to air, the incidence of arrhythmias increased.  

The greatest effects on the ECG are observed in all species following rapid removal of CO2 after 
relatively prolonged exposure to moderate and high concentration of CO2. The arrhythmic effects 
on the heart can be life threatening for normal healthy humans and other mammals. 

Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) 

There is a linear correlation between changes in PaCO2 and mean arterial CBF (mL blood per 100 
g brain tissue per minute) in healthy subjects [90]. The higher the PaCO2, the greater the flow. 
CBF is not homogenous throughout the brain, and areas that receive a greater proportion of 
blood flow have a steeper flow response to changes in PaCO2 [91].  

A mean increase in PaCO2 of approximately 4.5 mmHg in humans is the threshold for the 
vasodilator effect in normal cerebral vessels in response to a rapid increase in PaCO2 [92]. This 
increase is attained acutely by inhalation of >3% CO2 in 21% O2. Increases in CBF can be 
detected within a minute of starting CO2 inhalation at concentrations of 3.5 to 10% in air [93]. A 
minimal 4 to 5 mmHg elevation in PaCO2 was necessary before an increase in CBF could be 
detected. Increases from baseline of 5, 10, 15, and 20 mmHg in PaCO2 resulted in CBF that were 
117, 141, 165, and 189% of baseline, respectively. The CBF changed 1 to 2 mL/(100 g•min) for 
each mmHg change in PaCO2 between 20 and 80 mmHg. In another study of healthy men, 
inhalation of 5 or 7% CO2 in 21% O2 increased CBF approximately 75% from a baseline of 53 to 
93 mL/(100 g•min) [94]. At the same time, cerebrovascular resistance decreased approximately 
33% while cerebral VO2 was unchanged. 

There are no significant age-related changes in CBF for subjects younger than 45 years [95,96]. 
The magnitude of CBF response to changes in PaCO2, however, increases during human 
development from the near-term fetus and neonate to the adult [97]. The magnitude of response 
to hypercapnia is also less in immature than in adult animals (dogs, monkeys, sheep). For 
example, the slope of the CBF divided by the cerebral metabolic O2 rate or O2 consumption 
(CVO2) vs. PaCO2 (i.e., CBF/CVO2 vs. PaCO2) is much greater in the adult. The CBF response in 
near-term sheep fetuses and one-week-old lambs is similar, however, after correcting for 
differences in cerebral VO2 [98]. 

Chronic hypertension does not alter baseline CBF either in humans or in animal models of 
hypertension, however, changes in CBF due to hypercapnia are most pronounced in 
normotensive relative to hypotensive animals. There is a significant difference in CBF responses 
to CO2 in awake and anesthetized animals. In anesthetized animals, an increase in PaCO2 to >80 
mmHg produces a maximal increase in CBF of 100 to 200% [91]. In awake animals, however, 
increasing PaCO2 to 80 mmHg increases the CBF 600%; 50% of this increase is due to the release 
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of endogenous catecholamines and the activation of neuronal metabolism. This suggests that in 
awake subjects, severe hypercapnia increases CBF by two mechanisms: a direct effect of CO2 on 
cerebral blood vessels and an indirect effect by stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system.  

CBF also can be affected by tissue damage or cerebrovascular obstruction, and an increased CBF 
in response to CO2 may be beneficial in some cases. Patients with a cerebral embolism (40 years 
old) had a significantly decreased CBF (36 mL/[100 g•min]) at rest compared to normal student 
volunteers (22 years; 56 mL/[100 g•min]) [96]. When the patients were exposed to 5% CO2 in 
21% O2, the mean CBF increased by 28% from 36 to 46 mL/(100 g•min). The increase in CBF 
was accompanied by a slight increase in mean arterial blood pressure from 78 to 87 mmHg. The 
increase in CBF, however, did not appear to be related to the hemodynamic factors estimated 
during rest and exertion. When the patient group was segregated by the presence or absence of 
mitral stenosis, patients with normal sinus rhythm and no mitral stenosis exhibited a 41% 
increase in CBF compared to a 22% increase in patients with mitral stenosis (four of six patients 
also had atrial fibrillation). The authors suggested using 5% CO2 to treat cerebral embolism by 
enhancing CBF and O2 delivery to the brain tissue, even for patients suffering from mitral 
stenosis. More recent work shows that measurement of overall CBF does not provide 
information regarding the blood flow in an ischemic area. The advantages and disadvantages of 
enhanced CBF depend on the site of injury, the extent of ischemia, and other factors [91].  

One potential concern for increased CBF during CO2 is that intracranial pressure may also 
increase. It appears that it is not the increased CBF per se but an increased cerebral blood volume 
(CBV) that is responsible for increased intracranial pressure [91]. CBV has been technically 
difficult to measure, but evidence indicates that during changes in PaCO2 the changes in CBV are 
qualitatively similar to changes in CBF. The CBV in humans changes approximately 
0.05 mL/(100 g•mm Hg PaCO2). The elevations in CBF and CBV, however, are limited in 
duration. With a sustained elevation in PaCO2, the CBF and CBV have been noted to return 
gradually to baseline levels over several hours due to correction of extracellular pH. 

CO2 inhalation may have beneficial effects in other circumstances, such as neonates with single-
ventricle heart defects. These neonates sometimes experience neurologic complications in the 
form of seizure, impaired cognition, developmental delay, and cerebral palsy that may be 
attributed to cerebral hypoxic-ischemia before corrective surgery is performed. In one study, 
prior to surgical correction, controlled ventilation in anesthetized neonates at an inspired 
concentration of 3% CO2 increased PaCO2 and produced a small, but significant increase in PaO2 (3 
mmHg) while cerebral SaO2 was significantly increased by approximately 20% [99].  

CNS Vascular Permeability and Pressure 

CO2 has been shown to increase the permeability of the "blood-brain-barrier". Studies with 
ether-anesthetized rabbits, guinea pigs, and cats utilizing trypan blue dye demonstrated increased 
CNS vascular permeability and hemorrhage [49]. The effects of CO2 were concentration and 
duration dependent. No effects were observed for exposure of rabbits and guinea pigs to 7.5% 
CO2 for periods from 5 to 60 minutes. Exposure to 30% CO2 resulted in increased vascular 
permeability and hemorrhages within 3 to 5 minutes. Approximately the same magnitude of 
response was seen when 20% CO2 was inhaled for 20 minutes, or 10 or 15% CO2 was inhaled for 
>30 minutes.  
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Unfortunately, the author reported results in such a way that the affected areas of the CNS were 
ambiguously stated. It appears, however, that in the rabbit and guinea pig vascular permeability 
and hemorrhagic changes were primarily seen in the diencephalon, pons, and midbrain. Lesser 
changes were seen in the medulla and cerebellum. No changes above background were seen in 
the cerebral hemispheres or the spinal cord. 

The permeability and hemorrhagic responses in cats were significantly less pronounced than in 
the rabbit and guinea pig, although only groups of three cats were exposed to 30% CO2 for 15, 
30, and 60 minutes. In cats there was no duration-related response with exposure to 30% CO2. 
The diencephalon and cerebral hemispheres were most affected in the cat. For all species, 
increased vascular permeability was only evident during CO2 inhalation. With recovery from 
CO2 for as little as 2 minutes, there was no evidence of a continued increase in permeability. 

Inhalation of 10% CO2 in 21% O2 for approximately 5 minutes increased cerebral spinal fluid 
(CSF) pressure by at least 250 mm H2O in 100% of exposed human male subjects [100]. CSF 
pressure was also increased in dogs with increasing concentrations of CO2 from 5 to 15% in O2 
[101]. The CSF pressure increases in men and dogs were not related to changes in central venous 
or arterial blood pressure, and the effects on the cerebral vasculature were greater than the effects 
measured on cardiovascular and respiratory functions. These findings suggest that CO2 also may 
increase intracranial pressure. Increased cerebral vascular permeability coupled with elevated 
CSF pressure could have significant adverse consequences for patients with head trauma, 
hypertension, and increased intracranial pressure from other causes.  

Visual System 

Generally, visual performance in humans is impaired with acute exposure to >5% CO2 in air 
[102]. A decreased ability to detect coherent motion can be detected at exposure to 2.5% CO2 in 
air. Stereoacuity is also reduced, which suggests that stereoscopic depth perception may be 
impaired where fine detection of object depth is required [103]. 

In one study that assessed general perceptions, 8 of 22 subjects complained of visual and color 
distortions during inhalation of 7.5% CO2 for 15 minutes [101]. Exposure of human male 
subjects to 10% CO2 in 21% O2 produced retinal venous SO2 that was increased 27% above that 
in air. These changes were accompanied by a 12% decrease in retinal arterial size and a 15% 
decrease in venous diameter [51]. Several studies indicate that relatively high CO2 concentrations 
(8 to 16%) inhibit visual functions at particular sites (retina, visual cortex) in various species 
[104]. 

Accidental exposures to very high, undocumented CO2 concentrations, presumably in very low 
O2 environments, have resulted in significant, long-lasting effects on the visual system including: 
loss of eye movement, visual field defects, enlargement of blind spots, and deficient dark 
adaptation [105]. Immediate and short-lived effects included blurred vision, dioplia (double 
vision), dim vision, and photophobia. These effects cannot be distinguished from those occurring 
with exposure to very low O2 concentrations. 
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Hematopoietic System 

Hematopoiesis is the formation and development of blood cells, which include both erythrocytes 
(red blood cells) and leukocytes (white blood cells). There is no evidence in humans to suggest 
significant effects on hematological parameters, such as blood cell counts and hematocrit 
(volume percentage of erythrocytes in whole blood) with acute exposure to CO2 concentrations 
<3% [106]. Studies in animals show effects only with exposure to high CO2 concentrations. 

Decreased numbers of eosinophils (white blood cells stained by eosin) were measured in healthy 
subjects exposed for 15 minutes each to concentrations of 3.3, 5.4, and 7.5% CO2 [46,47]. 
Exposure to 1.5% had no effect, while the greatest decrease in cell count was measured with 
exposure to 5.4% CO2. The effects were more evident in the high ventilatory responders than in 
the low ventilatory responders, again suggesting that tolerance is developed to autonomic 
responses with prolonged elevated PaCO2. 

In guinea pigs exposed to 15% CO2, plasma pH fell 0.35 units in 1 hour from a control pH of 
7.37 to 7.02, while the PCO2 was elevated to approximately 123 mmHg from baseline [107]. An 
increase of 10.5% in blood volume and 13.6% in erythrocyte volume was also observed at 1 hour 
[108]. These changes were attributed to the release of splenic and hepatic blood stores14 resulting 
from a stress response to CO2 and the secretion of epinephrine from the adrenal gland [109]. 
Other studies of guinea pigs showed an increase in eosinophils of 137% at 10 minutes and a 
significant increase of 195% at 60 minutes of exposure to 30% CO2 in 70% O2 [132]. The effects 
seen in guinea pigs have been inconsistent from study to study, and in fact have been 
contradictory, but the overall effects seem to be transient at high concentrations of CO2.  

Male guinea pigs were exposed to 30% CO2 in air or in 70% O2 for 10 minutes or 1 hour 
experienced a 50% mortality rate with the 1-hour exposure [132]. Adrenal cholesterol was 
significantly decreased by approximately 30% following 10 minutes of exposure and by 25% 
following 60 minutes of exposure to CO2 in air. Absolute lymphocyte numbers decreased 
slightly, while eosinophil counts increased 137 and 195% following 10- and 60-minute 
exposures, respectively. The hematological changes produced with CO2 in O2 were not as marked 
as those observed for CO2 in air. The recovery period following CO2 exposures in both air and O2 
resulted in adrenal cortical stimulation, as evidenced by decreased adrenal cholesterol and 
lymphocyte and eosinophil counts; total leukocytes were not changed. The authors concluded 
that narcotic concentrations of CO2 alone did not stimulate the adrenal cortex, but that hyperoxia 
(70% O2) in the presence of 30% CO2 increased adrenal cortical activity. The authors also 
reported that changes in adrenal cholesterol and in lymphocytes reflected a greater adrenal 
cortical stimulation after 10 minutes than after 60 minutes of CO2 exposure. 

Renal System 

As previously discussed, the renal system plays a significant role in the regulation of H+ and 
HCO3

– with chronic, but not acute, CO2 exposure. The kidney is acutely affected by exposure to 
moderate and high concentrations of CO2. Acute exposure to moderate levels seems to augment 

                                                           
14 Approximately 16% of the blood volume of many animals is stored in the spleen [108]. 
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normal renal function, while high levels depress function. The glomerular filtration rate and the 
blood and plasma flow rates were significantly increased in normal human subjects exposed to 
5% CO2 in 21% O2, while subjects with renal disease had only slight changes [111]. Normal 
subjects had decreased vascular resistance and increased renal venous pressure, which was 
consistent with the accompanying increase in PCO2 and decrease in pH.  

Depressed renal function was recorded in dogs exposed for 30 minutes to 30% CO2 in O2. The 
renal blood flow decreased to approximately one-third of its baseline flow rate in 100% O2 [112]. 
The volume of urine from both kidneys fell significantly within 5 minutes of CO2 inhalation. 
From 10 to 30 minutes, <10% of the urine volume measured during the control period was 
produced (i.e., oliguria). The decreases in renal blood flow were accompanied by decreases in 
pH of 0.11, 0.24, and 0.33 units following 5, 15, and 30 minutes of exposure. Even at 30 minutes 
postexposure, the urine production had not increased, although the renal blood flow had started 
to rebound. 

Skeletal System 

The CO2 content of all tissues, including bone, rapidly increases with elevated PaCO2. The bone, 
however, is slow to equilibrate [26]. Rats exposed for 1 hour to 1, 3, 5, 10, or 15% CO2 in 21% 
O2 had rapid uptake of CO2 into bone that increased linearly with increasing PaCO2 [113]. The 
increase in CO2 was measured in the heat-labile fraction (HCO3

–), which presumably is the 
soluble pool. This fraction comprised 10.5% of the total bone CO2 content. The bone water 
content was not altered. Earlier studies had been methodologically limited to measurement of the 
fixed carbonates. These observations have implications for acid-base buffering by bone during 
longer periods of exposure to elevated CO2 concentrations. 

Reproductive System 

Maternal-Fetal Unit 

Human maternal ventilation and blood gases undergo substantial changes in pregnancy. Under 
normal conditions, there is a 40% increase in Vmin, resulting in a rise in PO2 and a fall in PCO2 and 
HCO3

– during pregnancy [114]. The regulation of pH and blood gases is different in the adult and 
the fetus. In the adult, the lungs are in series with the tissues. In the fetus, the gas exchanger is 
not the lung, but rather it is the placenta. The placenta is coupled in parallel with the tissues of 
the fetus. The umbilical vein, not the umbilical artery, carries the oxygenated blood. 

It is estimated that the pH and PCO2 of human maternal blood leaving the placenta and the 
umbilical vein blood are almost identical at week 30 of human gestation [115]. By week 40, 
there may be small differences. The PO2 of the maternal placental venous blood and the umbilical 
vein blood are almost identical at week 30, but at week 40, there can be an umbilical arterio-
venous shunting of as much as 30%. The fetal mixed venous PO2 (PvO2) falls from week 30 to 40, 
indicating increased metabolism and O2 utilization.  

The normal movement of CO2 in the maternal-fetal unit is from the fetus to the mother. It is only 
when the maternal blood PCO2 becomes significantly elevated that the reverse is true. In what 
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was described as a typical experiment, pregnant Rhesus monkeys exposed once to 10% CO2 in 
air between gestational days 130 to 156 had maternal arterial PCO2 significantly increased by 
85% and maternal venous PCO2 by 53% with 7 minutes of exposure [116]. The fetal venous PCO2 
increased by 24%. With 5 minutes of additional exposure, the maternal PCO2 did not significantly 
change, but the fetal venous PCO2 continued to increase to 39% above control. At this point, the 
maternal arterial and venous PCO2 and the fetal venous PCO2 had increased approximately 20 
mmHg from control, demonstrating fairly rapid equilibration of CO2 between the maternal and 
fetal compartments. During these 12 minutes of exposure, maternal arterial pH had decreased 
0.19 units, while the fetal venous pH decreased 0.12 units. Changes in the amniotic fluid PCO2 
and pH followed in the same direction, but were less pronounced and lagged behind changes in 
the fetal venous blood. 

Anesthetized pregnant pigs exposed to 5% CO2 in air once between gestational days 80 to 90 
(122-day gestation period) exhibited significant increases of approximately 50% in maternal 
systemic blood pressure and uterine arterial blood pressure [117]. The uterine blood flow 
significantly increased 117% and the uterine vascular resistance significantly decreased 25%. 
The PO2 and SO2 of the uterine venous blood and the fetal umbilical venous blood were 
significantly increased. The increased fetal PO2 was the result of greater O2 delivery to the 
placenta because of increased uterine blood flow stemming from increased maternal blood 
pressure and decreased resistance in the uterine bed. 

Miscarriage and Congenital Malformations (Teratology) 

One report of the Lake Nyos disaster identified seven miscarriages under 20 weeks of gestation 
and four stillbirths among exposed women [3,4]. The physical effect of the exposure on the 
pregnant women was not stated. That is, it is not known if the women were rendered unconscious 
and there was no report of their physical condition or possible confounding factors. Likewise, 
there is no information about the extent and effects of the presumed exposure of three pregnant 
women who had normal births within 2 weeks of exposure (see additional information about the 
Lake Nyos survivors in the section “Narcosis, Anesthesia, and Death or Recovery”). No reports 
have been identified of congenital malformations associated with the Lake Nyos exposure.  

Several studies have examined the reproductive and teratogenic effects of CO2 in animals at 
concentrations ranging from 3 to 20% for various periods. Two studies with exposure durations 
of 8 hours each are discussed below, while studies with exposure durations >24 hours are 
discussed in the section Effects of Intermittent and Continuous Chronic CO2 Exposure. 

Fetal limb malformations (specifically, ectrodactyly) and resorptions (early in utero death) were 
observed in the C57BL/6J mouse strain exposed to CO2 during the embryonic period [118,119]. 
The incidence of malformations and resorptions was dependent on the concentration, duration, 
and gestational age. During CO2 exposure, the pregnant mice were lethargic, ataxic, and 
hypothermic. The pH of maternal blood with 7 hours of exposure to 20% CO2 significantly 
decreased (7.391 to 6.964) and the HCO3

– significantly increased (21.8 to 30.3 mmol/L), while 
the PCO2 increased from 35.4 to 124.5 mmHg. When pH changes were moderated with HCO3

– 
treatment as Na HCO3

– the incidence of ectrodactyly and resorptions did not decrease. The 
authors explained this later observation by the fact that CO2 readily diffuses across the placenta, 
whereas HCO3

– does not and suggested that the embryonic intracellular pH (pHi) could be 
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significantly affected by increased PCO2 and not moderated by increased maternal HCO3

– 
concentrations. 

The minimum exposure condition for induction of ectrodactyly was 15% CO2 for 8 hours during 
a critical 16-hour window of development on day 10 of gestation. The greatest incidence of 
ectrodactyly was observed for CO2 exposure during the first third of gestational day 10, while the 
greatest incidence of resorptions was observed for CO2 exposure during the last third of day 10. 
Exposure to 10% CO2 for 8 hours had no significant effect, while exposure to 15 and 20% CO2 
during the middle third of day 10 resulted in an 11 and 23% incidence in ectrodactyly, 
respectively. The greatest incidence in ectrodactyly with an 8-hour exposure, 36%, was observed 
following exposure to 20% CO2 during the first third of day 10. Successively longer exposure 
durations on day 10 produced increasing incidence of ectrodactyly from 36 to 61% with 8 and 16 
hours of exposure, respectively. Another malformation, microphthalmia (abnormally small eyes), 
was observed in 3 to 32% of live fetuses exposed to 20% CO2 for 8 to 16 hours, respectively. 

A somewhat different pattern was observed for resorptions. Eight-hour exposure during the 
middle third of gestational day 10 to CO2 at concentrations of 10, 15, and 20% resulted in a 3, 10, 
and 23% incidence in resorptions, respectively. With an 8-hour exposure to 20% CO2, the 
greatest incidence in resorptions was observed on day 10, ranging from 17 to 30% from the first 
8-hour period to the last 8-hour period of the day. A 68% incidence in resorptions was observed 
for 16 hours of exposure. The threshold for effects in this study was approximately 8 hours of 
exposure to 15% CO2.  

How these observations of malformation and early in utero death relate to humans and other 
mammals is unclear because pregnant females of another mouse strain, SWV, exposed to 15% 
CO2 under the same conditions exhibited no signs of lethargy, ataxia, or hypothermia and the 
offspring exhibited no signs of ectrodactyly. The authors suggested that a much higher dose may 
have been needed to induce toxicity in this strain. 

No significant incidence of malformations was observed in golden hamsters exposed for 8 hours 
to 4 or 10% CO2 on gestational day 8 [120]. As suggested by the above study in C57BL/65 mice, 
adverse effects may have been observed in hamsters administered CO2 at higher concentrations, 
for longer durations, or on different gestational days. 

Paternal Reproduction 

Two acute CO2 exposure studies examining testicular and seminiferous tubule morphology have 
shown pathologic effects and disrupted sperm maturation in rodents [121,122]. Degenerative 
changes in the testes and seminal vesicles were observed in rats exposed to 2.5, 5.0, or 10% CO2 
in 20% O2 for 1, 2, 4, or 8 hours [121]. The effects paralleled the CO2 concentration and exposure 
duration. Exposure to 2.5% CO2 for 1 and 2 hours was not reported and presumably produced no 
significant effects. CO2 exposure for longer periods and higher concentrations caused progressive 
degenerative changes, such as sloughing of seminiferous tubular components, loss of luminal 
(tubule interior) definition, and streaking or vacuolation of tubular components. The greatest 
effects were seen with 4 or 8 hours of exposure to 10% CO2. The luminal debris consisted of 
spermatid and Sertoli cell fragments. Mature spermatids were not found in tubules that were in 
the proper stage of the seminiferous epithelial cycle or in the stage just before sperm release from 
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the Sertoli cell. There also appeared to be a premature release of spermatids. The degenerative 
effects of CO2 were evidently rapidly repaired, however, as the testes from additional rats 
36 hours after exposure revealed no changes resulting from the earlier CO2-induced insult. 

Sperm maturation was adversely affected in male mice exposed to approximately 35% CO2 in 
21% O2 for a total of 6 hours [122]. The total exposure was composed of repeated 1 to 2-hour 
exposures in the same day. Microscopic examination of the sperm in vas deferens revealed 
significant decreases in both area and breadth for the sperm head and the midpiece. Other male 
mice, exposed to approximately 35% CO2 in 21% O2 for 4 hours on 1 day and then 4.5 hours on 
each of the following 5 days, were mated with unexposed virgin females on each of the 
following 5 nights. The results on male fertility, however, were inconclusive because the group 
sizes were too small for statistical evaluation. The potential for prolonged effects on fertility 
following exposure were also examined. There were no evident lasting adverse effects when 
matings were delayed for several days following CO2 exposure. 

Temperature 

At an ambient temperature of 5 °C, shivering was totally suppressed in three of six men 
breathing 6% CO2 [35]. The other three exhibited slight shivering. After 30 minutes, shivering 
resumed in all subjects, but was more severe than experienced in the absence of CO2. Subjects 
reported, however, that they felt warmer while inhaling 6% CO2 than while inhaling air. 

Another study in humans showed minimal effects of 4% CO2 on the metabolic response to cold 
and did not support the finding of suppressed shivering during CO2 inhalation [123]. Subjects 
inhaled 4% CO2 in air at ambient temperatures of 5 or 29 ºC. Breathing CO2 increased FETCO2 
from a baseline of 0.0504 in air to 0.598 and significantly increased Vmin. At 5 ºC after 
approximately 60 minutes Vmin was significantly higher than at 29 ºC. The skin temperature was 
not affected by CO2 breathing at either temperature, but rectal temperature and forehead 
temperature were both decreased. A study of two subjects breathing 6% CO2 at either 10 or 29 ºC 
showed increased VO2 with CO2 exposure at 10 ºC was immediately and significantly increased 
compared to air exposure. There was a rapid loss in rectal temperature with CO2 exposure above 
air exposure at 10 ºC in both subjects and at 29 ºC in the 68-year old, but not the 35-year old 
subject. Suppression of shivering was not observed in either subject and feelings of warmth were 
not produced while breathing CO2 at 10 ºC. 

In dogs, a body temperature change to 39.4 °C from a baseline of 38 °C increased CO2 
responsiveness approximately two-fold over a range of PCO2 [34]. There was an even greater 
effect observed when ventilation was evaluated as body temperature was rising. During this time, 
the slope of the VEmin/PCO2 was steeper and left-shifted (i.e., the same PCO2 would result in a 
greater ventilatory response at a higher temperature). 

Physical Exertion 

Published literature can cause confusion with regard to the effects that CO2 has during exercise 
because some studies have used PETCO2 to estimate the PaCO2. Although normally a good estimate 
of PaCO2, PETCO2 and PaCO2 values are not equivalent during exercise [124]. Acute exposure to 
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CO2 does not have a major influence on the metabolic state during exercise until concentrations 
>3% are encountered. The majority of studies have been conducted on healthy young adult 
males. 

Exercise tolerance was investigated in healthy young adult males exposed to 1.9% CO2 while 
exercising on a bicycle ergometer [125]. An initial brake load equivalent to 49 Watts (W) was 
applied for 3 minutes and subsequently increased by 12.2 W/min until pedaling rhythm could not 
be maintained. In the presence of CO2, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, and VO2 increased, but 
not significantly. Vmin increased 40 to 50% above control levels for each brake load, except at the 
maximum load where the PaCO2 increase was only 2%. VO2 was significantly lower (-13%) at 
maximum exertion compared to control. Examination of additional subjects confirmed these 
findings. While breathing air, the PaCO2 decreased during exercise and through 4 minutes of 
recovery. When exposed to CO2 during exercise, however, the PaCO2 increased during the last 
minute of exposure and decreased only slightly during the first minute of recovery from exercise 
while still breathing CO2. Blood electrolyte levels increased, generally peaking during the last 
minute of exercise. Phosphorus and K+ increased nearly 60%. The addition of CO2 to exercise, 
and the resulting increase in ventilation, did not help to reduce the metabolic acidosis caused by 
exercise alone.  

Exposure to CO2 at 1, 2, 2.8, and 3.9% for 30 minutes while exercising at graduated work loads 
produced a greater reduction in blood pH during exercise than at rest. A concentration of 2% 
presented no difficulty even during the maximum exertion test at a workload of 250 W 
[126,127]. With concentrations of 2.8 and 3.9%, subjects experienced respiratory symptoms at 
an average of 180 W, where 40 W was considered a moderate workload. There were no 
significant adverse effects at any concentration. In another study, exposure to CO2 concentrations 
up to 2.8% (21 mmHg) for 1 hour at three levels of work (low, moderate, heavy) was tolerated 
by normal subjects, both at rest and during 45 minutes of strenuous, steady-state exercise [128]. 
In the presence 3% CO2, 1 hour of exercise at the equivalent of a heavy workload (100 W) was 
well tolerated and increased Vmin 266% from a resting baseline of 18.3 to 67 L/min [43]. The 
equivalent exercise in air increased Vmin 225% from a resting baseline of 12.5 to 40.6 L/min. Vmin 
increased >400% from rest in air to exercise in 3% CO2.  

When exercise was performed on a treadmill in the presence of inspiratory resistances of 1.5 to 
15.5 cm H2O/(L•s) and expiratory resistances of 2.0 and 3.9 cm H2O/(L•s), which might be 
similar to wearing protective respiratory equipment, only CO2 concentrations >3% were 
consistently associated with reduced endurance at the minimal resistance levels [129]. At low 
resistance loads, CO2 concentration-dependent decreases in endurance were detected for CO2 
concentrations from 3.1 and 3.9%. At high resistance loads, decreases in endurance due to CO2 
could not be consistently distinguished between those due to the resistive load. When CO2 
concentrations exceeded 4%, however, the effects due to CO2 were much greater than those due 
to the higher resistive loads.  

At CO2 concentrations about 5%, significant detrimental effects were seen with heavy exercise. 
Healthy young men exercised for 24 minutes on an inclined treadmill with incrementally 
increasing speeds up to 6 mph for a total of 1.6 miles in the presence of air or 1.3, 2.6, 3.9, or 
5.2% CO2 in air [130]. There were significant increases in Vmin from 10.1 L/min in air at rest to 
169.1 L/min with 5.2% CO2 at maximum treadmill speed, while the arterial pH dropped from 
about 7.41 in air at rest to 7.13. The metabolic acidosis caused by exercise was associated with a 
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900% increase in arterial lactic acid. The addition of respiratory acidosis caused by CO2 exposure 
intensified the overall acidosis. With 5.2% CO2 and maximum exercise, the subjects experienced 
mental confusion and impaired vision (both central and peripheral) and three of nine subjects 
collapsed. 

Younger children breathe more during exercise than do older children to eliminate a given 
amount of CO2. The change in the VEmin relative to the change in VCO2 and the change in alveolar 
Vmin relative to the change in VCO2 during exercise were greater in younger children than in older 
children of normal body mass index, whereas the pulmonary dead space volume per tidal volume 
(VD/VT) was not influenced by age or body mass [124]. The age-related differences (ages 6.4 to 
17.6 years) are explained by the slightly, but significantly, lower PACO2 set point in younger 
children during exercise, but not during rest. 

Narcosis, Anesthesia, and Death or Recovery 

CO2 induces respiratory depression at high concentrations (>10%), in contrast to the respiratory 
stimulation observed at lower concentrations. At very high concentrations, CO2 has graded CNS 
effects that progress from narcosis15 to complete unconsciousness, and then to anesthesia16 at 
approximately 30 to 50% CO2 [59]. Death follows shortly at anesthetic concentrations in humans 
and animals if not quickly reversed due to significant depression of the CNS and homeostatic 
mechanisms. As described earlier, the NIOSH Occupational Exposure Standards currently set the 
IDLH (immediately dangerous to life and health) level at 40,000 ppm (4%) [40]. 

Human and Animal Studies 

Narcosis, followed shortly by unconsciousness, has been experimentally induced in humans by 
inhaling: 17% CO2 in 17.3% O2 for 20 to 52 seconds; 27.9% CO2 in 15% O2 for 16 to 35 seconds; 
and 30% CO2 in 70% O2 for 20 to 30 seconds or 35 to 45 respirations [63,81,82,131]. If the 
exposure is continued, death will occur regardless of the O2 concentration. In Rhesus monkeys 
and Chimpanzees, approximately 15.7 and 20.7% CO2, respectively, caused unconsciousness that 
was not regained until the CO2 concentration declined to approximately 8% [61,62]. 

Experimental studies with animals show significant variations between species in response to 
acute exposure to CO2. Exposure of guinea pigs to 30% CO2 in 21 or 70% O2 for 1 hour resulted 
in approximately 50% mortality, and exposure for an additional hour resulted in 100% mortality 
[110]. Generally, rats did not experience mortality at these time-concentration ranges. Mixed-
source male and female albino mice survived 32.5% CO2 in 20% O2 for 87 minutes [132]. Nearly 
doubling the CO2 concentration to 62.5% significantly decreased the survival time by about 80% 
to 16 minutes. At a concentration of 77.5% CO2 in 20% O2, mice survived only 4 minutes. The 
author reported that a similar study with fewer rats provided essentially the same results, but data 
from a similar study with cats suggest that cats exhibited a much lower tolerance to CO2 than 
mice or rats. At a concentration of 40% CO2 in 20% O2 mice survived for approximately 63 

                                                           
15 Narcosis is a reversible condition characterized by stupor or insensibility. 

16 Anesthesia is a loss of feeling and pain sensation. 
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minutes. In another experiment with only males of the C3H strain, mice survived the same 40% 
CO2 concentration in 20% O2 for approximately 96 minutes. Surprisingly, mice that survived the 
longest, approximately 244 minutes, were exposed to 40% CO2 at the relatively low O2 
concentration of 12%. Presumably, the low O2 concentration could be tolerated because 
depressed metabolic activity reduced the need for O2 in the tissues. At O2 concentrations of 6.5% 
and less, however, mice survived only a few minutes. 

Exposure in Confined Areas 

There are many reports of accidental and intentional exposures to CO2 leading to intoxication or 
partial incapacitation, or death due to hypercapnia, most often in the presence of severe hypoxia 
[105,133-146]. Aircrew members have suffered partial incapacitation when the aircraft CO2 fire 
extinguisher was accidentally discharged resulting in estimated concentrations of 4 to 7% CO2 
[133]. The near collapse of aircrew members due to inhalation of CO2 that had vaporized from 
dry ice during transport of frozen foods has been reported for several flights [133-135]. In one 
case, after approximately 10 minutes of exposure in an enclosed area, the ambient CO2 
concentration was estimated at 14.8% [133]. For most accidental exposures there is no record of 
the CO2 or O2 concentrations present in either the inspired air or the blood of the victim. Figure 
2-5 shows the time to unconsciousness for humans exposed to various concentrations of CO2 in 
the presence of low to normal and high concentrations of O2 [44,59,63,76,82,89,52,131,137-
139]. 
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Figure 2-5 
Time to Unconsciousness in Humans Exposed to CO2 in Normal, High, and Low to O2 
Environments 

Moderate to high concentrations of CO2 are rapidly fatal in the presence of O2 concentrations 
<12%. Deaths have been reported in grain silos, cargo holds of ships, composting and processing 
plants, deep wells, and mines to name a few enclosed sites. In grain silos, the CO2 concentration 
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may commonly reach 38% and cause asphyxiation by displacement of O2 [140,141]. The cargo 
holds of ships have become filled with CO2 produced from fermented produce that displaces O2 
[142]. Fresh or putrefying trash, fish, or both in confined areas has produced measured CO2 
concentrations as high as 22% [143]. Signs and symptoms among the survivors of these types of 
exposures include: unconsciousness, cyanosis, sluggish reflexes, rattling respiration, and 
excessive motor unrest. These signs and symptoms cannot all be attributed to CO2 alone, 
however, because in all cases O2 was displaced to a greater or lesser extent by CO2 resulting in 
severe hypoxia in addition to hypercapnia. 

In an accidental exposure, three of four workers who entered a deep artesian well died 
immediately; the fourth was found in a comatose state by a rescue party 10 minutes after he had 
entered the well [144]. The survivor was hospitalized and remained comatose and completely 
unresponsive until his death 11 months later. The autopsy report was limited to findings on the 
brain and eye. Major retinal abnormalities included the absence of ganglion cells, atrophy of the 
nuclear layer, and absence of endothelial cells in the retinal digest. The brain showed severe 
atrophy, especially in the posterior two-thirds of the hemispheres. The nonselective, widespread 
damage and the severity of the individual lesions of the brain contrasted with the expected 
findings from death caused by anoxia. For these reasons, it was concluded that these were due to 
the histotoxic effects of CO2. The effects on the eye were considered similar to those caused by 
anoxia. The death of this victim was reported as due to asphyxiation by CO2. As discussed 
earlier, CO2 can act as a simple asphyxiant by displacing O2 as well as act as a narcotic and an 
anesthetic. 

In another report, three men, one of whom died immediately, were overcome upon entering a 
well [105]. The two survivors both experienced throbbing headaches, attacks of vertigo, poor 
memory, poor ability to concentrate, photophobia, difficulty sleeping, tinnitus, and diplopia 
(double vision). The man exposed for the longest time also underwent a marked personality 
change and suffered from loss of eye movement as well as from visual field defects, enlargement 
of blind spots, and deficient dark adaptation. CO2 asphyxiation was the diagnosis for both 
patients although the concentration of CO2 was not known. In other reports, miners have died 
when unexpectedly exposed to a large CO2 bubble in a mine [145]. Figure 2-6 shows the time at 
which a human was removed lifeless from an enclosed environment containing a moderate to 
high concentration of CO2 and a low concentration of O2 [137,143,146]. The ambient CO2 and O2 
concentrations were either measured after the death occurred or were estimated from available 
information. The figure serves to emphasize the rapidity of death from the combined effects of 
hypercapnia and severe hypoxia. 
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Figure 2-6 
Death in Enclosed Environments of Moderate to High CO2 and Low O2 Concentrations 

Environmental Exposure—Lake Nyos, Cameroon 

The Lake Nyos CO2 release, where an estimated 1700 people died and a maximum 5000 
survived, has provided insight into the morbidity and mortality resulting from a high-level CO2 
exposure of a large population [1-4]. Many survivors recount a rapid loss of consciousness. The 
atmospheric CO2 was estimated to be ≥8 to 10% because oil lamps were extinguished [142]. 
Deaths were presumably caused by CO2 displacing O2 resulting in asphyxiation. Pulmonary 
congestion and/or edema were prominent findings in the few autopsies conducted. Postmortem 
changes, however, precluded other useful information. 

The effects of CO2 exposure were dependent on the distance from the lake, the geography, and 
the duration of exposure [1]. Survivors within 3 km of the lake experienced fatigue, light-
headedness, warmth, and confusion immediately prior to unconsciousness, which lasted for up to 
36 hr. Survivors 3 to 10 km from the lake reported shortness of breath, dizziness, and confusion 
prior to losing consciousness. These survivors also reported smelling an odor of gunpowder or 
rotten eggs. High concentrations of CO2 had been previously reported to produce “olfactory 
hallucinations” of this nature. These differences in initial response and other reported differences 
among groups of survivors were attributed to variations in the CO2 and O2 concentrations. The 
close proximity of survivors and the dead also strongly suggests that there is considerable 
interindividual variation in response to equivalent exposures of CO2 and O2. 

Investigators examined local hospital records of walk-ins and admissions for two weeks 
following the release [3,4]. A total of 870 survivors were seen at the two local hospitals. The 
presenting signs and symptoms for 845 survivors that were thought to be related in one way or 
another to the exposure are shown in Table 2-10. All the survivors claimed to have lost 
consciousness for hours. 
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Table 2-10 
Signs and Symptoms of Lake Nyos Survivors Presenting at Two Local Hospitals. 

Signs and Symptoms % (No. of Survivors) 

Body pains 72 (606) 

Cough 31 (226) 

Headache 26 (216) 

Blistering or ulceration of skin 19 (161) 

Fever (malaria is endemic) 12 (104) 

Weakness/malaise 11 (95) 

Limb or joint swelling 10 (87) 

Weakness of arms or legs 6 (51) 

Vomiting  5 (46) 

Dyspnea (difficult or labored breathing) 5 (45) 

Eye symptoms 5 (45) 

Diarrhea 5 (44) 

Hemoptysis (blood in sputum) 3 (23) 

Several of the signs and symptoms could be related more directly to the duration of 
unconsciousness and the position of the body while unconscious or to convulsions suffered while 
unconscious. These signs include swelling of the limb or joints, weakness of the arms or legs, 
and blistering or ulceration of the skin. Similar types of skin injury have been observed with 
prolonged unconsciousness due to barbiturates [1]. Table 2-11 shows additional signs and 
symptoms of survivors. The incidence of effects and/or the exposure and consciousness history 
of these survivors was not reported. 

Table 2-11 
Other Signs and Symptoms of Lake Nyos Survivors. 

Other Signs and Symptoms Incidence 

Transient proteinuria Fairly common 

Pulmonary edema and consolidation Fairly common 

Unilateral loss of hearing “Several patients” 

Miscarriages under 20 weeks of gestation 7 

Stillbirths at 32 weeks of gestation 1 

Stillbirths near term 3 of 6 known pregnancies 

Many of the symptoms resolved within several weeks, and no long-term health effects have been 
reported, however, there were no long-term follow-up studies. Tests that could have identified 
more subtle CNS damage, which would be expected from severe hypoxia, were not performed. 
One author described the limitations of the medical findings following the Lake Nyos CO2 
exposure as follows. 

“Because of the remoteness of the areas where these incidents occurred and local cultural 
factors[,] detailed pathological and epidemiological studies were difficult or impossible. 
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For example, despite the apparently rapid and complete recovery of the survivors, 
subclinical neurological damage with cognitive impairment may have resulted from 
asphyxia, but it was not practicable to investigate this further” [3].  

Effects of Intermittent and Continuous Chronic CO2 Exposure 

The effects of acute hypercapnia and chronic hypercapnia differ in several respects. Prolonged 
elevation of PaCO2 results in acclimation, which greatly increases tolerance to hypercapnia. 
Acclimation includes reduced ventilatory response to hypercapnia and partial or complete 
reversal of the initial increase in the H+ concentration of body fluids [68]. In chronic 
hypercapnia, renal compensation is responsible for a considerable increase in the blood HCO3

–. 
The incremental change in the HCO3

– concentration that occurs with chronic hypercapnia is more 
than double that observed during comparable degrees of acute hypercapnia. That is, if blood 
levels of HCO3

– are acutely increased by 4 mmol/L, one can expect an increase of approximately 
8 mmol/L in the chronic situation. 

It is generally agreed that 3 to 5 days of continuous hypercapnia are required to produce 
maximum compensation of arterial pH (venous blood may not be equivalent). The major 
reduction in ventilatory response to CO2 usually occurs within in the first 24 hours, although a 
continued decrease in the ventilatory response has been observed from 13 hours to as much as 40 
days [68]. 

Some of the earliest reported work on chronic CO2 exposure of humans resulted from tests and 
observations made on submarines during submergence. Other studies on chronic CO2 exposure 
were conducted in environmental chambers to simulate submarine and space craft environments. 
Several of these studies are reported in the following sections. 

General Well-Being and Body Sensations 

The clinical symptoms of chronic hypercapnia in patients suffering from pulmonary disease are 
thought by several authors to be relevant to chronic hypercapnia resulting from environmental 
exposure to CO2 [147]. Although this may be true to an extent, healthy individuals can better 
compensate at a given PaCO2 than can chronically ill patients. Compensation is discussed below in 
the section Respiratory System and Acid-Base Acclimation. 

In one study of men submerged in a submarine in which the atmosphere reached 3% CO2 and the 
O2 content was purposely maintained at 17% over 68 hours, the general observations on the 
effects of CO2 exposure were: a decreased capacity for physical work, a decreased efficiency of 
night vision for approximately one-third of the ship's company, and a marked decrement in 
mental efficiency [148]. Medical officers observed general discomfort due to respiratory distress, 
general lowering of physiological reserve, and prevalent headaches, in some cases approaching 
incapacitating severity. Both confinement and decreased O2 may have enhanced the responses to 
CO2, but such interactions are difficult to determine after the fact. Other studies have observed 
that the headaches experienced by many of the subjects during the first few days of exposure 
generally resolved or diminished in severity within 3 to 4 days [43]. 
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Two healthy males, exposed to 3% CO2 in 21% O2 for a total of 78 hours, initially experienced 
feelings of overall enhanced well-being, mental clarity, and an excess of physical energy as 
displayed in time exercising on a bicycle [149]. On the second day of exposure, however, they 
felt “mentally depressed”, had somewhat slower mental function compared to the previous day, 
and no excess energy. By day three, they felt mental cloudiness and apathy, had no desire to 
exercise, and had a lack of appetite. Other healthy subjects exposed to 3% CO2 in 21% O2 for a 
total of 8 days (192 hours), displayed many of the same symptoms [150]. 

Guinea pigs appear to be more sensitive to the effects of chronic hypercapnia than rats. 
Continuous exposure of guinea pigs to 3% CO2 resulted in body weight losses, and it took 
approximately 35 days for an increase in body weight to occur during exposure [151]. Body 
weight was also affected at 1.5% CO2, although there was no weight loss. At 1.5% CO2 it took 
guinea pigs 52 days to gain 114 g of body weight compared to 24 days for the same weight gain 
in air-exposed animals. During chronic exposure to 15% CO2, guinea pigs lost weight the first 
day, then gained weight for approximately 20 days, after which they again lost weight [152]. 
Guinea pigs also had a mortality rate between 25 to 60%. Generally, rats did not experience 
mortality at this time-concentration range.  

In a study of rats, exposure to 10% CO2 in 19 to 21% O2 for 11 days was without obvious 
adverse effects [153]. At 14 days, there was approximately 5% mortality. When exposed to 15%, 
there was approximately 40% mortality within 11 days, while exposure to 20% CO2 produced 
100% mortality within 30 hours. 

Nervous System 

Prolonged exposure to CO2 at low to moderate concentrations appears to have minimal effects on 
the CNS in healthy, young subjects. There were no signs of changes in the EEG or the critical 
fusion frequency in young, healthy volunteers exposed to 2% CO2 for 30 days [154]. 

Cognitive and Psychomotor Performance 

On a submarine during 78 hours of submergence with ambient concentrations of 3% CO2 and 
17% O2, the efficiency of complex mental function was evaluated with a meter reading and 
computing test [149]. The test involved reading and memorizing numbers from 3 dials presented 
simultaneously, and calculating changes in the numbers when the dial displays changed. Fifty 
sets were conducted per test. The test was performed three times prior to submergence and at 
four times during various stages of submergence. Especially during the latter part of the 78-hour 
submergence, thoughts of the subjects were said to wander and it was difficult for them to carry 
through a train of thought. A learning effect was exhibited throughout CO2 exposure, but it was 
significantly less than that of controls who were tested only in air (a control test group was 
assembled after the conclusion of submergence). The lower than normal O2 atmosphere 
confounds interpretation of this study, however, as do the experimental design and choice of a 
test that was neither standard nor validated. Other studies of exposure to 3% CO2 in similar 
environments have not observed decrements in psychomotor performance as evaluated by tests 
administered three times per day including arithmetic, vigilance, hand steadiness, memory, 
problem solving, and auditory monitoring [43]. 
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Other studies in controlled experimental environments with better study design and standard 
psychomotor tests (Zazzo double task, coding test velocity, and Couve-Lezine performance time) 
showed no decrements over a 30-day period with exposure to 2% CO2 in young, healthy 
volunteers [154]. Likewise, no decrements were found in repetitive testing, included complex 
tracking performance, eye-hand coordination, and problem-solving ability, over a two-week 
exposure to 4% CO2 [155]. 

There is some discrepancy in the observed effects of acute and chronic CO2 exposure on 
cognitive and psychomotor performance. In part, the discrepancies are due to differences in the 
study design, the tests administered, and the endpoints examined. Additionally, because of the 
repetitive nature of testing during chronic exposure, decrements may be masked by the known 
learning effects. Likewise, effects that may occur during the initial phase of exposure are less 
likely to be examined. 

Respiratory System and Acid-Base Acclimation 

A number of publications reported observations made during submarine submergence for 
experimental purposes where healthy adult males were exposed for 42 days to 1.5% CO2 in 
20.5% O2 [156-161]. The respiratory rate peaked on day 1 at 8% above baseline and remained 
elevated until day 35 when it returned to baseline levels. VT was increased during the first 9 days 
of exposure. A significant increase in the anatomic VD was also reported. The authors theorized 
that the direct effect of CO2 on the smooth muscle led to airway dilation and subsequently 
increased VD. Increased alveolar VD was reported in another study where men were exposed for 
20 days to 0.8 or 0.9% CO2 [162]. VD can be very important because it represents a volume of air 
in the lung where gas exchange does not occur. 

A more recent study of volunteers exposed to 0.7 or 1.2% CO2 in air for 23 days found a small 
change in the function of the pulmonary distal exchange units that was not associated with any 
adverse health effects [163-167]. Exposure of healthy, young men to approximately 1% CO2 
resulted in an average 11% increase in PACO2 from baseline, for those who showed an increase, 
and a 0.5 to 1.0 L/min increase in Vmin that was maintained throughout the exposure [168]. Upon 
exposure to approximately 2% CO2, PACO2 increased an average of 21% and Vmin increased 1 to 
2.5 L/min. Other studies found relatively small increases in PACO2 and Vmin that remained 
elevated during exposure until inhaled concentrations >2.0% were attained with increases in 
PACO2 of approximately 18% and in Vmin of approximately 100% [154-158,166,168-171]. 
Changes in blood pH and HCO3

– were essentially insignificant after acute respiratory 
compensation. An inhaled concentration of 4% CO2 is the highest concentration thus far 
identified to which humans have been continuously exposed [155]. 

Animals have been exposed for prolonged periods to much higher CO2 concentrations. In 
general, animals respond acutely to moderately increased CO2 concentrations much like humans. 
Initially there is an abrupt elevation in PACO2 that then remains constant with continued exposure. 
With chronic hypercapnia, the plasma concentration of HCO3

– rises over the first several days 
and then reaches a new steady state between 3 and 5 days [172]. The plasma H+ that initially 
increases with CO2 exposure, declines with the rise of HCO3

– and a reaches a new steady state 
during this time.  
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Visual System 

Generally, visual performance was impaired in studies with chronic exposure to 1.5% CO2 or 
higher in air [102]. A relatively recent study found no changes in retinal microcirculation in 
humans undergoing serial fundoscopy studies during 23 days of exposure to 0.7 or 1.2% CO2 
[165]. Another study found that repeated daily exposure to escalating concentrations of CO2 from 
0.03 to 3% over a 15-hour period produced visual effects when a concentration of 1.5% was 
reached [169]. Scotopic (pertaining to night vision) sensitivity and color sensitivity for green was 
reported as “poorer,” although no data were presented. No changes were noted in the standard 
optical tests of visual acuity, amplitude of accommodation, monitoring acuity, and color (other 
than noted) and night vision sensitivities. 

Hematopoietic System  

There is little evidence in humans to suggest significant effects on hematological parameters 
with prolonged exposure to <3% CO2 [43,106]. Changes that have been seen in submariners, 
such as increases in hematocrit and erythrocytes, could be explained by high environmental 
concentrations of carbon monoxide and elevated carboxyhemoglobin levels due to smoking. 
Studies in animals show hematological effects only with exposure to high CO2 concentrations. 

Exposure of rats to approximately 10% CO2 in 23% O2 for up to 4 weeks resulted in a 27% 
decrease in blood cell volume and a 14% decrease in hemoglobin, while the muscle CO2 content 
was increased by 124% [173]. Other animals have responded to hypercapnia with increased 
blood and cell volumes. A number of studies with guinea pigs were conducted with equivalent 
CO2 exposure concentrations and durations. The results are combined in the following discussion 
to give an overall picture of the observed responses. Guinea pigs exposed to 15% CO2 in 21% O2 
exhibited an early increase of 10.5% in blood volume and 13.6% in erythrocyte volume that was 
attributed to the a stress-response splenic contraction and a release of splenic and hepatic blood 
stores [108]. According to the authors, the acute stress response subsided by day 3 of exposure, 
and the spleen returned to its normal weight [109]. After 3 days of exposure, however, there was 
an additional increase of approximately 9.5% in whole blood volume and 42% in the total blood 
erythrocyte volume. These volumes exceed the capacity of splenic blood storage. Thus, the 
significant increase in blood erythrocyte volume after 3 days suggested erythropoietic 
stimulation, which was supported by the marked increase in numbers of reticulocytes (immature 
erythrocytes).  

Additional suggestive evidence is available from another study in which exposure to 15% CO2 
was associated with an increase in hemolysis, which is known to stimulate erythropoiesis [108]. 
After 6 days of exposure to 15% CO2 followed by 1 day of exposure to air, blood and cell 
volumes were equivalent to control levels [109]. The changes in blood and cell volume over time 
corresponded to changes in blood pH. After 1 hour of exposure, the pH fell 0.35 units from a 
control level of 7.37 and remained at that level throughout day 1 [107]. Compensatory 
mechanisms over the next few days increased the pH to 7.11 at day 3 and to 7.225 at day 7. 
According to the authors, this time course demonstrated two phases of respiratory acidosis: 
uncompensated and compensated. The PCO2 remained elevated at approximately 123 mmHg 
from 1 hour throughout the end of exposure. 
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Renal System  

Renal acid-base regulation (HCO3

– reabsorption) is fully active during chronic exposure to 
moderate to high CO2 concentrations (3 to 15%), but it appears to be less effective during 
exposure to lower concentrations (≤2) [157,174,175]. With lower CO2 concentrations, bone 
buffering, which has a slow time constant, becomes a dominant factor. Information on renal 
compensation is contained in two previous sections on the Renal System and in Figure 2-3 and 
Table 2-4. In addition to acid-base regulation in chronic hypercapnia, the kidney has been 
identified as a target of CO2 toxicity in animals and man. 

In guinea pigs and rats, time- and concentration-dependent kidney calcification has been 
observed at CO2 concentrations ranging from 0.3 to 15% [71,151,152,176-179]. Light 
microscopic examinations revealed distinct histopathological changes. The incidence of focal 
kidney calcifications, primarily in the tubules of the renal cortex, increased with the length of 
exposure. Subtle but consistent increased plasma concentrations of ionized calcium coupled with 
an early, significant increase in phosphorus concentrations led to authors to speculate that 
parathyroid stimulation and PTH release were responsible for the retention of calcium and the 
increase in plasma calcium concentrations. The increased plasma concentrations of ionized 
calcium were independent of calcium fluxes from bone. The authors characterized the kidney 
calcification as an adaptive disease in chronic CO2 exposure.  

Studies of humans have not examined renal calcification, but have looked at some aspects of 
renal function and mineral and electrolyte excretion. Exposure to low levels of CO2 have shown 
some degree of water retention and decreased urine volume [106, 159]. With exposure to 1.5% 
CO2 there was a mean decrease in urine volume of 24%, which remained depressed even 4 weeks 
following the cessation of exposure. During the first 23 days of a 42-day exposure, urine pH and 
chloride, sodium, and potassium excretions were all significantly depressed. During the 
remaining days of exposure, pH returned near to control levels, but the electrolytes remained 
significantly depressed. In another study of submariners exposed to <1.5% CO2, urinary 
excretion of calcium, and magnesium to a lesser degree, was significantly depressed, while there 
was little overall change in phosphorus excretion. There was no evidence for PTH involvement 
in calcium and phosphorus alterations [157,180]. 

Skeletal System and Mineral Balance 

The bone has a long time-constant for CO2 storage, which can be an important factor in acid-base 
regulation during prolonged exposure. CO2 uptake by bone does not follow a PaCO2-dependent 
saturation mechanism. That is, when other tissues are at equilibrium with plasma CO2, the bone 
CO2 content can still be changing [26]. At low ambient CO2 concentrations (≤2%), it takes much 
longer for maximal compensation of acidosis than at higher ambient CO2 concentrations (3 to 
15%), as judged by blood pH and HCO3

– and ventilation measurements, [157,158,171,174-
176,181]. With the low-level exposures, there is a phasic change in the bone heat-labile (HCO3

–) 
and heat-stable (CO3

2–) fractions of stored CO2. During continuous exposure to approximately 1% 
CO2, there is cycling of the plasma and urine content of calcium that corresponds to the 
approximate 20-day cycles seen for acid-base balance (blood pH and HCO3

– levels). 
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Exposure of volunteers continuously for 25 days to 0.7 and 1.2% CO2 resulted in:  decreased 
total and active serum calcium, causing hypocalciuria; slightly decreased bone formation and 
increased bone resorption; and reduced net fecal excretion of calcium [164]. Total body calcium 
was preserved, however, and urinary and fecal losses were decreased. Serum calcium 
concentrations and biomarkers of bone formation were significantly lower with 25-day exposure 
to 1.2% CO2 than with exposure to 0.7% CO2.  

Several early studies of submarine crewmen reported significant effects on bone reabsorption, or 
demineralization. The attribution of those effects solely to CO2 has been questioned because the 
submarine environment, especially in the pre-nuclear era, contained many contaminants that 
could affect physiology, biochemistry, and metabolism [180]. In addition to many contaminants 
in the submarine atmosphere, effects are confounded by: limited physical activity, lack of 
sunlight, demineralized drinking water, diet, and variable watch schedules. Changes in serum 
concentrations of calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium with exposure to ≤1.5% CO2 were 
essentially within normal limits and were either transiently disturbed or related to blood pH. 
Homeostatic mechanisms for pH compensation and do not provide significant information about 
mineral metabolism [157,180]. 

Within days of the start of continuous exposure to 0.7 to 1.5% CO2, calcium excretion decreased 
to approximately 50% of control levels during several studies [182]. This response appears to be 
a direct effect of elevated PaCO2. The depressed calcium excretion, however, continued in some 
cases weeks into the postexposure recovery period. It was theorized that the postexposure effects 
are due to hypovitaminosis D. On submarine patrol where there was no dietary supplementation 
of vitamin D, serum levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D fell over a two-month period to 58% of 
baseline levels. Interestingly, the lack of activity would be expected to increase calcium 
excretion.  

Reproductive System 

Maternal-Fetal System 

A study of pregnant rabbits exposed to 8% CO2 for 8 hours on gestational days 21 to 28 revealed 
increased maturity of the lungs in their offspring [73]. The body weight of the pups, however, 
was decreased approximately 25% compared to control animals. The lung weight was also 
significantly decreased, but the lung to body weight ratio was equivalent to the controls. The 
total lung capacity (volume of air in the lungs at 30 cm H2O) of offspring of CO2-exposed rabbits 
was significantly increased. Microscopic evaluation revealed an increased maturity at both the 
lung tissue and cellular level. The authors speculated that maternal CO2 exposure resulted in the 
increased fetal respiration, which in turn accelerated fetal lung maturation. 

Miscarriage and Congenital Malformations (Teratology) 

There are no studies of long-term exposure of pregnant women to CO2. The first published study 
of CO2 reproduction and teratology reported cardiovascular malformations in rats [183]. This 
early study claimed cardiac hypertrophy, incomplete atrial or ventricular septation, and aortic 
arch anomalies resulting from maternal exposure to relatively low concentrations of CO2 
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(nominal 3% CO2). This study is widely cited as demonstrating the teratogenic effects of CO2, 
however, the study was flawed, both methodologically and technically. In part, the study was 
flawed because intermittent measurements revealed O2 concentrations as low as 12.8%, while the 
inspired CO2 concentrations ranged from 4.9 to 8.8% when the nominal concentration was 3%. 
Thus, even if the study were not seriously flawed in other respects, the reported anomalies 
cannot be attributed solely to CO2. 

In the second published study, pregnant rats were exposed to 6% CO2 in 20% O2 for a single 24-
hour period during gestational days 5 through 21 [184]. This study was conducted by one of the 
authors of the first study. Although a number of methodological flaws are also present in this 
study, including small numbers of pregnant rats exposed on any single day and small numbers of 
litters and offspring examined, there were some interesting observations. The percentage of 
offspring either dead in utero or dying soon after birth was greater in the CO2-exposed animals 
than in the controls (7.7 versus 3.1%). In addition, four dams of the CO2-exposed group had the 
whole litter resorbed, which is the primate equivalent of early in utero or embryonic death. The 
sex distribution in litters from CO2-exposed dams was significantly different from that of 
controls; there was a loss in the numbers of males compared to females in litters from 
CO2-exposed dams. The proportion of male to female offspring was changed from 50.3:49.7 in 
the control group to 44.9:55.1 in the CO2-exposed group. The average weight of pups of the 
CO2-exposed dams was significantly greater than control, and the litter size did not account for 
the increased weight. Summing across all periods of exposure, the incidence of cardiovascular 
defects was 24.3% among the CO2-exposed offspring, compared to 6.8% in the control offspring. 
The incidence of skeletal malformations was 10.9% in the CO2-exposed group compared to 0.6% 
in the control group. Pups from CO2-exposed dams had a significantly enlarged thymus and 
86.4% had microscopic abnormalities of the lungs. The author commented that there was 
evidence of localized tissue overgrowth in the lungs, the thymus, and the heart, and suggested 
that the overgrowth might be related to the cardiac malformations. This study is difficult to 
evaluate because the numbers of animals exposed on any single gestational day were too small to 
permit any statistical comparison.  

In another study, three rabbits were exposed to 10 to 13% CO2 in air for 4 to 10 hours on 2 to 3 
days between gestational days 7 to 12 [185]. A total of 67 offspring from eight CO2-exposed 
litters were examined. Sixteen pups (5 females and 11 males) displayed malformations in the 
region of the cervical, thoracic, or lumbar vertebral column. The controls, however, had only one 
malformation (dysplasia of the third and fourth sternal segment) in a total of 30 offspring from 
3 litters. The results of this study are difficult to interpret and to extrapolate to other species for 
several reasons. The total number of rabbits exposed and the total number of litters examined 
were too small for any statistical evaluation. Interpretation is confounded by the absence of a 
dose-response relationship because no malformations were seen in the offspring from one dam 
exposed to 13% CO2 for 10 hours on days 7 and 8 of gestation. 

The data supporting a teratogenic effect of CO2 in rodents and rabbits are equivocal. Acute 
exposure to very high CO2 concentrations or longer exposure to approximately 6% CO2, 
however, appears to consistently result in embryonic or fetal death in rats.  
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Physical Exertion 

One study found that exposure to 0.7 or 1.2% CO2 for 23 days did not influence aerobic 
capacities although there were potential changes in muscle metabolism by adaptation to the 
elevated CO2 concentrations [186]. Acid-base regulation is maintained at 1.2% CO2 and 
concentrations >3% appear to be necessary to affect metabolism chronically. 

Physical efficiency was determined in normal air and then midway through exposure to 3% CO2 
in 17% O2 by comparing the efficiency index17 on the "step-up test” [148]. The CO2 group 
exhibited a significant mean drop of 17.3 points on the efficiency index compared to 
performance in air. It was reported by way of significance that this magnitude of drop in the 
efficiency index occurs after a respiratory illness of two days duration or in a working man after 
two days on a diet deficient by 1000 calories a day. 

Carcinogenicity 

There is one report of carcinogenicity associated with CO2, but it is the result of chronic skin 
irritation [187]. The skin of mice was repeatedly treated with "CO2 snow" (dry ice) as a cold 
producing agent and papillomas were first seen on day 242 of treatment. These effects cannot be 
attributed to gaseous CO2.  

Sensitive Human Populations 

The following is a preliminary identification of some human populations potentially sensitive to 
the effects of elevated ambient concentrations of CO2. As with all the actions of CO2, the 
concentration and duration of CO2 exposure, the concentration of O2, the presence and 
concentration of other chemicals or contaminants, and the specific individual factors can 
influence the response, and hence the outcome, of any exposure to CO2. 

Pulmonary and Coronary Disease Patients 

Patients with chronic pulmonary disease may experience chronic hypercapnia (increased PaCO2) 
while at rest and breathing normal room air. Renal compensation increases the plasma HCO3

– to 
maintain acid-base balance in response to this hypercapnia. The maximum increase in HCO3

– 
appears to be between 60 and 65 mmol/L [188]. Patients with severe CO2 retention (PaCO2 
>95 mmHg) are invariably acidotic, which indicates a more or less sharp upper limit in the 
possible increase in plasma HCO3

– concentration due to renal compensation. These patients will 
be at greater risk for profound acidosis with elevated ambient CO2 concentrations because they 
cannot further compensate for elevations in PaCO2, except with limited increases in ventilation. 

Elevated CO2 increases pulmonary pressure as well as systemic blood pressure, and can 
exacerbate preexisting systemic or pulmonary hypertension. In the presence of hypoxia, 

                                                           
17 The efficiency index is the ratio of the duration of exercise to exhaustion (in seconds) to the pulse rate (per 
minute).  
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significantly greater increases in systemic blood pressure are seen. Patients with coronary artery 
disease and those with heart failure are also at risk because of the rise in cardiac work during 
CO2 inhalation [189]. 

Cerebral Disease and Trauma Patients 

CO2 exposure can seriously compromise patients with a head injury, in a coma, with increased 
intracranial pressure or bleeding, or with an expanding lesion (tumor, abscess, hemorrhage) 
because CO2 is a very potent cerebrovascular dilator and increases cerebral vascular 
permeability. For each mmHg change in PaCO2, CBF globally increases by 1 to 2 mL/(100 
g•min). The result is increased cerebral pressure and potential for hemorrhage. Elevation of PaCO2 
can also further dilate cerebral vessels already dilated by severe hypoxia or anoxia, thus 
significantly increasing intracranial pressure and its inherent complications.  

Panic Disorder Patients 

Patients with panic disorder experience an increased frequency of panic attacks during exposure 
to 5% CO2 [56]. The associated anxiety and somatic symptoms also are significantly increased 
and are similar to those experienced by healthy subjects exposed to 7.5% CO2. A panic attack in 
panic disorder patients or significant anxiety in normal individuals may affect the ability of the 
individual to exercise appropriate judgment in dangerous situations. 

Individuals Performing Complex Tasks 

CO2 can significantly diminish performance on tasks requiring psychomotor coordination, visual 
perception, attention, and rapid response. These effects can be exacerbated by low O2. 
Interactions with medications and medical conditions can further diminish performance. 

Medicated Patients 

Stimulation of the respiratory center by CO2 is depressed in the presence of severe hypoxia and 
anoxia and by various drugs such as alcohol, anesthetics, morphine, barbiturates, and other 
depressants. In the case of depressant drugs, compensatory mechanisms may not be preserved 
and, thus, cannot protect against acute acidosis. Furthermore, the potential lack of symptoms, 
such as increased ventilation, does not alert the individual to the presence of higher than normal 
CO2 levels. 

Pregnant Women, the Fetus, Infants, and Children 

From reports of environmental catastrophes and the laboratory animal literature, pregnant 
women are susceptible to pregnancy loss if exposed to high concentrations of CO2 for a sufficient 
period of time. The higher the concentration, the shorter the necessary exposure duration. Serious 
intoxication, unconsciousness, and significant acid-base imbalance could compromise 
oxygenation of the fetal-placental unit and/or alter metabolic function and result in fetal death. 
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Infants and children breathe more air than adults relative to their body size and thus, in general, 
they tend to be more susceptible to respiratory exposures. The breathing pattern of infants is 
highly irregular and patterns of regular breathing interrupted by periods of insufficient breathing 
(hypopneas) or quiescence (apnea) are commonly observed even in healthy neonates [23]. While 
CO2 responsiveness, measured by the slope of the CO2 response curve, is essentially the same in 
newborns and adult subjects during normoxia, the same is not true for preterm infants. In 
premature infants, there is a relative decreased sensitivity to CO2 and a potential risk for delayed 
ventilatory response to buffer an increasing PaCO2 [190,191]. 

Preterm human infants are also potentially at increased risk because intraventricular hemorrhage 
"naturally" occurs in 30 to 45% of these infants, which results in high morbidity and mortality 
[192]. Even a small increase in CBF and intracranial pressure may have a major affect in causing 
hemorrhage, thus increasing morbidity and mortality. 

Healthy infants of substance-abusing mothers are relatively insensitive to CO2 challenge during 
the first few days of life. This may indicate an impairment of the chemoreceptor response [193]. 
During the first 4 days of life, infants exposed in utero to methadone exhibited significantly 
decreased sensitivity to CO2 compared to control infants [194]. The slope of the ventilatory 
response curve showed that these methadone-exposed infants had approximately one-third the 
response of control infants (10.4 mL/[min•kg•mmHg] compared to 30.0 mL/[min•kg•mmHg]), 
thus indicating an increased potential for acidosis in the presence of elevated CO2.  

Individuals at Risk for Body Heat Loss 

The enhanced vasodilatory and ventilatory effects of CO2 could contribute to rapid loss of body 
heat in infants and small children. Although adults also experience heat loss, they have a 
relatively smaller body surface area per kilogram of body weight and a lower respiratory rate 
than infants and children. Debilitated and elderly adults, however, could also experience 
significant heat loss because thermoregulation is compromised. One study identified an added 
concern regarding heat loss because subjects in that study reported feeling warmer while inhaling 
6% CO2 than when inhaling air at equivalent ambient temperatures. Thus, significant heat loss 
may occur before hypothermia is recognized. 

Individuals Engaging in Strenuous Physical Exertion 

Strenuous physical exertion produces metabolic acidosis which is essentially additive to the 
respiratory acidosis caused by CO2 [130]. The combined effects of these two sources of acidosis 
may not be sufficiently compensated for by increased ventilatory responses and severe acidosis 
can result. 

Summary 

Responses of human and non-human mammals to CO2 are both concentration- and duration-
dependent. Acute exposures to CO2 cause responses ranging from small increases in Vmin to 
unconsciousness and death. Acute exposures up to approximately 3% CO2 appear to present no 
serious effect and only minor symptoms in healthy adult human individuals. Exposure to 
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concentrations of this magnitude, however, may cause health problems for sensitive individuals. 
Exposures at or below 3% for more prolonged periods will increasingly affect healthy 
individuals as the duration increases. Non-human mammals appear to be less sensitive to the 
effects of CO2 than are humans. 

During prolonged exposure, some of the acute effects of CO2 exposure are mitigated by the 
homeostatic mechanisms for maintenance of acid-base balance. With prolonged exposure, 
however, other types of toxicity are experienced that are not seen with relatively short exposures. 
Individuals with the least compensatory capacity will be affected the most. 
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Physiology of Avian Respiration 

The avian respiratory system is very different from that of other vertebrates [195]. In addition to 
gas exchange, the avian respiratory system has a number of other important functions. These 
include eliminating body heat, detoxifying certain metabolic products, producing chemical 
messengers, and vocalizing. Unlike many mammalian lungs, avian lungs do not expand and 
contract during the respiratory cycle. The lungs are rigid structures that function in gas exchange 
and are comprised of thin-walled air sacs. The air sacs move gas through the lungs during 
inspiration and expiration. The air sacs fill most of the body cavity not occupied by other organs 
and penetrate into the interior of many bones and subcutaneous tissues.  

Gas exchange occurs across the walls of the air capillaries, which are interlaced with the blood 
capillaries, thus providing a very large surface area for gas exchange. In birds, the size of the 
exchange surface per unit volume is approximately ten times that of humans. The air capillaries 
are the smallest tubular network in the lungs and vary in diameter from 3 µm in songbirds to 10 
µm in penguins, swans, and coots. With such a small diameter, the gas exchange surface of the 
avian lung compared to the volume of respiratory tissue is two to four times that of a mammalian 
lung of corresponding weight. For example, approximately 51 and 80% of the total blood volume 
of a chicken and carrion crow, respectively, resides in the pulmonary capillaries at any given 
time. This value is much higher than that of most mammals including humans, who have about 
20% of blood volume in the pulmonary capillaries.  

O2 in Avian Respiration 

Avian gas exchange is by a cross-current mechanism. O2 flow rate is a function of movement 
down its pressure gradient, airway conductance, and resistance due to diffusion barriers. The 
diffusion barrier between gas and blood is extremely thin in birds, frequently between 0.1 to 
0.2 µm thick. The majority of resistance to O2 flow from the air capillaries to hemoglobin 
binding sites is contributed by the red blood cell (erythrocyte) membranes. The tissue barrier in 
the air capillary contributes 16% of total resistance, the plasma layer 10%, and the red blood cell 
membranes 74%. The physically dissolved O2 concentration in arterial blood of resting 
unanesthetized chickens and ducks is 0.102 mmol/L at PaO2 of 82 mmHg. Avian lungs are more 
efficient at O2 uptake compared to mammalian lungs, but somewhat less efficient than fish. Birds 
are able to maintain the PaO2 in blood capillaries near that of PAO2 in adjacent air capillaries even 
when O2 consumption increases 10- to 20-fold during flight. Thus, birds can extract more O2 
from a given volume of air than humans.  
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Avian hemoglobin consists of an iron-containing heme and a globin (protein) portion. Although 
O2 is transported in avian blood by weakly binding to hemoglobin, not all heme groups on a 
given hemoglobin molecule have the same affinity for O2. Interestingly, the reaction rate of O2 
binding to hemoglobin is similar for humans, ducks, and chickens. The alpha and beta chains of 
the globin moiety vary considerably among birds. This is important because different 
hemoglobin types had different Bohr Effects. 

Many factors influence the affinity of hemoglobin for O2. One of these factors is pH. As blood 
pH decreases, there is a rightward shift in the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. The same kind 
of shift is seen in mammals. In avian blood, there seems to be no direct effect of CO2 on 
hemoglobin affinity for O2. In whole duck blood, the change in O2 affinity was the same whether 
blood pH was changed by elevating either H+ concentration or PaCO2. Elevations in blood 
temperature as in exercising muscle, decrease O2 affinity for hemoglobin and enhance O2 
movement into tissues. During hypoxia the affinity of hemoglobin for O2 decreases. As the PaO2 
increases, the hemoglobin becomes increasingly saturated with O2, while simultaneous shifts in 
the PaCO2 and pH of the blood occur. Thus, avian hemoglobin has both Bohr and Haldane Effects. 

As do mammals, birds respond to reductions in ambient PO2 by increasing ventilation via 
stimulation of the carotid bodies. The carotid bodies are primarily responsible for the ventilatory 
response to hypoxia. There are species differences in the thresholds for ventilatory increases as 
ambient PO2 decreases. These differences are related to the species-dependent hemoglobin O2 
affinities. For example, bar-headed geese, with hemoglobin P50 values of <30 mmHg, do not 
increase ventilation until arterial PO2 decreases to 35 mmHg. In contrast, pheasant hemoglobin 
has a much lower O2 affinity and ventilation is stimulated at a PO2 of 55 to 65 mmHg. 

In some avian species, there is no stimulation of ventilation when decreased concentrations of O2 
are inhaled until a concentration of 12 to 14% is reached. When the PaO2 falls to 60 mmHg or 
lower, ventilation increases via an increase in respiratory frequency. Conversely, inhalation of 
100% O2 decreases ventilation compared to that measured when breathing air.  

CO2 in Avian Respiration 

The diffusing capacity for CO2 is at least three times that for O2. CO2 is transported in the blood 
and exists as dissolved CO2, bound to proteins, or as HCO3

–. At physiological PCO2 and PO2, the 
dissociation curves of O2 and CO2 from Hb are very different. The CO2 hemoglobin dissociation 
curve is somewhat linear and has a much steeper slope compared to the oxyhemoglobin 
dissociation curve, which is sigmoid in shape. A small change in PaCO2 causes a large change in 
blood CO2 content. 

The avian lung contains much smooth muscle. Changes in intrapulmonary CO2 concentration do 
not appear to induce bronchial smooth muscle contraction. The inspiratory muscles increase the 
volume of the body cavity, thereby creating subatmospheric pressures in the air sacs. This pulls 
air into the lungs. The expiratory muscles work in reverse. Because gases move over different 
structures during inspiration and expiration, concentrations of CO2 may be higher in cranial 
(toward the head) air sacs compared to caudal (toward the tail) air sacs.   
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CO2 inhalation is a powerful stimulus for increased ventilation. In unanesthetized birds, 
inhalation of CO2 markedly increases Vmin and VT. Inhalation of low concentrations of CO2 
increases respiratory frequency in a manner that is species dependent. The increase in ventilation 
is mediated by receptors in several locations including the carotid bodies innervated by the 
vagus, the intrapulmonary chemoreceptors, and the CNS. Stimulation of the carotid body in 
response to high PaCO2 or low PaO2 provides input to the central respiratory centers and increases 
respiratory frequency. Chemoreceptors are very sensitive to changes in PaCO2, but only somewhat 
sensitive to changes in pH. At body temperatures elevated much above normal, chemoreceptors 
become insensitive to changes in PaCO2. Receptors in the CNS are also sensitive to changes in 
PaCO2. Their location and exact role in the control of breathing are unknown. The existence of 
other types of receptors in the control of ventilation has been postulated.  

The intrapulmonary CO2 receptor system is extremely important in the control of respiration. As 
the CO2 intrapulmonary concentration increases, ventilation increases up to a PACO2 of 
approximately 6%. When the PACO2 reaches 6 to 12%, ventilation is suppressed. Apnea occurs in 
chickens when intrapulmonary PACO2 falls below 3 to 4%. In spontaneously breathing 
anesthetized chickens, breathing CO2 increases the depth of respiration but reduces the rate. 

In addition, there are other factors that influence respiration that are not well understood. Slight 
to moderate increases in body temperature cause thermal hyperpnea without hyperventilation. 
However, severe heat stress produces extreme hyperventilation and alkalosis in chickens. 
Inhalation of water vapor or noxious gases such as sulfur dioxide, or vapors of ammonia or 
acetic acid slows breathing or produces apnea. Irritant receptors in the upper airways are 
responsible for these effects. Acid forming gases seem to exert their respiratory depressant 
effects via intrapulmonary chemoreceptors. 

Effects of CO2 Exposure 

A number of studies have been performed with chickens at inhaled CO2 concentrations ranging 
from 0.2 to 4%. These studies show that ventilation is increased prior to a measured increase in 
PaCO2 [197].The increased Vmin in response to CO2 is caused primarily by an increase in VT as is 
seen in many other species [11,13,195-199]. The ventilatory response is very rapid and is 
mediated by intrapulmonary chemoreceptors that detect changes in mixed venous PCO2 and 
control breathing on a breath-to-breath basis in birds [199]. 

In two experiments, conscious, restrained Leghorn chickens were exposed for 10 minutes to 
inhaled CO2 concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 and 0.25 to 2.25% in air [196]. Vmin was 
increased at approximately 0.7% CO2, while the PaCO2 was not increased until concentrations of 
1.1 to 1.5% were attained. At CO2 concentrations ranging from 0.2 to 2.25%, the PaCO2 increased 
from approximately 25 to 28 mmHg. The increases in both Vmin (46.6% overall) and PaCO2 (12% 
overall) were linear with increasing CO2 concentrations. The respiratory rate was not changed.  

One study of the effects of prolonged exposure to low-level CO2 was conducted to determine 
meat quality. Seven-week-old broiler chickens were exposed for 7 days to CO2 concentrations 
ranging from 0.25 to 1.0% in air [200]. All CO2 concentrations significantly increased the pH of 
the raw breast muscle compared to control. The shear value of the muscle was also significantly 
increased (approximately 100% of control) for CO2 concentrations >0.5%. Hemoglobin, 
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myoglobin, and total pigments were not significantly changed, although all were decreased at 
1.0% CO2 exposure. No other significant effects were reported. 

Summary 

The avian respiratory system is very different from that of other vertebrates. In birds, the size of 
the gas exchanging surface per unit volume is approximately ten times that of humans. CO2 
inhalation is a powerful stimulus for increased ventilation, which is mediated by receptors in 
several locations including the carotid bodies innervated by the vagus, intrapulmonary 
chemoreceptors, and CNS. Little is known about these control systems.  

Significant differences exist among various avian species in the thresholds for ventilatory 
increases as ambient PO2 decreases. These differences are related to the species-dependent 
hemoglobin affinity for O2. Significant species differences would also be expected for response 
to CO2 and in susceptibility to CO2 induced-toxicity. It is clear from studies on several species of 
birds that the ventilatory responses of conscious birds to CO2 are in large part determined by the 
respiratory conditions at rest.   
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Physiology of Fish Respiration 

Fish, like other vertebrates, need to take in O2, remove CO2, and maintain osmotic homeostasis. 
Because fish are immersed in water and use water as a gas exchange medium, they have 
physiological differences from terrestrial animals [201]. For optimum function, the needs for 
osmoregulation must be balanced against those of respiration. For example, having membranes 
that are impermeable to solutes is favorable for osmoregulation, but unfavorable for respiration. 
On the other hand, having a very large surface area for gas exchange is very favorable for 
respiration but unfavorable for osmoregulation because, as the surface area for gas exchange 
becomes larger, there is more energy required for the regulation of water and salts diffusing 
across the membrane. To achieve the necessary balance between gas exchange and 
osmoregulation, water is pumped across the gills and diffuses inward, and salt diffuses outward. 
The excess water taken in at the gills is handled by the kidneys in the formation and excretion of 
urine. Like other vertebrate animals, fish kidneys regulate water and ion balance via active 
transport mechanisms [202].  

Most fish living in temperate and colder climates must extract O2 from the water in which they 
are immersed. Because O2 is not very soluble in water, fish must pump a large amount of water 
in and over their gills in order to extract enough O2 for respiration. For example, at standard 
temperature and atmospheric pressure (STP), one liter of air-saturated fresh water contains 14.6 
mg (10.2 mL) of O2, which is 5.1% of that contained in the same volume of air [202]. An 
increase in either water salinity or temperature decreases O2 solubility. Seawater contains 20% 
less O2 than an equal volume of freshwater at the same temperature and atmospheric pressure. 
One liter of air-saturated fresh water contains the following amount of O2 at the stated 
temperature: 11.3 mg (7.9 mL) at 10° C; 9.1 mg (6.4 mL) at 20° C; and 7.5 mg (5.25 mL) at 
30° C.  

Breathing water utilizes more energy than breathing air because the density and viscosity of 
water are 800 times and 60 times that of air, respectively [202,203]. A 5-fold increase in O2 
consumption on average increases the energy cost not 5-fold, but rather 150-fold. Consequently, 
fish pay a very high metabolic price for breathing water instead of air. At rest, salmonids expend 
0.5% of their O2 consumption in breathing. During moderate activity, up to 15% of O2 
consumption is spent on breathing. The consumption percentage is higher in trout. At rest, trout 
spend approximately 10% of their energy in breathing. When their ventilation rate is increased 
three-fold, as during exercise, as much as 70% of their O2 consumption is used for breathing.  

In tropical and subtropical habitats, the O2 solubility in warm water is relatively lower than in 
colder water. In general, fish that live in warmer waters have the capacity to also breathe air. 
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Approximately 50 unrelated species of fish can breathe air. The physiology of fish species that 
breathe only water is somewhat different from that of species that breathe both air and water. Air 
breathers have approximately 20% of the gill surface area of their water-breathing counterparts. 
Because the O2 content of air is much greater than that of water, air breathing fish at rest expend 
1 to 2% of their energy breathing compared to the approximate 10% spent by water breathers 
[203]. The normal activity level is another important difference among species and is most 
commonly studied using water-breathing fish species. As expected, active fish have greater 
ventilation requirements than sedentary fish.  

O2 in Fish Respiration  

O2 extraction from water occurs via a counter current exchange system where water flows over 
the gills in the opposite direction of blood flow and O2 diffuses from the water into the blood. As 
an example of ventilation requirements, if a resting fish in 15° C air-saturated water has an O2 
consumption rate of 55 µmol/min and extracts 30% of the O2, it must pump 35 L water/hr 
(0.6 L/min) because the solubility of O2 at 15° C is 10.07 mg/L (315 µmol/L). In response to low 
O2 levels in the water (e.g., 5 mg O2/L), physiological adaptations may be made:  a decrease in O2 
consumption, an increase in the fraction of O2 extracted in the gills, or an increase in the 
ventilation volume [202]. Each of these adaptations has its limitations. 

O2 extraction efficiency is defined as the percent of available O2 that is removed by the gills. In 
general, the extraction efficiency decreases as the ventilation volume increases. The PO2 of water 
leaving the gills can be no lower than that of venous blood; otherwise O2 would back-diffuse 
from the blood into the water. Less active fish have lower ventilation volumes and higher 
extraction efficiencies. Sedentary fish, such as sole, can extract up to 80% of available O2. They 
can tolerate very low O2 levels in their major tissues and thus have a very low venous PO2 that 
facilitates O2 diffusion. The O2 extraction efficiency for several fish species is shown in Table 4-
1 [202].   

Table 4-1 
O2 Extraction Efficiency and Ventilation Volume in Several Fish Species Under Different 
Conditions. 

Species Condition of Water O2 Extraction Efficiency 
(%) 

Ventilation Volume 
(mL/[min•kg]) 

Trout Hypoxic 20 2000 

Sucker Hypoxic 50 750 

Dogfish Hypoxic 60 250 

Carp Hypoxic 70 500 

Carp Hypoxic & Hypercapnic 15 1750 
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Most fish are either "O2 regulators" or "O2 conformers". Regulators, such as salmonids, maintain 
a constant rate of O2 consumption by either increasing ventilation volume or increasing the 
fraction of O2 extracted in response to either a low water O2 content or exercise. Changes in O2 
extraction vary with species. In salmonids, when ventilation volume increases, the accompanying 
decrease in extraction efficiency is not very large. Conformers, such as sole and flounder, are 
sedentary fish and change their O2 consumption in direct proportion to the O2 content of the 
water. Goldfish and carp, also sedentary fish, have very high extraction efficiencies at rest, but 
have markedly decreased extraction efficiencies during exercise [202].  

Different levels of swimming activity have been characterized for wild fish. They are:  
swimming fast enough to maintain buoyancy if they have no swim bladder, foraging for food, 
burst swimming for several seconds, and swimming in school in a sustained swim at a cruising 
speed for longer than 200 minutes without fatigue. During a sustained swim, Atlantic salmon 
swim at a speed of 12 to 25 cm/s; trout at 0.2 to 26 cm/s; and pike at 5.5 cm/s. This sustained 
swimming at cruising speeds depends on aerobic metabolism [204]. The ventilation volume, O2 
extraction efficiency, and O2 consumption (VO2) at various water O2 concentrations are shown in 
Table 4-2 for Atlantic salmon swimming at a moderate rate of one body length per second at 12 
to 15° C in 20 to 28% seawater (to mimic the salinity of estuaries or other bodies of water that 
are transitional between sea and fresh water). The ventilation volumes of rainbow trout at rest 
and during moderate activity were 175 mL/(min•kg) and 700 mL/(min•kg), respectively. The 
ventilation volume increases with increased activity or decreased water O2 concentrations [202]. 
Another example of altered ventilation needs is burst swimming, which lasts for several seconds 
to enable a fish to chase prey and avoid predators. During such a burst swim, Atlantic salmon 
swim 429 to 600 cm/s; trout at 186 to 226 cm/s and pike at 360 to 450 cm/s. [204]. 

Table 4-2 
O2 Extraction Efficiency, Ventilation Volume, and VO2 in Atlantic Salmon. 

Water O2 
(mg/L) 

O2 Extraction Efficiency 
(%) 

Ventilation Volume 
(mL/[min•kg]) 

VO2 
(µmol/[min•kg]) 

6 18 5000 169 

5 12 5500 103 

4.5 16 6000 135 

Hemoglobin 

Hemoglobin in the RBC transports O2 and CO2 between the gills and tissues. As O2 diffuses into 
the blood, the PO2 in the water decreases in proportion to the total fraction taken up into the blood 
[204]. Therefore, the diffusion gradient necessary to transport O2 into the blood is quickly lost. 
Compared to hemoglobin in air-breathing vertebrates, the hemoglobin in fish blood has a higher 
affinity for O2 [202]. The amount of O2 that can be carried by the blood when hemoglobin is fully 
saturated determines the activity level of a fish. All fish have the same heme moiety, but the 
protein or globin portion of hemoglobin varies among species. Factors that decrease the O2 
affinity for the heme group include decreases in pH and PCO2, increases in temperature and PO2. 
P50 is the PO2 at which hemoglobin is 50% saturated with O2. Fish that live in well-aerated waters 
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have hemoglobin with lower O2 affinities compared to fish that live in poorly aerated water. The 
P50 for air-breathing fish is much higher than the P50 for water-breathing fish [204]. 

Local factors affect the binding affinity of hemoglobin and O2. Immediate effects, the Bohr 
Effect and the Root Effect18, are both caused by changes in pH. Delayed effects, mediated by 
nucleoside triphosphates (NTP), may take up to a week to develop. As the concentrations of 
NTPs decrease, most notably guanosine triphosphate, hemoglobin has a higher O2 affinity. This 
delayed effect takes approximately one week to develop [204]. 

As mentioned previously, the Bohr Effect refers to the change in hemoglobin affinity for O2 per 
unit change of pH. In the gills, during inspiration, blood has a pH of 7.9 to 8.1 and the PCO2 is 
very low [204]. The tissues have a higher PCO2, thus in species with a high Bohr-Effect, some of 
the O2 will dissociate from hemoglobin without an associated decrease in tissue PO2. At pH 7.5, 
which is at the lower end of the normal range, a decrease of 0.4 pH units causes 30% of the O2 to 
be released without a significant change in tissue PO2.  

Hypoxia 

Water at a PO2 of 150 mmHg is considered normoxic, while 50 to 80 mmHg is moderately 
hypoxic and 30 mmHg is considered hypoxic [204]. Hypoxia represents an immediate threat to 
survival. There are three responses to hypoxia: reflex bradycardia (slowed heart rate), intrinsic 
responses of the gill vasculature, and stress-induced catecholamine release. 

Reflex bradycardia mediated via the vagus nerve is due to stimulation of O2 sensors in the gills. 
During acute hypoxia in flounder, ventricular volume doubles. At 7° C, resting trout have a heart 
rate of 45 beats/min in normoxic water [204]. In hypoxic water, heart rate falls to 26 beats/min. 
Moderate hypoxia of 50 to 65 mmHg O2 causes heart rate to decrease, stroke volume to increase, 
while there is little or no change in cardiac output. Bradycardia is beneficial to the fish because 
blood stays in the gill lamellae longer, the cardiac cycles lengthen, and the stroke volume 
increases. In some species of fish, hypoxia increases epinephrine and norepinephrine levels more 
than 10-fold compared to levels in normoxic conditions [204]. Elevated catecholamines help the 
heart maintain contractility..  

CO2 in Fish Respiration 

The ability to transport CO2 is an important physiological difference between water-breathing 
and air-breathing fish. The transport of gases from the water to the blood is generally difficult 
because most gases have low water solubility and water has a high density. CO2 is the exception 
because it is very soluble in water. At 0° C, CO2 is 35-times more soluble in water than O2 and at 
25° C, it is 25-times more soluble than O2. Its high water solubility minimizes its partial pressure 
in water. Thus, if equal volumes of CO2 and O2 are exchanged in a fixed volume of water, the PO2 
would decrease markedly but the PCO2 would only slightly increase [202].  
                                                           
18 The Root Effect is when the blood pH decreases, the capacity of blood to bind O2, no matter how high PO2, is 
decreased. This results in increased P O2 in the ocular fluid and the swim bladder, which a protective for these two 
organs.  
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Many natural water habitats have little dissolved CO2. The blood of water breathers has very 
little CO2 compared to that of air breathers. This is most likely why respiratory regulation is 
based on sensing changes in blood O2 concentrations [202]. As venous blood passes through the 
gills of water breathers, most of the CO2 diffuses out into the water as does some HCO3

– [204]. 
As with mammals, buffers and the excretion of CO2 and HCO3

– regulate the blood pH. In the case 
of fish, within the physiological range of pH 6 to 9, the blood buffers that protect against large 
changes in pH consist of the HCO3

– system and the globin moiety of hemoglobin [202,204]. 
Buffering capacity is proportional to the amount of H+ produced, and active fish species produce 
more H+ than sedentary fish [204]. The PCO2 of venous blood is usually <5 mmHg and is rarely 
higher than 10 mmHg. Fish that live part time in air have a difficult time excreting CO2 while 
remaining in the air [202].  

Effects of CO2 Exposure 

Much information is available concerning the short-term effects of elevated CO2 concentrations 
in water on freshwater fish physiology. Plasma PCO2 increases with increasing ambient PCO2 and 
there is a corresponding reduction in plasma pH. Plasma pH, however, is generally restored close 
to control values within 2 to 7 days because of increased HCO3

– levels. Far less is known about 
the long-term effects of hypercapnia in fish.  

In rainbow trout, the effects of chronic exposure to 7 to 13 mmHg PCO2, were lower muscle pH, 
nephrocalcinosis (precipitation of calcium phosphate in renal tubules with resulting renal 
insufficiency), high urinary pH and HCO3

– excretion, decreased plasma chloride concentrations, 
and increased plasma potassium concentrations [205]. Atlantic salmon smolts exposed to 5 and 9 
mmHg PCO2 in freshwater and then transferred to saltwater exhibited nephrocalcinosis and 
increased mortality compared to controls [206]. 

Summary 

Although fish are well adapted to life in the water, various factors can increase susceptibility to 
CO2-mediated toxicity. Habitat is a prime determinant in the availability of dissolved O2 in water 
that is pumped across the gills. Warm waters have lower O2 contents than colder waters. 
Similarly, marine waters have less O2 than fresh waters at the same temperature. 

Species differences play a very important role in susceptibility to hypoxia at various 
temperatures and activity levels. As long as sedentary fish can adequately excrete CO2 and 
remain at rest, they are less susceptible to hypoxia than are more active species. If there are no 
other stressors present, healthy fish will have an adequate glycogen store to respond to hypoxia 
by swimming to waters where there is more O2. If water with adequate oxygenation is not 
available, then the severity of hypoxia and the levels of dissolved CO2 will determine the extent 
of CO2-induced toxicity. 
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5  
INSECTS 

Insects also are affected by CO2. The most commonly identified effects are the anesthetic and 
lethal effects of high CO2 concentrations in the presence of little or no O2. Large releases of CO2 
may completely inactivate or kill off sizeable insect populations, as suggested by the Lake Nyos 
CO2 release [1,4]. The responsiveness of insects to CO2 changes with age and stage of 
development, as well as with the CO2 concentration and duration of exposure. As with mammals, 
many individual factors interact to make the insect more or less sensitive to CO2. Table 5-1 
shows the variability in response in several insect larvae and freshwater Crustacea [207]. 

Also of concern are the potential reproductive and genetic effects of CO2. An example is 
provided by a study of Drosophila melanogaster females exposed for 5 to 120 minutes to 100% 
CO2 [208]. Both mature oocytes in meiotic metaphase I arrest and immature oocytes in prophase 
I were thus exposed. After mating, fecundity19 of the Day 1 brood, which arises from mature 
oocytes, was significantly depressed by 36 to 52% with 90 and 120 minutes of exposure. This 
was similar to that observed with 100% N2 suggesting that the lack of O2 may be involved. 
Fecundity of the Day 2 brood from immature oocytes was not significantly depressed. 
Hatchability (hatched eggs per total eggs laid) of the Day 1 brood was significantly decreased by 
29 to 39% for 90- and 120-minute exposures. Thus, females were significantly less fertile and 
had fewer viable offspring from eggs laid following matings shortly after CO2 exposure.  

Maternal exposure during meiotic metaphase I arrest also resulted in a significantly increased 
frequency of aneuploid20 mutants (XO males and XXY females21) in the Day 1 brood with 15 
minutes (0.23%) or more of exposure. The incidence of mutants peaked with 90 minutes (0.87%) 
of exposure. The ratio of XO mutants to XXY mutants was 1:0.8, demonstrating that exposure to 
CO2 preferentially induced nondisjunction22 of the X chromosome, probably due to damage of 
spindle microtubules. The control rate of mutant formation was approximately 0.01%. Compared 
to CO2, the mutant frequency was overall less with 100% N2 (0.25% mutants maximum), and the 
ratio of mutants (1:0.3) more clearly resembled that of control (1:0.4). The Day 2 brood showed 
no difference from the control group. 

                                                           
19 Fecundity is measured by the number of eggs laid per female per day. 

20 Aneuploid is “any deviation form an exact multiple of the haploid number of chromosomes” [21]. 

21 The normal female is XX and the normal male is XY. 

22 XO mutants can result from both nondisjunction of the X chromosome during anaphase in primary oocytes and 
from loss due to X chromosome breaks in the oocyte. When nondisjunction occurs in the X chromosome, affected 
oocytes develop into eggs with no X chromosome and eggs with two X-chromosomes at a ratio of 1:1. A ratio of 1:1 
suggests that all mutants come from X chromosome nondisjunction, while a ratio of 1:0 suggests that all XO 
mutants are the result of X chromosome breaks.   
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The potential toxicity and lethality of CO2 is important for the survival of insects, but the 
observed genetic effects, although at very high CO2 concentrations, also raises concern for 
mammals because damage to spindle microtubules can result in nondisjunction in mammalian 
oocytes. Drosophila are used experimentally to assess the potential for genetic damage. 
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Table 5-1 
CO2 Narcosis in Insect Larvae and Crustacea. 

Organism CO2 & O2  
Concentrationsa 

Time to 
Immobilization 

Blood pH 
Baseline 

Blood pH 
after 0.5 h  

Time to 
Death 

Time to 
Recoveryc 

Insect Larvae       

Sialis lutaria 100% CO2  1-2 min 7.2-7.5 6.0-6.4 >9 d <1 h 

         50% CO2, 50% O2 1-2 min – – – –

       25% CO2, 20% O2, 55% N2 No effect – – – –

Corethra plumicornis 100% CO2  1-2 min – – >9 d <1 h 

         50% CO2, 50% O2 1-2 min

        25% CO2, 20% O2, 55% N2 Less active, hb – – – –

Aeschna cyanae 100% CO2  1-2 min – – ~5 h – 

         50% CO2, 50% O2 1-2 min – – – –

Perlodes mortonia 100% CO2  1-2 min – – ~5 h – 

        50% CO2, 50% O2 1-2 min – – – –

Crustacea, Freshwater       

Asellus aquaticus 100% CO2  1-2 min 7.3-7.8 6.5-6.8 ~5 h – 

        50% CO2, 50% O2 1-2 min – – – –

        25% CO2, 20% O2, 55% N2 Less active, hb – – – –

Gammarus pulex 100% CO2  1-2 min 7.6-8.0 6.4-6.8 >15 min – 

      50% CO2 50% O2 1-2 min – – ≥60 min – 

     25% CO2, 20% O2, 55% N2 Rapidly narcotized – 7.1-7.2 ≥60 min – 

a. Gases bubbled through 50 cc water.      b. Slightly less active after several hours.     c. Recovery in aerated water.





 

6  
PLANTS 

Physiology 

Plants are different from animals because they must synthesize all needed organic molecules 
using only CO2, H2O, nitrates, sulfates, and minerals from the soil. Photosynthesis accomplishes 
this by the conversion of atmospheric CO2, H2O, and light energy to carbohydrates. The inward 
diffusion of CO2 into the plant is controlled by the stomata. Hundreds to tens of thousands of 
stomata per cm2 reside in the epidermis, the outermost surface of leaves and stems. A stoma 
consists of a pair of guard cells that surround a pore. During the day when sunlight and water are 
taken up, the guard cells swell and open the pores for inward diffusion of CO2 and outward 
diffusion of O2. At night when photosynthesis is not possible, guard cells shrink, pores close, and 
water loss is minimized [209].  

Plants belong to one of three groups based on their type of metabolism: C3, C4, and CAM. The 
C3 and C4 designation for plants refers to three-carbon and four-carbon intermediates formed 
during photosynthesis, respectively. These two classes of plants differ in their photosynthetic 
pathways and in the cellular compartments in which these reactions occur. Examples of C3 
plants are wheat and most agronomic plants. Examples of C4 plants are maize and tropical 
grasses. A third class of plant, crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM), is cacti and succulents, 
which will be only briefly mentioned [209]. 

In general, moderately elevated concentrations of CO2 cause increased photosynthesis, increased 
stomatal resistance, and decreased respiration. The increase in the rate of photosynthesis for a 
given elevation in CO2 is greater in C3 compared to C4 plants. An increase in stomatal resistance 
appears to be a direct effect of CO2, which results in decreased respiration and increased plant 
temperature. Temperature is an important factor because it affects how the plant handles water. 
Ultimately, an increase in CO2 results in increased plant growth and yield [210,211]. In many 
species, elevated CO2 levels also increase tissue volume (thickness) [210]. As in most species, 
soybean leaves taken from plants grown in high CO2 have an increase in both tissue volume and 
density. The palisade parenchyma layer23 in soybeans grown in 910 µmol CO2/mol air (0.091%) 
is 53% thicker than in leaves from plants grown in 0.034%  CO2, but the size of individual 
mesophyll cells remains unchanged. Depending upon the species, stem tissues may become 
denser or there may be an increase in volume. In root tissue, both effects are observed. At high 
CO2 concentrations, root elongation is determined by the number of actively growing tips and is 
directly proportional to CO2 concentrations in the air [210]. 

                                                           
23 The palisade parenchyma is the main photosynthetic tissue of most plants. 
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At a constant day and night temperature of 20° C, plants grown in 0.15% CO2 compared to 
0.03% CO2 had a 10% increase in the dry weight of structural material and a 34% increase in the 
dry weight of stored carbohydrates per unit of leaf area [210]. Environmental factors, such as 
temperature, quantity of light, and availability of nutrients and water, can limit the plant’s 
response to elevated CO2 levels. In some cases, the limiting effects of these factors can be 
overcome with higher levels of CO2. 

Photosynthesis 

Photosynthesis “fixes” CO2 in the atmosphere to produce carbohydrates for the plant. The 
reaction is shown in Equation 6-1. Essentially three factors are needed for photosynthesis: CO2, 
H2O, and energy (hν).   

2612622 6OOHChvO6H6CO +→++  Equation 6-1 

Elevated ambient CO2 levels favor a decrease in the specificity of rubisco, a photosynthetic 
enzyme, for CO2. Long term CO2 exposure does not change photosynthetic capacity and there 
seems to be a lack of an adaptive change in gene expression for encoding photosynthetic 
proteins. Increases in the CO2 concentration in the ambient air around a plant increase the 
photosynthetic rate because of the increased CO2 gradient between the outside and inside. 
Assuming there is no change in stomatal resistance, a steeper CO2 gradient increases the inward 
flux of CO2 [209]. This is the first characteristic that distinguishes C3 plants from C4 plants. The 
photosynthetic rates in C3 plants continue to increase up to CO2 concentrations of 0.08%. C4 
plants differ in that photosynthetic rates do not increase much at CO2 concentrations above 
0.04% [210]. 

C3 and C4 plants are very similar in the biochemical pathways that comprise the photosynthetic 
light reactions. The light reactions occur in chloroplast membranes and are catalyzed by enzymes 
that are membrane-bound. In the presence of light (hν), water is converted to O2, ATP (adenosine 
triphosphate) is produced, and oxidized nicotine adenosine diphosphate (NADP+) is reduced to 
NADPH + H+ [209,210]. Two of the three products of the light reactions, NADPH + H+ and 
ATP, are then used in the dark reactions.  

The dark reactions, also called the stroma reactions, occur in the liquid stroma part of 
chloroplasts and are catalyzed by soluble enzymes [209]. In the dark reactions, ATP and 
NADPH are used to reduce CO2 to carbohydrates, usually sugars. C3 plants are also 
distinguished from C4 plants on the basis of the dark reactions of photosynthesis. Three 
biochemical pathways comprise the dark reactions. In C3 plants, the intermediary metabolic 
products are three-carbon molecules, and in C4 plants, these intermediary compounds are four-
carbon molecules. In C3 plants, the Calvin Cycle occurs in mesophyll cells, which are very thin-
walled and allow diffusion of gases in and out. In C3 plants, as CO2 levels increase, the Calvin 
Cycle increases and photorespiration (discussed below) decreases. All plants possess the Calvin 
Cycle and associated reactions. 

The first steps in the stroma reactions are the Calvin/Benson Cycle or C3 Cycle. In Step 1 of the 
Calvin Cycle, water, CO2, and ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate (RuBP) combine to form 3-
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phosphoglycerate. This carboxylation reaction is catalyzed by RuBP carboxylase (Rubisco). The 
RuBP that reacted with CO2 splits apart and two molecules of 3-phosphoglycerate are formed. In 
Step 2, 3-phosphoglycerate forms 1, 3-diphosphoglycerate and ATP is consumed. In Step 3, 
1,3-diphosphoglycerate forms 3-phosphoglyceraldehyde and NADPH is consumed. Some 
3-phosphoglyceraldehyde is transported from the chloroplast to be used by the cell to build 
sugars, amino acids, nucleic acids, and fats, in intermediary metabolic pathways collectively 
known as anabolism. The rest of 3-phosphoglyceraldehyde is converted to more RuBP.  

Rubisco has a higher affinity for O2 than CO2, and when CO2 tension in the leaf is low, Rubisco 
binds O2 instead of CO2, which results in the formation of phosphoglycolate. Phosphoglycolate is 
transported to peroxisomes where it is broken down to CO2. This process is known as 
photorespiration. It benefits the plant by preventing build up of toxic levels of phosphoglycolate, 
but it is energetically expensive because as much as 30% of the ATP and NADPH that is 
produced by the light reactions is utilized. C4 metabolism enables C4 plants to minimize 
photorespiration.  

The amount of water available greatly affects photosynthesis [210]. Most plants keep their 
stomata open during the day, permitting entry of CO2 but water is lost. Water is conserved at 
night, because photosynthesis is not possible, and the stomata are closed. There are also 
metabolic adaptations and the two most important of these are C4 metabolism and CAM 
metabolism [209]. 

In C4 plants, the light reactions occur in the mesophyll chloroplasts and they drive the formation 
of phosphoenopyruvate and malate. Mesophyll chloroplasts contain phosphoenopyruvate 
carboxylase (Pepco) Unlike Rubisco, Pepco has a very high affinity for CO2. As CO2 levels 
decrease, Pepco continues to bind CO2. Pepco never binds O2 and does not catalyze the reaction 
that produces 3-phosphoglycerate. Inside the leaf, because CO2 levels are kept low, CO2 diffuses 
rapidly inward whenever stomata are open. Because this concentration gradient enables rapid 
inward diffusion of CO2, stomata are only opened for a short period of time, thus minimizing 
water loss from the leaf [209]. 

The Calvin Cycle occurs in the bundle sheath chloroplasts where CO2 levels are high, O2 levels 
are low, and NADPH is produced by conversion of malate to pyruvate. Bundle sheath cells are 
separated from the air inside the leaf by several layers of cells. Bundle sheath cell chloroplasts 
carry out cyclic electron transport, pump protons, and avoid splitting water, thus no O2 is 
generated. In this manner, Rubisco is separated from O2 and this minimizes photorespiration 
[209].  

The selective advantage of C4 metabolism depends on the environment and on the species, but 
generally C4 metabolism is more advantageous at temperatures above 25° C. Photorespiration 
increases with temperature, so in warmer climates the larger energy expenditures are more 
problematic. Under warm dry conditions, C4 metabolism has an advantage over C3 metabolism 
because less water is lost during CO2 absorption.  

Differences in the dark reactions between C3 and C4 plants have consequences for growth in 
different CO2 environments [210]. In a low CO2 environment, C4 plants have the advantage over 
C3 plants. There is less photorespiration in C4 plants, while CO2 fixation is more direct in C3 
plants. In a high CO2 environment, C4 plants are at a disadvantage because of the indirect 
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mechanism by which CO2 is fixed. In high CO2, C3 plants have the advantage because 
photorespiration is suppressed, and the C3 plants can compete more successfully.  

In CAM plants metabolism has been adapted to conserve water. The Calvin Cycle occurs in 
mesophyll cells in the light, during the day. Metabolism is almost the same as that in C4 plants in 
that PEP is carboxylated and forms oxaloacetate, which is then reduced to malate and other 
acids. CAM plants are different from C3 and C4 plants because to conserve water during the day 
the stoma in CAM plants are open only at night when it is cool, while C3 and C4 plants have 
their stoma closed at night. The closed stoma during the day is not a problem for photosynthesis 
in CAM plants, which stores CO2 as acids. When day comes and stoma close, the acids break 
down and release CO2, which can be used in regular C3 metabolism. CO2 cannot escape because 
the stoma are closed. Although it conserves water, CAM metabolism is not very efficient. The 
total store of CO2 may be used up within the first few hours of daylight. Rubisco is protected 
from binding O2 only in the first few hours of daylight when internal CO2 levels are high. Later 
in the day, photorespiration may be elevated. CAM metabolism has selective advantages in very 
hot dry climates where survival rather than rapid growth is more important. In these harsh 
environments, C3 metabolism wastes too much water and C3 plants cannot survive [209]. Table 
6-1 gives a summary of the three plant types and their ways of processing CO2. 

Table 6-1 
Type of CO2 Processing in Plants. 

Parameter C3 Plants C4 Plants CAM Plants 

Photorespiration High Low Moderate 

Stomata open Day Day Night 

Ultimate carboxylase Rubisco Rubisco Rubisco 

Adjunct metabolism None CO2 transfer CO2 storage 

Adjunct carboxylase None Pepco Pepco 

Effects of CO2 Exposure 

The increase in the density of a plant in the presence of increased CO2 concentrations may be due 
to the accumulation of carbohydrates in the leaves. In tomatoes, 35% of carbon is stored as starch 
in the leaves and 65% is immediately translocated. Every hour, 12.5% of the stored starch is 
mobilized and translocated. The increased carbon fixation rate in a high CO2 environment 
increases the amount of stored starch in the leaf. This alone changes the density of the tissue 
[210]. Different plant tissues have different minimum and maximum densities. If the minimum 
and maximum densities are close, as in seeds, then increases in CO2 levels have little effect on 
density. If however, maximum and minimum densities are far apart as in leaves, tissue density 
increases as CO2 levels increase. Soybeans grown in 0.08% CO2 in air, for example, have leaves 
that are 50% more dense than those grown at 0.033% CO2 [210]. 

There is a concentration-dependent increase in the dry weights of organs taken from soybean and 
maize plants grown at 0.034, 0.052, 0.0718, and 0.091% CO2 in air. For both C3 and C4 plants, 
the increase was most pronounced in the following order: roots > stems > leaves. This effect was 
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more pronounced in soybean. The data in Table 6-2 below show the percent increase over that of 
plants grown in 0.034% CO2 in air [210]. 

Table 6-2 
Percent Growth at Various CO2 Concentrations Over Growth at 0.034% CO2. 

Percent Growth over Control 
Plant Tissue 

0.052% CO2 0.0718% CO2 0.091% CO2 

Soybean Roots 96 106 151 

 Stems 69 110 115 

 Leaves 40 65 86 

 Total shoot 52 75 98 

Maize Roots 114 68 104 

 Stems 34 27 46 

 Leaves 15 8 18 

 Total shoot 34 34 39 

Plants are able to fix more carbon than they can use in growth. At high (unspecified) 
concentrations of CO2, in leaf tissue, starch grains crush the grana in the chloroplasts of the 
mesophyll cells. Consequently, there is a physical disruption of photosynthesis when there is a 
large accumulation of starch in the leaves [210]. It is also possible that starch accumulation in the 
leaves can lead to repression of gene expression such that there is a decrease in proteins needed 
for photosynthesis [211]. In high CO2 environments, there is an increased need for nitrogen, 
hence the increase in the mass of roots, nodules, or both.  

There are small increases in the leaf area and stem volume of plants grown in 0.066% CO2 in air 
compared to plants grown in 0.033% CO2. Growth is only slightly carbon-limited in 0.033% 
CO2. At 0.066% CO2, plants have more carbon available and the leaf and stem tissues are denser. 
When there is excess carbon, new branches or shoots can be grown during the vegetative phase, 
while there will be more fruit and seeds during the reproductive phase [210].  

In a study of C3 plants grown near CO2 springs that were exposed to 0 to 0.2% CO2 in air, the 
intracellular CO2 concentrations of the plants increased in proportion to the ambient CO2 levels 
up to 0.12% CO2. No further intracellular increases in CO2 were measured above this level. 
Because the nitrogen content of the soil was constant, when there was no further increase in 
intracellular CO2, the photosynthetic rate remained constant. The ratio of intracellular CO2 
concentration to assimilated carbon decreased because of a decrease in stomatal conductance and 
not because of increased assimilation. The decrease in stomatal conductance was caused by a 
change in stomatal density or morphology [211]. 

The most frequently cited example of an ecological effect caused by CO2 is an approximate 100-
acre tree-kill zone on Mammoth Mountain, CA [212,213]. The gas in the soil was found to 
contain between 20 to 95% CO2, instead of the normal 1% concentration. This high 
concentration of CO2 effectively displaced the O2 that is normally taken up by the tree roots. 
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Although plants produce O2 during photosynthesis, additional O2 is necessary to support vital 
functions. The high CO2 concentrations also interfere with the uptake of essential nutrients. 

CO2 can either be beneficial or detrimental to plants and ecosystems depending on the 
concentration and the route of exposure. As seen from the examples provided, plant growth is 
stimulated when the atmospheric CO2 concentration is increased above the current level of 
approximately 0.037%. This effect, which is referred to as a fertilization effect, is limited, 
however, to concentrations below 0.2%. Further work is needed to define the effects of high CO2 
concentrations and the CO2 concentrations at which adverse effects first occur.  

Summary 

Plants are different from animals in many respects, but the most basic is the fact that they 
synthesize all of their own molecules using only minimal precursors taken up from their 
environment. Plants accomplish this through photosynthesis. The dark reactions of 
photosynthesis distinguish C3 plants from C4 plants in some important ways. When leaf CO2 
tension is low, C3 plants waste many high energy molecules excreting phosphoglycolate, a toxic 
metabolic intermediate formed during photorespiration. C4 metabolism enables C4 plants to 
minimize photorespiration and water loss, particularly at ambient temperatures above 25° C. The 
selective advantage of C4 metabolism depends on the environment and on the species, but 
generally at temperatures above 25° C, C4 metabolism is more advantageous. Photorespiration 
increases with temperature, so in warmer climates, it becomes more of a problem. Under warm 
dry conditions, C4 metabolism has an advantage over C3 metabolism because less water is lost 
during CO2 absorption. At high levels of CO2, C4 plants are at a disadvantage compared to C3 
plants that have suppressed photorespiration and can compete more successfully in high CO2 
environments. 

CAM metabolism has selective advantages in very hot dry climates where survival rather than 
rapid growth is more important. Compared to C3 and C4 metabolism, CAM metabolism is not 
very efficient, CAM plants can store accumulated CO2, while C3 and C4 plants cannot. Storage 
of accumulated CO2 by CAM plants enables photosynthesis to occur with stoma remaining 
closed during the day, thus conserving water.  

There are several potential toxic consequences of very high concentrations of CO2, in addition to 
potential lethality. At high concentrations of CO2, starch grains, enlarged by excess CO2 fixation, 
can crush the grana in the chloroplasts of the mesophyll cells. Consequently, there is physical 
disruption of photosynthesis with a large accumulation of starch in the leaves. It is also possible 
that starch accumulation in the leaves could lead to repression of gene expression such that there 
is a decrease in the proteins needed for photosynthesis. 
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SUMMARY 

The release of CO2 from CT&S sites has the potential to affect nearby plants and animals, 
including humans. Any site risk assessment must consider the health effects of potential releases. 
The consequences for the health and well-being of all species is dependent on the concentrations 
of CO2 and O2, the duration of exposure, interactions with pollutants or contaminants, and the 
physiological and disease states of the individual. Animals or plants with compromised health, in 
general, are most sensitive to the effects of CO2. Insects appear to be the least affected. 

High CO2 concentrations in the presence of low O2 concentrations, which could result from a 
catastrophic environmental release or a lesser release in an enclosed environment, could result in 
death or long-lasting health effects. Even short periods of exposure under these conditions may 
have significant prolonged health effects in the compromised individual, while there may be no 
lasting effects in healthy individuals. Prolonged exposure to low ambient concentrations of CO2 
in the presence of adequate O2, may have negligible effects. While intermediate concentrations of 
CO2, under normal or low O2 conditions, could pose significant health risks for both sensitive and 
normal animal and plant populations. For humans, CO2 is especially hazardous because it is 
colorless and is odorless at concentrations under 40%. Diagnosis of CO2 intoxication or toxicity 
is difficult. It is generally made by the exclusion of other toxicants and disease conditions 
because the signs and symptoms produced by CO2 are not unique. 

In this phase of the project, the health effects of CO2 in humans have been examined in the 
scientific and medical literature. Additionally, evaluation of CO2 effects in several non-human 
mammals has been performed, with an emphasis on laboratory and domesticated animals. The 
literature on CO2 in plants and other organisms has been cursorily examined to determine the 
extent of information available. The information in this report can serve as the basis for 
determining risk to human health for both acute and prolonged exposure to various 
concentrations of CO2. Likewise, the information can be used to determine risk to the health of 
several animal species. Non-human animals appear to be less sensitive to the adverse effects of 
CO2 than are humans; therefore, protection of human health would likely result in the protection 
of the health of other animals.  

Evaluation of CO2 effects in human populations suggests that acute exposure to CO2 
concentrations >3% and prolonged exposure to concentrations >1% may affect health in the 
general population. Sensitive populations could be adversely affected at lower concentrations. 
Non-human mammals seem more resistant to the toxic effects of CO2 than are humans, but all 
mammals are affected in similar ways. The difference in susceptibility among mammals appears 
to be related to underlying variations in metabolism and acid-base balance. One significant factor 
in sensitivity is acclimation to CO2. Acclimated humans and animals are not as sensitive to the 
potentially toxic effects of moderate levels of CO2 as are naïve individuals. 
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Summary 

Data from all studies and articles thus far examined were not included in this report due to time 
constraints. Tabular information provided in the appendices contains more specifics than in the 
text of the report, but not all the studies listed in the text are also in the appendices. More human 
studies could be added and additional information could elaborate on the differences in responses 
of various populations (e.g., men vs. women; rest vs. activity). Information on domesticated 
animals, including fish, can also be expanded to identify especially sensitive populations. More 
animal species will be included. Information gathered on plants is preliminary in nature. There 
are thousands of references to CO2 effects in plants; however, titles and often abstracts provide 
insufficient information to identify specific CO2 concentrations and potential toxic reactions. The 
majority of published references thus far identified have been related to concentrations below 
1000 ppm (0.1%), which are irrelevant to health risk. 

Site specific risk assessments, using the information contained in this report along with any 
available additional health effects data, are necessary to define the potential health risks for a 
given normal or sensitive population in the vicinity of any site. 
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A  
EFFECTS OF ACUTE CO2 EXPOSURE IN HUMANS 

 

CO2  
(%) 

O2  
(%) 

Population  Exposure
Duration  

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference

1   Healthy, Male College
Students 

8-15 min  VT +14.2% change from baseline in air (respiratory volume reported, assumed to 
be VT). 

57 

1.5 Air Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  PACO2 baseline: Low Responders 2 mmHg > High Responders.   
VT and RR not changed from baseline. 

VT baseline: Low Responders (0.84 L) > High Responders (0.54 L). 
RR baseline: Low Responders (~8 bpm) < High Responders (~13 bpm). 

46 

1.5  Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  No effect on CNS tests, flicker fusion frequency & alpha-blocking times. 47 

2     21 Healthy Pre-Term
Babies  

32 wk gestation 

5 min ~41
(PACO2) 

VE +32%; VT +13%; RR +17%; HR +1% change from baseline in air.  
CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PACO2): 0.024 L/(min•kg•mmHg); 

Intercept 39 mmHg PACO2. 

190 

2     21 Healthy Pre-Term
Babies  

37 wk gestation 

5 min ~42
(PACO2) 

VE +37%; VT +31%; RR +6%; HR 0% change from baseline in air. 
CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PACO2): 0.034 L/(min•kg•mmHg); 

Intercept 41 mmHg PACO2. 

190 

2     Healthy, Male College
Students 

8-15 min VT +34.3% change from baseline in air (respiratory volume reported, assumed to 
be VT). 

57 

2.5   Normal
& Asthmatic Subjects 

PETCO2 at 
equilibrium 

~40 & 
~41.5 

(PETCO2) 

Vmin +33% change from baseline in air for normal subjects ≅ +23% change for 
asthmatics.  

Specific airway conductance decreased (not significantly) from baseline in normal 
subjects. No change in asthmatics. 

Atropine decreased specific airway conductance (not significantly) in normal 
subjects (indicating CO2 caused a cholinergic, reflex, constrictor effect). 
Propranolol decreased specific airway conductance (not significantly) in 
asthmatics. 

64 

2.5   Healthy
Volunteers 

150 trials  Visual stereoacuity (detection of coherent motion) decreased in a 2-interval 
forced-choice psychophysical test (correct identification of varied %age of 
moving dots). 

64 
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Effects of Acute CO2 Exposure in Humans 

CO2  
(%) 

O2  
(%) 

Population Exposure
Duration  

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference

2.5   Healthy
Volunteers 

>30 min  Visual stereoacuity decreased. 
Rightward shift of psychometric functions in all subjects tested. 

103 

2.5-6   Healthy Males
(ambient temp 5° C) 

75 min  Shivering was totally suppressed in 3 of 6 men; slight shivering occurred in the 
other 3. After 30 min, shivering resumed, but was more severe than at control 
levels.  

Subjects reported they felt warmer while inhaling 6% CO2 than while inhaling air. 

35 

3     Healthy Subjects 45 min Vmin +46% change from baseline in air to CO2 exposure (12.5 to 18.3 L/min).  
Vmin +225% change from baseline in air to exercise in air (12.5 to 40.6 L/min).  
Vmin +266% change from baseline during CO2 exposure to exercise during 

exposure (18.3 to 67 L/min). 

43 

3 or 5  Control Subjects 
(23-53 yr; no CV or 
pulmonary disease) 

20 min  43
(PaCO2) 

PaCO2 +16% change from baseline in 21 or 25% O2 (37 to 43 mmHg) 
Vmin +153%. VO2 +13% change from baseline. 
SaO2 +3% change from baseline (97 to 100%). 
Mean BPa +10%; pulmonary blood flow unchanged. 
Mean PAPS/D 21/8 mmHg was unchanged. 
Cardiac index +7% (3.68 L/(min•m2)). 

213 

3 or 5  Chronic Pulmonary 
Emphysema Patients 

(37-64 yr) 

20 min  52
(PaCO2) 

PaCO2 +16% change from baseline in 21 or 25% O2 (45 to 52 mmHg) 
Vmin +100%. VO2 +13% (considerable variation). 
SaO2 +4% from baseline control in 21 or 25% O2 (89 to 93%). 
Mean BPa 10% (BPS/BPD, 147/84). 
Mean PAPS/D 48/21 increased; large increase in pulmonary blood flow. 
Mean PAR +14% change from baseline; +136% above no disease control. 
Cardiac index +13% (3.13 L/(min•m2)), Cardiac output +14%. 

213 

3.3 Air Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  PACO2 baseline: Low Responders 2 mmHg > High Responders 
VT: Low Responders (~0.8 L) ≅ High Responders (~0.9 L).  
RR Low Responders ≅ High Responders. 

46 

3.3  Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  CNS tests: flicker fusion frequency threshold deceased, alpha-blocking increased 
latency time with increased light stimulus. 

47 

3.5     21 Normal Male
Volunteers 

5-9 min PaCO2 +5 mmHg change from air control. 
CBF +17% change from air control. 

93 

4     21 Healthy Pre-Term
Babies  

32 wk gestation 

5 min ~46
(PACO2) 

VT +40%; VE +71%; RR +22%; HR +3% change from baseline in air. 
CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PACO2): 0.024 L/(min•kg•mmHg); 

Intercept 39 mmHg PACO2. 

190 

4     21 Healthy Pre-Term
Babies  

37 wk gestation 

5 min ~46
(PACO2) 

VT +63%; VE +99%; RR +23%; HR +2% change from baseline in air. 
CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PACO2): 0.034 L/(min•kg•mmHg); 

Intercept 41 mmHg PACO2. 

190 

4    20 Healthy Infants
(<75 h of age 

during quiet sleep) 

5 min 40.4
(PETCO2) 

 CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PCO2): 48.66 mL/(min•kg•mmHg). 
Vmin +179% change from baseline (225.2 to 628.2 mL/(min•kg)). 
VT +127% change from baseline in air (6.16 to 14.01 mL/kg). 
RR +26% change from baseline (37.0 to 46.6 bpm). 

193 
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4    20 Healthy Infants
of Substance-Abusing 

Mothers 
(<75 h of age 

during quiet sleep) 

5 min 39.9
(PETCO2) 

 CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PCO2): -67% from normal healthy 
infants (16.28 mL/(min•kg•mmHg) vs. 48.66 mL/(min•kg•mmHg)). 

Vmin +61% change from baseline (248.2 to 400.1 mL/(kg•min)). 
VT +40% change from baseline in air (5.58 to 7.83 mL/kg). 
RR +12% change from baseline (44.4 to 49.8 bpm). 

193 

4     Healthy, Male College
Students 

8-15 min VT +98.6% change from baseline in air (respiratory volume reported, assumed to 
be VT). 

57 

4     Healthy Volunteers
(29° C ambient) 

30-60 min 0.598
(FETCO2) 

FETCO2 increased from a baseline of 0.0504 in air to 0.598. 
Mean skin temperature was not affected by CO2.  
Rectal & forehead temperature decreased relative to air.  
~14% of extra heat losses from respiration.  
VO2 was not altered from air values with CO2 breathing. 

123 

4     Healthy Volunteers
(5° C ambient) 

30-60 min 0.598
(FETCO2) 

FETCO2 increased from a baseline of 0.0504 in air to 0.598. 
Minimal effects of 4% CO2 on metabolic response to cold. 
Mean skin temperature was not affected by CO2.  
Rectal & forehead temperature decreased relative to air.  
Greater loss of heat relative to air. 
~14% of heat losses from respiration; balance skin conduction, evaporation, & 

convection. 
Shivering in air was not depressed by the addition of CO2. 
Total peripheral resistance increased with time. 
VO2 was not altered from air values with CO2 breathing. 

123 

4.46     19.78 Subject 32.4 min 40
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +30% from baseline in air.  
Vmin +233% from baseline in air. 
VT +100%; RR +46%. 
CO2 production –22%; O2 utilization +31%; RQ -42%. 

214 

5 21 Student Volunteers   Mean BPa 88 mmHg. 
CBF 56 mL/(100 g brain•min). 
CVR 1.6 mmHg/(mL blood•100 g brain•min) compared to control. 
A-VO2 6.4 mL O2/100 mL blood. 
CMRO2 3.5 mL O2/(100 g brain•min). 

96 

5 21 Cerebral Embolism  
(± mitral stenosis 

patients) 
30 min after 5 min of 
sustained exercise 

  Mean BPa +11% change from control (87 mmHg; range 80-96). 
CBF +31% change from control of 46 mL/(100 g brain•min). 
CVR 2.0 mmHg/(mL blood•100 g brain•min). (range 1.5-2.6). 
A-VO2 6.0 mL O2/100 mL blood (range 4.2-8.0). 
CMRO2 2.7 mL O2/(100 g brain•min) (range 2.2-3.2). 

96 

5    21 Young
Control Subjects 

(23 y) 

  5 min CO2 responsiveness (slope of curve for Vmin vs. PCO2) 1.22 L inhaled/(min•mmHg). 
Vmin +191% change from baseline; RR +21% change from baseline. 
Blood pH -0.078 units from 7.383 to 7.305. 
Blood SO2 97%; PO2 +27% change from baseline. 

66 
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5     21 Older
Control Subjects 

(60 y) 

5 min CO2 responsiveness 1.19 L inhaled/(min•mmHg).  
Vmin +163% change from baseline; RR +11% change from baseline. 
Blood pH -0.075 units from 7.380 to 7.305. 
Blood SO2 97%; PO2 +25% change from baseline. 

66 

5     21 Unilateral, Cerebral
Infarction Patients 

(55 y) 

5 min CO2 responsiveness 2.41 L/(min•mmHg); +103% compared to older control 
subjects.  
Vmin +199% change from baseline; RR +22% change from baseline. 
Blood pH -0.057 units from 7.373 to 7.316. 
Blood SO2 97%; PO2 +18% change from baseline. 

66 

5     21 Bilateral, Cerebral
Infarction Patients 

(65 y) 

5 min CO2 responsiveness 2.91 L/(min•mmHg); +145% above older control subjects & 
+21% compared to unilateral cerebral infarction patients.  

Vmin +238% change from baseline. 
RR +40% change from baseline. 
Blood pH -0.057 units from 7.412 to 7.355. 
Blood SO2 97%; PO2 +18% change from baseline; -14% compared to older control 
subjects. 

66 

5   21 Healthy Males 15-30 min  CBF average for 5 & 7% CO2 concentrations +75% from baseline of 53 to 
93 cc/(100 g•min). 

CVR ∼-33%. 
Cardiac output no effect. 

94 

5     21 Normal Male
Volunteers 

5-9 min PaCO2 +10 mmHg change from control.  
CBF +41% change from control. 

93 

5 Air Normal & Asthmatic 
Subjects 

PETCO2 at 
equilibrium 

~43 & 
~44 

(PETCO2) 

Vmin +91% change from baseline in air for normal subjects, +63% change for 
asthmatics.  

Specific airway conductance -16% change from baseline for normal subjects (not 

a result of the mechanical effort of increased ventilation). No change in 

asthmatics. 

Atropine had a protective effect against increased airway resistance in normal 
subjects (indicating CO2 caused a cholinergic, reflex, constrictor effect). 
Propranolol caused airway constriction in asthmatics. 

64 
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5  Normal & Advanced 
Renal Disease 

Subjects 

30 min   Normal subjects:
Arterial & venous blood pH decreased, HCO3

- increased. 
Na+, K+, & Cl- no change. 
Renal plasma & blood flow significantly increased.  
Renal vascular resistance decreased & Renal venous pressure increased. 

Advanced renal disease subjects:  
Arterial-venous blood differences: Na+ & K+ decreased; HCO3

- differences 
increased.  

Renal plasma & blood flow & glomerular filtration only slight changes. 

111 

5  Panic Disorder Patients 5 min  Vmin +110% change from control; VT +140%; RR +24%. 56 
5     Non-Panic Control

Subjects 
5 min Vmin +130% change from baseline; VT +60%; RR +7%. 56 

5     Normotensive Stroke
Patients 

10-20 min Mean BPa +17% change from control; Mean PAP +34%; HR +24%;  
Cardiac Index +22%; Cardiac Work +44%. 

CBF (hemispheric) +51%; CVR –18%. 

189 

5     Hypertensive Stroke
Patients 

10-20 min Mean BPa +19% change from control; Mean PAP +68%; HR +12%;  
Cardiac Index +33%; CW +51%. 

CBF (hemispheric) +48%; CVR –21%. 

189 

5.4 Air Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  44.7
45.0 

(PACO2) 

PACO2 baseline Low Responders 2 mmHg > High Responders.   
Low Responders +16% from baseline in air (38.6 to 44.7 mmHg). 
High Responders +50% from baseline in air (36.2 to 45.0 mmHg). 

Vmin Low Responders < High Responders.  
Low Responders +151%  
High Responders +270% from baseline in air. 

VT Low Responders « High Responders.  
Low Responders +55% from baseline in air (0.84 to ~1.3 L). 
High Responders +178% from baseline in air (0.54 to ~1.5 L). 

RR: Low Responders < High Responders. 
RR Low Responders (~8 to ~13 bpm) < High Responders (~13 to ~16 bpm). 

46 

5.4  Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  CNS tests: flicker frequency fusion threshold deceased, alpha-blocking latency 
time increased with increased light stimulus.  

Eosinophils decreased (peak in effect at this concentration):  

High Responders > Low Responders. 

Blood sugar, VO2, & muscle potential increased. 

47 

5.7 21 2 Healthy Subjects 
(unacclimated to CO2) 

  Vmin +43.3 L/min change from control. 132 

5.9 21 2 Healthy Subjects 
(acclimated for  

78 h to 3% CO2) 

  Vmin +32.7 L/min change from control; -24% change from response of unacclimated 
controls to 5.7% CO2. 

132 
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5-6   Male Subjects 150 min  No effect on index of mental performance (IM) evaluated by successive addition of 
30 figures considering time & number of errors compared to control in air. 

Body sensations: some headaches & "heaviness in the head" during exposure. 
Upon discontinuation of exposure, all experienced headaches & "heaviness in 
the head". 

44 

6  Young Men (23 yr) 
Older Men (61 yr) 

6-8 min  Young men: QRS complex amplitude -11.63% change from baseline in air. 
Older men: QRS complex amplitude -19.08% change from baseline;  

decrease was significantly > than for young men. 

80 

6   Healthy, Young
Volunteers 

5 min  Body sensations (change from control): SOB +50%; heart palpitations +16%; 
sweating +28%; pressure in chest +56% from baseline in air. 

45 

7   93 Healthy Males 24 min 
(average) 

58.5 
(PETCO2) 

Values averaged over last 10 min of exposure. 
RR +59% change from O2 control. BPS +17%; BPD +16%. HR +39%. 
ECG: small incidence of cardiac arrhythmias in 8 of 12 subjects at rest when 

PETCO2 ≥34 mmHg (4.4%); nodal or ventricular extrasystoles in a few subjects. 
Plasma catecholamines (epinephrine, norepinephrine) & steroids 

(17-OH-corticosteroids) significantly increased when >6%. 
Vomiting present in 1 subject.  

76 

7   21 Healthy Males 15-30 min  BP increased. Cardiac output no effect. 
CBF (averaged for 5 & 7% CO2) +75% change from baseline of 53 to 93 cc/(100 

g•min).   
CVR -∼33%. 

94 

7     21 Normal Male
Volunteers 

5-9 min PaCO2 +15 mmHg change from control. 
CBF +65%. 

93 

7   Male Subjects 60-90 min  IM -0.15 units change from control (slight decrement) @ <10 min. 

Flicker fusion frequency threshold decreased. 
Body sensations: heaviness in the head @ ~20 min. 

Upon discontinuation of exposure, all experienced headaches & "heaviness in 
the head". 

44 

7.5 Air Normal & Asthmatic 
Subjects 

PETCO2 at 
equilibrium 

~50 
~53.5 

(PETCO2) 

Vmin +269% change from baseline in air for normal subjects, +199% change for 
asthmatics.  

Specific airway conductance -24%  change from baseline for normal subjects (not 

a result of the mechanical effect of increased ventilation). No change in 

asthmatics.  

Atropine had no effect. Propranolol caused airway constriction in asthmatics. 

64 
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7.5 Air Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

10-15 min  56.8
55.8 

(PACO2) 

PACO2 Low Responders ≅ High Responders. 
Low Responders +47% from baseline in air (38.6 to 56.8 mmHg). 
High Responders +50% from baseline in air (36.2 to 55.8 mmHg). 

Vmin Low Responders < High Responders.  
Low Responders +367% from baseline in air (6.7 to 31.3 L) 
High Responders +670% from baseline in air (6.9 to 53.1 L). 

VT Low Responders « High Responders.  
Low Responders +55% from baseline in air (0.84 to ~1.3 L). 
High Responders +178% from baseline in air (0.54 to ~1.5 L). 

RR: Low Responders < High Responders. 
RR Low Responders (~8 to ~15 bpm) < High Responders (~13 to ~20 bpm). 

46 

7.5  Healthy Subjects (Low 
& High Ventilatory 

Responders) 

15 min  PR significantly increased. 
Eosinophils decreased: High Responders > Low Responders.  
Blood sugar increased, VO2 increased, & muscle potential increased. 
CNS tests: flicker fusion frequency threshold deceased; 

alpha-blocking latency time increased with increased light stimulus. 

Body sensations: headache, dizziness, restlessness, and/or dyspnea. 

47 

7.6    92.4 Healthy Males 7.4 min 
(average) 

Vmin ~+650% change from air control; maximum Vmin 51.5 L/min (range 24-
102 L/min). 

VT +~300%; RR +~100%. 
BPS +30.8 mmHg; BPD +22.2 mmHg. PR +17 bpm. 
Body sensations: dyspnea, dizziness, sweating, & "fullness in head".  

The majority of headaches either increased or began after exposure. 

Unconsciousness in 1 of 42 subjects. 

59 

~7.8   Male Subjects 60-90 min  IM –0.2 units change from control (slight decrement) @ <5 min. 
Decrease in flicker fusion frequency threshold. 

Auditory threshold +5-15 db from baseline at 64-8192 cps, rebound during 

exposure. 

Body sensations: heaviness in the head @ ~5 min.  
Upon discontinuation of exposure, all experienced headaches & "heaviness in 
the head". 

44 
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8   Healthy, Young
Volunteers 

5 min  RR +73% change from control.  
Body sensations (change from control): SOB +72%; heart palpitations +44%; 

sweating +72%; pressure in chest +38%; wobbly or rubber legs +34%; 
dizziness +28%; blurred or distorted vision +22%. 

45 

8.4-
8.7 

  Male Subjects 30-50 min  IM –0.7 units @ <5 min; heaviness in the head ~5 min. 
Decrease in flicker fusion frequency threshold. 
Auditory threshold +5-10 db from baseline at frequencies from 64-8192 cps, 

rebound during exposure. 

Body sensations: upon discontinuation of exposure, all experienced headaches & 
"heaviness in the head". 

44 

9.0-
9.6 

  Male Subjects 10-20 min  IM –0.5 units @ <5 min; heaviness in the head ~3 min. 
Decrease in flicker fusion frequency threshold. 
Auditory threshold +10-20 db from baseline at 64-8192 cps. 

Body sensations: upon discontinuation of exposure, all experienced headaches & 

"heaviness in the head". 

Unconsciousness in 1 subject with 9.3% CO2 @ <8 min. 

44 

10     21 Normal Male
Volunteers 

5-9 min PaCO2 PaCO2 +20 mmHg change from control. 
CBF +89% change from control. 

93 

10 21 Normal Male Student 
Volunteers 

5 min  Retinal venous O2 saturation +18% change from control in air. 
Retinal arterio-venous O2 difference narrowed. 

94 

10 Air Normal & Asthmatic 
Subjects 

PETCO2 at 
equilibrium 

~58 & 
~62 

(PETCO2) 

Vmin +456% change from baseline in air for normal subjects, +341% change for 
asthmatics.  

Specific airway conductance -28%  change from baseline for normal subjects (not 

a result of the mechanical effect of increased ventilation). No change in 

asthmatics.  

Atropine and propranolol decreased specific airway conductance (caused airway 
constriction) in asthmatics. 

64 

10     Healthy
Volunteers 

5 min BPS +18 mmHg change from baseline; BPD similar. 
CSF pressure +>250 mmH2O for all subjects. 

100 
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10.4 89.6 Healthy, Young Males 3.8 min  Vmin +~1000% change from control in air (76.3 L/min, range 40-130 L/min). 
VT +~300%. 
BPS +33 mmHg; BPD +25.0 mmHg. PR +16 bpm. 
Body sensations: dyspnea, dizziness, sweating, & "fullness in head", restlessness 

& faintness. The majority of headaches either increased or began after 

exposure. 

Unconsciousness in 3 of 31 subjects. 

59 

10.5   89.5 Healthy Males 19 min 
(average) 

68 
(PETCO2) 

Values averaged over last 10 min of exposure. 
RR +82% from O2 control. BPS +32%; BPD +20%. HR +65%; 
ECG: small incidence of cardiac arrhythmias in 8 of 12 subjects at rest when 

PETCO2 ≥34 mmHg (4.4%); nodal or ventricular extrasystoles noted in a few 
subjects. 

Plasma catecholamines (epinephrine, norepinephrine) & steroids 

(17-OH-corticosteroids) significantly increased when >6%. 

Body sensations: headache, sweating, & auditory & visual hallucinations which 
appeared in most subjects only when > 7% CO2.  

Vomiting present in one subject.  

76 

12.4     39.7 Males, Submarine
Personnel 

1.1 min Vmin +153% change from baseline in air (with CO2 25.4 L/min, range 19-38 L/min), 
which represents depression from responses to 5.5-10.4% CO2 (+191-279% 
from control). 

RR +4 bpm from control (range +1-11 bpm). 
BPS +55% average change from control (range +21-97%); BPD +77% (range 

+12-57%). PR +13 bpm from control (range +7-24 bpm). 
Body sensations: dyspnea, dizziness, feeling fullness in the head, facial flushing, 

facial sweating, drowsiness tending to stupor, sense of impending collapse, 
throat irritation, and slight choking sensation. 

Some drowsy or dazed for a few minutes upon discontinuation. 
Unconsciousness at 45 s  in 1 of 7 subjects. Regained consciousness in ~30 s. 

138 
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14   86 Healthy Males 18.6 min 
(average) 

84.7 
(average)
(PETCO2) 

Values averaged over last 10 min of exposure. 
RR +85% from O2 control. BPS +25%; BPD +19%. HR +68%. 
ECG: small incidence of cardiac arrhythmias in 8 of 12 subjects at rest when 

PetCO2 
≥34 mmHg (4.4%); nodal or ventricular extrasystoles in a few subjects. 

Plasma catecholamines (epinephrine, norepinephrine) & steroids 

(17-OH-corticosteroids) significantly increased when >6%. 

Body sensations: headache, sweating, & auditory & visual hallucinations which 
appeared in most subjects only when >7% CO2.  

Unconsciousness in 4 of 4 subjects with PETCO2 >80 mmHg. 3 of 3 subjects with 
PETCO2 <80 mmHg did not.  

76 

17   17.3 Subjects 37 s 
(average) 

 Inhalation until unconscious (range 20-52 s). 
Body sensations: all subjects had throat irritation, increased respiration, dimness 

of vision, & dizziness. 

Post inhalation, subjects were unable to support themselves or to respond for 
17-52 s. 

Muscle spasms in 2 of 3 subjects.  

131 

27.9   15 Subjects 25 s 
(average) 

 Inhalation until unconscious (range 16-35 s). 
Body sensations: all subjects had throat irritation, increased respiration, dimness 

or vision, & dizziness. 

Post inhalation, subjects were unable to support themselves or to respond for 

17-52 s. 

Muscle spasms in 2 of 3 subjects.  

131 

30   70 Healthy, Hospitalized
Psychiatric Patients 

38 s 
(average) 

 Unconsciousness in ∼20-30 s. 
Some abnormality of coronary atrial or nodal activity in 12 of 17 patients, including 

extrasystoles (premature contractions), premature atrial and nodal beats, atrial 
tachycardia, and supraventricular tachycardia. 

81 

30   70 Young Psychiatric
Patients 

50-52 s  Lost consciousness in 24-28 s for the average patient.  
Consciousness was regained after 110 s.  
Extrasystoles in 5 of 37 patients. 

82 
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30   70 Healthy
Volunteers 

~1.5 min  Unconsciousness in  35-40 respirations for most patients. 
Marked respiratory stimulation @ >5 respirations: VT increase more pronounced 

than RR. 
Acidosis: severe & progressive (5 of 8 venous blood pH 7.12-7.16). 
BPS & BPD: marked & progressive increase. 
HR: no consistent change; 6 of 8 with average 98 bpm (range 83-130). 
ECG: 18 of 30 recordings showed no abnormal complexes. 

PR & QT intervals increased; QRS complex prolonged. 
P-wave increased during treatment & early recovery in majority of cases.  

PR interval for 7 of 8 averaged 0.17 s (range 0.16-0.2); most records had slight 
increase of PR interval during treatment & early recovery; P-wave was 
absent or distorted. 

QT interval for 8 of 8 averaged 0.36 s (range 0.35-0.40); prolongation 

consistently seen.  

QRS interval for 8 of 8 with slight increase in during treatment & early recovery. 
T-wave voltage increase. 
No abnormal complexes in any recording for 3 of 8. 

Atrial extrasystoles during treatment &/or recovery for 5 of 8. 
Abnormal rhythm (short runs of atrial tachycardia with scattered atrial 

extrasystoles) toward end of treatment & during first 45 s of recovery for 2 of 8 
on one occasion each.  

Body sensations: muscular tremor & profuse sweating were common; salivation 
pronounced in many patients. 

63 
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EFFECTS OF INTERMITTENT OR CONTINUOUS CHRONIC CO2 EXPOSURE 
IN HUMANS 

 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Population   Exposure
Duration 

Duration 
at Testing 

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference

0.7   Healthy
Volunteers 

23 d 1-3 d  CBFv (blood flow velocity) consistently +35% change from baseline by D 1 
through D 3. Then returned to control levels. 

165 

0.7       Healthy
Male 

Volunteers 

23 d 2-22 d PETCO2 +18% change from control on D 2-22. 
May have hyperventilated during control period. 

167 

0.7   Healthy
Volunteers 

23 d 23 d  Small change in function of pulmonary distal exchange units not 
associated with any adverse health effects. 

166 

0.7   Healthy
Volunteers 

25 d 1-15 d  Urinary Ca2+ excretion 245 mg/d. 
Fecal Ca2+ loss 1229 mg/d. 
Total & transformed serum Ca2+: 

Wk 1: 2.39 µmol/mL. 
Wk 4: 2.43 µmol/mL.  

Total body Ca2+ preserved rather; no increased urinary & fecal loss. 

164 

1   Healthy
Volunteers 

22 d 1-22 d  Serum Ca2+ & urinary P output decreased progressively throughout 
exposure. 

Ca2+ deposition in body tissues increased. 

160 

~1       Healthy,
Young 
Males 

30 d 30 d 42
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +11% change from baseline of 37.9 mmHg. 
Vmin +0.5-1.0 L/min (reached maximum early in exposure & stayed 

elevated), did decrease in some subjects. 

168 

1.2   Healthy
Volunteers 

23 d 1-3 d  CBFv consistently +35% above pre-exposure levels by D 1 through D 3. 
Then returned to control levels. 

Body sensation: headache reported during initial phase. 

165 
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1.2    Healthy
Male 

Volunteers 

23 d 1 d 
2 d 
5 d 

22 d 

PETCO2 D 1: BP significantly +20%. 
D 2: PETCO2 +19.6%, average +16%. May have hyperventilated during 

control period. 
Resting Vmin +5%. 

D 5: Resting Vmin +22%; Vmin +20%; progressively decreased to 
pre-chamber levels by D 22. 

BP significantly +18%. 

167 

1.2   Healthy
Volunteers 

23 d 23 d  Small change in function of pulmonary distal exchange units not 
associated with any adverse health effects. 

166 

1.2   Healthy
Volunteers 

25 d 1-25 d  Serum Ca2+, total & active decreased; bone formation slightly decreased; 
bone resorption slightly increased. 

Total & transformed serum Ca2+: 
Wk 1: 2.35 µmol/mL. 
Wk 4: 2.38 µmol/mL. 

1-25: 
Urinary Ca2+ excretion 199 mg/d. 
Fecal Ca2+ loss 996 mg/d. 
Compared to 0.7% CO2, serum Ca2+ concentration & biomarkers of bone 

formation were significantly lower.  
Wk 1: Urinary excretion of deoxypyridoline significantly decreased, bone 

resorption slightly increased. 
Preservation total body Ca2+ rather than stimulating urinary & fecal losses.  

164 

1.5   20.5 Healthy
Male 

Volunteers 

42 d 5 d  Vmin +35% change from control by D 5. RR peaked on D 1, but remained 
elevated. 

156-159 

1.5   20.5 Healthy
Male 

Volunteers 

42 d 1-23 d  Period of "uncompensated acidosis". 
VT increased. 
RR +8% D 2, peaked on D 1, but remained elevated.  
PACO2 +8%. 
Vmin +35% change from baseline by D 5. 
pH ≥ 7.25 (baseline 7.37). 
Extracellular pH -0.06 units; urine pH decreased;  
HCO3

- excretion increased. 
Pulmonary CO2 excretion increased. 
CO2 excretion increased. 
Respiratory exchange ratio (ratio of CO2 output to O2 uptake) increased. 

156-159 
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Effects of Intermittent or Continuous Chronic CO2 Exposure in Humans 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Population Exposure
Duration 

Duration 
at Testing 

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference 

1.5   20.5 Healthy
Male 

Volunteers 

42 d 24-42 d  Period of “compensated acidosis”. 
PACO2 +5 mmHg change from control. 
RR increased, but normal by D 35. 
Blood pH normal, urine pH increased. 
HCO3

- excretion increased. 
CO2 excretion increased. 
Anatomic dead space significantly increased. 
Pulmonary CO2 excretion increased. 
D 42: VT +200 mL (>800 mL) 
Erythrocyte Na+ increased, cell K+ decreased throughout. 

156-159 

2.0    21 Healthy,
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 2-3 h 38.9
(PACO2) 

 PACO2 +4% change from baseline in air (37.5 to 38.9 mmHg). 
VEmin +60% change from baseline (7.83 to 12.50 L/min). 
VT +48% change from baseline (0.54 to 0.80 L). 
RR +5% change from baseline (15.0 to 15.8 bpm). 
Arterial blood pH -0.003 units change from baseline (7.380 to 7.377). 
Plasma HCO3

- +3% change from baseline (21.65 to 22.23 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0   21 Healthy,
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 2 d 40.2 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +7% change from baseline in air (37.5 to 40.2 mmHg). 
VEmin +53% change from baseline (7.83 to 11.95 L/min). 
VT +37% change from baseline (0.54 to 0.74 L). 
RR +9% change from baseline (15.0 to 16.4 bpm). 
Arterial blood pH -0.008 units change from baseline (7.380 to 7.372). 
Plasma HCO3

- +5% change from baseline (21.65 to 22.70 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0   21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 3 d 39.7 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +6% change from baseline in air (37.5 to 39.7 mmHg).  
VEmin +55% change from baseline(7.83 to 12.10 L/min). 
VT +37% change from baseline (0.54 to 0.74 L). 
RR +10% change from baseline (15.0 to 16.5 bpm). 
Arterial blood pH -0.009 units change from baseline (7.380 to 7.371). 
Plasma HCO3

- +5% change from baseline (21.65 to 22.41 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0   21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 8 d 38.9 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +7% change from baseline in air (37.5 to 40.1 mmHg). 
VEmin +56% change from baseline (7.83 to 12.24 L/min). 
VT +43% change from baseline (0.54 to 0.77 L). 
RR no change from baseline (15.0 bpm). 
Arterial blood pH no change from baseline (7.380).  
Plasma HCO3

- +7% change from baseline (21.65 to 23.08 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0   21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 15 d 40.2 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +7% change from baseline in air (37.5 to 40.2 mmHg).. 
VEmin +41% change from baseline (7.83 to 11.02 L/min). 
VT +32% change from baseline (0.54 to 0.715 L). 
RR +3% change from baseline (15.0 to 15.4 bpm).  
Arterial blood pH +0.001 units change from baseline (7.380 to 7.381).  
Plasma HCO3

- +6% change from baseline (21.65 to 22.91 mmol/L) 

154 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Population Exposure
Duration 

Duration 
at Testing 

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference 

2.0   21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 29 d 39.5 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +5% change from baseline in air (37.5 to 39.5 mmHg). 
VEmin +48% change from baseline (7.83 to 11.60 L/min). 
VT +33% change from baseline (0.54 to 0.72 L). 
RR +9% change from baseline (15.0 to 16.3 bpm).  
Arterial blood pH no change from baseline (7.380).  
Plasma HCO3

- +5% change from baseline (21.65 to 22.65 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0     21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 1-15 d Pooled across d:  
Hct -3% change from baseline in air (44.77 to 43.58%). 
RBC count -1% change from baseline (4.93 to 4.86 cells 106/mL). 
Plasma cortisol +13% change from baseline (17.08 to 19.25 µg/100 mL). 
Plasma Na+ +1% change from baseline (139.6 to 141.3 mmol/L). 
Plasma K+ -7% change from baseline (3.95 to 3.68 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0   30 d   21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

16-30 d Pooled across d:  
Hct -15% change from baseline in air (44.77 to 41.32%). 
RBC count -6% change from baseline (4.93 to 4.64 cells 106/mL). 
Plasma cortisol -6% change from baseline (17.08 to 16.13 µg/100 mL). 
Plasma Na+ no change from baseline (139.6 mmol/L). 
Plasma K+ -7% change from baseline (3.95 to 3.52 mmol/L). 

154 

2.0     21 Healthy
Young Male 
Volunteers 

30 d 1-30 d Pooled across d:  
PACO2 +6% change from baseline in air (37.67 to 39.79 mmHg). 
PaCO2 +7% change from baseline in air (37.35 to 39.81 mmHg). 
VCO2 +10% change from baseline (0.232 to 0.255 L/min). 
VO2 +10% change from baseline in air (0.248 to 0.272 L/min). 
RQ no change from baseline (0.92). 
VD +9% change from baseline (0.140 to 0.152 L). 
Psychomotor testing no decrements in function; learning effect evident. 
Critical fusion frequency no significant changes. 
ECG no significant changes. 
EEG no significant changes. 

154 

~2   Healthy,
Young 
Males 

30 d 30 d 46 
(PACO2) 

Vmin +1.0-2.5 L/min change from control (reached maximum early in 
exposure & stayed elevated). 

168 

2.8  Males 30 d 30 d  PaCO2 peaked at 16 h.  
Cardiac abnormalities associated with exercise routines in 5 of 10 men, but 

some had been experienced in room air. 
No correlation between % CO2 or workload & incidence of PVCs. 

68 

0.03-3.0 
escalatin

g 
(3% CO2 
reached 
12-15 h) 

  One Healthy
Male 

6 d 
15 h/d 

1 d  Urine volume +~100%. 
D 1: increased excretion of organic acids, titratable acidity, & ammonia. 
Color threshold sensitivity was “poorer”, no data presented. 
No changes in standard optical tests of visual acuity, color & night vision 

sensitivities, amplitude of accommodation, & monitoring acuity. 

169,170 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Population Exposure
Duration 

Duration 
at Testing 

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference 

0.03-3.0 
escalatin

g 
(3% CO2 
reached 
12-15 h) 

  One Healthy
Male 

6 d 
15 h/d 

4-5 d  D 4-5: CO2 excretion & acid load increased markedly during the 9 h of 
air-breathing. 

Urine volume +>100% baseline; increased excretion of organic acids, 
titratable acidity, ammonia, & H+. 

169,170 

0.03-3 
escalatin

g 

  One Healthy
Male 

6 d 
15 h/d 

3 d 
4 d 

 D 3: After D 3, 9 h of air inhalation did not eliminate accumulated CO2. 

D 4: Vmin +100% change from control after 15 h of CO2 exposure. 
177 

3  21 Two Healthy
Males 

78 h 1 d ~46 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +~18% change from baseline; max reached in 8-13 h. 
Felt "keen mentally", performed computations, spent considerable time 

exercising on bicycle. 

149 

3  21 Two Healthy
Males 

78 h 2 d ~46 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +~18% change from baseline. 
Felt mentally depressed; work on computations lagged; little exercising. 

55 

3   21 Healthy
Males 

78 h 3 & 4 d ~46 
(PACO2) 

PACO2 +~18% change from baseline. 
Mental cloudiness & apathy; no exercise. 
Body sensations: appetite failed. 

55 

3   Healthy
Subjects 

5 d 1-5 d  PaCO2 +3-4 mmHg. 
VCO2/VO2 -13% from baseline of 0.85. 
Blood pH –0.03 units after 2 d (7.40 baseline). 
Serum HCO3

- +1.5 mmol/L. 
Slight decrease in serum Cl-. 
Psychomotor performance: no changes as evaluated by tests administered 

3 times/d including arithmetic, vigilance, hand steadiness, memory, 
problem solving, & auditory monitoring. 

Body sensations: mild, frontal headaches in 4 of 7 subjects for D 1-2. 
No changes in renal ammonia & titratable acidity, serum electrolytes, blood 

sugar, BUN, serum creatinine, liver function tests, pulmonary function. 

43 

3   Healthy
Volunteers 

8 d 1 d  Subjects exhibited some euphoria. They were stimulated & undertook 
solving complex mathematical problems & studying scientific texts. 

Troubled sleep with frequent dreams & nightmares. 
Increased consciousness, sensitivity, attentiveness, manual skills tests 

performance, & nerve sensitivity to chronaxie (the shortest duration of 
an effective electrical stimulus having a strength equal to twice the 
minimal strength needed for excitation). 

150 

3   Healthy
Volunteers 

8 d 2 d  Subjects had erratic behavior. They were exhausted, confused, inefficient, 
& inattentive. 

Troubled sleep with frequent dreams & nightmares. 
Significant performance decrements. 

150 

3   Healthy
Volunteers 

8 d 3-8 d  Subjects not normal in behavior, but confusion subsided. 
Significant performance decrements. 

150 
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O2 
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3.9 20-22 Males 5 d 1 d ~46 PaCO2 peaked 16 h. 
Reduced ventilatory response during first 24 h.  
Arterial pH -0.025 units change from control (lowest point) after 20 h. 
CSF pH lowest after 8 h. 

68 

3.9 20-22 Males 5 d 5 d  Arterial pH normal. 
Arterial & CSF HCO3

- increased, peaked on D 5. 
CSF PCO2 ~ 6 mmHg. 

68 

3.9      19-21 Males 11 d `45.5 PaCO2 +5 mmHg peak. 
CSF pH nearly normal. 

68 

4 20 Males 2 wk 1 d-2 wk  Psychometric measures: no decrements found in the repetitive test over 2-
wk period, which included complex tracking performance, eye-hand 
coordination, & problem-solving ability. 

155 
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C  
EFFECTS OF ACUTE CO2 EXPOSURE IN ANIMALS 

 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

5   21% Sheep
Lamb 

Control & 
Intrauterine 

Growth Retarded 
(birth to 3 wk) 

~1-2 min  FETCO2 baseline during active sleep & quite sleep in air: 
Control lambs 5.5% & 4.9% 
IRG lambs 6.2% & 5.5%. 

FETCO2 at arousal from active sleep & quite sleep with rebreathing CO2 into 4-L bag: 
Control lambs +59% & +41% change from baseline (FETCO2 ~8.75% & 6.9%) 
IRG lambs +49% & +45% change from baseline (FETCO2 9.25% & 8.0%). 

Vmin in active sleep & quite sleep in air: Controls = IRG lambs (484.0 & 648.9 
mL/(min•kg)). 

Ventilatory responsiveness in active sleep & quite sleep with rebreathing CO2 into 4-
L bag: 
Control lambs ~300 & ~590 mL/(min•kg•FETCO2) 
IRG lambs ~150 & ~340 mL/(min•kg•FETCO2); not different from control lambs. 

SO2 at arousal -22% change from baseline (SO2 94.4 to 73.3%  ).  

67 

5   Air Dog
20° C 

30 min 35.7 PaCO2 +18% change from baseline in air at respiratory steady state in conscious dog. 
Arterial pH decreased to 7.33 from control of 7.40. 
HCO3

- essentially unchanged. 

215 

5   Air Dog
30° C 

30 min 37.0 PaCO2 +25% change from baseline at respiratory steady state in conscious dog.  
Arterial pH -0.07 units from baseline (7.40 to 7.33). 
HCO3

- +4% change from control. 

215 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

5   Air Pig
Pregnant Sow 

& Fetus 
(gestational age 

80-90 d) 
(122-d gestation) 

~10 min 72.3 Maternal (change from air control):        
Systemic BP +49%. 
Uterine BP +46%. 
Uterine blood flow +117%. 
Uterine resistance –25%. 

Maternal arterial blood (change from air control) 
PaCO2 +59% (45.6 to 72.3 mmHg). 

pH -0.159 units (7.431 to 7.272). 
PaO2 +28% (98.0 to 125.2 mmHg). 
SaO2 +2% (97.8 to 99.8%). 

Maternal uterine venous blood (change from air control):  
PaCO2 +36% (57.8 to 78.5 mmHg). 
PH -0.127 units (7.371 to 7.244). 
PaO2 +52% (54.4 to 82.8 mmHg). 
SaO2 +31% (74.5 to 91.9%). 

Maternal umbilical venous blood (change from air control): 
PaCO2 +17% (65.4 to 76.5 mmHg). 
pH -0.089 units (7.366 to 7.277). 
PaO2 +85% (26.1 to 48.2 mmHg). 
SaO2 +44% (57.4 to 82.5%). 

Fetal umbilical venous blood (change from air control): 
PaCO2 +14% (78.4 to 89.5 mmHg). 
pH -0.093 units (7.303 to 7.210). 
PaO2 +92% (12.6 to 24.2 mmHg). 
SaO2 +17% (19.5 to 42.4%). 

117 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

6   94 Pig
Pregnant Sow 

& Fetus 
 (gestational age 

80-90 d) 
(122-d gestation) 

~10 min 84.3 Maternal arterial blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +75% (48.2 to 84.3 mmHg). 
pH -0.205 units (7.413 to 7.208). 
PaO2 -7% (314.4 to 292.6 mmHg). 
SaO2 no change (100%). 

Maternal uterine venous blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +71% (57.1 to 97.4 mmHg). 
pH -0.189 units (7.358 to 7.169). 
PaO2 +36% (59.1 to 80.6 mmHg). 
SaO2 +10% (78.9 to 86.5%). 

Maternal umbilical venous blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +40% (68.9 to 96.4 mmHg). 
pH 0.129 units (7.335 to 7.206). 
PaO2 +74% (31.5 to 54.7 mmHg). 
SaO2 +27% (64.5 to 82.1%). 

Fetal umbilical venous blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +26% (86.1 to 108.9 mmHg). 
pH -0.090 units (7.247 to 7.157). 
PaO2 +26% (12.1 to 15.3 mmHg). 
SaO2 +82% (18.7 to 22.8%). 

117 

8   Air Sheep
Pregnant Ewe &  
In Utero Fetus 

15-30 min  Maximum maternal values change from baseline: 
BPa +12%. HR +11%. 
Uterine blood flow +18%. 

Maximum fetal values:  
BPa +21%. HR –21%. 
Umbilical blood flow +28%.  
Femoral blood flow +33%. 
Carotid blood flow +73%. 

216 

10 19 Guinea Pig 10 min  Vmin +174% change from air control. 
VT +143%. 
RR +17%. 

217 

10   Air Rhesus Monkey
Pregnant &  

In Utero Fetus 
(gestational age 

130-156 d) 

7 min 47.5 
Maternal

Mother anesthetized with Nembutal. 
Maternal (change from air control): 

PaCO2 +85% (25.7 to 47.5 mmHg). 
Venous PCO2 +53% (35.5 to 54.2 mmHg). 
Arterial HCO3

- +19% (19.42 to 23.19 mmol/L). 
Arterial pH –0.190 units (7.500 to 7.310). 

Fetal (change from air control): 
Venous PCO2 +24% (49.8 to 61.7 mmHg). 
Venous HCO3

- +4% (18.95 to 19.74 mmol/L). 
Venous pH –0.075 units (7.202 to 7.127). 
Amniotic fluid PCO2 +6% (53.9 to 57.3 mmHg). 

116 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

10   Air Rhesus Monkey
Pregnant &  

In Utero Fetus 
(gestational age 

130-156 d) 

12 min 48.1 
Maternal

Mothers anesthetized with Nembutal. 
Maternal (change from air control): 

PaCO2 +87% (25.7 to 48.1 mmHg). 
Venous PCO2 +55% (35.5 to 55.0 mmHg). 
Arterial HCO3

- +20% (19.42 to 23.39 mmol/L). 
Arterial pH –0.191 units (7.500 to 7.309). 

Fetal (change from air control): 
Vein PCO2 +39% (49.8 to 69.4 mmHg). 
Venous HCO3

- +5% (18.95 to 19.98 mmol/L). 
Venous pH –0.122 units (7.202 to 7.080). 
Amniotic fluid PCO2 (@ 11 min) +11% (53.9 to 59.8 mmHg). 

116 

10    90 Dog 14 min 92.8 PaCO2 +89% change from baseline.    
Arterial pH -0.23 units change from control (control 7.30). 
Plasma CO2 content 28.9 mmol/L (+22% change from baseline). 
Circulatory changes change from baseline:  
BP –19%.  

Cardiac output +9%. 
Systemic resistance –27%. 
Carotid artery flow +20%, resistance -27%. 
Renal artery flow –21%, resistance +24%. 
Coronary artery flow +17%, resistance –20%. 

2218 

10   12 Sheep
Pregnant Ewe 

& Partially 
Exteriorized Fetus 
(gestational age 

128-135 d) 

~6 min 75 Ewe anesthetized with thiamyl sodium & ventilated. 
Maternal (change from 100% O2 control): 

PaCO2 +150% (30 to 75 mmHg). 
pH –0.200 units (7.433 to 7.233). 
PaO2 -78% (139 to 30 mmHg). 

Fetal femoral artery (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +89% (37 to 70 mmHg). 
pH –0.166 units (7.353 to 7.187). 
PaO2 -67% (19.3 to 6.3 mmHg). 

219 

10   90 Sheep
Pregnant Ewe 

& Partially 
Exteriorized Fetus 
(gestational age 

128-135 d) 

~6 min 56 Ewe anesthetized with thiamyl sodium & ventilated. 
Maternal (change from 100% O2 control): 

PaCO2 +65% (34 to 56 mmHg). 
pH –0.12 units (7.4 to 7.28). 
PaO2 +18% (118 to 139 mmHg). 

Fetal femoral artery (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +49% (43 to 64 mmHg). 
pH –0.142 units (7.32 to 7.178). 
PaO2 +26% (18.3 to 23 mmHg). 

219 

15 21 Guinea Pig 60 min ~123 pH –0.35 units change from control (control 7.37).  107,220 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

15 21 Guinea Pig 60 min  Change from control: 
Total blood volume +10.5%. 
Erythrocyte cell volume +13.3%. 
Plasma volume +8.7%. 

108 

20    80 Dog 14 min 126.2 PaCO2 +246% change from baseline.  
Plasma CO2 content 30.0 mmol/L (+35% change from baseline). 
Arterial pH -0.45 units change from control (control 7.39). 
Circulatory changes from baseline:  

BP –18%;  
Cardiac output +31%;  
Systemic resistance -34%;  
Carotid artery flow +65%, resistance -41%;  
Renal artery flow –24%, resistance +28%;  
Coronary artery flow +149%, resistance -58%. 

218 

24 Air Rat 0.5 h 180 Change from air control: 
Plasma PCO2 +396% (36.3 to 180 mmHg).  
Plasma pH -0.55 units (7.47 to 6.92). 
Plasma total CO2 +51% (26.7 to 40.4 mmol/L). 
Muscle total CO2 +15% (11.7 to 17.3 mmol/kg fatty tissue). 
Brain total CO2 +83% (12.7 to 23.3 mmol/kg tissue). 
Bone total CO2 -8% (87.0 to 80.4 mmol/100 g dry solid). 

221 

24 Air Rat 1 h 162 Change from air control: 
Plasma PCO2 +346% (36.3 to 162 mmHg). 
Plasma pH -0.45 units (7.47 to 7.02). 
Plasma total PCO2 +64% (26.7 to 43.8 mmol/L). 
Muscle total CO2 +62% (11.7 to 18.9 mmol/kg fatty tissue). 
Brain total CO2 +104% (12.7 to 25.9 mmol/kg tissue). 
Bone total CO2 -3% (87.0 to 84.0 mmol/100 g dry solid). 

221 

24 Air Rat 5 h 205 Change from air control: 
Plasma PCO2 +465% (36.3 to 205 mmHg). 
Plasma pH -0.51 units (7.47 to 6.96). 
Plasma total PCO2 +78% (26.7 to 47.4 mmol/L). 
Muscle total CO2 +108% (11.7 to 24.3 mmol/kg fatty tissue). 
Brain total CO2 +156% (12.7 to 32.5 mmol/kg tissue). 
Bone total CO2 –8% (87.0 to 80.3 mmol/100 g dry solid). 

22144 

24 Air Rat 15 h 216 Change from air control: 
Plasma PCO2 +495% (36.3 to 216 mmHg). 
Plasma pH -0.51 units (7.47 to 6.96). 
Plasma total PCO2 +94% (26.7 to 51.8 mmol/L). 
Muscle total CO2 +174% (11.7 to 32.1 mmol/kg fatty tissue). 
Brain total CO2 +184% (12.7 to 36.1 mmol/kg tissue). 
Bone total CO2 -3% (87.0 to 84.1 mmol/100 g dry solid). 

221 
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O2 
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Animal 
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Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

30    70 Dog 18 min 242 PaCO2 +505% change from baseline.  
Plasma CO2 content +64% change from baseline (baseline to 34.5 mmol/L). 
Arterial pH -0.65 units change from control (control 7.39).  
Circulatory changes from baseline:  

BP -10%. 
Cardiac output +16%. 
Systemic resistance -22%.  
Carotid artery flow +60%, resistance -30%.  
Renal artery flow -66%, resistance +259%.  
Coronary artery flow +310%, resistance -64%. 

218 

30    70 Dog 60 min 227 PaCO2 +582% change from baseline.  
Plasma CO2 content +75% change from baseline (baseline to 36.5 mmol/L). 
Arterial pH -0.66 units change from control (control 7.41). 
Circulatory changes from baseline:  

BP +16%. 
Cardiac output +14%. 
Systemic resistance +6%. 
Carotid artery flow +110%, resistance -33%.  
Renal artery flow -26%, resistance +76%. 
Coronary artery flow +142%, resistance +15%.  

218 

30    70 Dog 120 min 255 PaCO2 +666% change from baseline.  
Plasma CO2 content 38.5 mmol/L (+85% change from baseline). 
Arterial pH -0.69 units change from control (control 7.41).  
Circulatory changes from baseline:  

BP +8%. 
Cardiac output –3%.  
Systemic resistance +19%.  
Carotid artery flow +68%, resistance -26%.  
Renal artery flow -34%, resistance +99%. 
Coronary artery flow +34%, resistance +39%. 

218 

30    20 Rat ~15 min 148
Plasma 

 PCO2 +279%. 
Plasma:  

pH -0.46 units change from control (control 7.41).  
H2CO3 +279%. HCO3

- +37% change from control. 
Cerebral cortex total CO2 +81%. 
Cerebral cortex intracellular: pH -0.28 units change from control (control 7.04).  

H2CO3 +283%. HCO3

-

 +108%. 

54 

30 70 Dog 2 h   Plasma K+ change from control: 
Aorta +54%.  

Coronary sinus +54%.  
Aortic & coronary sinus K+ concentrations not significantly different. 

85 
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CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

30 70 Dog 5 min  Arterial blood pH -0.52 units change from control (control 7.38). 
Plasma K+ +5% change from control. 

88 

30 70 Dog 2 h  Arterial blood pH -0.58 units change from control (control 7.38). 
Plasma K+ +56% change from control. 

88 

30 70 Rat 4 h  Arterial plasma pH -0.62 units change from control (control 7.47). 
Plasma K+ +108% change from control. 

88 

32.5 20 Mouse   Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~ 87 min. 132 
30 
40 

70 
60 

Dog   2 h
2 h 

 Arterial blood pH -0.63 units change from control (7.38 to 6.75) after 4 h total 
exposure. 

Plasma K+ +29% change from control after 2 h @ 30% CO2; 
+100% change from control after 4 h total exposure. 

88 

30 
40 

70 
60 

Dog    2 h
2 h 

Plasma K+ change from control: 
Aorta +74% after 2 h @ 30% CO2, 13% after 4 h total exposure. 
Coronary sinus +9% after 2 h @ 30% CO2, +69% after 4 h total exposure. 

Aorta & coronary sinus K+ were not significantly different. 

85 

30 
40 
~0 

70 
60 
Air 

Dog    2 h
2 h 

5 min 
recovery 

Plasma K+ change from control: 
Aorta +100% after 5 min recovery following 4 h total exposure;  
+15% above K+ concentration @ end of 4 h CO2 exposure. 
Coronary sinus +126% after 5 min recovery following 4 h total exposure;  
+9% above K+ concentration after 34% CO2 exposure for 2 h. 

Coronary sinus K+ was +13% > than aortic K+. 

85 

40 4.7 Mouse ~1.8 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~1.8 min. 132 
40 6.5 Mouse ~3.5 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~3.5 min. 132 
40 12 Mouse ~244 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~244 min. 132 
40 20 Mouse ~63 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~63 min. 132 
40 20 Mouse ~96 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~96 min. 132 
40 60 Mouse ~67 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~67 min. 132 

47.5 20 Mouse ~47 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~47 min. 132 
30 

then 
50 

70  
then 
50 

Dog 120 min  Plasma K+ (change from control):  
Aorta +74%. 
Coronary sinus +69%.  
Aortic & coronary sinus K+ concentrations not significantly different. 

85 

30 
50 
0 

70  
50 

100 

Dog   2 h
2 h 

5 min 
recovery 

 Plasma K+ (change from control): 
Aorta +100%. 
Coronary sinus +126%. 
Coronary sinus K+ +13% > aortic concentrations. 

85 
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Effects of Acute CO2 Exposure in Animals 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

50 20 Rat ~15 min 264 Change from control: 
PCO2 +577%. 
Plasma: 

pH –0.69 units (7.41to 6.72).  
H2CO3 +586%. 
HCO3

- +43%. 
Cerebral cortex total CO2 +91%. 
Cerebral cortex intracellular:  

pH -0.63 units from control of 7.04. 
H2CO3 +584%. HCO3 +68%. 

54 

50    20 Rat ~15 min
30 s 

recovery 

133 Change from value during 50% CO2 30 sec after abrupt withdrawal from 50% CO2: 
PCO2 –50%. 
Plasma: 

pH +0.08 units (6.72 to 6.8).  
H2CO3 -50%. HCO3

- -40%. 
Cerebral cortex total CO2 -26%. 
Cerebral cortex intracellular: 

pH (calculated) +0.36 units (6.41 to 6.77).  
–51% H2CO3. HCO3

- -8%. 

54 

50   50 Pig
Pregnant Sow 

(gestational age 
80-90 d) 

(122-d gestation) 

~10 min 148.1 Maternal arterial blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +207% (48.2 to 148.1 mmHg). 
pH -0.411 units (7.413 to 7.002). 
PaO2 –18% (314.4 to 258.3 mmHg). SaO2 no change (100%). 

Maternal uterine venous blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +159% (57.1 to 148.1 mmHg). 
pH -0.362 units (7.358 to 6.996). 
PaO2 +100% (59.1 to118.4 mmHg). SaO2 +13% (78.9 to 89.5%). 

Maternal umbilical venous blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +104% (68.9 to 140.6 mmHg). 
pH -0.289 units (7.335 to 7.046). 
PaO2 +114% (31.5 to 67.4 mmHg). SaO2 +33% (64.5 to 85.7%). 

Fetal umbilical venous blood (change from 100% O2 control): 
PaCO2 +58% (86.1 to 136.3 mmHg). 
pH -0.245 units (7.247 to 7.002). 
PaO2 +194% (12.1 to 35.6 mmHg). SaO2 +178% (18.7 to 51.9%). 

Maternal (change from 100% O2 control): 
Systemic BP +20%. 
Uterine BP not changed. 

Maternal (change from air control): 
Uterine blood flow +74%. 
Uterine resistance -30%. 

116 

55 20 Mouse ~17 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~17 min. 132 
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Effects of Acute CO2 Exposure in Animals 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

62.5 20 Mouse ~16 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~16 min. 132 
70 20 Mouse ~10 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~10 min. 132 

77.5 20 Mouse ~4 min  Mean survival time (time to respiratory arrest) ~4 min. 132 
~100 Air Cat 15 min  Time to produce unconsciousness. 

Collapse 138 s. 
Stage III 203 s. 
Transient unconsciousness 37 s. 
Recovery time after sustained unconsciousness 134 s.  
HR during unconsciousness -35% change from pre-unconsciousness. 
RR during unconsciousness -58% change from pre-unconsciousness. 

223 

~100 0  Cat
(kitten) 

15 min  To produce unconsciousness: 
Collapse 67 s. 
Stage III 90 s. 
Transient unconsciousness 33 s. 
Recovery time after sustained unconsciousness = 168 s.  

223 

   Dog
Hypoxic 

Normotensive 

30 min >50 Anesthetized with pentobarbital. SaO2 < 60%. 
BP ~100 mmHg. CBF (gray) +~100% change from normotensive control. 

223 

  Dog
Hypoxic 

Hypotensive 

 30 min >50 Anesthetized with pentobarbital. SaO2 < 60%;  
BP ~60 mmHg. CBF (gray) +0-~20% change from normotensive control. 

223 

   Dog
Normotensive 

30 min 80 Anesthetized with pentobarbital. SaO2 > 90%. 
BP ~100 mmHg. CBF (gray) +~100% change from baseline.  

223 

  Dog
Normotensive 

 30 min 90 Anesthetized with pentobarbital. SaO2 > 90%. 
BP ~100 mmHg. CBF (gray) +~200% change from control.  

223 

  Dog
Hypotensive 

 30 min 80 Anesthetized with pentobarbital. SaO2 > 90%. 
BP ~60 mmHg. CBF (gray) +~50% change from control.  

223 

   Dog
Hypotensive 

30 min 90 Anesthetized with pentobarbital. SaO2 > 90%. 
BP ~60 mmHg. CBF (gray) +~100% change from control.  

223 

  Dog 90 min 247 Rebreathing produced a PCO2 of 247 mmHg in ~90 min.  
pH -0.60 units change from control (7.42 to 6.82).  
An initial increase in plasma K+ returned to normal in less than 15 min.  

87 
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Effects of Acute CO2 Exposure in Animals 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

PCO2 
(mmHg) Effects 

Reference

   Dog Hyperventil
ation 

2-3 min 

25 
following

247 

PCO2 -222 mmHg with hyperventilation from rebreathing (247 to 25).  
pH +0.68 units to 7.5.  
Plasma K+ +24% from average 4.6-5.7 mmol/L at 4 min then returned to normal ~5 

min. 
Cardiac arrhythmias present in every dog.  
ECGs showed “bizarre patterns” including nodal arrhythmias, A-V dissociation, 

ventricular extrasystoles & ventricular tachycardia. A brief increase in pulse rate & 
systolic pressure was followed in most cases by a relative bradycardia & 
hypotension.  

Ventricular tachycardia progressed into ventricular fibrillation for 1 of 10 dogs, 
(K+ was 6.8 mmol/L).  

87 

   Dog Hyperventil
ation 

2-3 min 

25 
following

247 

When epinephrine was administered at the time of reversal of hypercarbia, the mean 
plasma K+ almost doubled (5.2 to 9.8 mmol/L) within 2 min, while the pH & PCO2 
were similar. ECG changes were more severe in this group. 

9 of 10 dogs developed ventricular tachycardia; 1 of the 9 progressed to ventricular 
fibrillation (Plasma K+ rose from control of 5.2 to 14.1 mmol/L). 

87 
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D  
EFFECTS OF INTERMITTENT OR CONTINUOUS CHRONIC CO2 EXPOSURE 
IN ANIMALS 

 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

Duration 
at Testing 

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference

0.25   Air Broiler
Chicken 

7 d 7 d  Raw breast meat:  
pH +0.11 units change from control (control 5.73). 

200 

0.50   Air Broiler
Chicken 

7 d 7 d  Raw breast meat: 
pH +0.11 units change from control (control 5.73). 

200 

0.75   Air Broiler
Chicken 

7 d 7 d  Raw breast meat: 
pH +0.13 units change from control (control 5.73). 

200 

1.0   Air Broiler
Chicken 

7 d 7 d  Raw breast meat: 
pH +0.18 units change from control (control 5.73). 
Hemoglobin -17% compared to control (NS). 
Myoglobin -11% compared to control (NS). 
Total pigments -12% compared to control (NS). 

200 

7   21 Dog
Female 

7 d 7 d 51 
(Plasma) 

Plasma pH +0.09 units change from control (control 7.45). 
HCO3

- +29% change from control. 
172 

7 
11 

21  Dog
Female 

7 d @ 7%
7 d @ 11%

14 d 76 
(Plasma) 

Plasma pH +0.18 units change from control (control 7.45). 
HCO3

- +60% change from control. 
172 

10   21 Dog
Female 

6 wk 5 d-6 wk ~65 
(average) 

Steady state for acid-base balance was attained in approximately 5 d.  
HCO3

- averaged ~32 mmol/L, +~50% change from control.  
H+ +~30% higher than control. 

172 

10.3    ~23 Rats 4 wk 6-28 d ~93 Total body CO2 content +25% change from control. 
Erythrocyte cell volume -27% change from control.  
Hemoglobin content -14% change from control. 
Muscle CO2 content +124% change from control. 

173 

15 21 Guinea Pig 7 d 1 d ~123 pH -0.36 units change from control (control 7.37). 107 
15 21 Guinea Pig 7 d 3 d ~123 pH -0.26 units change from control (control 7.37). 107 
15 21 Guinea Pig 7 d 7 d ~123 pH -0.14 units change from control (control 7.37). 107 
15 21 Guinea Pig 7 d 1 d  Total blood volume +7.2% change from control. 108 
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f Intermittent or Continuous Chronic CO2 Exposure in Animals 

CO2 
(%) 

O2 
(%) 

Animal 
Population 

Exposure
Duration 

Duration 
at Testing 

PCO2 
(mmHg) 

Effects Reference

 
Effects o

D-2 

Erythrocyte cell volume +7.3% change from control. 
Plasma volume +5.1% change from control. 

15 21 Guinea Pig 7 d 3 d  Total blood volume +20.0% change from control. 
Erythrocyte cell volume +45.9% change from control. 
Plasma volume +0.4% change from control. 

108 

15 21 Guinea Pig 7 d 7 d  Total blood volume +8.4% change from control. 
Erythrocyte cell volume +21.3% change from control. 
Plasma volume -1.9% change from control. 

108 

17   21 Dog
Female 

7 d @ 7%
7 d @ 11%
3 d @ 17%

17 d 116 
(Plasma) 

Plasma pH -0.30 units change from control (control 7.45). 
HCO3

- +81% change from control. 
172 

17   21 Dog
Female 

7 d @ 7%
7 d @ 11%

11 d @ 
17% 

25 d 112 
(Plasma) 

Plasma pH -0.23 units change from control (control 7.45). 
HCO3

- +105% change from control. 
172 

17    21 Dog
Female 

7 d @ 7%
7 d @ 11%

11 d @ 
17% 

15-25 d 111-116
(range 

over d in 
Plasma) 

8 dogs regularly exhibited slight ataxia; all dogs required tube feeding.  
One dog vomited shortly after exposure was increased to 17%. 
One additional dog had a syndrome characterized by polyuria, 

hypernatremia, & weight loss after the attainment of steady state. 

172 

24 Air Rat 48 h 24 h 214 Change from air control: 
Plasma PCO2 +490% (36.3 to 214 mmHg). 
Plasma pH -0.46 units (7.47 to 7.01). 
Plasma total CO2 +116% (26.7 to 57.7 mmol/L). 
Muscle total CO2 +109% (11.7 to 24.5 mmol/kg fatty tissue). 
Brain total CO2 +185% (12.7 to 36.2 mmol/kg tissue). 
Bone total CO2 -6% (87.0 to 82.1 mmol/100 g dry solid). 

221 

24 Air Rat 48 h 48 h 196 Change from air control: 
Plasma PCO2 +440% (36.3 to 196 mmHg). 
Plasma pH -0.37 units (7.47 to 7.10). 
Plasma total CO2 +139% (26.7 to 63.9 mmol/L). 
Muscle total CO2 +137% (11.7 to 27.7 mmol/kg fatty tissue). 
Brain total CO2 +191% (12.7 to 37.0 mmol/kg tissue). 
Bone total CO2 -5% (87.0 to 82.8 mmol/100 g dry solid). 

221 

30 70 Rat 48 h 48 h  Change from control: 
Arterial plasma pH -0.15 units (control 7.34). 
Plasma K+ +29%. 
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E  
KEY 

 

BP Blood Pressure  
BPS Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 
BPD Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 
CBF Cerebral Blood Flow (mL/(100 g brain•min) 
CI Cardiac Index (L/(m2

•min)) 
CNS Central Nervous System 
CO Cardiac Output (L/min) 
CV Cardiovascular Disease 
CVR Cerebral Vascular Resistance 
CW Cardiac Work ((kg•M)/min) 
FET Fraction of End Tidal Volume 
Hb Deoxyhemoglobin 
HbO2 Oxyhemoglobin, the oxygenated form of hemoglobin 
HR Heart Rate 
MPAR  Mean Pulmonary Arterial Resistance 
Mean BPa Mean Arterial Blood Pressure 
Mean PAP Mean Pulmonary Arterial Pressure 
Mean PCP Mean Pulmonary Capillary Pressure 
PACO2 Alveolar CO2 Partial Pressure (mmHg) 
PaCO2 Arterial Blood CO2 Partial Pressure (mmHg) 
PCO2 Partial Pressure of CO2 (mmHg) 
PetCO2 End Tidal CO2 Partial Pressure (mmHg) 
PO2 Blood O2 Partial Pressure (mmHg) 
PAO2 Alveolar O2 Partial Pressure (mmHg) – this is missing in rpt 
PaO2 Arterial Blood O2 Partial Pressure (mmHg) 
PNS Peripheral Nervous System 
PR Pulse Rate 
RE Respiratory Exchange Ratio 
RR Respiratory Rate 
SaO2 Oxygen Saturation of Hemoglobin in Arterial Blood 
SO2 Oxygen Saturation of Hemoglobin in Blood 
S/D Systolic/Diastolic 
SOB Shortness of Breath 
STPD Standard Temperature, Pressure, Dryness 
TE Expiratory Time 
VD Pulmonary Dead Space Volume 
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Key 

VT Tidal Volume (L); the volume of gas inspired & expired per breath. 
TWA Time Weighted Average 
Vmin Minute Ventilation (L/min); the product of respiratory rate & tidal volume. 
VO2 O2 Uptake (L/min)  
VCO2 CO2 Production (L/min) 
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F  
APPENDIX 

Analysis of CO2 

The sampling sites & techniques used to evaluate the effects of CO2 in the body fluids have 
changed in the over 150 years of occupational & medical interest in this gas. A few that have 
relevance to this report are briefly described from material by [14]. 

Today, arterial blood PCO2 is generally directly measured, but several other methods have been 
used to estimate the arterial PCO2 (PaCO2): end-expiratory PCO2, mixed venous blood PCO2 
transcutaneous PCO2, cutaneous venous PCO2, & capillary PCO2.  

PETCO2. The measurement of end-expiratory PCO2 (PETCO2) is of limited value due to the variable 
arterial end-expiratory PCO2 gradient caused by lung disease or anesthesia. The method is useful, 
however, for recording changes. It is not useful during exercise [115]. 

Rebreathing. The measurement of mixed venous blood PCO2 may be made directly or may be 
estimated indirectly using the rebreathing technique, & then various conversion factors have 
been applied to the venous blood PCO2 to estimate the arterial PCO2. The rebreathing technique 
for measurement of mixed venous blood PCO2 may overestimate the arterial PCO2 by 7.5-15 
mmHg in the normal resting subject. Throughout the approximately 45 years this technique has 
been used, there have been many different correction factors applied.  

PvCO2. The venous PCO2 measured from blood draining skin gives an acceptable estimate of 
arterial PCO2 because the arterial-venous PCO2 difference is very small [14]. It is, however, 
technically difficult to collect a good sample of blood anaerobically from the veins on the back 
of the hand.  

The PCO2 is not uniform throughout the body. It is lowest in tissues with the lowest metabolic 
activity & the highest perfusion (e.g., skin). The highest PCO2 concentration occurs in tissues 
with the highest metabolic activity relative to perfusion (e.g., myocardium). Thus, the PCO2 of 
venous blood differs among tissues & the venous blood concentrations usually reported are 
referred to as mixed venous PCO2 (PvCO2) unless the blood sample is taken from the venous 
outflow of a particular tissue.  

Capillary PCO2. Capillary PCO2 from a skin prick shares some of the same uncertainties as 
cutaneous venous blood samples, however, it is very useful in neonates. The likely error is 
approximately 4.5 mmHg. 
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Appendix 

Medical Uses 

Many medical uses of CO2 have been used & proposed throughout the years. Some are listed 
below. 

Inhalation of CO2 at concentrations of 0.5-1% may be useful in the treatment of apnea of 
prematurity [224]. With CO2 inhalation, the breathing or premature neonates became more 
regular with a decreased number & decreased time of apneas. 

In the 1930s & 1940s, psychotic patients were treated with 10 to 40% CO2 in O2 to create 
“psychic stimulation”, “cerebral stimulation” or “stimulation of the cortex”, which were all terms 
for activating the medulla & “correcting cellular imbalances in metabolism.” Other theories & 
psychiatric uses were devised. At the same time CO2 was recognized as an anesthetic producing 
narcosis [225]. 

CO2 (5% in 95% O2) has been used at various times in the treatment of carbon monoxide 
poisoning to stimulate ventilation, increase oxygenation & reduce the carbon monoxide content 
[58]. 

Five percent CO2 has been suggested for use to treat cerebral embolism to increase CBF and 
oxygenation [96]. 
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Abstract 

Background – Associations of higher indoor carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations with impaired 

work performance, increased health symptoms, and poorer perceived air quality have been 

attributed to correlation of indoor CO2 with concentrations of other indoor air pollutants also 

influenced by rates of outdoor-air ventilation. 

Objectives – We assessed direct effects of CO2, within the range of indoor concentrations, on 

decision making.   

Methods – Twenty two participants were exposed to CO2 at 600, 1,000, and 2,500 ppm in an 

office-like chamber, in six groups. Each group was exposed to these conditions in three 2.5-hour 

sessions, all on one day, with exposure order balanced across groups. At 600 ppm, CO2 came 

from outdoor air and participants’ respiration. Higher concentrations were achieved by injecting 

ultrapure CO2. Ventilation rate and temperature were constant. Under each condition, 

participants completed questionnaires on health symptoms and perceived air quality, and a 

computer-based test of decision-making performance. Participants, and the person administering 

the decision-making test, were blinded to CO2 level. Data were analyzed with analysis of 

variance models. 

Results – Relative to 600 ppm, at 1,000 ppm CO2, moderate and statistically significant 

decrements occurred in six of nine scales of decision-making performance. At 2,500 ppm, large 

and statistically significant reductions occurred in seven scales of decision-making performance 

(raw score ratios 0.06-0.56), but performance on the focused activity scale increased.  

Conclusions – Direct adverse effects of CO2 on human performance may be economically 

important and may limit energy-saving reductions in outdoor air ventilation per person in 

buildings.  Confirmation of these findings is needed.  
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Introduction 

 

Because humans produce and exhale carbon dioxide (CO2), concentrations of CO2 in occupied 

indoor spaces are higher than concentrations outdoors. As the ventilation rate (i.e., rate of 

outdoor air supply to the indoors) per person decreases, the magnitude of the indoor-outdoor 

difference in CO2 concentration increases. Consequently, peak indoor CO2 concentrations, or the 

peak elevations of the indoor concentrations above those in outdoor air, have often been used as 

rough indicators for outdoor-air ventilation rate per occupant (Persily and Dols 1990). The need 

to reduce energy consumption provides an incentive for low rates of ventilation, leading to 

higher indoor CO2 concentrations.   

 

Although typical outdoor CO2 concentrations are approximately 380 parts per million (ppm), 

outdoor levels in urban areas as high as 500 ppm have been reported (Persily 1997). 

Concentrations of CO2 inside buildings range from outdoor levels up to several thousand ppm 

(Persily and Gorfain 2008). Prior research has documented direct health effects of CO2 on 

humans, but only at concentrations much higher than found in normal indoor settings. CO2 

concentrations greater than 20,000 ppm cause deepened breathing; 40,000 ppm increases 

respiration markedly; 100,000 ppm causes visual disturbances and tremors and has been 

associated with loss of consciousness; and 250,000 ppm (25%) CO2 can cause death (Lipsett et 

al. 1994). Maximum recommended occupational exposure limits for an 8-hour workday are 

5,000 ppm as a time-weighted average, for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) (OSHA 2012) and the American Conference of Government Industrial Hygienists 

(ACGIH) (ACGIH 2011).  
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Epidemiologic and intervention research has shown that higher levels of CO2 within the range 

found in normal indoor settings are associated with perceptions of poor air quality, increased 

prevalence of acute health symptoms (e.g., headache, mucosal irritation), slower work 

performance, and increased absence (Erdmann and Apte 2004; Federspiel et al. 2004; Milton et 

al. 2000; Seppanen et al. 1999; Shendell et al. 2004; Wargocki et al. 2000). It is widely believed 

that these associations exist only because the higher indoor CO2 concentrations that occur at 

lower outdoor air ventilation rates are correlated with higher levels of other indoor-generated 

pollutants that directly cause the adverse effects (Mudarri 1997; Persily 1997). Thus CO2 in the 

range of concentrations found in buildings (i.e., up to 5,000 ppm) has been assumed to have no 

direct impacts on occupants’ perceptions, health, or work performance.  

 

Researchers in Hungary have questioned this assumption (Kajtar et al. 2003; Kajtar et al. 2006).  

The authors reported that controlled human exposures to CO2 between 2,000 ppm and 5,000 

ppm, with ventilation rates unchanged, had subtle adverse impacts on proofreading of text in 

some trials, but the brief reports in conference proceedings provided limited details.    

 

This stimulated our group to test effects of variation in CO2 alone, in a controlled environment, 

on potentially more sensitive high-level cognitive functioning.  We investigated a hypothesis that 

higher concentrations of CO2, within the range found in buildings and without changes in 

ventilation rate, have detrimental effects on occupants’ decision-making performance.      
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Methods 

 

This study addresses responses among human participants under three different conditions in a 

controlled environmental chamber outfitted like an office, with CO2 concentrations of 

approximately 600, 1,000, and 2,500 ppm. Six groups of four participants were scheduled for 

exposure to each of the three conditions for 2.5 hours per condition. The experimental sessions 

for each group took place on a single day, from 9:00-11:30, 12:30-15:00, and 16:00 – 18:30, with 

one-hour breaks outside of the exposure chamber between sessions. During the first break, 

participants ate a self-provided lunch. The order in which participants were exposed to the 

different CO2 concentrations was balanced across groups, including all possible orders of low, 

medium, and high concentration sessions. Participants, and the person administering the tests of 

decision-making performance, were not informed about specific CO2 conditions in each session. 

During each exposure condition, participants completed a computer-based test of decision-

making performance, in which they were presented with scenarios and asked to make decisions 

based on a standardized protocol (Krishnamurthy et al. 2009; Satish et al. 2009; Streufert and 

Satish 1997). Before and after each test of decision-making performance, participants also 

completed computer-based questionnaires on perceived indoor air quality and health symptoms. 

 

We received approval for the study protocol and the informed consent procedures from the 

Human Subjects Committee at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). We recruited 

primarily from among a local population of university students, all at least 18 years old. We 

scheduled 24 participants, with extras in case of no-shows, for participation. All participants 
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provided written informed consent before participation. Scheduled participants were provided a 

small amount of financial compensation for their time.  

 

Exposure Protocol 

Experimental sessions were conducted in a chamber facility at LBNL. The chamber has a 4.6 by 

4.6 m floor plan, 2.4 m high ceiling, standard gypsum board walls, and vinyl flooring, and is 

equipped with four small desks, each with an Internet-connected computer. The chamber is 

located inside a heated and cooled building, with all external surfaces of the chamber surrounded 

by room-temperature air. The chamber has one window (~1 m by 1 m) that views the interior of 

the surrounding indoor space; hence, changes in daylighting or the view to outdoors were not 

factors in the research. The chamber has a relatively air-tight envelope, including a door with a 

refrigerator-style seal. The chamber was positively pressurized relative to the surrounding space. 

A small heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning system served the chamber with thermally 

conditioned air filtered with an efficient particle filter. The outdoor air supply rate was 

maintained constant at approximately 3.5 times the 7.1 L/s per person minimum requirement in 

California (California Energy Commission 2008); the flow rate was monitored continuously with 

a venturi flow meter (Gerand Model 4" 455, Minneapolis, MI).   

 

CO2 was recorded in real time at 1-minute intervals. During the baseline sessions, with 

participants and outdoor air as the only indoor source of CO2, measured CO2 concentrations were 

approximately 600 ppm. In sessions with CO2 added, CO2 from a cylinder of ultra-pure CO2 (at 

least 99.9999% pure) was added to the chamber supply air, upstream of the supply-air fan to 

assure mixing of the CO2 in the air, at the rate needed to increase the CO2 concentration to either 
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1,000 or 2,500 ppm. A mass flow controller monitored and regulated injection rates in real time. 

All other conditions (e.g., ventilation rate, temperature) remained unchanged.  

 

The outdoor air exchange rate of the chamber was about 7 h
-1

; and in sessions with CO2 injected 

into the chamber, injection started before the participants entered the chamber. In sessions with 

no CO2 injection, CO2 concentrations were close to equilibrium levels 25 minutes after the start 

of occupancy, and in sessions with CO2 injection (because CO2 injection started before 

participants entered the chamber), 10-15 minutes after the start of occupancy.  

  

Before participants entered the chamber, the desired chamber temperature and ventilation rate 

were established at target values of 23 
o
C (73 

o
F) and 100 L/s (210 ft

3
/minute). Indoor chamber 

temperature during the experimental sessions was maintained at ~23 
o
C (73.4 

o
F) by 

proportionally controlled electric resistance heating in the supply airstream. RH was 

approximately 50% ± 15%.  We continuously monitored temperature and RH in real time.  

Temperature was averaged for each session for comparisons.       

 

Calibrations of all instruments were checked at the start of the study. Calibration of the CO2 

monitors was checked at least every week during experiments using primary standard calibration 

gases. Based on the instruments used and calibration procedures, we anticipated measurement 

accuracies of ±5% at the lowest CO2 concentrations and as high as ±3 % at the highest 

concentrations. Real-time logged environmental data (CO2, temperature, relative humidity, 

outdoor air supply rate) were downloaded from environmental monitors to Excel and imported 

into SAS statistical analysis software (SAS 9.1, Cary, NC).   
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The design of the CO2 injection system included features to prevent unsafe CO2 concentrations 

from developing in the event of a failure in the CO2 injection system or human error.  The CO2 

cylinder was outdoors so that any leaks would be to outdoors.  A pressure relief valve located 

downstream of the pressure regulator was also located outdoors and set to prevent pressures from 

exceeding our target pressure at the inlet of the mass flow controller by >50%. Valves would 

automatically stop CO2 injection if the outdoor air ventilation to the chamber or the ventilation 

fan failed.  A flow limiter prevented CO2 concentrations from exceeding 5,000 ppm if the mass 

flow controller failed in the fully open position, and a second CO2 analyzer with control system 

would automatically stop CO2 injection if the concentration exceeded 5,000 ppm.  Also, a 

research associate monitored CO2 concentrations in the chamber using a real time instrument.  

Given the purity level of the carbon dioxide in the gas cylinder (99.9999%) and the rate of 

outdoor air supply to the chamber, the maximum possible chamber air concentration of 

impurities originating from the cylinder of CO2 was only 2 ppb.  The impurity of highest 

concentration was likely to be water vapor, and at a concentration ≤ 2 ppb, short term health 

risks from exposures to impurities would have been far less than risks associated with exposures 

to many normal indoor or outdoor pollutants.  Finally, before participants entered the chamber 

we added CO2 from the cylinder to the chamber air, and collected an air sample on a sorbent tube 

for analysis by thermal desorption gas chromatography mass spectrometry.  There was no 

evidence that the CO2 injection process increased indoor concentrations of volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs).  Volatile organic compounds at low concentrations, typical of indoor and 

outdoor air concentrations, were detected.   
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On the morning of each of six experimental days, groups of participants came to LBNL for a full 

day of three experimental sessions. To ensure a full set of four participants for each scheduled 

day (after one unanticipated no-show on each of the first two days), we scheduled five 

participants each day and selected four at random to participate. On each experimental day, as 

soon as all participants had arrived, the selected participants were seated in the environmental 

chamber facility. Before they entered the chamber, a research associate distributed to participants 

a handout describing the session plans and answered any questions.  

 

During the first 45 minutes of each session, participants were free to perform school work, read, 

or engage in any quiet non-disruptive activity. Participants were then asked by the LBNL 

research associate to complete the computer-based questionnaire on perceived air quality and 

symptoms, available via web connection on the laptop computers on their desks. Participants 

then had a 10-minute break, to stretch or exit the chamber to use the bathroom, but no participant 

elected to exit the chamber during a session.   

 

A 20-minute training protocol was then used to train participants in the decision-making task. A 

technician trained in administering this test was present to answer questions before the test, and 

could enter the chamber to answer questions during the test. We estimated that CO2 emissions of 

the technician, who was in the chamber for about 10 minutes during each session, would increase 

chamber CO2 concentrations by no more than 17 ppm. (The technician was not required to give 

informed consent for this because the study conditions are commonly experienced in indoor 

environments and are not associated with adverse health effects.)  Over the next 1.5 hours, 

participants took the computerized test of decision-making performance, which involved reading 
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text displayed on a laptop computer and selecting among possible responses to indicate their 

decisions.   

 

When the performance test was completed, participants repeated the computer-based 

questionnaire on perceived air quality and symptoms and then left the chamber until the next 

session. At any time during each session, participants were free to exit the facility to use a nearby 

bathroom, but were asked to return within 10 minutes. Participants were also free to terminate 

their participation and leave the facility at any time during the day, but no participants exercised 

these options. 

 

Testing of Decision-Making Performance  

We used a testing method designed to assess complex cognitive functioning in ways more 

relevant to the tasks of workers in buildings than the tests of simulated office work generally 

used (e.g., proof-reading text, adding numbers) (Wargocki et al. 2000). A computer-based 

program called the Strategic Management Simulation (SMS) test collects data on performance in 

decision making under different conditions. The SMS test has been used to study the impact on 

people’s decision-making abilities of different drugs, VOCs from house painting, stress overload, 

head trauma, etc. (Breuer and Satish 2003; Satish et al. 2006; Satish et al. 2004; Satish et al. 

2008; Swezey et al. 1998).  (SMS testing is available for research by contract with State 

University of New York Upstate Medical University, and for commercial applications 

via Streufert Consulting, LLC.) 
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The SMS measures complex human behaviors required for effectiveness in many workplace 

settings. The system assesses both basic cognitive and behavioral responses to task demands, as 

well as cognitive and behavioral components commonly considered as executive functions. The 

system and its performance have been described in prior publications (e.g., Breuer and Satish 

2003; Satish et al. 2004; Swezey et al. 1998). Participants are exposed to diverse computer-

generated situations presenting real-world equivalent simulation scenarios that are proven to 

match real-world day-to-day challenges. Several parallel scenarios are available, allowing 

retesting individuals without bias due to experience and learning effects.  Participants are given 

instructions via text messages on a user-friendly computer interface, and respond to the messages 

using a drop-down menu of possible decisions. All participants receive the same quantity of 

information at fixed time points in simulated time, but participants have flexibility to take actions 

and make decisions at any time during the simulation, as in the real world. The absence of 

requirements to engage in specific actions or to make decisions at specific points in time, the 

absence of stated demands to respond to specific information, the freedom to develop initiative, 

and the freedom for strategy development and decision implementation allow each participant to 

utilize his/her own preferred or typical action, planning, and strategic style. The SMS system 

generates measurement profiles that reflect the underlying decision-making capacities of the 

individual.  

 

The computer calculates SMS performance measures as raw scores, based on the actions taken 

by the participants, their stated future plans, their responses to incoming information, and their 

use of prior actions and outcomes. The validated measures of task performance vary from 

relatively simple competencies such as speed of response, activity, and task orientation, through 
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intermediate level capabilities such as initiative, emergency responsiveness, and use of 

information, to highly complex thought and action processes such as breadth of approach to 

problems, planning capacity, and strategy. The nine primary factors and factor combinations that 

have predicted real-world success are:  

 

• Basic Activity Level (number of actions taken) 

• Applied Activity (opportunistic actions) 

• Focused Activity (strategic actions in a narrow endeavor)  

• Task Orientation (focus on concurrent task demands)  

• Initiative (development of new/creative activities) 

• Information search (openness to, and search for information)  

• Information usage (ability to utilize information effectively) 

• Breadth of Approach (flexibility in approach to the task) 

• Basic Strategy (number of strategic actions) 

 

The raw scores assigned for each measure are linearly related to performance, with a higher 

score indicating superior performance. Interpretation is based on the relationship to established 

standards of performance excellence among thousands of previous SMS participants (Breuer and 

Streufert 1995; Satish et al. 2004; Satish et al. 2008; Streufert et al. 1988; Streufert and Streufert 

1978; Streufert and Swezey 1986). Percentile ranks are calculated through a comparison of raw 

scores to the overall distribution of raw scores from a reference population of more than 20,000 

U.S. adults, ages 16 to 83, who previously completed the SMS. The reference population was 

constructed non-randomly to be generally representative of the job distribution among the adult 
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U.S. population, including, e.g., college students, teachers, pilots, medical residents, corporate 

executives, home-makers, and unemployed.  The percentile calculations for individual 

participants are not further adjusted for age, gender, or education level.   

 

Data Management and Analysis:   

The main predictor variable of interest was CO2, included in analyses as a categorical variable 

with three values: 600, 1,000, and 2,500 ppm. Real time CO2 concentrations and temperature 

were averaged for each session for comparison.   

 

Nine measures from the SMS, representing validated independent assessments of performance in 

complex task settings, were compared across CO2 conditions.  Raw scores on the different SMS 

measures are computer-calculated based on procedures (software formulas) that are discussed by 

Streufert and Swezey (1986). The formulas are based on numerically and graphically scored 

decision actions, on the interrelationships among decisions over time, the interrelationships 

among decisions with incoming information, as well as decision planning and other components 

of participant activity.  Each of the activity event components that are utilized in the formulas are 

collected by the SMS computer software program (cf. Streufert and Swezey (1986)).  A separate 

SMS software system is subsequently used to calculate the value for each measure.  Where 

appropriate – i.e., where maximum performance levels have limits (cannot be exceeded) – the 

obtained scores are expressed by the program as percentages of maximally obtainable values.  A 

higher score on a measure indicates better performance in that area of performance. For each 

measure, ratios of scores across conditions were calculated to show the magnitude of changes.  
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Initial data analysis used multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to assess overall 

significance across all conditions, to assure that subsequent (post hoc) analysis across the nine 

different simulation measures would be legitimate. With high levels of significance established, 

post hoc analysis for each simulation measure using analysis of variance techniques (ANOVA) 

becomes possible.  Separate analysis of variance procedures across CO2 conditions were used for 

each of the nine SMS measures (within participants, with participants as their own controls). 

Percentile ranks were calculated from the raw scores and normative data, without adjustments for 

demographic or other variables. Percentile levels are divided into categories with descriptive 

labels based on prior test findings from different populations, normal and impaired.  

 

Results 

 

Because 2 of the 24 originally scheduled participants cancelled at a time when they could not be 

replaced, 22 participants provided complete SMS data.  Of these, 10 were male; 18 were aged 18 

to 29 years and 4 were aged 30 to 39. One participant had completed high school only, 8 had 

completed some college, and 13 had a college degree. None were current smokers, 1 reported 

current asthma, and 5 reported eczema, hay fever, or allergy to dust or mold.   

 

Median CO2 values for the low, medium, and high CO2 conditions were 600, 1,006, and 2,496 

ppm (which we will refer to as 600, 1,000, and 2,500 ppm), and ranges were 132, 92, and 125 

ppm, respectively (Table 1). Temperatures in the study chamber were controlled effectively, 

varying overall within about 0.2 
o
C (from 22.9 to 23.1 

o
C in each condition), and with median 

values across the three CO2 conditions varying less than 0.1 
o
C. 
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The raw scores for each of the SMS performance measures were plotted for each participant 

according to CO2 level (Figure 1). The plots indicate clear relationships between raw scores and 

CO2 level for all performance measures other than focused activity and information search, with 

dramatic reductions in raw scores at 2,500 ppm CO2 for some measures of decision-making 

performance.  

 

For seven of nine scales of decision-making performance (basic activity, applied activity, task 

orientation, initiative, information usage, breadth of approach, and strategy), mean raw scores 

showed a consistently monotonic decrease with increasing CO2 concentrations, with all overall 

p-values <0.001 (Table 2). In post-hoc pairwise comparisons by CO2 concentration, performance 

on these 7 scales differed between concentrations with p <0.01 for all comparisons, with the 

exception of performance on the task orientation, initiative, and strategy scales between 600 and 

1,000 ppm CO2 (p<0.05, p<0.10, and p<0.05, respectively) (Table 3). For these 7 scales, 

compared with mean raw scores at 600 ppm CO2, mean raw scores at 1,000 ppm CO2 were 11% 

to 23% lower, and at 2,500 ppm CO2 were 44% to 94% lower. Relative to raw scores at 1,000 

ppm CO2, raw scores at 2,500 ppm were 35% to 93% lower.     

 

For information search, mean raw scores were similar at all three CO2 conditions. Neither the 

overall analysis across the three conditions (Table 2) nor the post-hoc pairwise analyses (Table 

3) indicated significant differences. For focused activity, raw scores at 600 ppm CO2 and 1,000 

ppm CO2 were nearly identical (16.27 and 16.09), but the mean raw score at 2,500 ppm  was 

higher (19.55), resulting in an overall p-value ≤0.001 (Table 2). Post-hoc tests indicated no 
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difference between mean raw scores at 600 and 1,000 ppm CO2, but significant differences 

(p≤0.01) between the mean raw score at 2,500 ppm CO2 and scores at both 600 and 1,000 ppm 

(Table 3). 

 

Figure 2 shows the percentile scores on the nine scales at the three CO2 conditions (based on the 

raw scores shown in Table 2), with the percentile boundaries for five normative levels of 

performance: superior, very good, average, marginal, and dysfunctional. At 1,000 ppm CO2 

relative to 600 ppm, percentile ranks were moderately diminished at most. However, at 2,500 

ppm CO2, percentile ranks for five performance scales decreased to levels associated with 

marginal or dysfunctional performance.  

 

Discussion 

 

Synthesis and Interpretation of Findings 

Performance for six of nine decision-making measures decreased moderately at 1,000 ppm 

relative to the baseline of 600 ppm, and seven decreased substantially at 2,500 ppm. For an 

eighth scale, “information search,” no significant differences were seen across conditions. In 

contrast to other scales, an inverse pattern was seen for “focused activity,” with the highest level 

of focus obtained at 2,500 ppm and the lowest at 600 ppm.   

 

Thus, most decision-making variables showed a decline with higher concentrations of CO2, but 

measures of focused activity improved. Focused activity is important for overall productivity, but 

high levels of focus under non-emergency conditions may indicate “over-concentration.” Prior 
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research with the SMS has shown repeatedly that individuals who experience difficulty in 

functioning (e.g., persons with mild to moderate head injuries (Satish et al. 2008), persons under 

the influence of alcohol (Streufert et al. 1993), and persons suffering from allergic rhinitis (Satish 

et al. 2004) tend to become highly focused on smaller details at the expense of the big picture.  

 

High levels of predictive validity for the SMS (r >0.60 with real-world success as judged by 

peers and as demonstrated by income, job level, promotions, and level in organizations), as well 

as high levels of test-retest reliability across the four simulation scenarios (r =0.72–0.94) have 

repeatedly been demonstrated (Breuer and Streufert 1995; Streufert et al. 1988). Additional 

validity is demonstrated by the deterioration of various performance indicators with 0.05% blood 

alcohol intoxication and seriously diminished functioning with intoxication at the 0.10 level 

(Satish and Streufert 2002).  Baseline scores at 600 ppm CO2 for the participants in this study, 

mostly current science and engineering students from a top U.S. university, were all average or 

above.   

 

While the modest reductions in multiple aspects of decision making seen at 1,000 ppm may not 

be critical to individuals, at a societal level or for employers, an exposure that reduces 

performance even slightly could be economically significant. The substantial reductions in 

decision-making performance with 2.5-hour exposures to 2,500 ppm indicate, per the available 

norms for the SMS test, impairment that is of importance even for individuals. These findings 

provide initial evidence for considering CO2 as an indoor pollutant, not just a proxy for other 

pollutants that directly affect people.  
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CO2 Concentrations in Practice 

The real-world significance of our findings, if confirmed, would depend upon the extent to which 

CO2 concentrations are at or above 1,000 and 2,500 ppm in current or future buildings. There is 

strong evidence that in schools, CO2 concentrations are frequently near or above the levels 

associated in this study with significant reductions in decision-making performance. In surveys 

of elementary school classrooms in California and Texas, average CO2 concentrations were 

above 1,000 ppm, a substantial proportion exceeded 2,000 ppm, and in 21% of Texas classrooms 

peak CO2 concentration exceeded 3,000 ppm (Corsi et al. 2002; Whitmore et al. 2003). Given 

these concentrations, we must consider the possibility that some students in high-CO2 classrooms 

are disadvantaged in learning or test taking. We do not know if exposures that cause decrements 

in decision making in the SMS test will inhibit learning by students; however, we cannot rule out 

impacts on learning. We were not able to identify CO2 measurements for spaces in which 

students take tests related to admission to universities or graduate schools, or from tests related to 

professional accreditations, but these testing environments often have a high occupant density, 

and thus might have elevated CO2 levels. 

 

In general office spaces within the U.S., CO2 concentrations tend to be much lower than in 

schools. In a representative survey of 100 U.S. offices (Persily and Gorfain 2008), only 5% of 

the measured peak indoor CO2 concentrations exceeded 1,000 ppm, assuming an outdoor 

concentration of 400 ppm. One very small study suggests that meeting rooms in offices, where 

important decisions are sometimes made, can have elevated CO2 concentrations; e.g., up to 1,900 

ppm during 30-90 minute meetings (Fisk et al. 2010).  
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In some vehicles (aircraft, ships, submarines, cars, buses, and trucks), because of their airtight 

construction or high occupant density, high CO2 concentrations may be expected. In eight studies 

within commercial aircraft, mean CO2 concentrations in the passenger cabins were generally 

above 1,000 ppm and ranged as high as 1,756 ppm, and maximum concentrations were as high 

as 4,200 ppm (Committee on Air Quality in Passenger Cabins of Commercial Aircraft 2002). We 

did not identify data on CO2 concentrations in automobiles and trucks.  One small study (Knibbs 

et al. 2008) reported low ventilation rates in vehicles with ventilation systems in the closed or 

recirculated-air positions.  From those results, and using an assumption of one occupant and a 

0.0052 L/s CO2 emission rate per occupant (Persily and Gorfain 2008), we estimated steady state 

CO2 concentrations in an automobile and pickup truck of 3,700 ppm and 1,250 ppm above 

outdoor concentrations, respectively. These numbers would increase in proportion to the number 

of occupants. It is not known if the findings of the present study apply to the decision making of 

vehicle drivers, although such effects are conceivable. 

 

There is evidence that people wearing masks for respiratory protection may inhale air with 

highly elevated CO2 concentrations. In a recent study, dead-space CO2 concentrations within a 

respirator (i.e., N95 mask) were approximately 30,000 ppm (Roberge et al. 2010), suggesting 

potentially high CO2 concentration in inhaled air.  The inhaled concentration would be lower 

than that within the mask, diluted by approximately 500 ml per breath inhaled through the mask. 

Although the study did not report the actual inhaled-air CO2 concentrations, partial pressures of 

CO2 in blood did not differ with wearing the mask (although see below on how respiration rate 

varies to stabilize this pressure). Caretti et al. (1999) reported that respirator wear with low-level 

activity did not adversely alter cognitive performance or mood.   
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Findings by Others 

The Hungarian studies briefly reported by Kajtar et al. (2003; 2006) were the only prior studies 

on cognitive effects of moderate CO2 elevations that we identified.  In these studies, the 

ventilation rate in an experimental chamber was kept constant at a level producing a chamber 

CO2 concentration of 600 ppm from the occupant-generated CO2; in some experiments, however, 

the chamber CO2 concentration was increased above 600 ppm, to as high as 5,000 ppm, by 

injecting 99.995% pure CO2 from a gas cylinder into the chamber. In two series of studies, 

participants blinded to CO2 concentrations performed proofreading significantly more poorly in 

some, but not all sessions with CO2 concentrations of 4,000 ppm relative to 600 ppm. Similar, 

marginally significant differences were seen at 3,000 vs. 600 ppm. (Differences were seen only 

in proportion of errors found, not in speed of reading.)  The studies by Kajtar et al were small 

(e.g., 10 participants) and found only a few significant associations out of many trials that may 

have been due to chance, but did suggest that CO2 concentrations found in buildings may directly 

influence human performance. Our research, which was motivated by the Hungarian studies, 

involved lower concentrations of CO2, a larger study population, and different methods to assess 

human performance.   

 

Prior studies on CO2 exposures, mostly at higher levels, have focused on physiologic effects.  

CO2 is the key regulator of respiration and arousal of behavioral states in humans (Kaye et al. 

2004).  The initial effects of inhaling CO2 at higher concentrations are increased partial pressure 

of CO2 in arterial blood (PaCO2) and decreased blood pH.  However, PaCO2 is tightly regulated 

in healthy humans through reflex control of breathing, despite normal variation within and 
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between individuals (Bloch-Salisbury et al. 2000).  Inhaled CO2 at concentrations of tens of 

thousands of ppm has been associated with changes in respiration, cerebral blood flow, cardiac 

output, and anxiety (Brian Jr 1998; Kaye et al. 2004; Lipsett et al. 1994; Roberge et al. 2010; 

Woods et al. 1988). Little research has documented physiological impacts of moderately elevated 

CO2 concentrations, except one small study that reported changes in respiration, circulation, and 

cerebral electrical activity at 1,000 ppm CO2 (Goromosov 1968). 

 

We do not have hypotheses to explain why inhaling moderately elevated CO2, with the expected  

resulting increases in respiration, heart rate, and cardiac output to stabilize PaCO2, would affect 

decision-making performance.  Bloch-Salisbury et al. (2000) have summarized prior knowledge 

on effects of elevated PaCO2.  PaCO2 has a direct linear relationship with cerebral blood flow in 

a broad range above and below normal levels, through dilation and constriction of arterioles. 

Moderately elevated (or reduced) PaCO2 has dramatic effects on central nervous system and 

cortical function. Bloch-Salisbury et al. (2000) reported that experimental changes in PaCO2 in 

humans within the normal range (in 2-hour sessions involving special procedures to hold 

respiration constant and thus eliminate the normal reflex control of PaCO2 through altered 

breathing), showed no effects on cognitive function or alertness but caused significant changes in 

EEG power spectra.   

 

Limitations 

This study successfully controlled the known environmental confounding factors of temperature 

and ventilation rate. While exposures to CO2 in prior sessions may theoretically have affected 

performance in subsequent sessions, such carryover effects should not invalidate study results 
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because of the balanced order of exposures. Suggestion effects were unlikely, as participants and 

the researcher explaining the SMS to them were blinded to specific conditions of each session. 

While we conclude that the causality of the observed effects is clear, the ability to generalize 

from this group of college/university students to others is uncertain. Effects of CO2 between 600 

and 1,000 ppm and between 1,000 and 2,500 ppm, and effects for longer and shorter periods of 

time are also uncertain. The strength of the effects at 2,500 ppm CO2 is so large for some metrics 

as to almost defy credibility, although it is possible that such effects occur without recognition in 

daily life. Replication of these study findings, including use of other measures of complex 

cognitive functioning and measures of physiologic response such as respiration and heart rate, is 

needed before definitive conclusions are drawn.  

 

Implications for Minimum Ventilation Standards 

The findings of this study, if replicated, would have implications for the standards that specify 

minimum ventilation rates in buildings, and would also indicate the need to adhere more 

consistently to the existing standards. Many of the elevated CO2 concentrations observed in 

practice are a consequence of a failure to supply the amount of outdoor air specified in current 

standards; however, even the minimum ventilation rates in the leading professional standard 

(ASHRAE 2010) correspond to CO2 concentrations above 1,000 ppm in densely occupied 

spaces. There is current interest in reducing ventilation rates, and the rates required by standards, 

to save energy and reduce energy-related costs. Yet large reductions in ventilation rates could 

lead to increased CO2 concentrations that may adversely affect decision-making performance, 

even if air cleaning systems or low-emission materials were used to control other indoor 

pollutants. It seems unlikely that recommended minimum ventilation rates in future standards 
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would be low enough to cause CO2 levels above 2,500 ppm, a level at which decrements in 

decision-making performance in our findings were large, but standards with rates that result in 

1,500 ppm of indoor CO2 are conceivable.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Increases in indoor CO2 concentrations resulting from the injection of ultrapure CO2, with all 

other factors held constant, were associated with statistically significant and meaningful 

reductions in decision-making performance. At 1,000 ppm CO2, compared to 600 ppm, 

performance was significantly diminished on six of nine metrics of decision-making 

performance. At 2,500 ppm CO2, compared to 600 ppm, performance was significantly reduced 

in seven of nine metrics of performance, with percentile ranks for some performance metrics 

decreasing to levels associated with marginal or dysfunctional performance. The direct impacts 

of CO2 on performance indicated by our findings may be economically important, may 

disadvantage some individuals, and may limit the extent to which outdoor air supply per person 

can be reduced in buildings to save energy. Confirmation of these findings is needed.   
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 Table 1.  CO2 concentrations during study conditions 

 

CO2 CO2 concentration  (ppm) 

Condition Min Median Max Range 

    Low 542 600 675 132 

    Medium 969 1006 1061 92 

    High 2,418 2,496 2,543 125 

    Overall 542 1006 2,543 --- 

Abbreviations: CO2, carbon dioxide; ppm, parts per million; Min, minimum; Max, maximum 
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Table 2.  Mean raw scores for nine outcome variables at three conditions of CO2 concentration 

among 22 participants, and comparison using MANOVA 

 

 

 Conditions   

(ppm of CO2) 

  

Outcome Variables 600 ppm 1,000 ppm 2,500 ppm 

Overall 

F statistic 

(df=2,42) 

p-value 

 Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD   

Basic activity 69.59 ± 7.04 59.23 ± 7.12 38.77 ± 7.57 172.77 <0.001 

Applied activity 117.86 ± 39.28 97.55 ± 35.51 62.68 ± 31.86 72.13 <0.001 

Focused activity 16.27 ± 3.20 16.09 ± 3.70 19.55 ± 3.40 17.26 <0.001 

Task orientation 140.82 ± 28.66 125.41 ± 28.62 50.45 ± 31.66 115.08 <0.001 

Initiative 20.09 ± 6.96 16.45 ± 6.70 1.41 ± 1.26 81.45 <0.001 

Information search 20.36 ± 3.06 21.5 ± 3.20 20.91 ± 3.08 2.51 >0.10 

Information usage 10.32 ± 3.21 7.95 ± 2.24 3.18 ± 1.71 129.20 <0.001 

Breadth of approach 9.36 ± 1.36 7.82 ± 1.56 2.32 ± 1.17 679.88 <0.001 

Strategy 27.23 ± 5.48 23.95 ± 5.65 1.68 ± 1.32 414.51 <0.001 

Abbreviations: ppm, parts per million; CO2, carbon dioxide; df, degrees of freedom; SD, standard 

deviation 
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Table 3. Comparison of mean raw scores for nine decision-making measures between three 

different CO2 concentrations among 22 participants 

 

  Ratios of Condition Scores
a
 

Variables    

 

Score at 

1,000 ppm /   

Score at 

600 ppm 

Score at 

2,500 ppm /   

Score at 

1.000 ppm 

Score at 

2,500 ppm /   

Score at 

600 ppm 

Basic Activity   0.85
#  0.65

#
 0.56

# 

Applied Activity   0.83
#  0.64

#
 0.53

# 

Focused Activity 0.99  1.22
#
 1.20

# 

Task Orientation   0.89**  0.40
#
 0.36

# 

Initiative   0.82
*
  0.09

#
  0.07

# 

Information Search 1.06   0.97 1.03 

Information Usage   0.77
#  0.40

#
  0.31

# 

Breadth of Approach   0.84
#  0.30

#
  0.25

# 

Strategy    0.88**  0.07
#
  0.06

# 

Abbreviations: CO2, carbon dioxide; ppm, parts per million; df, degrees of freedom 

a
     p-values based on F test, df = 1, 21, calculated for difference between score in numerator and score in 

denominator 

*    p-value <0.10 

**  p-value <0.05 

#
     p-value <0.01 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1. Plots of individual scores, by condition, for each of the SMS measures of decision-

making performance 

  

Figure 2. Impact of CO2 on Human Decision-Making Performance. Error bars indicate one 

standard deviation.  
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1. Introduction and framework of this report 

Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS), the subject of this 
Special Report, is considered as one of the options for reducing 
atmospheric emissions of CO2 from human activities. The 
purpose of this Special Report is to assess the current state of 
knowledge regarding the technical, scientific, environmental, 
economic and societal dimensions of CCS and to place CCS 
in the context of other options in the portfolio of potential 
climate change mitigation measures.
 The structure of this Technical Summary follows that of 
the Special Report. This introductory section presents the 
general framework for the assessment together with a brief 
overview of CCS systems. Section 2 then describes the major 
sources of CO2, a step needed to assess the feasibility of CCS 
on a global scale. Technological options for CO2 capture 
are then discussed in Section 3, while Section 4 focuses 
on methods of CO2 transport. Following this, each of the 
storage options is addressed. Section 5 focuses on geological 
storage, Section 6 on ocean storage, and Section 7 on mineral 
carbonation and industrial uses of CO2. The overall costs and 
economic potential of CCS are then discussed in Section 8, 
followed by an examination in Section 9 of the implications 
of CCS for greenhouse gas emissions inventories and 
accounting. The Technical Summary concludes with a 
discussion of gaps in knowledge, especially those critical for 
policy considerations. 

Overview of CO2 capture and storage 

CO2 is emitted principally from the burning of fossil fuels, 
both in large combustion units such as those used for electric 
power generation and in smaller, distributed sources such 
as automobile engines and furnaces used in residential and 
commercial buildings. CO2 emissions also result from some 
industrial and resource extraction processes, as well as from 
the burning of forests during land clearance. CCS would 
most likely be applied to large point sources of CO2, such 
as power plants or large industrial processes. Some of these 
sources could supply decarbonized fuel such as hydrogen to 
the transportation, industrial and building sectors, and thus 
reduce emissions from those distributed sources.
 CCS involves the use of technology, first to collect and 
concentrate the CO2 produced in industrial and energy-
related sources, transport it to a suitable storage location, 
and then store it away from the atmosphere for a long period 
of time. CCS would thus allow fossil fuels to be used with 
low emissions of greenhouse gases. Application of CCS to 
biomass energy sources could result in the net removal of 
CO2 from the atmosphere (often referred to as ‘negative 

emissions’) by capturing and storing the atmospheric CO2 
taken up by the biomass, provided the biomass is not 
harvested at an unsustainable rate.

Figure TS.1 illustrates the three main components of the CCS 
process: capture, transport and storage. All three components 
are found in industrial operations today, although mostly not 
for the purpose of CO2 storage. The capture step involves 
separating CO2 from other gaseous products. For fuel-
burning processes such as those in power plants, separation 
technologies can be used to capture CO2 after combustion 
or to decarbonize the fuel before combustion. The transport 
step may be required to carry captured CO2 to a suitable 
storage site located at a distance from the CO2 source. To 
facilitate both transport and storage, the captured CO2 gas is 
typically compressed to a high density at the capture facility. 
Potential storage methods include injection into underground 
geological formations, injection into the deep ocean, or 
industrial fixation in inorganic carbonates. Some industrial 
processes also might utilize and store small amounts of 
captured CO2 in manufactured products.
 The technical maturity of specific CCS system components 
varies greatly. Some technologies are extensively deployed 
in mature markets, primarily in the oil and gas industry, while 
others are still in the research, development  or demonstration 
phase. Table TS.1 provides an overview of the current status 
of all CCS components. As of mid-2005, there have been 
three commercial projects linking CO2 capture and geological 
storage: the offshore Sleipner natural gas processing project 
in Norway, the Weyburn Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)1 
project in Canada (which stores CO2 captured in the United 
States) and the In Salah natural gas project in Algeria. Each 
captures and stores 1–2 MtCO2 per year. It should be noted, 
however, that CCS has not yet been applied at a large (e.g., 
500 MW) fossil-fuel power plant, and that the overall system 
may not be as mature as some of its components.

.
1 In this report, EOR means enhanced oil recovery using CO2
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Why the interest in CO2 capture and storage?

In 1992, international concern about climate change led to the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC). The ultimate objective of that Convention is 
the “stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the 
atmosphere at a level that prevents dangerous anthropogenic 
interference with the climate system”. From this perspective, 
the context for considering CCS (and other mitigation 
options) is that of a world constrained in CO2 emissions, 
consistent with the international goal of stabilizing 
atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. Most scenarios 
for global energy use project a substantial increase of CO2 
emissions throughout this century in the absence of specific 
actions to mitigate climate change. They also suggest that 
the supply of primary energy will continue to be dominated 
by fossil fuels until at least the middle of the century (see 
Section 8). The magnitude of the emissions reduction needed 
to stabilize the atmospheric concentration of CO2 will depend 
on both the level of future emissions (the baseline) and the 

desired target for long-term CO2 concentration: the lower 
the stabilization target and the higher the baseline emissions, 
the larger the required reduction in CO2 emissions. IPCC’s 
Third Assessment Report (TAR) states that, depending on 
the scenario considered, cumulative emissions of hundreds 
or even thousands of gigatonnes of CO2 would need to 
be prevented during this century to stabilize the CO2 
concentration at 450 to 750 ppmv2. The TAR also finds 
that, “most model results indicate that known technological 
options3 could achieve a broad range of atmospheric CO2 
stabilization levels”, but that “no single technology option 
will provide all of the emissions reductions needed”. Rather, 
a combination of mitigation measures will be needed to 
achieve stabilization. These known technological options are 
available for stabilization, although the TAR cautions that, 
“implementation would require associated socio-economic 
and institutional changes”.

Figure TS.1. Schematic diagram of possible CCS systems. It shows the sources for which CCS might be relevant, as well as CO2 transport 
and storage options (Courtesy CO2CRC). 

2  ppmv is parts per million by volume.
3 “Known technological options” refer to technologies that are currently at the operation or pilot-plant stages, as referred to in the mitigation scenarios discussed        

in IPCC’s Third Assessment Report. The term does not include any new technologies that will require drastic technological breakthroughs. It can be considered 
to represent a conservative estimate given the length of the scenario period.
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 In this context, the availability of CCS in the portfolio of 
options for reducing greenhouse gas emissions could facilitate 
the achievement of stabilization goals. Other technological 
options, which have been examined more extensively in 
previous IPCC assessments, include: (1) reducing energy 
demand by increasing the efficiency of energy conversion 
and/or utilization devices; (2) decarbonizing energy supplies 
(either by switching to less carbon-intensive fuels (coal to 
natural gas, for example), and/or by increasing the use of 
renewable energy sources and/or nuclear energy (each of 
which, on balance, emit little or no CO2); (3) sequestering 
CO2 through the enhancement of natural sinks by biological 
fixation; and (4) reducing non-CO2 greenhouse gases. 

Model results presented later in this report suggest that use of 
CCS in conjunction with other measures could significantly 
reduce the cost of achieving stabilization and would increase 
flexibility in achieving these reductions . The heavy worldwide 
reliance on fossil fuels today (approximately 80% of global 
energy use), the potential for CCS to reduce CO2 emissions 
over the next century, and the compatibility of CCS systems 
with current energy infrastructures explain the interest in this 
technology. 

Table TS.1.  Current maturity of CCS system components. An X indicates the highest level of maturity for each component. There are also 
less mature technologies for most components.

CCS component CCS technology
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Capture Post-combustion X
Pre-combustion X

Oxyfuel combustion X
Industrial separation (natural gas processing, ammonia production) X

Transportation Pipeline X
Shipping X

Geological storage Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) Xe 
Gas or oil fields X

Saline formations X
Enhanced Coal Bed Methane recovery (ECBM)f X

Ocean storage Direct injection (dissolution type) X
Direct injection (lake type) X

Mineral carbonation Natural silicate minerals X
Waste materials X

Industrial uses of CO2 X

a  Research phase means that the basic science is understood, but the technology is currently in the stage of conceptual design or testing at the laboratory or 
bench scale, and has not been demonstrated in a pilot plant.

b  Demonstration phase means that the technology has been built and operated at the scale of a pilot plant, but further development is required before the 
technology is required before the technology is ready for the design and construction of a full-scale system.

c  Economically feasible under specific conditions means that the technology is well understood and used in selected commercial applications, for instance if 
there is a favourable tax regime or a niche market, or processing on in the order of 0.1 MtCO2 yr-1, with few (less than 5) replications of the technology.

d  Mature market means that the technology is now in operation with multiple replications of the technology worldwide.
e  CO2 injection for EOR is a mature market technology, but when used for CO2 storage, it is only economically feasible under specific conditions.
f  ECBM is the use of CO2 to enhance the recovery of the methane present in unminable coal beds through the preferential adsorption of CO2 on coal. 

Unminable coal beds are unlikely to ever be mined, because they are too deep or too thin. If subsequently mined, the stored CO2 would be released.
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Major issues for this assessment

There are a number of issues that need to be addressed in 
trying to understand the role that CCS could play in mitigating 
climate change. Questions that arise, and that are addressed 
in different sections of this Technical Summary, include the 
following: 
• What is the current status of CCS technology?
• What is the potential for capturing and storing CO2?
• What are the costs of implementation?
•  How long should CO2 be stored in order to achieve 

significant climate change mitigation?
•  What are the health, safety and environment risks of 

CCS?
• What can be said about the public perception of CCS?
•  What are the legal issues for implementing CO2 storage?
•  What are the implications for emission inventories and 

accounting?
•  What is the potential for the diffusion and transfer of CCS 

technology?

 When analyzing CCS as an option for climate change 
mitigation, it is of central importance that all resulting 
emissions from the system, especially emissions of CO2, be 
identified and assessed in a transparent way. The importance 
of taking a “systems” view of CCS is therefore stressed, as 
the selection of an appropriate system boundary is essential 
for proper analysis. Given the energy requirements associated 
with capture and some storage and utilization options, and the 
possibility of leaking storage reservoirs, it is vital to assess 
the CCS chain as a whole. 
 From the perspectives of both atmospheric stabilization 
and long-term sustainable development, CO2 storage must 
extend over time scales that are long enough to contribute 
significantly to climate change mitigation. This report 
expresses the duration of CO2 storage in terms of the‘fraction 
retained’, defined as the fraction of the cumulative mass 
of CO2 injected that is retained in a storage reservoir over 
a specified period of time. Estimates of such fractions for 
different time periods and storage options are presented later. 
Questions arise not only about how long CO2 will remain 
stored, but also what constitutes acceptable amounts of slow, 
continuous leakage4 from storage. Different approaches to 
this question are discussed in Section 8.
 CCS would be an option for countries that have significant 
sources of CO2 suitable for capture, that have access to storage 
sites and experience with oil or gas operations, and that need to 
satisfy their development aspirations in a carbon-constrained 
environment. Literature assessed in the IPCC Special Report 
‘Methodological and Technological Issues and Technology 

Transfer’ indicates that there are many potential barriers 
that could inhibit deployment in developing countries, even 
of technologies that are mature in industrialized countries. 
Addressing these barriers and creating conditions that would 
facilitate diffusion of the technology to developing countries 
would be a major issue for the adoption of CCS worldwide.

2. Sources of CO2

This section describes the major current anthropogenic 
sources of CO2 emissions and their relation to potential 
storage sites. As noted earlier, CO2 emissions from human 
activity arise from a number of different sources, mainly 
from the combustion of fossil fuels used in power generation, 
transportation, industrial processes, and residential and 
commercial buildings. CO2 is also emitted during certain 
industrial processes like cement manufacture or hydrogen 
production and during the combustion of biomass. Future 
emissions are also discussed in this section.

Current CO2 sources and characteristics

To assess the potential of CCS as an option for reducing global 
CO2 emissions, the current global geographical relationship 
between large stationary CO2 emission sources and their 
proximity to potential storage sites has been examined. CO2 
emissions in the residential, commerical and transportation 
sectors have not been considered in this analysis because 
these emission sources are individually small and often 
mobile, and therefore unsuitable for capture and storage. The 
discussion here also includes an analysis of potential future 
sources of CO2 based on several scenarios of future global 
energy use and emissions over the next century.
 Globally, emissions of CO2 from fossil-fuel use in the year 
2000 totalled about 23.5 GtCO2 yr-1 (6 GtC yr-1). Of this, close 
to 60% was attributed to large (>0.1 MtCO2 yr-1) stationary 
emission sources (see Table TS.2). However, not all of these 
sources are amenable to CO2 capture. Although the sources 
evaluated are distributed throughout the world, the database 
reveals four particular clusters of emissions: North America 
(midwest and eastern USA), Europe (northwest region), 
East Asia (eastern coast of China) and South Asia (Indian 
subcontinent). By contrast, large-scale biomass sources are 
much smaller in number and less globally distributed.
 Currently, the vast majority of large emission sources 
have  CO2  concentrations of less than 15% (in some cases, 
substantially less). However, a small portion (less than 
2%) of the fossil fuel-based industrial sources have CO2 
concentrations in excess of 95%. The high-concentration 
sources are potential candidates for the early implementation 

4 With respect to CO2 storage, leakage is defined as the escape of injected fluid from storage. This is the most common meaning used in this Summary. If used 
in the context of trading of carbon dioxide emission reductions, it may signify the change in anthropogenic emissions by sources or removals by sinks which 
occurs outside the project boundary. 
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of CCS because only dehydration and compression would 
be required at the capture stage (see Section 3). An analysis 
of these high-purity sources that are within 50 km of storage 
formations and that have the potential to generate revenues 
(via the use of CO2 for enhanced hydrocarbon production 
through ECBM or EOR) indicates that such sources 
currently emit approximately 360 MtCO2 per year. Some 
biomass sources like bioethanol production also generate 
high-concentration CO2 sources which could also be used in 
similar applications.
 The distance between an emission location and a storage 
site can have a significant bearing on whether or not CCS 
can play a significant role in reducing CO2 emissions. Figure 

TS.2a depicts the major CO2 emission sources (indicated 
by dots), and Figure TS.2b shows the sedimentary basins 
with geological storage prospectivity (shown in different 
shades of grey). In broad terms, these figures indicate that 
there is potentially good correlation between major sources 
and prospective sedimentary basins, with many sources 
lying either directly above, or within reasonable distances 
(less than 300 km) from areas with potential for geological 
storage. The basins shown in Figure TS.2b have not been 
identified or evaluated as suitable storage reservoirs; more 
detailed geological analysis on a regional level is required to 
confirm the suitability of these potential storage sites.

Table TS.2.  Profile by process or industrial activity of worldwide large stationary CO2 sources with emissions of more than 0.1 MtCO2 per 
year.

Process Number of sources Emissions (MtCO2 yr-1)

Fossil fuels
Power 4,942 10,539
Cement production 1,175 932
Refineries 638 798
Iron and steel industry 269 646
Petrochemical industry 470 379
Oil and gas processing N/A 50
Other sources 90 33

Biomass 
Bioethanol and bioenergy 303 91

Total 7,887 13,466

Figure TS.2a. Global distribution of large stationary sources of CO2 (based on a compilation of publicly available information on global 
emission sources, IEA GHG 2002)
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Future emission sources

In the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES), 
the future emissions of CO2 are projected on the basis of six 
illustrative scenarios in which global CO2 emissions range 
from 29 to 44 GtCO2 (8–12 GtC) per year in 2020, and from 
23 to 84 GtCO2 (6–23 GtC) per year in 2050. It is projected 
that the number of CO2 emission sources from the electric 
power and industrial sectors will increase significantly 
until 2050, mainly in South and East Asia. By contrast, the 
number of such sources in Europe may decrease slightly. The 
proportion of sources with high and low CO2 content will 
be a function of the size and rate of introduction of plants 
employing gasification or liquefaction of fossil fuels to 
produce hydrogen, or other liquid and gaseous products. The 
greater the number of these plants, the greater the number of 
sources with high CO2 concentrations technically suitable for 
capture. 
 The projected potential of CO2 capture associated with the 
above emission ranges has been estimated at an annual 2.6 to 
4.9 GtCO2 by 2020 (0.7–1.3 GtC) and 4.7 to 37.5 GtCO2 by 
2050 (1.3–10 GtC). These numbers correspond to 9–12%, 
and 21–45% of global CO2 emissions in 2020 and 2050, 
respectively. The emission and capture ranges reflect the 
inherent uncertainties of scenario and modelling analyses, and 
the technical limitations of applying CCS. These scenarios 
only take into account CO2 capture from fossil fuels, and 
not from biomass sources. However, emissions from large-

scale biomass conversion facilities could also be technically 
suitable for capture.
 The potential development of low-carbon energy carriers 
is relevant to the future number and size of large, stationary 
CO2 sources with high concentrations. Scenarios also suggest 
that large-scale production of low-carbon energy carriers 
such as electricity or hydrogen could, within several decades, 
begin displacing the fossil fuels currently used by small, 
distributed sources in residential and commercial buildings 
and in the transportation sector (see Section 8). These energy 
carriers could be produced from fossil fuels and/or biomass 
in large plants that would generate large point sources of CO2 
(power plants or plants similar to current plants producing 
hydrogen from natural gas). These sources would be suitable 
for CO2 capture. Such applications of CCS could reduce 
dispersed CO2 emissions from transport and from distributed 
energy supply systems. At present, however, it is difficult to 
project the likely number, size, or geographical distribution 
of the sources associated with such developments.

3. Capture of CO2

This section examines CCS capture technology. As shown 
in Section 2, power plants and other large-scale industrial 
processes are the primary candidates for capture and the 
main focus of this section.

Figure TS.2b. Prospective areas in sedimentary basins where suitable saline formations, oil or gas fields, or coal beds may be found. Locations 
for storage in coal beds are only partly included. Prospectivity is a qualitative assessment of the likelihood that a suitable storage location 
is present in a given area based on the available information. This figure should be taken as a guide only, because it is based on partial data, 
the quality of which may vary from region to region, and which may change over time and with new information (Courtesy of Geoscience 
Australia).
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Capture technology options and applications

The purpose of CO2 capture is to produce a concentrated 
stream of CO2 at high pressure that can readily be transported 
to a storage site. Although, in principle, the entire gas stream 
containing low concentrations of CO2 could be transported 
and injected underground, energy costs and other associated 
costs generally make this approach impractical. It is 
therefore necessary to produce a nearly pure CO2 stream for 
transport and storage. Applications separating CO2 in large 
industrial plants, including natural gas treatment plants and 
ammonia production facilities, are already in operation today. 
Currently, CO2 is typically removed to purify other industrial 
gas streams. Removal has been used for storage purposes in 
only a few cases; in most cases, the CO2 is emitted to the 
atmosphere. Capture processes also have been used to obtain 
commercially useful amounts of CO2 from flue gas streams 
generated by the combustion of coal or natural gas. To date, 
however, there have been no applications of CO2 capture at 
large (e.g., 500 MW) power plants. 
 Depending on the process or power plant application in 
question, there are three main approaches to capturing the 
CO2 generated from a primary fossil fuel (coal, natural gas or 
oil), biomass, or mixtures of these fuels:
 Post-combustion systems separate CO2 from the flue 
gases produced by the combustion of the primary fuel in air. 
These systems normally use a liquid solvent to capture the 
small fraction of CO2 (typically 3–15% by volume) present 
in a flue gas stream in which the main constituent is nitrogen 
(from air). For a modern pulverized coal (PC) power plant or 
a natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) power plant, current 
post-combustion capture systems would typically employ an 
organic solvent such as monoethanolamine (MEA). 
 Pre-combustion systems process the primary fuel in a 
reactor with steam and air or oxygen to produce a mixture 
consisting mainly of carbon monoxide and hydrogen 
(“synthesis gas”). Additional hydrogen, together with CO2, 
is produced by reacting the carbon monoxide with steam in 
a second reactor (a “shift reactor”). The resulting mixture 
of hydrogen and CO2 can then be separated into a CO2 
gas stream, and a stream of hydrogen. If the CO2 is stored, 
the hydrogen is a carbon-free energy carrier that can be 
combusted to generate power and/or heat. Although the initial 
fuel conversion steps are more elaborate and costly than in 
post-combustion systems, the high concentrations of CO2 
produced by the shift reactor (typically 15 to 60% by volume 
on a dry basis) and the high pressures often encountered in 
these applications are more favourable for CO2 separation. 
Pre-combustion would be used at power plants that employ 
integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) technology.
 Oxyfuel combustion systems use oxygen instead of air for 
combustion of the primary fuel to produce a flue gas that is 
mainly water vapour and CO2. This results in a flue gas with 

high CO2 concentrations (greater than 80% by volume). The 
water vapour is then removed by cooling and compressing 
the gas stream. Oxyfuel combustion requires the upstream 
separation of oxygen from air, with a purity of 95–99% 
oxygen assumed in most current designs. Further treatment of 
the flue gas may be needed to remove air pollutants and non-
condensed gases (such as nitrogen) from the flue gas before 
the CO2 is sent to storage. As a method of CO2 capture in 
boilers, oxyfuel combustion systems are in the demonstration 
phase (see Table TS.1). Oxyfuel systems are also being 
studied in gas turbine systems, but conceptual designs for 
such applications are still in the research phase.
 Figure TS.3 shows a schematic diagram of the main 
capture processes and systems. All require a step involving 
the separation of CO2, H2 or O2 from a bulk gas stream 
(such as flue gas, synthesis gas, air or raw natural gas). 
These separation steps can be accomplished by means of 
physical or chemical solvents, membranes, solid sorbents, 
or by cryogenic separation. The choice of a specific capture 
technology is determined largely by the process conditions 
under which it must operate. Current post-combustion and 
pre-combustion systems for power plants could capture 
85–95% of the CO2 that is produced. Higher capture 
efficiencies are possible, although separation devices become 
considerably larger, more energy intensive and more costly. 
Capture and compression need roughly 10–40% more energy 
than the equivalent plant without capture, depending on the 
type of system. Due to the associated CO2 emissions, the net 
amount of CO2 captured is approximately 80–90%. Oxyfuel 
combustion systems are, in principle, able to capture nearly 
all of the CO2 produced. However, the need for additional gas 
treatment systems to remove pollutants such as sulphur and 
nitrogen oxides lowers the level of CO2 captured to slightly 
more than 90%.
 As noted in Section 1, CO2 capture is already used in 
several industrial applications (see Figure TS.4). The same 
technologies as would be used for pre-combustion capture are 
employed for the large-scale production of hydrogen (which is 
used mainly for ammonia and fertilizer manufacture, and for 
petroleum refinery operations). The separation of CO2 from 
raw natural gas (which typically contains significant amounts 
of CO2) is also practised on a large scale, using technologies 
similar to those used for post-combustion capture. Although 
commercial systems are also available for large-scale oxygen 
separation, oxyfuel combustion for CO2 capture is currently 
in the demonstration phase. In addition, research is being 
conducted to achieve higher levels of system integration, 
increased efficiency and reduced cost for all types of capture 
systems. 
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Figure TS.4. (a) CO2 post-combustion capture at a plant in Malaysia. This plant employs a chemical absorption process to separate 0.2 MtCO2 
per year from the flue gas stream of a gas-fired power plant for urea production (Courtesy of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries). (b) CO2 pre-
combustion capture at a coal gasification plant in North Dakota, USA. This plant employs a physical solvent process to separate 3.3 MtCO2 per 
year from a gas stream to produce synthetic natural gas. Part of the captured CO2 is used for an EOR project in Canada.

Figure TS.3. Overview of CO2 capture processes and systems.
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 CO2 capture: risks, energy and the environment 

The monitoring, risk and legal implications of CO2 capture 
systems do not appear to present fundamentally new 
challenges, as they are all elements of regular health, safety 
and environmental control practices in industry. However, 
CO2 capture systems require significant amounts of energy 
for their operation. This reduces net plant efficiency, so power 
plants require more fuel to generate each kilowatt-hour of 
electricity produced. Based on a review of the literature, the 
increase in fuel consumption per kWh for plants capturing 
90% CO2 using best current technology ranges from 24–40% 
for new supercritical PC plants, 11–22% for NGCC plants, 
and 14–25% for coal-based IGCC systems compared to 
similar plants without CCS. The increased fuel requirement 
results in an increase in most other environmental emissions 
per kWh generated relative to new state-of-the-art plants 
without CO2 capture and, in the case of coal, proportionally 
larger amounts of solid wastes. In addition, there is an 
increase in the consumption of chemicals such as ammonia 
and limestone used by PC plants for nitrogen oxide and 
sulphur dioxide emissions control. Advanced plant designs 
that further reduce CCS energy requirements will also reduce 
overall environmental impacts as well as cost. Compared to 
many older existing plants, more efficient new or rebuilt 
plants with CCS may actually yield net reductions in plant-
level environmental emissions. 

Costs of CO2 capture

The estimated costs of CO2 capture at large power plants 
are based on engineering design studies of technologies in 
commercial use today (though often in different applications 
and/or at smaller scales than those assumed in the literature), 
as well as on design studies for concepts currently in 
the research and development (R&D) stage. Table TS.3 
summarizes the results for new supercritical PC, NGCC and 
IGCC plants based on current technology with and without 
CO2 capture. Capture systems for all three designs reduce 
CO2 emissions per kWh by approximately 80–90%, taking 
into account the energy requirements for capture. All data 
for PC and IGCC plants in Table TS.3 are for bituminous 
coals only. The capture costs include the cost of compressing 
CO2  (typically to about 11–14 MPa) but do not include the 
additional costs of CO2 transport and storage (see Sections 
4–7). 
 The cost ranges for each of the three systems reflect 
differences in the technical, economic and operating 
assumptions employed in different studies. While some 
differences in reported costs can be attributed to differences 
in the design of CO2 capture systems, the major sources of 

variability are differences in the assumed design, operation 
and financing of the reference plant to which the capture 
technology is applied (factors such as plant size, location, 
efficiency, fuel type, fuel cost, capacity factor and cost of 
capital). No single set of assumptions applies to all situations 
or all parts of the world, so a range of costs is given.
 For the studies listed in Table TS.3, CO2 capture increases 
the cost of electricity production5 by 35–70% (0.01 to 0.02 
US$/kWh) for an NGCC plant, 40–85% (0.02 to 0.03 US$/
kWh) for a supercritical PC plant, and 20–55% (0.01 to 
0.02 US$/kWh) for an IGCC plant. Overall, the electricity 
production costs for fossil fuel plants with capture (excluding 
CO2 transport and storage costs) ranges from 0.04–0.09 US$/
kWh, as compared to 0.03–0.06 US$/kWh for similar plants 
without capture. In most studies to date, NGCC systems have 
typically been found to have lower electricity production 
costs than new PC and IGCC plants (with or without capture) 
in the case of large base-load plants with high capacity factors 
(75% or more) and natural gas prices between 2.6 and 4.4 
US$ GJ-1 over the life of the plant. However, in the case of 
higher gas prices and/or lower capacity factors, NGCC plants 
often have higher electricity production costs than coal-based 
plants, with or without capture. Recent studies also found that 
IGCC plants were on average slightly more costly without 
capture and slightly less costly with capture than similarly-
sized PC plants. However, the difference in cost between 
PC and IGCC plants with or without CO2 capture can vary 
significantly according to coal type and other local factors, 
such as the cost of capital for each plant type. Since full-scale 
NGCC, PC and IGCC systems have not yet been built with 
CCS, the absolute or relative costs of these systems cannot be 
stated with a high degree of confidence at this time.
 The costs of retrofitting existing power plants with CO2 
capture have not been extensively studied. A limited number 
of reports indicate that retrofitting an amine scrubber to an 
existing plant results in greater efficiency loss and higher 
costs than those shown in Table TS.3. Limited studies also 
indicate that a more cost-effective option is to combine 
a capture system retrofit with rebuilding the boiler and 
turbine to increase plant efficiency and output. For some 
existing plants, studies indicate that similar benefits could be 
achieved by repowering with an IGCC system that includes 
CO2 capture technology. The feasibility and cost of all these 
options is highly dependent on site-specific factors, including 
the size, age and efficiency of the plant, and the availability 
of additional space.

5 The cost of electricity production should not be confused with the price of electricity to customers.  
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 Table TS.4 illustrates the cost of CO2 capture in the 
production of hydrogen. Here, the cost of CO2 capture 
is mainly due to the cost of CO2 drying and compression, 
since CO2 separation is already carried out as part of the 
hydrogen production process. The cost of CO2 capture 
adds approximately 5% to 30% to the cost of the hydrogen 
produced. 
 CCS also can be applied to systems that use biomass 
fuels or feedstock, either alone or in combination with fossil 
fuels. A limited number of studies have looked at the costs of 
such systems combining capture, transport and storage. The 
capturing of 0.19 MtCO2 yr-1 in a 24 MWe biomass IGCC 
plant is estimated to be about 80 US$/tCO2 net captured (300 

US$/tC), which corresponds to an increase in electricity 
production costs of about 0.08 US$/kWh. There are relatively 
few studies of CO2 capture for other industrial processes 
using fossil fuels and they are typically limited to capture 
costs reported only as a cost per tonne of CO2 captured or 
avoided. In general, the CO2 produced in different processes 
varies widely in pressure and concentration (see Section 2). 
As a result, the cost of capture in different processes (cement 
and steel plants, refineries), ranges widely from about 25–115 
US$/tCO2 net captured. The unit cost of capture is generally 
lower for processes where a relatively pure CO2 stream is 
produced (e.g. natural gas processing, hydrogen production 
and ammonia production), as seen for the hydrogen plants 

Table TS.3.  Summary of CO2 capture costs for new power plants based on current technology. Because these costs do not include the costs (or 
credits) for CO2 transport and storage, this table should not be used to assess or compare total plant costs for different systems with capture. The full costs of 
CCS plants are reported in Section 8. 

Performance and cost measures New NGCC plant New PC plant New IGCC plant
 Range Rep. Range Rep. Range Rep.

Low High value Low High value Low High value
Emission rate without capture (kgCO2/kWh) 0.344 - 0.379 0.367 0.736 - 0.811 0.762 0.682 - 0.846 0.773
Emission rate with capture (kgCO2/kWh) 0.040 - 0.066 0.052 0.092 - 0.145 0.112 0.065 - 0.152 0.108
Percentage CO2 reduction per kWh (%) 83 - 88 86 81 - 88 85 81 - 91 86
Plant efficiency with capture, LHV basis (% ) 47 - 50 48 30 - 35 33 31 - 40 35

Capture energy requirement (% increase input/
kWh)

11 - 22 16 24 - 40 31 14 - 25 19

Total capital requirement without capture 
(US$/kW)

515 - 724 568 1161 - 1486 1286 1169 - 1565 1326

Total capital requirement with capture  
(US$/kW)

909 - 1261 998 1894 - 2578 2096 1414 - 2270 1825

Percent increase in capital cost with capture 
(%)

64 - 100 76 44 - 74 63 19 - 66 37

COE without capture (US$/kWh) 0.031 - 0.050 0.037 0.043 - 0.052 0.046 0.041 - 0.061 0.047
COE with capture only  (US$/kWh) 0.043 - 0.072 0.054 0.062 - 0.086 0.073 0.054 - 0.079 0.062
Increase in COE with capture (US$/kWh) 0.012 - 0.024 0.017 0.018 - 0.034 0.027 0.009 - 0.022 0.016
Percent increase in COE with capture (%) 37 - 69 46 42 - 66 57 20 - 55 33
Cost of net CO2 captured (US$/tCO2) 37 - 74 53 29 - 51 41 13 - 37 23
Capture cost confidence level (see Table 3.6)  moderate moderate moderate 

Abbreviations:  Representative value is based on the average of the values in the different studies. COE=cost of electricity production; LHV=lower heating 
value. See Section 3.6.1 for calculation of energy requirement for capture plants.  
Notes:  Ranges and representative values are based on data from Special Report Tables 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10. All PC and IGCC data are for bituminous coals only 
at costs of 1.0-1.5 US$ GJ-1 (LHV); all PC plants are supercritical units. NGCC data based on natural gas prices of 2.8-4.4 US$ GJ-1 (LHV basis). Cost are 
stated in constant US$2002. Power plant sizes range from approximately 400-800 MW without capture and 300-700 MW with capture. Capacity factors vary 
from 65-85% for coal plants and 50-95% for gas plants (average for each=80%). Fixed charge factors vary from 11-16%. All costs include CO2 compression 
but not additional CO2 transport and storage costs.
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in Table TS.4, where costs vary from 2–56 US$/tCO2 net 
captured. 
 New or improved methods of CO2 capture, combined 
with advanced power systems and industrial process designs, 
could reduce CO2 capture costs and energy requirements. 
While costs for first-of-a-kind commercial plants often 
exceed initial cost estimates, the cost of subsequent plants 
typically declines as a result of learning-by-doing and other 
factors. Although there is considerable uncertainty about 
the magnitude and timing of future cost reductions, the 
literature suggests that, provided R&D efforts are sustained, 
improvements to commercial technologies can reduce current 
CO2 capture costs by at least 20–30% over approximately the 
next ten years, while new technologies under development 
could achieve more substantial cost reductions. Future cost 
reductions will depend on the deployment and adoption 
of commercial technologies in the marketplace as well as 
sustained R&D.

4. Transport of CO2

Except when plants are located directly above a geological 
storage site, captured CO2 must be transported from the point 
of capture to a storage site. This section reviews the principal 

methods of CO2 transport and assesses the health, safety and 
environment aspects, and costs.

Methods of CO2 transport

Pipelines today operate as a mature market technology and are 
the most common method for transporting CO2. Gaseous CO2 
is typically compressed to a pressure above 8 MPa in order 
to avoid two-phase flow regimes and increase the density of 
the CO2, thereby making it easier and less costly to transport. 
CO2 also can be transported as a liquid in ships, road or rail 
tankers that carry CO2 in insulated tanks at a temperature 
well below ambient, and at much lower pressures. 
 The first long-distance CO2 pipeline came into operation 
in the early 1970s. In the United States, over 2,500 km of 
pipeline transports more than 40 MtCO2 per year from natural 
and anthropogenic sources, mainly to sites in Texas, where 
the CO2 is used for EOR.These pipelines operate in the ‘dense 
phase’ mode (in which there is a continuous progression from 
gas to liquid, without a distinct phase change), and at ambient 
temperature and high pressure. In most of these pipelines, the 
flow is driven by compressors at the upstream end, although 
some pipelines have intermediate (booster) compressor 
stations. 

Table TS.4.  Summary of CO2 capture costs for new hydrogen plants based on current technology 

Performance and cost measures
New hydrogen plant

 Range
Representative value

 Low  High
Emission rate without capture (kgCO2 GJ-1) 78 - 174 137
Emission rate with capture (kgCO2 GJ-1) 7 - 28 17
Percent CO2 reduction per GJ (%) 72 - 96 86
Plant efficiency with capture, LHV basis (%) 52 - 68 60
Capture energy requirement (% more input GJ-1) 4 - 22 8
Cost of hydrogen without capture (US$ GJ-1) 6.5 - 10.0 7.8
Cost of hydrogen with capture (US$ GJ-1) 7.5 - 13.3 9.1
Increase in H2 cost with capture (US$ GJ-1) 0.3 - 3.3 1.3
Percent increase in H2 cost with capture (%) 5 - 33 15
Cost of net CO2 captured (US$/tCO2) 2 - 56 15
Capture cost confidence level  moderate to high 

Notes: Ranges and representative values are based on data from Table 3.11. All costs in this table are for capture only and do not include the costs of CO2 
transport and storage. Costs are in constant US$2002. Hydrogen plant feedstocks are natural gas (4.7-5.3 US$ GJ-1) or coal (0.9-1.3 US$ GJ-1); some plants 
in dataset produce electricity in addition to hydrogen. Fixed charge factors vary from 13-20%. All costs include CO2 compression but not additional CO2 
transport and storage costs (see Section 8 for full CCS costs). 
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 In some situations or locations, transport of CO2 by ship 
may be economically more attractive, particularly when 
the CO2 has to be moved over large distances or overseas. 
Liquefied petroleum gases (LPG, principally propane and 
butane) are transported on a large commercial scale by 
marine tankers. CO2 can be transported by ship in much the 
same way (typically at 0.7 MPa pressure), but this currently 
takes place on a small scale because of limited demand. The 
properties of liquefied CO2 are similar to those of LPG, and 
the technology could be scaled up to large CO2 carriers if a 
demand for such systems were to materialize.
 Road and rail tankers also are technically feasible options. 
These systems transport CO2 at a temperature of -20ºC and at 
2 MPa pressure. However, they are uneconomical compared 
to pipelines and ships, except on a very small scale, and are 
unlikely to be relevant to large-scale CCS.

Environment, safety and risk aspects

Just as there are standards for natural gas admitted to 
pipelines, so minimum standards for ‘pipeline quality’ CO2 
should emerge as the CO2 pipeline infrastructure develops 
further. Current standards, developed largely in the context 
of EOR applications, are not necessarily identical to what 
would be required for CCS. A low-nitrogen content is 
important for EOR, but would not be so significant for CCS. 
However, a CO2 pipeline through populated areas might need 
a lower specified maximum H2S content. Pipeline transport 
of CO2 through populated areas also requires detailed route 
selection, over-pressure protection, leak detection and other 
design factors. However, no major obstacles to pipeline 
design for CCS are foreseen.
 CO2 could leak to the atmosphere during transport, 
although leakage losses from pipelines are very small. Dry 
(moisture-free) CO2 is not corrosive to the carbon-manganese 
steels customarily used for pipelines, even if the CO2 contains 
contaminants such as oxygen, hydrogen sulphide, and sulphur 
or nitrogen oxides. Moisture-laden CO2, on the other hand, is 
highly corrosive, so a CO2 pipeline in this case would have 
to be made from a corrosion-resistant alloy, or be internally 
clad with an alloy or a continuous polymer coating. Some 
pipelines are made from corrosion-resistant alloys, although 
the cost of materials is several times larger than carbon-
manganese steels. For ships, the total loss to the atmosphere 
is between 3 and 4% per 1000 km, counting both boil-off and 
the exhaust from ship engines. Boil-off could be reduced by 
capture and liquefaction, and recapture would reduce the loss 
to 1 to 2% per 1000 km.
 Accidents can also occur. In the case of existing CO2 
pipelines, which are mostly in areas of low population 
density, there have been fewer than one reported incident per 
year (0.0003 per km-year) and no injuries or fatalities. This 
is consistent with experience with hydrocarbon pipelines, 

and the impact would probably not be more severe than for 
natural gas accidents. In marine transportation, hydrocarbon 
gas tankers are potentially dangerous, but the recognized 
hazard has led to standards for design, construction and 
operation, and serious incidents are rare.

Cost of CO2 transport

Costs have been estimated for both pipeline and marine 
transportation of CO2. In every case the costs depend strongly 
on the distance and the quantity transported. In the case of 
pipelines, the costs depend on whether the pipeline is onshore 
or offshore, whether the area is heavily congested, and 
whether there are mountains, large rivers, or frozen ground 
on the route. All these factors could double the cost per unit 
length, with even larger increases for pipelines in populated 
areas. Any additional costs for recompression (booster pump 
stations) that may be needed for longer pipelines would be 
counted as part of transport costs. Such costs are relatively 
small and not included in the estimates presented here.
 Figure TS.5 shows the cost of pipeline transport for a 
nominal distance of 250 km. This is typically 1–8 US$/tCO2 
(4–30 US$/tC). The figure also shows how pipeline cost 
depends on the CO2 mass flow rate. Steel cost accounts for a 
significant fraction of the cost of a pipeline, so fluctuations 
in such cost (such as the doubling in the years from 2003 to 
2005) could affect overall pipeline economics.  
 In ship transport, the tanker volume and the characteristics 
of the loading and unloading systems are some of the key 
factors determining the overall transport cost. 
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The costs associated with CO2 compression and liquefaction 
are accounted for in the capture costs presented earlier. Figure 
TS.6 compares pipeline and marine transportation costs, 
and shows the break-even distance. If the marine option is 
available, it is typically cheaper than pipelines for distances 
greater than approximately 1000 km and for amounts smaller 
than a few million tonnes of CO2 per year. In ocean storage 
the most suitable transport system depends on the injection 
method: from a stationary floating vessel, a moving ship, or 
a pipeline from shore.

5. Geological storage 

This section examines three types of geological formations 
that have received extensive consideration for the geological 
storage of CO2: oil and gas reservoirs, deep saline formations 
and unminable coal beds (Figure TS.7). In each case, 
geological storage of CO2 is accomplished by injecting it in 
dense form into a rock formation below the earth’s surface. 
Porous rock formations that hold or (as in the case of 
depleted oil and gas reservoirs) have previously held fluids, 
such as natural gas, oil or brines, are potential candidates for 
CO2 storage. Suitable storage formations can occur in both 
onshore and offshore sedimentary basins (natural large-scale 
depressions in the earth’s crust that are filled with sediments). 
Coal beds also may be used for storage of CO2 (see Figure 
TS.7) where it is unlikely that the coal will later be mined and 
provided that permeability is sufficient. The option of storing 
CO2 in coal beds and enhancing methane production is still 
in the demonstration phase (see Table TS.1).

Existing CO2 storage projects

Geological storage of CO2 is ongoing in three industrial-
scale projects (projects in the order of 1 MtCO2 yr-1 or more): 
the Sleipner project in the North Sea, the Weyburn project 
in Canada and the In Salah project in Algeria. About 3–4 
MtCO2 that would otherwise be released to the atmosphere 
is captured and stored annually in geological formations. 
Additional projects are listed in Table TS.5.
 In addition to the CCS projects currently in place, 30 
MtCO2 is injected annually for EOR, mostly in Texas, USA, 
where EOR commenced in the early 1970s. Most of this CO2 
is obtained from natural CO2 reservoirs found in western 
regions of the US, with some coming from anthropogenic 
sources such as natural gas processing. Much of the CO2 
injected for EOR is produced with the oil, from which it is 
separated and then reinjected. At the end of the oil recovery, 
the CO2 can be retained for the purpose of climate change 
mitigation, rather than vented to the atmosphere. This is 
planned for the Weyburn project.

Storage technology and mechanisms 

The injection of CO2 in deep geological formations involves 
many of the same technologies that have been developed 
in the oil and gas exploration and production industry. 
Well-drilling technology, injection technology, computer 
simulation of storage reservoir dynamics and monitoring 
methods from existing applications are being developed 
further for design and operation of geological storage. 
Other underground injection practices also provide relevant 
operational experience. In particular, natural gas storage, 
the deep injection of liquid wastes, and acid gas disposal 
(mixtures of CO2 and H2S) have been conducted in Canada 
and the U.S. since 1990, also at the megatonne scale.
 CO2 storage in hydrocarbon reservoirs or deep saline 
formations is generally expected to take place at depths below 
800 m, where the ambient pressures and temperatures will 
usually result in CO2 being in a liquid or supercritical state. 
Under these conditions, the density of CO2 will range from 
50 to 80% of the density of water. This is close to the density 
of some crude oils, resulting in buoyant forces that tend to 
drive CO2 upwards. Consequently, a well-sealed cap rock over 
the selected storage reservoir is important to ensure that CO2 
remains trapped underground. When injected underground, the 
CO2 compresses and fills the pore space by partially displacing 
the fluids that are already present (the ‘in situ fluids’). In 
oil and gas reservoirs, the displacement of in situ fluids by 
injected CO2 can result in most of the pore volume being 
available for CO2 storage. In saline formations, estimates of 
potential storage volume are lower, ranging from as low as a 
few percent to over 30% of the total rock volume.
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Figure TS.6. Costs, plotted as US$/tCO2 transported against 
distance, for onshore pipelines, offshore pipelines and ship transport. 
Pipeline costs are given for a mass flow of 6 MtCO2 yr-1. Ship costs 
include intermediate storage facilities, harbour fees, fuel costs, and 
loading and unloading activities. Costs include also additional costs 
for liquefaction compared to compression. 
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 Once injected into the storage formation, the fraction 
retained depends on a combination of physical and 
geochemical trapping mechanisms. Physical trapping to 
block upward migration of CO2 is provided by a layer 
of shale and clay rock above the storage formation. This 
impermeable layer is known as the “cap rock”. Additional 
physical trapping can be provided by capillary forces that 
retain CO2 in the pore spaces of the formation. In many cases, 
however, one or more sides of the formation remain open, 
allowing for lateral migration of CO2 beneath the cap rock. 
In these cases, additional mechanisms are important for the 
long-term entrapment of the injected CO2. 
 The mechanism known as geochemical trapping occurs 
as the CO2 reacts with the in situ fluids and host rock. First, 
CO2 dissolves in the in situ water. Once this occurs (over time 
scales of hundreds of  years to thousands of years), the CO2-
laden water becomes more dense and therefore sinks down 
into the formation (rather than rising toward the surface). 

Next, chemical reactions between the dissolved CO2 and 
rock minerals form ionic species, so that a fraction of the 
injected CO2 will be converted to solid carbonate minerals 
over millions of years. 
 Yet another type of trapping occurs when CO2 is 
preferentially adsorbed onto coal or organic-rich shales 
replacing gases such as methane. In these cases, CO2 will 
remain trapped as long as pressures and temperatures 
remain stable. These processes would normally take place at 
shallower depths than CO2 storage in hydrocarbon reservoirs 
and saline formations.

Geographical distribution and capacity of storage sites

As shown earlier in Section 2 (Figure TS.2b), regions with 
sedimentary basins that are potentially suitable for CO2 
storage exist around the globe, both onshore and offshore. 
This report focuses on oil and gas reservoirs, deep saline 

Figure TS.7. Methods for storing CO2 in deep underground geological formations. Two methods may be combined with the recovery 
of hydrocarbons: EOR (2) and ECBM (4). See text for explanation of these methods (Courtesy CO2CRC).
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formations and unminable coal beds. Other possible 
geological formations or structures (such as basalts, oil or gas 
shales, salt caverns and abandoned mines) represent niche 
opportunities, or have been insufficiently studied at this time 
to assess their potential. 
 The estimates of the technical potential6 for different 
geological storage options are summarized in Table TS.6. The 
estimates and levels of confidence are based on an assessment 
of the literature, both of regional bottom-up, and global 
top-down estimates. No probabilistic approach to assessing 
capacity estimates exists in the literature, and this would be 
required to quantify levels of uncertainty reliably. Overall 
estimates, particularly of the upper limit of the potential, vary 
widely and involve a high degree of uncertainty, reflecting 
conflicting methodologies in the literature and the fact 
that our knowledge of saline formations is quite limited in 
most parts of the world. For oil and gas reservoirs, better 
estimates are available which are based on the replacement of 
hydrocarbon volumes with CO2 volumes. It should be noted 
that, with the exception of EOR, these reservoirs will not be 
available for CO2 storage until the hydrocarbons are depleted, 
and that pressure changes and geomechanical effects due to 
hydrocarbon production in the reservoir may reduce actual 
capacity.
 Another way of looking at storage potential, however, is 
to ask whether it is likely to be adequate for the amounts of 
CO2 that would need to be avoided using CCS under different 

greenhouse gas stabilization scenarios and assumptions about 
the deployment of other mitigation options. As discussed 
later in Section 8, the estimated range of economic potential7 
for CCS over the next century is roughly 200 to 2,000 GtCO2. 
The lower limits in Table TS.6 suggest that, worldwide, it 
is virtually certain8 that there is 200 GtCO2 of geological 
storage capacity, and likely9 that there is at least about 2,000 
GtCO2.

Site selection criteria and methods

Site characterization, selection and performance prediction 
are crucial for successful geological storage. Before selecting 
a site, the geological setting must be characterized to 
determine if the overlying cap rock will provide an effective 
seal, if there is a sufficiently voluminous and permeable 
storage formation, and whether any abandoned or active 
wells will compromise the integrity of the seal. 
 Techniques developed for the exploration of oil and 
gas reservoirs, natural gas storage sites and liquid waste 
disposal sites are suitable for characterizing geological 
storage sites for CO2. Examples include seismic imaging, 
pumping tests for evaluating storage formations and seals, 
and cement integrity logs. Computer programmes that 
model underground CO2 movement are used to support site 
characterization and selection activities. These programmes 
were initially developed for applications such as oil and 

Table TS.5.  Sites where CO2 storage has been done, is currently in progress or is planned, varying from small pilots to large-scale 
commercial applications.

Project name Country Injection start 
(year)

Approximate average 
daily injection rate  

(tCO2 day-1)

Total (planned) 
storage 
(tCO2) 

Storage reservoir 
type

Weyburn Canada 2000 3,000-5,000 20,000,000 EOR
In Salah Algeria 2004 3,000-4,000 17,000,000 Gas field
Sleipner Norway 1996 3,000 20,000,000 Saline formation
K12B Netherlands 2004 100 

(1,000 planned for 2006+)
8,000,000 Enhanced gas 

recovery
Frio U.S.A 2004 177 1600 Saline formation
Fenn Big Valley Canada 1998 50 200 ECBM
Qinshui Basin China 2003 30 150 ECBM
Yubari Japan 2004 10 200 ECBM
Recopol Poland 2003 1 10 ECBM
Gorgon (planned) Australia ~2009 10,000 unknown Saline formation
Snøhvit (planned) Norway 2006 2,000 unknown Saline formation 

6 Technical potential is the amount by which it is possible to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by implementing a technology or practice that already has been 
demonstrated.

7 Economic potential is the amount of greenhouse gas emissions reductions from a specific option that could be achieved cost-effectively, given prevailing 
circumstances (the price of CO2 reductions and costs of other options).

8 “Virtually certain” is a probability of  99% or more.
9  “Likely” is a probability of 66 to 90%.
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gas reservoir engineering and groundwater resources 
investigations. Although they include many of the physical, 
chemical and geomechanical processes needed to predict 
both short-term and long-term performance of CO2 storage, 
more experience is needed to establish confidence in their 
effectiveness in predicting long-term performance when 
adapted for CO2 storage. Moreover, the availability of good 
site characterization data is critical for the reliability of 
models.

Risk assessment and environmental impact

The risks due to leakage from storage of CO2 in geological 
reservoirs fall into two broad categories: global risks and 
local risks. Global risks involve the release of CO2 that 
may contribute significantly to climate change if some 
fraction leaks from the storage formation to the atmosphere. 
In addition, if CO2 leaks out of a storage formation, local 
hazards may exist for humans, ecosystems and groundwater. 
These are the local risks.
 With regard to global risks, based on observations 
and analysis of current CO2 storage sites, natural systems, 
engineering systems and models, the fraction retained in 
appropriately selected and managed reservoirs is very likely10 
to exceed 99% over 100 years, and is likely to exceed 99% 
over 1000 years. Similar fractions retained are likely for even 
longer periods of time, as the risk of leakage is expected to 
decrease over time as other mechanisms provide additional 
trapping. The question of whether these fractions retained 
would be sufficient to make impermanent storage valuable 
for climate change mitigation is discussed in Section 8.
 With regard to local risks, there are two types of scenarios 
in which leakage may occur. In the first case, injection well 
failures or leakage up abandoned wells could create a sudden 
and rapid release of CO2. This type of release is likely to 
be detected quickly and stopped using techniques that are 
available today for containing well blow-outs. Hazards 
associated with this type of release primarily affect workers in 
the vicinity of the release at the time it occurs, or those called 
in to control the blow-out. A concentration of CO2 greater 

than 7–10% in air would cause immediate dangers to human 
life and health. Containing these kinds of releases may take 
hours to days and the overall amount of CO2 released is likely 
to be very small compared to the total amount injected. These 
types of hazards are managed effectively on a regular basis in 
the oil and gas industry using engineering and administrative 
controls. 
 In the second scenario, leakage could occur through 
undetected faults, fractures or through leaking wells where 
the release to the surface is more gradual and diffuse. In this 
case, hazards primarily affect drinking-water aquifers and 
ecosystems where CO2 accumulates in the zone between the 
surface and the top of the water table. Groundwater can be 
affected both by CO2 leaking directly into an aquifer and by 
brines that enter the aquifer as a result of being displaced 
by CO2 during the injection process. There may also be 
acidification of soils and displacement of oxygen in soils 
in this scenario. Additionally, if leakage to the atmosphere 
were to occur in low-lying areas with little wind, or in sumps 
and basements overlying these diffuse leaks, humans and 
animals would be harmed if a leak were to go undetected. 
Humans would be less affected by leakage from offshore 
storage locations than from onshore storage locations. 
Leakage routes can be identified by several techniques and 
by characterization of the reservoir. Figure TS.8 shows some 
of the potential leakage paths for a saline formation. When 
the potential leakage routes are known, the monitoring and 
remediation strategy can be adapted to address the potential 
leakage.
 Careful storage system design and siting, together with 
methods for early detection of leakage (preferably long before 
CO2 reaches the land surface), are effective ways of reducing 
hazards associated with diffuse leakage. The available 
monitoring methods are promising, but more experience is 
needed to establish detection levels and resolution. Once 
leakages are detected, some remediation techniques are 
available to stop or control them. Depending on the type 
of leakage, these techniques could involve standard well 
repair techniques, or the extraction of CO2 by intercepting its 
leak into a shallow groundwater aquifer (see Figure TS.8). 

Table TS.6.  Storage capacity for several geological storage options. The storage capacity includes storage options that are not economical.

Reservoir type Lower estimate of storage capacity 
(GtCO2)

Upper estimate of storage capacity 
(GtCO2)

Oil and gas fields 675a 900a

Unminable coal seams (ECBM) 3-15 200
Deep saline formations 1,000 Uncertain, but possibly 104

a These numbers would increase by 25% if ‘undiscovered’ oil and gas fields were included in this assessment.

10 “Very likely” is a probability of 90 to 99%. 
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Techniques to remove CO2 from soils and groundwater are 
also available, but they are likely to be costly. Experience 
will be needed to demonstrate the effectiveness, and ascertain 
the costs, of these techniques for use in CO2 storage. 

Monitoring and verification

Monitoring is a very important part of the overall risk 
management strategy for geological storage projects. Standard 
procedures or protocols have not been developed yet but they 
are expected to evolve as technology improves, depending on 
local risks and regulations. However, it is expected that some 
parameters such as injection rate and injection well pressure 
will be measured routinely. Repeated seismic surveys have 
been shown to be useful for tracking the underground 
migration of CO2. Newer techniques such as gravity and 
electrical measurements may also be useful. The sampling 
of groundwater and the soil between the surface and water 
table may be useful for directly detecting CO2 leakage. CO2 
sensors with alarms can be located at the injection wells for 
ensuring worker safety and to detect leakage. Surface-based 
techniques may also be used for detecting and quantifying 
surface releases. High-quality baseline data improve the 

reliability and resolution of all measurements and will be 
essential for detecting small rates of leakage.
 Since all of these monitoring techniques have been 
adapted from other applications, they need to be tested and 
assessed with regard to reliability, resolution and sensitivity 
in the context of geological storage. All of the existing 
industrial-scale projects and pilot projects have programmes 
to develop and test these and other monitoring techniques. 
Methods also may be necessary or desirable to monitor the 
amount of CO2 stored underground in the context of emission 
reporting and monitoring requirements in the UNFCCC (see 
Section 9). Given the long-term nature of CO2 storage, site 
monitoring may be required for very long periods.

Legal issues 

At present, few countries have specifically developed 
legal and regulatory frameworks for onshore CO2 storage. 
Relevant legislation include petroleum-related legislation, 
drinking-water legislation and mining regulations. In 
many cases, there are laws applying to some, if not most, 
of the issues related to CO2 storage. Specifically, long-term 
liability issues, such as global issues associated with the 

Figure TS.8. Potential leakage routes and remediation techniques for CO2 injected into saline formations. The remediation technique would 
depend on the potential leakage routes identified in a reservoir (Courtesy CO2CRC).
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leakage of CO2 to the atmosphere, as well as local concerns 
about environmental impact, have not yet been addressed. 
Monitoring and verification regimes and risks of leakage 
may play an important role in determining liability, and vice-
versa. There are also considerations such as the longevity 
of institutions, ongoing monitoring and transferability 
of institutional knowledge. The long-term perspective is 
essential to a legal framework for CCS as storage times 
extend over many generations as does the climate change 
problem. In some countries, notably the US, the property 
rights of all those affected must be considered in legal terms 
as pore space is owned by surface property owners. 
 According to the general principles of customary 
international law, States can exercise their sovereignty in 
their territories and could therefore engage in activities 
such as the storage of CO2 (both geological and ocean) in 
those areas under their jurisdiction. However, if storage has 
a transboundary impact, States have the responsibility to 
ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do 
not cause damage to the environment of other States or of 
areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 
 Currently, there are several treaties (notably the UN 
Convention on the Law of the Sea, and the London11 and 
OSPAR12 Conventions) that could apply to the offshore 
injection of CO2 into marine environments (both into the 
ocean and the geological sub-seabed). All these treaties have 
been drafted without specific consideration of CO2 storage. 
An assessment undertaken by the Jurists and Linguists Group 
to the OSPAR Convention (relating to the northeast Atlantic 
region), for example, found that, depending on the method and 
purpose of injection, CO2 injection into the geological sub-
seabed and the ocean could be compatible with the treaty in 
some cases, such as when the CO2 is transported via a pipeline 
from land. A similar assessment is now being conducted by 
Parties to the London Convention. Furthermore, papers by 
legal commentators have concluded that CO2 captured from 
an oil or natural gas extraction operation and stored offshore 
in a geological formation (like the Sleipner operation) would 
not be considered ‘dumping’ under, and would not therefore 
be prohibited by, the London Convention.

Public perception

Assessing public perception of CCS is challenging because 
of the relatively technical and “remote” nature of this issue 
at the present time. Results of the very few studies conducted 
to date about the public perception of CCS indicate that 
the public is generally not well informed about CCS. If 

information is given alongside information about other 
climate change mitigation options, the handful of studies 
carried out so far indicate that CCS is generally regarded as 
less favourable than other options, such as improvements in 
energy efficiency and the use of non-fossil energy sources. 
Acceptance of CCS, where it occurs, is characterized as 
“reluctant” rather than “enthusiastic”. In some cases, this 
reflects the perception that CCS might be required because 
of a failure to reduce CO2 emissions in other ways. There 
are indications that geological storage could be viewed 
favourably if it is adopted in conjunction with more desirable 
measures.  Although public perception is likely to change in 
the future, the limited research to date indicates that at least 
two conditions may have to be met before CO2 capture and 
storage is considered by the public as a credible technology, 
alongside other better known options: (1) anthropogenic 
global climate change has to be regarded as a relatively 
serious problem; (2) there must be acceptance of the need 
for large reductions in CO2 emissions to reduce the threat of 
global climate change. 

Cost of geological storage

The technologies and equipment used for geological storage 
are widely used in the oil and gas industries so cost estimates 
for this option have a relatively high degree of confidence 
for storage capacity in the lower range of technical potential. 
However, there is a significant range and variability of costs 
due to site-specific factors such as onshore versus offshore, 
reservoir depth and geological characteristics of the storage 
formation (e.g., permeability and formation thickness). 
 Representative estimates of the cost for storage in saline 
formations and depleted oil and gas fields are typically 
between 0.5–8 US$/tCO2 injected. Monitoring costs of 
0.1–0.3 US$/tCO2 are additional. The lowest storage costs 
are for onshore, shallow, high permeability reservoirs, and/or 
storage sites where wells and infrastructure from existing oil 
and gas fields may be re-used. 

When storage is combined with EOR, ECBM or (potentially) 
Enhanced Gas Recovery (EGR), the economic value of CO2 
can reduce the total cost of CCS. Based on data and oil prices 
prior to 2003, enhanced oil production for onshore EOR with 
CO2 storage could yield net benefits of 10–16 US$/tCO2 (37–
59 US$/tC) (including the costs of geological storage). For 
EGR and ECBM, which are still under development, there is 
no reliable cost information based on actual experience. In all 
cases, however, the economic benefit of enhanced production 

11 Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (1972), and its London Protocol (1996), which has not yet entered 
into force.

12 Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic, which was adopted in Paris (1992). OSPAR is an abbreviation of 
Oslo-Paris.
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depends strongly on oil and gas prices. In this regard, the 
literature basis for this report does not take into account the 
rise in world oil and gas prices since 2003 and assumes oil 
prices of 15–20 US$ per barrel. Should higher prices be 
sustained over the life of a CCS project, the economic value 
of CO2 could be higher than that reported here.

6. Ocean storage

A potential CO2 storage option is to inject captured CO2 
directly into the deep ocean (at depths greater than 1,000 
m), where most of it would be isolated from the atmosphere 
for centuries. This can be achieved by transporting CO2 via 
pipelines or ships to an ocean storage site, where it is injected 
into the water column of the ocean or at the sea floor. The 
dissolved and dispersed CO2 would subsequently become 
part of the global carbon cycle. Figure TS.9 shows some of 
the main methods that could be employed. Ocean storage has 
not yet been deployed or demonstrated at a pilot scale, and is 
still in the research phase. However, there have been small-
scale field experiments and 25 years of theoretical, laboratory 
and modelling studies of intentional ocean storage of CO2.

Storage mechanisms and technology

Oceans cover over 70% of the earth’s surface and their 
average depth is 3,800 m. Because carbon dioxide is soluble 
in water, there are natural exchanges of CO2 between the 
atmosphere and waters at the ocean surface that occur until 
equilibrium is reached. If the atmospheric concentration of 
CO2 increases, the ocean gradually takes up additional CO2. 
In this way, the oceans have taken up about 500 GtCO2 (140 
GtC) of the total 1,300 GtCO2 (350 GtC) of anthropogenic 
emissions released to the atmosphere over the past 200 years. 
As a result of the increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations 
from human activities relative to pre-industrial levels, the 
oceans are currently taking up CO2 at a rate of about 7 GtCO2 
yr-1 (2 GtC yr-1).
 Most of this carbon dioxide now resides in the upper 
ocean and thus far has resulted in a decrease in pH of about 
0.1 at the ocean surface because of the acidic nature of CO2 in 
water. To date, however, there has been virtually no change 
in pH in the deep ocean. Models predict that over the next 
several centuries the oceans will eventually take up most of 
the CO2 released to the atmosphere as CO2 is dissolved at 
the ocean surface and subsequently mixed with deep ocean 
waters.
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There is no practical physical limit to the amount of 
anthropogenic CO2 that could be stored in the ocean. 
However, on a millennial time scale, the amount stored 
will depend on oceanic equilibration with the atmosphere. 
Stabilizing atmospheric CO2 concentrations between 350 
ppmv and 1000 ppmv would imply that between 2,000 and 
12,000 GtCO2 would eventually reside in the ocean if there is 
no intentional CO2 injection. This range therefore represents 
the upper limit for the capacity of the ocean to store CO2 
through active injection. The capacity would also be affected 
by environmental factors, such as a maximum allowable pH 
change. 
 Analysis of ocean observations and models both indicate 
that injected CO2 will be isolated from the atmosphere for 
at least several hundreds of years, and that the fraction 
retained tends to be higher with deeper injection (see Table 
TS.7). Ideas for increasing the fraction retained include 
forming solid CO2 hydrates and/or liquid CO2 lakes on the 
sea floor, and dissolving alkaline minerals such as limestone 
to neutralize the acidic CO2. Dissolving mineral carbonates, 
if practical, could extend the storage time scale to roughly 
10,000 years, while minimizing changes in ocean pH and 
CO2 partial pressure. However, large amounts of limestone 
and energy for materials handling would be required for 
this approach (roughly the same order of magnitude as the 
amounts per tonne of CO2 injected that are needed for mineral 
carbonation; see Section 7). 

Ecological and environmental impacts and risks

The injection of a few GtCO2 would produce a measurable 
change in ocean chemistry in the region of injection, whereas 
the injection of hundreds of GtCO2 would produce larger 
changes in the region of injection and eventually produce 
measurable changes over the entire ocean volume. Model 
simulations that assume a release from seven locations 
at 3,000 m depth and ocean storage providing 10% of the 
mitigation effort for stabilization at 550 ppmv CO2 projected 
acidity changes (pH changes) of more than 0.4 over 
approximately 1% of the ocean volume. By comparison, in 

a 550 ppmv stabilization case without ocean storage, a pH 
change of more than 0.25 at the ocean surface was estimated 
due to equilibration with the elevated CO2 concentrations in 
the atmosphere. In either case, a pH change of 0.2 to 0.4 is 
significantly greater than pre-industrial variations in ocean 
acidity. Over centuries, ocean mixing will result in the 
loss of isolation of injected CO2. As more CO2 reaches the 
ocean surface waters, releases into the atmosphere would 
occur gradually from large regions of the ocean. There are 
no known mechanisms for sudden or catastrophic release of 
injected CO2 from the ocean into the atmosphere.
 Experiments show that adding CO2 can harm marine 
organisms. Effects of elevated CO2 levels have mostly 
been studied on time scales up to several months in 
individual organisms that live near the ocean surface. 
Observed phenomena include reduced rates of calcification, 
reproduction, growth, circulatory oxygen supply and mobility, 
as well as increased mortality over time. In some organisms 
these effects are seen in response to small additions of CO2. 
Immediate mortality is expected close to injection points or 
CO2 lakes. The chronic effects of direct CO2 injection into 
the ocean on ocean organisms or ecosystems over large ocean 
areas and long time scales have not yet been studied. 
 No controlled ecosystem experiments have been 
performed in the deep ocean, so only a preliminary 
assessment of potential ecosystem effects can be given. It 
is expected that ecosystem consequences will increase with 
increasing CO2 concentrations and decreasing pH, but the 
nature of such consequences is currently not understood, 
and no environmental criteria have as yet been identified to 
avoid adverse effects. At present, it is also unclear how or 
whether species and ecosystems would adapt to the sustained 
chemical changes. 

Costs of ocean storage

Although there is no experience with ocean storage, some 
attempts have been made to estimate the costs of CO2 storage 
projects that release CO2 on the sea floor or in the deep ocean. 
The costs of CO2 capture and transport to the shoreline (e.g 

Table TS.7.  Fraction of CO2 retained for ocean storage as simulated by seven ocean models for 100 years of continuous injection at three 
different depths starting in the year 2000.

Injection depth
Year 800 m 1500 m 3000 m
2100 0.78 ± 0.06 0.91 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.01
2200 0.50 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.07 0.94 ± 0.06
2300 0.36 ± 0.06 0.60 ± 0.08 0.87 ± 0.10
2400 0.28 ± 0.07 0.49 ± 0.09 0.79 ± 0.12
2500 0.23 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0.09 0.71 ± 0.14
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via pipelines) are not included in the cost of ocean storage. 
However, the costs of offshore pipelines or ships, plus any 
additional energy costs, are included in the ocean storage 
cost. The costs of ocean storage are summarized in Table 
TS.8. These numbers indicate that, for short distances, the 
fixed pipeline option would be cheaper. For larger distances, 
either the moving ship or the transport by ship to a platform 
with subsequent injection would be more attractive. 

Legal aspects and public perception

The global and regional treaties on the law of the sea and 
marine environment, such as the OSPAR and the London 
Convention discussed earlier in Section 5 for geological 
storage sites, also affect ocean storage, as they concern the 
‘maritime area’. Both Conventions distinguish between the 
storage method employed and the purpose of storage to 
determine the legal status of ocean storage of CO2. As yet, 
however, no decision has been made about the legal status of 
intentional ocean storage.
 The very small number of public perception studies that 
have looked at the ocean storage of CO2 indicate that there 
is very little public awareness or knowledge of this subject. 
In the few studies conducted thus far, however, the public 
has expressed greater reservations about ocean storage 
than geological storage. These studies also indicate that the 
perception of ocean storage changed when more information 
was provided; in one study this led to increased acceptance of 
ocean storage, while in another study it led to less acceptance. 
The literature also notes that ‘significant opposition’ 
developed around a proposed CO2 release experiment in the 
Pacific Ocean. 

7. Mineral carbonation and industrial uses

This section deals with two rather different options for CO2 
storage. The first is mineral carbonation, which involves 
converting CO2 to solid inorganic carbonates using chemical 
reactions. The second option is the industrial use of CO2, 
either directly or as feedstock for production of various 
carbon-containing chemicals.

Mineral carbonation: technology, impacts and costs 

Mineral carbonation refers to the fixation of CO2 using 
alkaline and alkaline-earth oxides, such as magnesium 
oxide (MgO) and calcium oxide (CaO), which are present 
in naturally occurring silicate rocks such as serpentine and 
olivine. Chemical reactions between these materials and CO2 
produces compounds such as magnesium carbonate (MgCO3) 
and calcium carbonate (CaCO3, commonly known as 
limestone). The quantity of metal oxides in the silicate rocks 
that can be found in the earth’s crust exceeds the amounts 
needed to fix all the CO2 that would be produced by the 
combustion of all available fossil fuel reserves. These oxides 
are also present in small quantities in some industrial wastes, 
such as stainless steel slags and ashes. Mineral carbonation 
produces silica and carbonates that are stable over long 
time scales and can therefore be disposed of in areas such 
as silicate mines, or re-used for construction purposes (see 
Figure TS.10), although such re-use is likely to be small 
relative to the amounts produced. After carbonation, CO2 
would not be released to the atmosphere. As a consequence, 
there would be little need to monitor the disposal sites and 
the associated risks would be very low. The storage potential 
is difficult to estimate at this early phase of development. 
It would be limited by the fraction of silicate reserves that 
can be technically exploited, by environmental issues such 
as the volume of product disposal, and by legal and societal 
constraints at the storage location. 
 The process of mineral carbonation occurs naturally, where 
it is known as ‘weathering’. In nature, the process occurs very 
slowly; it must therefore be accelerated considerably to be a 
viable storage method for CO2 captured from anthropogenic 
sources. Research in the field of mineral carbonation therefore 
focuses on finding process routes that can achieve reaction 
rates viable for industrial purposes and make the reaction 
more energy-efficient. Mineral carbonation technology using 
natural silicates is in the research phase but some processes 
using industrial wastes are in the demonstration phase.
 A commercial process would require mining, crushing 
and milling of the mineral-bearing ores and their transport to 
a processing plant receiving a concentrated CO2 stream from 
a capture plant (see Figure TS.10). The carbonation process 

Table TS.8.  Costs for ocean storage at depths deeper than 3,000 m.

Ocean storage method
Costs (US$/tCO2 net injected)

100 km offshore 500 km offshore
Fixed pipeline 6 31
Moving ship/platforma 12-14 13-16

a  The costs for the moving ship option are for injection depths of 2,000-2,500 m.
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energy required would be 30 to 50% of the capture plant 
output. Considering the additional energy requirements for 
the capture of CO2, a CCS system with mineral carbonation 
would require 60 to 180% more energy input per kilowatt-
hour than a reference electricity plant without capture 
or mineral carbonation. These energy requirements raise 
the cost per tonne of CO2 avoided for the overall system 
significantly (see Section 8). The best case studied so far is 
the wet carbonation of natural silicate olivine. The estimated 
cost of this process is approximately 50–100 US$/tCO2  net 
mineralized (in addition to CO2 capture and transport costs, 
but taking into account the additional energy requirements). 
The mineral carbonation process would require 1.6 to 3.7 
tonnes of silicates per tonne of CO2  to be mined, and produce 
2.6 to 4.7 tonnes of materials to be disposed per tonne of 
CO2  stored as carbonates. This would therefore be a large 
operation, with an environmental impact similar to that of 
current large-scale surface mining operations. Serpentine 
also often contains chrysotile, a natural form of asbestos. 
Its presence therefore demands monitoring and mitigation 
measures of the kind available in the mining industry. On the 
other hand, the products of mineral carbonation are chrysotile-

free, since this is the most reactive component of the rock and 
therefore the first substance converted to carbonates. 
 A number of issues still need to be clarified before any 
estimates of the storage potential of mineral carbonation can 
be given. The issues include assessments of the technical 
feasibility and corresponding energy requirements at large 
scales, but also the fraction of silicate reserves that can be 
technically and economically exploited for CO2 storage. The 
environmental impact of mining, waste disposal and product 
storage could also limit potential. The extent to which 
mineral carbonation may be used cannot be determined at 
this time, since it depends on the unknown amount of silicate 
reserves that can be technically exploited, and environmental 
issuessuch as those noted above.

Industrial uses

Industrial uses of CO2 include chemical and biological 
processes where CO2 is a reactant, such as those used in urea 
and methanol production, as well as various technological 
applications that use CO2 directly, for example in the 
horticulture industry, refrigeration, food packaging, welding, 

Figure TS.10. Material fluxes and process steps associated with the mineral carbonation of silicate rocks or industrial residues 
(Courtesy ECN).
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beverages and fire extinguishers. Currently, CO2 is used at 
a rate of approximately 120 MtCO2 per year (30 MtC yr-1) 
worldwide, excluding use for EOR (discussed in Section 5). 
Most (two thirds of the total) is used to produce urea, which 
is used in the manufacture of fertilizers and other products. 
Some of the CO2 is extracted from natural wells, and some 
originates from industrial sources – mainly high-concentration 
sources such as ammonia and hydrogen production plants 
– that capture CO2 as part of the production process. 
 Industrial uses of CO2 can, in principle, contribute 
to keeping CO2 out of the atmosphere by storing it in the 
“carbon chemical pool” (i.e., the stock of carbon-bearing 
manufactured products). However, as a measure for mitigating 
climate change, this option is meaningful only if the quantity 
and duration of CO2 stored are significant, and if there is a 
real net reduction of CO2 emissions. The typical lifetime of 
most of the CO2 currently used by industrial processes has 
storage times of only days to months. The stored carbon is 
then degraded to CO2 and again emitted to the atmosphere. 
Such short time scales do not contribute meaningfully to 
climate change mitigation. In addition, the total industrial use 
figure of 120 MtCO2 yr-1 is small compared to emissions from 
major anthropogenic sources (see Table TS.2). While some 
industrial processes store a small proportion of CO2 (totalling 
roughly 20 MtCO2 yr-1) for up to several decades, the total 
amount of long-term (century-scale) storage is presently in 
the order of 1 MtCO2 yr-1 or less, with no prospects for major 
increases. 
 Another important question is whether industrial uses of 
CO2 can result in an overall net reduction of CO2 emissions 
by substitution for other industrial processes or products. 
This can be evaluated correctly only by considering proper 
system boundaries for the energy and material balances of 
the CO2 utilization processes, and by carrying out a detailed 
life-cycle analysis of the proposed use of CO2. The literature 
in this area is limited but it shows that precise figures are 
difficult to estimate and that in many cases industrial uses 
could lead to an increase in overall emissions rather than a 
net reduction. In view of the low fraction of CO2 retained, the 
small volumes used and the possibility that substitution may 
lead to increases in CO2 emissions, it can be concluded that 
the contribution of industrial uses of captured CO2 to climate 
change mitigation is expected to be small.

8. Costs and economic potential

The stringency of future requirements for the control of 
greenhouse gas emissions and the expected costs of CCS 
systems will determine, to a large extent, the future deployment 
of CCS technologies relative to other greenhouse gas 
mitigation options. This section first summarizes the overall 
cost of CCS for the main options and process applications 
considered in previous sections. As used in this summary 

and the report, “costs” refer only to market prices but do not 
include external costs such as environmental damages and 
broader societal costs that may be associated with the use 
of CCS. To date, little has been done to assess and quantify 
such external costs. Finally CCS is examined in the context 
of alternative options for global greenhouse gas reductions.

Cost of CCS systems

As noted earlier, there is still relatively little experience with 
the combination of CO2 capture, transport and storage in a fully 
integrated CCS system. And while some CCS components 
are already deployed in mature markets for certain industrial 
applications, CCS has still not been used in large-scale power 
plants (the application with most potential). 
 The literature reports a fairly wide range of costs for CCS 
components (see Sections 3–7). The range is due primarily to 
the variability of site-specific factors, especially the design, 
operating and financing characteristics of the power plants or 
industrial facilities in which CCS is used; the type and costs 
of fuel used; the required distances, terrains and quantities 
involved in CO2 transport; and the type and characteristics of 
the CO2 storage. In addition, uncertainty still remains about the 
performance and cost of current and future CCS technology 
components and integrated systems. The literature reflects 
a widely-held belief, however, that the cost of building and 
operating CO2 capture systems will decline over time as a 
result of learning-by-doing (from technology deployment) 
and sustained R&D. Historical evidence also suggests that 
costs for first-of-a-kind capture plants could exceed current 
estimates before costs subsequently decline. In most CCS 
systems, the cost of capture (including compression) is the 
largest cost component. Costs of electricity and fuel vary 
considerably from country to country, and these factors also 
influence the economic viability of CCS options.
 Table TS.9 summarizes the costs of CO2 capture, 
transport and storage reported in Sections 3 to 7. Monitoring 
costs are also reflected. In Table TS.10, the component costs 
are combined to show the total costs of CCS and electricity 
generation for three power systems with pipeline transport 
and two geological storage options. 
 For the plants with geological storage and no EOR 
credit, the cost of CCS ranges from 0.02–0.05 US$/kWh 
for PC plants and 0.01–0.03 US$/kWh for NGCC plants 
(both employing post-combustion capture). For IGCC plants 
(using pre-combustion capture), the CCS cost ranges from 
0.01–0.03 US$/kWh relative to a similar plant without CCS. 
For all electricity systems, the cost of CCS can be reduced 
by about 0.01–0.02 US$/kWh when using EOR with CO2 
storage because the EOR revenues partly compensate for 
the CCS costs. The largest cost reductions are seen for coal-
based plants, which capture the largest amounts of CO2. In a 
few cases, the low end of the CCS cost range can be negative, 
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indicating that the assumed credit for EOR over the life of the 
plant is greater than the lowest reported cost of CO2 capture 
for that system. This might also apply in a few instances of 
low-cost capture from industrial processes.
 In addition to fossil fuel-based energy conversion 
processes, CO2 could also be captured in power plants fueled 
with biomass, or fossil-fuel plants with biomass co-firing. 
At present, biomass plants are small in scale (less than 100 
MWe). This means that the resulting costs of production 
with and without CCS are relatively high compared to fossil 
alternatives. Full CCS costs for biomass could amount to 110 
US$/tCO2 avoided. Applying CCS to biomass-fuelled or co-
fired conversion facilities would lead to lower or negative13 
CO2 emissions, which could reduce the costs for this option, 
depending on the market value of CO2 emission reductions. 
Similarly, CO2 could be captured in biomass-fueled H2 
plants. The cost is reported to be 22–25 US$/tCO2 (80–92 
US$/tC) avoided in a plant producing 1 million Nm3 day-1 of 
H2, and corresponds to an increase in the H2 product costs of 
about 2.7 US$ GJ-1. Significantly larger biomass plants could 
potentially benefit from economies of scale, bringing down 
costs of the CCS systems to levels broadly similar to coal 
plants. However, to date, there has been little experience with 
large-scale biomass plants, so their feasibility has not been 
proven yet, and costs and potential are difficult to estimate.

 The cost of CCS has not been studied in the same depth 
for non-power applications. Because these sources are very 
diverse in terms of CO2 concentration and gas stream pressure, 
the available cost studies show a very broad range. The lowest 
costs were found for processes that already separate CO2 as 
part of the production process, such as hydrogen production 
(the cost of capture for hydrogen production was reported 
earlier in Table TS.4). The full CCS cost, including transport 
and storage, raises the cost of hydrogen production by 0.4 to 
4.4 US$ GJ-1 in the case of geological storage, and by -2.0 
to 2.8 US$ GJ-1 in the case of EOR, based on the same cost 
assumptions as for Table TS.10.

Cost of CO2 avoided

Table TS.10 also shows the ranges of costs for ‘CO2 avoided’. 
CCS energy requirements push up the amount of fuel input 
(and therefore CO2 emissions) per unit of net power output. 
As a result, the amount of CO2 produced per unit of product 
(a kWh of electricity) is greater for the power plant with 
CCS than the reference plant, as shown in Figure TS.11. 
To determine the CO2 reductions one can attribute to CCS, 
one needs to compare CO2 emissions per kWh of the plant 
with capture to that of a reference plant without capture. The 
difference is referred to as the ‘avoided emissions’. 

Table TS.9.  2002 Cost ranges for the components of a CCS system as applied to a given type of power plant or industrial source. The costs 
of the separate components cannot simply be summed to calculate the costs of the whole CCS system in US$/CO2 avoided. All numbers are 
representative of the costs for large-scale, new installations, with natural gas prices assumed to be 2.8-4.4 US$ GJ-1 and coal prices 1-1.5 US$ 
GJ-1. 

CCS system components Cost range Remarks
Capture from a coal- or gas-fired 
power plant

15-75 US$/tCO2 net captured Net costs of captured CO2, compared to the same plant 
without capture. 

Capture from hydrogen and 
ammonia production or gas 
processing

5-55 US$/tCO2 net captured Applies to high-purity sources requiring simple drying and 
compression.

Capture from other industrial sources 25-115 US$/tCO2 net captured Range reflects use of a number of different technologies and 
fuels.

Transportation 1-8 US$/tCO2 transported Per 250 km pipeline or shipping for mass flow rates of 5 
(high end) to 40 (low end) MtCO2 yr-1.

Geological storagea 0.5-8 US$/tCO2 net injected Excluding potential revenues from EOR or ECBM. 

Geological storage: monitoring and 
verification

0.1-0.3 US$/tCO2 injected This covers pre-injection, injection, and post-injection 
monitoring, and depends on the regulatory requirements.

Ocean storage 5-30 US$/tCO2 net injected Including offshore transportation of 100-500 km, excluding 
monitoring and verification.

Mineral carbonation 50-100 US$/tCO2 net mineralized Range for the best case studied. Includes additional energy 
use for carbonation.

a  Over the long term, there may be additional costs for remediation and liabilities.

13  If for example the biomass is harvested at an unsustainable rate (that is, faster than the annual re-growth), the net CO2 emissions of the activity might not be 
negative.
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 Introducing CCS to power plants may influence the 
decision about which type of plant to install and which fuel to 
use. In some situations therefore, it can be useful to calculate 
a cost per tonne of CO2 avoided based on a reference plant 
different from the CCS plant. Table TS.10 displays the cost 
and emission factors for the three reference plants and the 
corresponding CCS plants for the case of geological storage. 
Table TS.11 summarizes the range of estimated costs for 
different combinations of CCS plants and the lowest-cost 
reference plants of potential interest. It shows, for instance, 
that where a PC plant is planned initially, using CCS in that 
plant may lead to a higher CO2 avoidance cost than if an 
NGCC plant with CCS is selected, provided natural gas is 
available. Another option with lower avoidance cost could 
be to build an IGCC plant with capture instead of equipping 
a PC plant with capture. 

Economic potential of CCS for climate change mitigation

Assessments of the economic potential of CCS are based 
on energy and economic models that study future CCS 
deployment and costs in the context of scenarios that achieve 
economically efficient, least-cost paths to the stabilization of 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations. 
 While there are significant uncertainties in the quantitative 
results from these models (see discussion below), all models 
indicate that CCS systems are unlikely to be deployed 
on a large scale in the absence of an explicit policy that 
substantially limits greenhouse gas emissions to the 
atmosphere. With greenhouse gas emission limits imposed, 
many integrated assessments foresee the deployment of 
CCS systems on a large scale within a few decades from the 
start of any significant climate change mitigation regime. 
Energy and economic models indicate that CCS systems 

Table TS.10.  Range of total costs for CO2 capture, transport and geological storage based on current technology for new power plants using 
bituminous coal or natural gas

Power plant performance and cost parametersa Pulverized coal 
power plant

Natural gas 
combined cycle 

power plant

Integrated coal  
gasification combined 

cycle power plant
Reference plant without CCS

Cost of electricity (US$/kWh) 0.043-0.052 0.031-0.050
 

0.041-0.061

Power plant with capture
Increased fuel requirement (%) 24-40 11-22 14-25
CO2 captured (kg/kWh) 0.82-0.97 0.36-0.41 0.67-0.94
CO2 avoided (kg/kWh) 0.62-0.70 0.30-0.32 0.59-0.73
% CO2 avoided 81-88 83-88 81-91

Power plant with capture and geological storageb

Cost of electricity (US$/kWh) 0.063-0.099 0.043-0.077 0.055-0.091
Cost of CCS (US$/kWh) 0.019-0.047 0.012-0.029 0.010-0.032
% increase in cost of electricity 43-91 37-85 21-78
Mitigation cost    (US$/tCO2 avoided) 30-71 38-91 14-53
                           (US$/tC avoided) 110-260 140-330 51-200

Power plant with capture and enhanced oil 
recoveryc

Cost of electricity (US$/kWh) 0.049-0.081 0.037-0.070 0.040-0.075
Cost of CCS (US$/kWh) 0.005-0.029 0.006-0.022 (-0.005)-0.019
% increase in cost of electricity 12-57 19-63 (-10)-46
Mitigation cost    (US$/tCO2 avoided) 9-44 19-68 (-7)-31
                          (US$/tC avoided) 31-160 71-250 (-25)-120

a  All changes are relative to a similar (reference) plant without CCS. See Table TS.3 for details of assumptions underlying reported cost ranges.
b Capture costs based on ranges from Table TS.3; transport costs range from 0-5 US$/tCO2; geological storage cost ranges from 0.6-8.3 US$/tCO2.
c Same capture and transport costs as above; Net storage costs for EOR range from -10 to -16 US$/tCO2 (based on pre-2003 oil prices of 15-20 US$ per 

barrel).
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are unlikely to contribute significantly to the mitigation of 
climate change unless deployed in the power sector. For this 

to happen, the price of carbon dioxide reductions would have 
to exceed 25–30 US$/tCO2, or an equivalent limit on CO2 
emissions would have to be mandated. The literature and 
current industrial experience indicate that, in the absence of 
measures for limiting CO2 emissions, there are only small, 
niche opportunities for CCS technologies to deploy. These 
early opportunities involve CO2 captured from a high-purity, 
low-cost source, the transport of CO2 over distances of less 
than 50 km, coupled with CO2 storage in a value-added 
application such as EOR. The potential of such niche options 
is about 360 MtCO2 per year (see Section 2).
 Models also indicate that CCS systems will be 
competitive with other large-scale mitigation options such 
as nuclear power and renewable energy technologies. These 
studies show that including CCS in a mitigation portfolio 
could reduce the cost of stabilizing CO2 concentrations by 
30% or more. One aspect of the cost competitiveness of CCS 
technologies is that they are compatible with most current 
energy infrastructures. 
 In most scenarios, emissions abatement becomes 
progressively more constraining over time. Most analyses 
indicate that notwithstanding significant penetration of 
CCS systems by 2050, the majority of CCS deployment 
will occur in the second half of this century.  The earliest 
CCS deployments are typically foreseen in the industrialized 
nations, with deployment eventually spreading worldwide. 
While results for different scenarios and models differ (often 

Emitted

Reference
Plant

Plant
with CCS

CO2 produced (kg/kWh)

Captured

Figuur 8.2

CO2 avoided

CO2 captured

Figure TS.11. CO2 capture and storage from power plants. The 
increased CO2 production resulting from loss in overall efficiency 
of power plants due to the additional energy required for capture, 
transport and storage, and any leakage from transport result in a 
larger amount of “CO2 produced per unit of product” (lower bar) 
relative to the reference plant (upper bar) without capture.

Table TS.11.  Mitigation cost ranges for different combinations of reference and CCS plants based on current technology for new power 
plants. Currently, in many regions, common practice would be either a PC plant or an NGCC plant14. EOR benefits are based on oil prices of 
15 - 20 US$ per barrel. Gas prices are assumed to be 2.8 -4.4 US$/GJ-1, coal prices 1-1.5 US$/GJ-1 (based on Table 8.3a).

CCS plant type
NGCC reference plant PC reference plant

US$/tCO2 avoided
(US$/tC avoided)

US$/tCO2 avoided
(US$/tC avoided)

Power plant with capture and geological storage
NGCC 40 - 90   

(140 - 330)
20 - 60 

(80 - 220)
PC 70 - 270   

(260 - 980)
30 - 70 

(110 - 260)
IGCC 40 - 220   

(150 - 790)
20 - 70 

(80 - 260)
Power plant with capture and EOR

NGCC 20 - 70   
(70 - 250)

0 - 30 
(0 - 120)

PC 50 - 240   
(180 - 890)

10 - 40 
(30 - 160)

IGCC 20 - 190  
(80 - 710)

0 - 40 
(0 - 160)

14 IGCC is not included as a reference power plant that would be built today since this technology is not yet widely deployed in the electricity sector and is usually 
slightly more costly than a PC plant.
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significantly) in the specific mix and quantities of different 
measures needed to achieve a particular emissions constraint 
(see Figure TS.12), the consensus of the literature shows that 
CCS could be an important component of the broad portfolio 
of energy technologies and emission reduction approaches. 
 The actual use of CCS is likely to be lower than the 
estimates of economic potential indicated by these energy 
and economic models. As noted earlier, the results are 
typically based on an optimized least-cost analysis that does 

not adequately account for real-world barriers to technology 
development and deployment, such as environmental impact, 
lack of a clear legal or regulatory framework, the perceived 
investment risks of different technologies, and uncertainty 
as to how quickly the cost of CCS will be reduced through 
R&D and learning-by-doing. Models typically employ 
simplified assumptions regarding the costs of CCS for 
different applications and the rates at which future costs will 
be reduced.
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Figure TS.12. These figures are an illustrative example of the global potential contribution of CCS as part of a mitigation portfolio. They are 
based on two alternative integrated assessment models (MESSAGE and MiniCAM) adopting the same assumptions for the main emissions 
drivers. The results would vary considerably on regional scales. This example is based on a single scenario and therefore does not convey the 
full range of uncertainties. Panels a) and b) show global primary energy use, including the deployment of CCS. Panels c) and d) show the global 
CO2 emissions in grey and corresponding contributions of main emissions reduction measures in colour. Panel e) shows the calculated marginal 
price of CO2 reductions.
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 For CO2 stabilization scenarios between 450 and 750 
ppmv, published estimates of the cumulative amount of 
CO2 potentially stored globally over the course of this 
century (in geological formations and/or the oceans) span a 
wide range, from very small contributions to thousands of 
gigatonnes of CO2. To a large extent, this wide range is due to 
the uncertainty of long-term socio-economic, demographic 
and, in particular, technological changes, which are the main 
drivers of future CO2 emissions. However, it is important to 
note that the majority of results for stabilization scenarios of 
450–750 ppmv CO2 tend to cluster in a range of 220–2,200 
GtCO2 (60–600 GtC) for the cumulative deployment of CCS. 
For CCS to achieve this economic potential, several hundreds 
or thousands of CCS systems would be required worldwide 
over the next century, each capturing some 1–5 MtCO2 per 
year. As indicated in Section 5, it is likely that the technical 
potential for geological storage alone is sufficient to cover 
the high end of the economic potential range for CCS.

Perspectives on CO2 leakage from storage

The policy implications of slow leakage from storage depend 
on assumptions in the analysis. Studies conducted to address 
the question of how to deal with impermanent storage are based 
on different approaches: the value of delaying emissions, cost 
minimization of a specified mitigation scenario, or allowable 
future emissions in the context of an assumed stabilization 
of atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. Some of 
these studies allow future releases to be compensated by 
additional reductions in emissions; the results depend on 
assumptions regarding the future cost of reductions, discount 
rates, the amount of CO2 stored, and the assumed level of 
stabilization for atmospheric concentrations. In other studies, 
compensation is not seen as an option because of political 
and institutional uncertainties and the analysis focuses on 
limitations set by the assumed stabilization level and the 
amount stored. 
 While specific results of the range of studies vary with 
the methods and assumptions made, the outcomes suggest 
that a fraction retained on the order of 90–99% for 100 years 
or 60–95% for 500 years could still make such impermanent 
storage valuable for the mitigation of climate change. All 
studies imply that, if CCS is to be acceptable as a mitigation 
measure, there must be an upper limit to the amount of 
leakage that can take place.

9. Emission inventories and accounting

An important aspect of CO2 capture and storage is the 
development and application of methods to estimate and 
report the quantities in which emissions of CO2 (and associated 
emissions of methane or nitrous oxides) are reduced, 
avoided, or removed from the atmosphere. The two elements 
involved here are (1) the actual estimation and reporting of 
emissions for national greenhouse gas inventories, and (2) 
accounting for CCS under international agreements to limit 
net emissions.15

Current framework

Under the UNFCCC, national greenhouse gas emission 
inventories have traditionally reported emissions for a specific 
year, and have been prepared on an annual basis or another 
periodic basis. The IPCC Guidelines (IPCC 1996) and Good 
Practice Guidance Reports (IPCC 2000; 2003) describe 
detailed approaches for preparing national inventories 
that are complete, transparent, documented, assessed for 
uncertainties, consistent over time, and comparable across 
countries. The IPCC documents now in use do not specifically 
include CO2 capture and storage options. However, the IPCC 
Guidelines are currently undergoing revisions that should 
provide some guidance when the revisions are published in 
2006. The framework that already has been accepted could 
be applied to CCS systems, although some issues might need 
revision or expansion.

Issues relevant to accounting and reporting 

In the absence of prevailing international agreements, it is not 
clear whether the various forms of CO2 capture and storage 
will be treated as reductions in emissions or as removals from 
the atmosphere. In either case, CCS results in new pools of 
CO2 that may be subject to physical leakage at some time in 
the future. Currently, there are no methods available within 
the UNFCCC framework for monitoring, measuring or 
accounting for physical leakage from storage sites. However, 
leakage from well-managed geological storage sites is likely 
to be small in magnitude and distant in time. 
 Consideration may be given to the creation of a specific 
category for CCS in the emissions reporting framework 
but this is not strictly necessary since the quantities of CO2 
captured and stored could be reflected in the sector in which 
the CO2 was produced. CO2 storage in a given location 
could include CO2 from many different source categories, 
and even from sources in many different countries. Fugitive 

15 In this context, ‘‘estimation’’ is the process of calculating greenhouse gas emissions and ‘‘reporting’’ is the process of providing the estimates to the UNFCCC. 
‘‘Accounting’’ refers to the rules for comparing emissions and removals as reported with commitments (IPCC 2003).
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emissions from the capture, transport and injection of CO2 to 
storage can largely be estimated within the existing reporting 
methods, and emissions associated with the added energy 
required to operate the CCS systems can be measured and 
reported within the existing inventory frameworks. Specific 
consideration may also be required for CCS applied to 
biomass systems as that application would result in reporting 
negative emissions, for which there is currently no provision 
in the reporting framework. 

Issues relevant to international agreements 

Quantified commitments to limit greenhouse gas emissions 
and the use of emissions trading, Joint Implementation (JI) 
or the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) require clear 
rules and methods to account for emissions and removals. 
Because CCS has the potential to move CO2 across traditional 
accounting boundaries (e.g. CO2 might be captured in one 
country and stored in another, or captured in one year and 
partly released from storage in a later year), the rules and 
methods for accounting may be different than those used in 
traditional emissions inventories. 
 To date, most of the scientific, technical and political 
discussions on accounting for stored CO2 have focused on 
sequestration in the terrestrial biosphere. The history of these 
negotiations may provide some guidance for the development 
of accounting methods for CCS. Recognizing the potential 

impermanence of CO2 stored in the terrestrial biosphere, 
the UNFCCC accepted the idea that net emissions can be 
reduced through biological sinks, but has imposed complex 
rules for such accounting. CCS is markedly different in many 
ways from CO2 sequestration in the terrestrial biosphere (see 
Table TS.12), and the different forms of CCS are markedly 
different from one another. However, the main goal of 
accounting is to ensure that CCS activities produce real 
and quantifiable reductions in net emissions. One tonne of 
CO2 permanently stored has the same benefit in terms of 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations as one tonne of CO2 not 
emitted, but one tonne of CO2 temporarily stored has less 
benefit. It is generally accepted that this difference should be 
reflected in any system of accounting for reductions in net 
greenhouse gas emissions. 
 The IPCC Guidelines (IPCC 1996) and Good Practice 
Guidance Reports (IPCC 2000; 2003) also contain guidelines 
for monitoring greenhouse gas emissions. It is not known 
whether the revised guidelines of the IPCC for CCS can 
be satisfied by using monitoring techniques, particularly 
for geological and ocean storage. Several techniques are 
available for the monitoring and verification of CO2 emissions 
from geological storage, but they vary in applicability, 
detection limits and uncertainties. Currently, monitoring for 
geological storage can take place quantitatively at injection 
and qualitatively in the reservoir and by measuring surface 
fluxes of CO2. Ocean storage monitoring can take place by 

Table TS.12.  Differences in the forms of CCS and biological sinks that might influence the way accounting is conducted.

Property Terrestrial biosphere Deep ocean Geological reservoirs

CO2 sequestered or stored Stock changes can be monitored 
over time.

Injected carbon can be 
measured.

Injected carbon can be measured.

Ownership Stocks will have a discrete 
location and can be associated 
with an identifiable owner.

Stocks will be mobile and may 
reside in international waters.

Stocks may reside in reservoirs that 
cross national or property boundaries 
and differ from surface boundaries.

Management decisions Storage will be subject to 
continuing decisions about land-
use priorities.

Once injected there are no 
further human decisions about 
maintenance once injection has 
taken place.

Once injection has taken place, 
human decisions about continued 
storage involve minimal 
maintenance, unless storage 
interferes with resource recovery.

Monitoring Changes in stocks can be 
monitored.

Changes in stocks will be 
modelled.

Release of CO2 can be detected by 
physical monitoring.

Expected retention time Decades, depending on 
management decisions.

Centuries, depending on depth 
and location of injection.

Essentially permanent, barring 
physical disruption of the reservoir.

Physical leakage Losses might occur due to 
disturbance, climate change, or 
land-use decisions.

Losses will assuredly occur 
as an eventual consequence of 
marine circulation and equili-
bration with the atmosphere.

Losses are unlikely except in the 
case of disruption of the reservoir or 
the existence of initially undetected 
leakage pathways.

Liability A discrete land-owner can be 
identified with the stock of 
sequestered carbon.

Multiple parties may contribute 
to the same stock of stored 
CO2 and the CO2 may reside in 
international waters.

Multiple parties may contribute to 
the same stock of stored CO2 that 
may lie under multiple countries.
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detecting the CO2 plume, but not by measuring ocean surface 
release to the atmosphere. Experiences from monitoring 
existing CCS projects are still too limited to serve as a 
basis for conclusions about the physical leakage rates and 
associated uncertainties. 
 The Kyoto Protocol creates different units of accounting 
for greenhouse gas emissions, emissions reductions, 
and emissions sequestered under different compliance 
mechanisms. ‘Assigned amount units’ (AAUs) describe 
emissions commitments and apply to emissions trading, 
‘certified emission reductions’ (CERs) are used under the 
CDM, and ‘emission reduction units’ (ERUs) are employed 
under JI. To date, international negotiations have provided 
little guidance about methods for calculating and accounting 
for project-related CO2 reductions from CCS systems (only 
CERs or ERUs), and it is therefore uncertain how such 
reductions will be accommodated under the Kyoto Protocol. 
Some guidance may be given by the methodologies for 
biological-sink rules. Moreover, current agreements do not 
deal with cross-border CCS projects. This is particularly 
important when dealing with cross-border projects involving 
CO2 capture in an ‘Annex B’ country that is party to the 
Kyoto Protocol but stored in a country that is not in Annex B 
or is not bound by the Protocol.
 Although methods currently available for national 
emissions inventories can either accommodate CCS systems 
or be revised to do so, accounting for stored CO2 raises 
questions about the acceptance and transfer of responsibility 
for stored emissions. Such issues may be addressed through 
national and international political processes. 

10. Gaps in knowledge

This summary of the gaps in knowledge covers aspects of 
CCS where increasing knowledge, experience and reducing 
uncertainty would be important to facilitate decision-making 
about the large-scale deployment of CCS. 

Technologies for capture and storage

Technologies for the capture of CO2 are relatively well 
understood today based on industrial experience in a variety 
of applications. Similarly, there are no major technical or 
knowledge barriers to the adoption of pipeline transport, 
or to the adoption of geological storage of captured CO2. 
However, the integration of capture, transport and storage 
in full-scale projects is needed to gain the knowledge and 
experience required for a more widespread deployment 
of CCS technologies. R&D is also needed to improve 
knowledge of emerging concepts and enabling technologies 
for CO2 capture that have the potential to significantly reduce 
the costs of capture for new and existing facilities. More 
specifically, there are knowledge gaps relating to large coal-

based and natural gas-based power plants with CO2 capture on 
the order of several hundred megawatts (or several MtCO2). 
Demonstration of CO2 capture on this scale is needed to 
establish the reliability and environmental performance of 
different types of power systems with capture, to reduce 
the costs of CCS, and to improve confidence in the cost 
estimates. In addition, large-scale implementation is needed 
to obtain better estimates of the costs and performance of 
CCS in industrial processes, such as the cement and steel 
industries, that are significant sources of CO2 but have little 
or no experience with CO2 capture. 
 With regard to mineral carbonation technology, a major 
question is how to exploit the reaction heat in practical 
designs that can reduce costs and net energy requirements. 
Experimental facilities at pilot scales are needed to address 
these gaps.
 With regard to industrial uses of captured CO2, further 
study of the net energy and CO2 balance of industrial 
processes that use the captured CO2 could help to establish a 
more complete picture of the potential of this option. 

Geographical relationship between the sources and storage 
opportunities of CO2 

An improved picture of the proximity of major CO2 sources 
to suitable storage sites (of all types), and the establishment 
of cost curves for the capture, transport and storage of 
CO2, would facilitate decision-making about large-scale 
deployment of CCS. In this context, detailed regional 
assessments are required to evaluate how well large CO2 
emission sources (both current and future) match suitable 
storage options that can store the volumes required. 

Geological storage capacity and effectiveness

There is a need for improved storage capacity estimates at the 
global, regional and local levels, and for a better understanding 
of long-term storage, migration and leakage processes. 
Addressing the latter issue will require an enhanced ability to 
monitor and verify the behaviour of geologically stored CO2. 
The implementation of more pilot and demonstration storage 
projects in a range of geological, geographical and economic 
settings would be important to improve our understanding of 
these issues.

Impacts of ocean storage

Major knowledge gaps that should be filled before the risks 
and potential for ocean storage can be assessed concern the 
ecological impact of CO2 in the deep ocean. Studies are 
needed of the response of biological systems in the deep sea 
to added CO2, including studies that are longer in duration 
and larger in scale than those that have been performed until 
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now. Coupled with this is a need to develop techniques and 
sensors to detect and monitor CO2 plumes and their biological 
and geochemical consequences.

Legal and regulatory issues

Current knowledge about the legal and regulatory 
requirements for implementing CCS on a larger scale is still 
inadequate. There is no appropriate framework to facilitate the 
implementation of geological storage and take into account 
the associated long-term liabilities. Clarification is needed 
regarding potential legal constraints on storage in the marine 
environment (ocean or sub-seabed geological storage). Other 
key knowledge gaps are related to the methodologies for 
emissions inventories and accounting.

Global contribution of CCS to mitigating climate change

There are several other issues that would help future decision-
making about CCS by further improving our understanding 
of the potential contribution of CCS to the long-term global 
mitigation and stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations. 
These include the potential for transfer and diffusion of 
CCS technologies, including opportunities for developing 
countries to exploit CCS, its application to biomass sources 
of CO2, and the potential interaction between investment in 
CCS and other mitigation options. Further investigation is 
warranted into the question of how long CO2 would need to 
be stored. This issue is related to stabilization pathways and 
intergenerational aspects.
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